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parks and playgrounds-and that would
include a strong, but flexible education
program for those who have dropped out
of school.
We will never see victory in the war on
poverty unless we recognize the central
importance of employment and education. Of the 15 million people who moved
out of poverty in the past decade, over
99 percent were in families headed by
men who would be able to find jobs.
And in 1969, 50 percent of the pootaged
14 and over, had completed only 8 or
fewer years of school. These facts clearly
show that the main route out of poverty
is through a good job, but the poor are
at a distinct disadvantage in competing
for jobs in today's highly skilled labor
market.
Unemployment strikes especially hard
among young people who are poor.
By June 1971, there were 1,879,000 young
people, aged 16 to 19, out of work. This
alarming unemployment rate of 15.8
percent does not even take into account
the hundreds of thousands of young men
and women who have been looking for
jobs since the end of the school year.
But we are fully aware of the shocking
fact that for black youth living in poverty areas, the unemployment rate has
reached 41.2 percent.
These facts spell a national crisis that
demands immediate action.
But while 16- to 19-year-old unemployment has more than doubled since
1969, the number of Neighborhood youth
Corps out-of-school job opportunity slots
funded by the present administration
has sharply declined, from 50,000 down
to 36,800.
Meanwhile, the administration shut
down 59 Job Corps camps, ultimately
establishing only nine of the 30 inner
city Job Corps centers it had promised.
The result has been a 37.8-percent drop
in the level of corpsmen over the past
3 years, to 23,000. Even direct employment by the Federal Government for
disadvantaged young people has been
cut back, from 76,000 in 1970 to 63,000
this year.
And it was not until April of this year
that the administration requested supplemental appropriations of $64.3 million for the NYC summer job program,
to provide a total of 514,200 job opportunities on a reduced 9-week basis. Yet,
the League of Cities-U.S. Conference of
Mayors had established a need for $157.4
million in additional funds to provide a
total of 641,639 10-week summer job
opportunities for disadvantaged urban
youth, that could be effectively developed
and supervised. The final additional
appropriation passed by Congress raised
the administration request by $40.7
million.
The three Neighborhood Youth Corps
job programs-in-school, summer, and
out-of-school-have a tremendous potential fOr reaching our economically deprived youth. Sponsored by local groups
\\'ho would have the best insight into the
needs and problems confronting these
young people, these programs offer a
young man or woman the vital opportunity and incentive to continue their
education while also improving their em-

ployab1lity, with paid work and training
opportunities.
The typical NYC enrollee has dropped
out of high school and lives in a family
of eight or more persons, with an annual
income of up to $2,000. Particularly in
the out-of-school program, the enrollee
has been employed and contributed to
the family's support, but wants to improve his or her abilities to obtaIn a
meaningful and decent paying job.
We must· noteontinue to deny hundreds of thousands of our young people
this vital opportunity to make something worthwhile of their lives. We are
talking about human dignity, a right
that has been cherished throughout
AmerIcan hIstory. I urge the Senate to
approve this additional appropriation for
the Neighborhood Youth Corps out-ofschool program.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I yield
myself 1 minute.
I thank my diStinguished colleague
from Minnesota for these very kind
comments. As one of the leaders in the
whole effort to develop a meaningful and
powerful program to eliminate poverty
in this country, we are glad to have his
suppOrt.
Mr. President, I understand the distinguished Senator from Pennsylvania
(Mr. SCHWEIKER) may shortly wish to
speak. Observing the absence of a quorum, I ask unanimous consent that there
be a quorum call without the time being
taken from either sIde.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it Is so
ordered. The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescInded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
JOINT SESSION OF THE HOUSE AND
SENATE TOMORROW TO RECEIVE
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask the Chair to lay before the
Senate a message from the House of
Representatives on House Concurrent
Resolution 395, and ask unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to i16 immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
WEICKER) laid before the Senate House
Concurrent Resolution 395 providing for
a joint session of the House and Senate
on Thursday, September 9, 1971, to receive the President of the United States,
which was reag by the the assistantJegislative clerk as follows:
ResolVed by the House 0/ Representatives
(the Senate concurring>, That the two

Houses of Congress assemble in the Hall of
the House of Representatives on Thursday,
september 9, 1971, at 12:30 p.m., for the
purpose of receiving such communications as
the President of the United States shall be
pleased to make to them.

THE PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the immediate consideration
of the resolution?
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There being no objection, the concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 395) was
considered and agreed to.
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY AMENDMENTS OF 1971
The Senate continued with the consideration of the bill (S.2007) to provide
for the continuation of programs authorized under the EconoInic OppOrtunity
Act of 1964, and-for other purposes;-Mr. SCHWEIKER. Mr. President, I
yield myself 10 minutes.
I rise in suport of S. 2007, the Economic Opportunity Amendments of
1971.
This bill extends for 2 more years, until June 30, 1973, the various programs
under the Economic Opportunity Act of
1964. In addition, it authorizes a major
new comprehensive child development
program. It creates a National Legal
Services Corporation to assume the
functions of the legal services program
now in the Office of Economic Opportunity. It makes a special additional authorization of $500 million to the Neighborhood Youth Corps to create 100,000
more work and training opportunities
for youth. It strengthens the community econoInic development title of the
EOA and adds to the EOA two promising new smaller programs, one in
youth recreation and sports and the other to offer community design and planning assistance to low-income communities.
This is far-reaching, farsighted legislation and as ranking minority member
of the Subcommittee on Employment,
Manpower, and Poverty, it has been my
privilege to work closely on all aspects
of it. I feel much credit should go to the
able chairman of the subcommittee, the
distinguished Senator from Wisconsin
(Mr. NELSON), and the ranking minority member of the full Commitee on
Labor and Public Welfare, the distinguished Senator from New York (Mr.
JAVITS), for their principal role in fashioning this legislation in our Subcommittee and Committee,
This bill assures that the Office of
Economic Opportunity will continue as
a vital catalyst of ideas and programs
for aiding the poor, and indeed, as an
advocate \Vithin our massive Federal
Government structure for the special
needs and aspirations of the nearly onefifth of America's people who are poor.
The programs of OEO have pOinted the
way for poor people to voice their needs
and work for change within the system.
OEO has been one of the few agencies,
if not the only Federal agency, trying to
blidge the gap between rich and poor,
black and wbite, ghetto and suburb. In
addition, it has been a bridge across the
rapidly forming gap between big government and the individual citizen. So
I support this bill as a continuation of
congressional commitment to OEO and
its programs.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The child development program authorized in S. 2007 is addressed to a
critical community need in our Nation
todaY. the need for child care in fami-
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lies where the mother must work. Child
care of a purely custodial nature is not
enough. America's children are entitled
to a full opportunity in preschool education, health care, nutrition, and other
child development services. The comprehensive child development program
authorized in this bill is a good start in
that direction, building on the excellent work of Project Headstart, which,
incidentally, has been a program of
OEO.
In America today one-haIfaf all
mothers with preschool or school-age
children are working at least part time.
This means that professional daytime
child care r.an no longer be regarded as
just a luxury for a select few. We are
woefully deficient in licensed day-care
facilities today-there are less than 700,000 slots in such facilities-while in the
poverty category alone, there are 3.2 million children under 6 who could benefit
from child development services.
This is why, Mr. President, I was one
of the initial sponsors of the Comprehensive Chlld Development Act, S. 1512,
with Senators MONDALE, JAVITS, and NELSON, in April of this year. I am glad
that this bill has been Incorporated into
the pending OEO bill S. 2007, so that it
can receive prompt consideration and be
passed by the full Senate.
In addition, Mr. President, I feel that
this child development program is going to benefit not simply today's parents
and children but tomorrow's communities and tomorrow's America. The early
childhood period of a person's life is crucial insofar as it usually determines how
that person is going to mature, and what
kind of an adult and citizen he is going
to become.
In fact, a just released study showed
that even the IQ which was considered
sacrosanct and unchangeable, is affected
by the environment and social factors
in the early life of that child.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. SCHWEIKER. I am delighted to
yield.
Mr. MONDALE. I am glad the Senator
from Pennsylvania made that point. The
Select Committee on Equal Educational
Opportunity, which I am privlleged to
chair, has held extensive hearings on the
problem of equality of educational opportunity. I would say, without any
doubt, that the most promising single
strategy to bring hope of equality of opportunity to the children of this country is to be found in a comprehensive
child development program. I am very
glad the Senator from Pennsylvania
makes the point that quality education
during the critical development years of
life can have an important impact upon
the intelligence and ability of children.
I think it is significant that the White
House Conference on Children, which
was perhaps the most illustrious meeting
of experts in this field ever assembled,
agreed, in a weighted vote, that the single
most important factor in such an effort
was the kind of comprehensive child development program recommended by the
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
CXVII--1948-Part 23
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and supported by the Senator from
Pennsylvania.
Mr. SCHWEIKER. I thank the Senator for his comments. I also wish to acknowledge the Senator's fine leadership
and the work that he has done in the
child development care field. I believe
his leadership was primarily responsible
for bringing this particular section of the
act into being and making it an integral
part of our program in this regard.
Mr. MONDALE. If the Senator will
-yield further, I thOUght it was sigI).iflcant
that Dr. Reginald Lourie, who was the
Director of the Joint Commission on
Mental Health of Children which recently issued its report, said that mental
retardation in the United States is higher
than in any other civilized part of the
world. Three or four percent of our Nation's youth are retarded, he said, while
in every other country where there are
programs for early child care, only about
one-tenth of 1 percent of the population
are retarded. In other words, the failure
of the United States to have a comprehensive child development program in
these first critical years of life is contributing enormously to the tragedy of
retardation which strikes so many of our
children.
Mr. SCHWEIKER. Yes. I think it has
many ramifications, because in addition
to the children who have special problems and special disabilities that have to
be focused upon early in life, we now
have this new concept that I referred to
a moment ago, where more and more
educational research is pointing to the
fact that the IQ and the mental ability
of a child is primarily a factor of his
environment and social relationships, as
the child develops the mental ability to
assimilate information, to grOW, and to
develop. I think just that turn of events,
the overturning of the stereotype about
IQ, opens up a whole new horizon
whereby this bill can unlock the door for
America's greatest natural resource, its
young people, in training them and getting them started early, just as the concept originally involved in OEO a few
years ago, though at that time not with
this wealth of new evidence behind it, of
giving the child a "head start." I believe
it now has far more significance than
even the original concept and the original program envisioned.
This early childhood period of a person's life Is crucial insofar as it usually
determines how that person is going to
mature, and what kind of an adult and
citizen he Is going to become. I have long
believed that if society can deal fairly
and generously with its children, giving
them a full range of education, nutrition,
health care, and other types of care, we
will encounter fewer social problems
from these children as they reach later
life. This is why I consider the child development program in this bill not Jllst
a correct, humane, and badly needed program but also a very good investment in
our Nation's future.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's 10 minutes have expired.
Mr. SCHWEIKER. I yield myself 5 additional minutes.

LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION

Mr. President, another key feature of

S. 2007 Is the establishment of the National Legal Services Corporation, to assume the functions of the legal services
program now in OEO. The legal services
program has performed excellently in
the 6 years of Its existence, serving both
the poor with free legal services and the
Nation as a whole because the program
has given to poor people a means of redressing their legal grievances through
our system of courts and laws. If the
legal services program is going to continue and grow, it needs, however, insulation from political pressures that have
plagued it throughout its history.
As President Nixon said in his message
to Congress on May 5, 1971, concerning
the legal services program:
Even though surrounded by controversy.
this program can prOVide a most effectiYe
mechanism for settling differences and securing justice within the system and not on the
streets. For many of our citizens, legal servIces has reaffinned faith in our government
of laws. However, if we are to preserve the
strength of the program, we must make it
Immune to political pressures and make it a
permanent part of our system of justice.

I agree wholeheartedly with the President's views and hope that the Senate
will act favorably on the creation of the
National Legal Services Corporation embodied in S. 2007.
SPECIAL $500 MILLION AUTHORIZATION FOR
NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH CORPS

Mr. President, another provision of the
bill that Is most important, and to which
I have given my full support, Is the
special added authorization of $500 million for Neighborhood Youth Corps activities to train and employ youth. Our
subcommittee included this additional
authorization after hearings on youth
unemployment and after midsummer
employment data indicated that there
were more than 1 million unemployed
teenagers-about 15 percent of the total
teenage work force. Among black teenagers as a group, the unemployment rate
was 30.3 percent, according to figures
cited in the 20th Century Fund's Task
Force report, "Youth Unemployment:
Crisis in the Cities."
·We concluded that something needed
to be done within this bill to address this
problem, which while it is a perennial
one, is particularly acute this year as the
general rate of unemployment is higher
than usual. The Neighborhood Youth
Corps, which offers jobs as well as training, must be given more resources to deal
with this severe urban problem.
COMMUNITY DESIGN AND PLANNING ASSISTANCE

Mr. President, S. 2007 also includes authorizd.tion for OEO to assist local commUnity-based organizations who are furnishing design and planning services to
low":income-l1eighborhoods. OEO has, ona pilot basis, been helping such groups
provide design services to the poor, just
as local agencies in the legal services
program have been giving legal services
to the poor. Now, through an amendment offered in our committee by the able
Senator from California (Mr. CRANSTON),
this OEO pilot program would be au-
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tenure, we are pleased that there has been
bl-partlsan agreement on this two year extension.
The extension must be viewed, of course,
In the context of changes In the poverty
program proposed by the Administration, as
weD as those recommended by the Committee.
The Administration's long-term proposals
include:
Administration of Community Action
Agencies, Senior Opportun1t1es and Special
Impact programs by the proposed new Department of Community Development.
Administration of manpower programs,
migrant programs. Head Start and Follow
-Through, Family Planning, Alcohol -and Re~
covery, Drug Rehabilitation and Emergency
Food and Medical program by the proposed
new Department Of Human Resources.
Incorporation, as of January 1, 1973, of
community action programs under proposed
urban and rural revenue sharing.
We consider the current method of conducting the program-by the Office of Economic Opportunity on the Federal level and
through federally funded community action
agencies on the local level-both as an effective means of attacking poverty and as a
uni que and successful approach to closing
the gap In our society between the various
racial and economic groups and between these
groups and the governmental "establlshment" at all levels.
Accordingly, we submit that the Administration must demonstrate that both benefits to the poor and the involvement of the
poor can be preserved and Increased in a new
framework before such far-reaching changes
are I>ut Into effect.
It Is therefore essential that the Congress
have a full opportunity to express Its will
In respect to any proposed changes. In that
connection, we note the Administration Itself has already Indicated that It will proceed
by seeking express legislative authority In respect to each of these major proposals outlined above. Accordingly, we support Section
10 of the Committee bill, which provides that
no new transfer or delegations of programs
administered by the Director of the Office of
Economic Opportunity shall be made to the
head of any other agency, during the two year
period, unless by specific legislative enactment.
As noted In the Committee's report, the bl1l
contains the follOWing basic authorizations:
$950,000,000 for E'ach fiscal year for community action programs conducted under the
Act, with additional authorizations for Community Economic Development and Legal
Services programs, as described below.
$1,400,000,000 for fiscal year 1973 for work
and training programs administered by the
Department of Labor under the Act, which
amount Includes a special authorization of
$500,000,000 for that year for Neighborhood
Youth Corps In school, out-of school, and
summer programs. In anticipation of action
this year on the President's proposed Manpower Revenue Sharing Act and other comprehensive legislation for a reform of currently conducted employment and training
programs, the Committee bill I>rovldes an
open authorization for such programs for
fiscal year 1973.
$500,000,000 for fiscal year 1972 for Project
SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF MESSRS. JAVITS
Headstart and the Follow Through program,
AND SCHWEIKER
administered by the Department of Health,
We support the Economic Opportunity Act Education, and Welfare. As noted below,
Amendments of 1971 and commend -each
beginning In fiscal year 1973, these programs
of the four major elements of the blll as would be consolidated under the new Comfollows:
prehensive Child Development title, with a
TWO YEAR EXTENSIO~
separate authorization.
We support these authorization levels as
As requested by the Administration, and
following S. 397, which we Introduced earlier
reasonable projections of the amounts that
this year, the Committee bill would extend
could be used effectively in each of the areas
the basic authorization for programs under , Involved.
the Economic Opportunity Act for a period
We support also, as a general matter, the
of two years, beyond expiration on June 30, earmarking and reservation provisions ap1971. While we regret that the poverty pro- plicable to the $950,000 authorized for comgrams cannot be given e\'en a more secure munity action programs, to ensure' a con-

thorized in law, so that it can go forward
on a more secure basis.
The architectural profession, Mr.
President, has adopted this program In
the same public-spirited fashion as the
legal profession has in the case of the
legal services program. The American Institute of Architects, as well as local individual architects, fully support thIs
provision in S. 2007. In Pennsylvania,
there are at least five community architectural and planning groups in this
movement. The largest is the Architects
Workshop, in Philadelphia, which has
been active in over 150 different projects
and studies, working \Vith over 200 volunteer professionals and a small administrative staff from a central office and
seven mini-workshops around the city.
The Philadelphia chapter of AlA has
been strongly behind this project.
Two other smaller units in Philadelphia are the Urban Workshop at the
University of Pennsylvania's Department
of Architecture and the Young Great Society of Architecture and Planning Center, which serves the predominantly
black Mantua area of West Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh has the Architects Workshop
and the Community Design Association,
which has specialized in the planning and
design needs of the hill district, another
black neighborhood.
Mr. President, I am glad to see this
movement in the architecture and planning field recognized in legislation.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's additional 5 minutes have expired.
Mr. SCHWEIKER. I yield myself 1
additional minute.
It is a small program, but it Is still
a good illustration of the catalytic role
that OEO plays in our governmental
structure, as an advocate for the special
needs of the poor. Mr. President, S. 2007,
through its 2-year extension of the, basic
OEO programs and its innovations in
child care, legal services, youth employment, and other vital areas of need,
should be promptly passed by the Senate.
This would demonstrate that we In the
Congress want to build on the strengths
of the Economic Opportunity Act and
other programs to see poverty and its
attending hardships eradicated in the
1970's.
Mr. President, the Senator from New
York (Mr. JAVITS) and myself filed our
supplemental views when the Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare reported
this bill S. 2007 to the floor. I hereby request unanimous consent that our views
be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the supplemental views were ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:
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tlnued priority to those programs which respect the essentially indigenous nature of the
poverty program, for example, Local Initiative, Comprehensive Health centers, Community Economic Development, Alcoholic
Counseling and Recovery, Drug Rehabllltation and Emergency Food and Medical Services.
However, within that context, It Is essential that the Director have considerable latitude to establish priorities and ensure that
the most effective use Is made of funds appropriated directly to the Office of Economic
Opportunity (taking Into consideration antipoverty Initiatives conducted by other Departments alld agencies of federal; 'state and
local government).
We note in that connection. that the Committee adopted a proposal made by Senator
Dominick under which the Director would
be authorized to transfer up to 20% of funds
from a program In fiscal year 1972 and 25%
in fiscal 1973 and to add funds to a program
in each year without limitation, irrespective
of earmarking. At the preseI1t time, under
Section 616 of the Economic Opportunity
Act, the Director is authorized to reduce a
program by 15% and, With some exceptions,
to increase programs by 35%. As the bill Is
considered by the Senate, we reserve the
right to seek to prOVide the Director with
increased flexibility, consistent with the priorities reflected generally in the Committee
bill.
We are pleased also that we are able to
incll'de provisions which protect, to some
extent, funds for training and technical assistance, state programs, research and development and program support against disproportionate reductions In the event that
the full authorization for community action
and related programs Is not appropriated,
CO~IPREHENSIVE CHILD

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Under the Committee bill, a new title
would be Incorporated in the Economic Opportunity Act., providing for the establishment of comprehensive child development
programs.
The establishment of such programs, with
emphasis on local declslonmaking, parental
involvement, comprehensiveness of services,
and adequate funding-was identified as th~
top priority for the next decade by the recent White House Conference on Children.
The title-which represents a bi-partisan
effort-would Implement that objective in
each respect, as follows:
Decision-making at the local level.-The

Committee bill provides that any city, municipality or county having general governmental powers (or any combination thereo'!),
Indian tribe on a Federal or State reservation
and, under certain circumstances, public and
private nonprofit agencies or organizations
are eligible to serve as prime sponsors for
comprehensive child development programs,
with the States serving as prime sponsors as
to areas where local units do not qualify. This
local emphasis was the thrust of the Comprehensive Community Child Development Act,
Introduced by Senator Javits In the previous
Congress. While we regard this focus as desirable, we support provisions In the blllelements of Which we proposed-to permit
the Secretary to determine the ability of
units of local general government to carry
out comprehensive child development. programs, measured In terms of administrative
costs of child development councils, and thtr
capacity to provide or enter Into arrangements for health, educational and other
services.
We consider it essential that state governments-which have already contributed significantly In many cases to child development programs-have a role not oniy as
prime sponsors In areas not covered by localities, but In reinforcing all programs conducted throughout the State. To that end.
the bill Includes a provision which we sub-
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mitted authorizing the Secretary to utilize ess and fully protect the attorney-cllent reup to 5% of funds apportioned for use with- lationship so central to our judicial process.
in a State for special grants to the State for
We submit that on the crucial matter of
the provision of technical assistance and to the composition of the Board, the bill strikes
encourage coordination within the State; an appropriate balance between the need for
the blll also authorizes the Governor of the Independence on the one hand, and execuState to review and comment upon prime tive prerogative on the other.
sponsorship and child development plans
Under the Administration's proposal, the
submitted by localities to the Secretary.
President would be empowered to appoint
Parental involvement.-The blll requires an eleven member board. S. 1305, provided
that parents constitute at least one-half of for a nineteen member board consisting of
the members of Chlld Development Counclls, the executive director, flve members apwhich are responsible for formuiatlng the pointed by the President, one member apprograms for the area under the tI tle and pointed by the Chief Justice, siX members
tha·t each project applicant maintain policy serving by reason of iegal organizational ofcommittees with similar parental representa- fice (for example, the Persldent of the Amertion. These provisions, coupled With sections Ican Bar Association) and three each seof the bUl encouraging parental participa- lected by a ClIents Advisory Council and a
tion in the programs themselves, shouid en- Project Attorneys Advisory Council.
sure that programs under the title reinforce
The Committee bill adopts with slight
rather than obstruct the famlly Ufe and modification an amendment which we proenvironment.
posed jointly with Senator Taft, for a fifteen
Comprehensiveness 0/ services.-'l11e bl11 member board, consisting of one member apemphasiZes the need for services that will pointed by the Chief Justice, five members
provide the educational, health, nutritional serving by virtue of legal organizational ofand related eiements necessary for the full fice and nine members appointed by the
development of each participating child.
President as follows: 4 from members of the
Whlle chlld development programs are public, 3 from a list of ten submitted by the
necessary In many cases to permit parents Clients Advisory Council and 2 from a llst of
to work, we should keep In perspective their ten submitted by the Project Attorneys Adprinclpai objective of providing adequately Visory Council.
for the chlld. It Is appropriate therefore that
The Committee bill contains a prOVision
the bill takes as Its base the successfui Head which we submitted ensuring the continued
Start program, which has placed great em- focus of the program on representation in
phasis on such services.
civil matters, while permitting the Board to
Adequate fundfng.-The blll authorizes $2 establish guidelines to provide services In
billion for fiscal year 1973, the first full criminal proceedings where such services are
year of operation, as well as $100 milllon for not otherwise adequately available.
fiscal 1972 for start-up costs. These are subIn light of the facts. that the current prostantial sums In terms of present federal gram is now reaching only apprOXimately
expenditures for child development pro- twenty percent of the need of poor persons In
grams, but, as noted In the Committee re- the civil area, and that assistance in criminal
port, they are in a sense grossly inadequate cases Is often available through other public
to needs, at even the present time.
and private sources, we considered it adVisWe believe that the legitimate desires of able to place the burden on the Board In this
parents to seek employment, and the right regard. S. 1305, as origlnaily Introduced conof children to have a full opportunity for tained no restrictIon on representation In
development will reqUire a much more sub- criminal cases; the Administration's bill 11mstantlai commitment in the coming decade, its representation to civil matters.
and that this Is essential in addition to the
We note also that the Committee bill conotherwise
commendable
commitment tains a number of other prOVisions from the
pledged by President Nixon under the chlld Administration's proposal, In some cases In
care provisions of the Family Assistance Act. modified form, dealing with such matters as
We hope that these elements, together guidelines for consideration of possible apwith special provisions for chlldren of .federal peals, a graduated schedUle of fees, and
employees-where the government may serve lobbying,
and the outside practice of law.
as "model" employer for child developIn light of the high priority that should be
ment-establish a legisiatlve framework
which will be the basis eventually for uni- given to the program. we support the reservaversal avallablllty of child development pro- tion of $61,000,000 for legal services for each
grams. As noted in the Committee's report, fiscal year-approximately the current levela principal objective of the bl11-whlch we as well as the additional authorizations proshare-Is to provide comprehensive chlld vided in Section 3 of the bill.
development programs in such a way as to
COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
bring together and meet the needs of ChilThe Committee bill Includes a new Title for
dren from various socioeconomic back- Community Economic Development, co-augrounds.
thored by Senator Javlts and senator KenLEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION
nedy, Which would:
Authorize grants to Community DevelopWe are pleased with the Committee blll's
Incorporation of a new Title under the Eco- ment Corporations and their nonprofit partnomic Opportunity Act, establishing a non- ners as the principal delivery vehicles for proprofit corporation for the Legal Services pro- grams, and encourage greater assistance to
gram. This step, which was proposed by the such corporations from a number of federal
Administration in S. 1769 and by a number and other sources.
of Senators in S. 1305, represents a general
This part builds upon title I-D of the
bi-partlsan consensus on the desirablllty of Economic Opportunity Act. "Special Impact"
giving top priority to the program as an ef- which was Included In the law In 1967 by
fectl ve anti-poverty effort, Insuring its inde- senator Javits and the late Senator Robert
pendence from polltical Influence, and pre- Kennedy, on the model of a very successful
serving the right of the legal services attor- program In the Bedford-Stu~'Vesant section
ney. to do what he considers to be In the of Brooklvn, New York.
best Interest of his cllent. As President Nixon
In a recent task force report, the Twenstated, In his message to the Congress of tieth Century Fund of New York, concluded
l\Iay 5. 1971:
on the basis of a review of the experience of
The legal problems of the poor are of suf- mere than 75 urban and rural Community
ficient scope that we should not restrict the Development Corporations throughout the
right of their attorneys to bring any type country that: such corporations have a
of civil suit. Only In this manner can we "unique capacity for pooling a communlty's
maintain the integrity of the adversary proc- talents and resources ... for linking together
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a variety of businesses and projects . . .
and for organiZing the comnllmlty to accept and effectively utillze resources and
assistance from outside the poverty area."
Authorize grants to rural cooperative programs In poverty areas engaged In farming,
processing, marketing and producing. There
are hundreds of rural cooperatives throughout the country but only a few are llnked to
iow Income persons or areas. EXisting antipoverty efforts by such organizations have
proved effective in a number of cases.
Provide technical and financial assistance
to community deveiopment corporations and
rural cooperatives In support of their efforts
and long-term Viability.
The Committee blll authorizes a total of
$60,000,000 for fiscal 1972 and $120,000,000
for fiscal 1973 for these programs, amounts
speclfically recommended by the Twentieth
Century Fund,
We submit that the new Initiatives contained in the Economic Opportunity Act
Amendments of 1971 are In furtherance of
the basic purpose of the Act, to give each
individual:
the opportunity to contribute to the full extent of his capablllties and to participate
in the workings of our society.
In sum, we believe that the Economic
Opportunity Act Amendments of 1971 will
enable the poor to move out of Isolation from
the remainder of society-through continuation of existing programs; through greater
access to our system of justice. and by new
child development and economic (levelopment efforts linking the community of the
poor to the community at large.
JACOB K. JAVITS.
RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. SCHWEIKER. I yield 5 minutes
to the Senator from Ohio.
Mr. TAFT. I thank the Senator for
yielding.
I should like to open my remarks on
the bill by commending the Senator, the
chairman of the subcommittee, and the
members of the committee for their diligence in hearings and for their action
taken on this bill. By and large, I think it
is an excellent piece of legislation and
one that is much needed.
Certainly, we must move. and move
rapidly, to extend the OEO legislation
that we have before us. I feel that this,
however, should not prevent us from
taking a look at the important implications which are involved in some of the
other provisions of the bill. I have long
been concerned with the legal provision
in particular and have studied it. I feel
that our society today has come to recognize, on a far broader basis than ever
before, the desirability and necessity of
providing adequate legal remedies to all
our citizens for wrongs, real or imagined,
for the full exercise of rights they have
under the law; and I think this bill goes
a long way in that direction.
I think it is unfortunate in some ways.
however, that the extension of the poverty act really was not brought up separately as an independent matter, even
with the Legal Services Corporation bill,
although, of course, the entire legal services program has grO\vn up, insofar as the
Federal concern is involved, under the
poverty program. But the inclusion of a
legal services provision under this bill,
with which I am agreeable-also has
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poverty bill a half decade ago, but rather
Mr. TAFT. I thank the senator.
served as a'sort of excuse for turning this
In addition to the motion to recommit, created circumstance for expansion of
an omnibus bill to handle the entire child
which would simply send the child de- opportunity to the very young, the very
development programs under the bill.
I should like to point out at the out- velopment program back to the Commit- old, the disenfranchised, the disilluset that while OEO, it is true, is a child tee on Labor and Public Welfare, pre- sioned.
The agency has succeeded admirably
development program, it is a child de- sumably to be reported as separate legisvelopment program which primarily, and lation in the immediate future-and I am in giving millions of Americans the first
from the very start, has been aimed at sure it would be acted on very promptly, opportunity that they have had to climb
the economically disadvantaged, and considering the importance of the legis- from the dark well of economic oppresbasically only at the economically dis- lation-I would expect also to offer sev- sion to the broad sunlit uplands of economic promise.
advantaged. That has been the purpose eral other amendments.
One of the most unfortunate proviThe heart of this promise and the
of that program insofar as its relationship to the poverty program is concerned. sions in the bill to which I would offer basis of its opportunity is innovation.
The child development program applies my next amendment to delete would be We must, as a nation, find ways to give
to all our children and youth throughout the ban on transfer of functions from the poor the chance to help themselves.
the Nation, as was ably pointed out by the OEO to other agencies of Govern- The Office of Economic Opportunity rethe Senator from Minnesota a few mo- ment as would presently be authorized, mains our last best chance to that end,
ments ago. But this broadening of the were it not for this provision, under the but it cannot achieve its mandate if in
scope and broadening of the concern of Administrative Reorganization Act.
well-intended but ill-considered judgthe entire area, it seems to me, makes
The bill we consider today, to extend ment the Congress of the United States
this a sufficiently important area for in- the Office of Economic Opportunity for wraps OEO in an iron cocoon by circumdependent and full consideration by the 2 years, is a creature of multiple parts venting its spin-off authority.
Senate and by the House of Representa- and many missions. It would continue
It is section 10 that would vitiate much
tives.
the vital research and demonstration of the potential for success now enjoyed
I do not know what the House will do programs of America's national poverty by the Office of Economic Opportunity.
with the appending of this particular agency through fiscal year 1973. This is Passage of section 10 might well be commeasure to the extension of the economic the constructive part of the bill, as I pared to saddling a highly successful inopportunity bill, but it ~eems to me that have said.
ventor with the burden of mass producit does not help either concept, insofar
But the bill would through the addi- ing, advertising, and marketing the prodas a sound judgment by Congress is con- tion of a single punitive, restrictive, and ucts he invents.
Since its enactment in 1964, the adcerned, in combining them. So that while backward-looking provision, divest the
I feel that these concepts are sound, I poverty agency of one of its key ministration of OEO programs has been
think it is unfortunate that they come strengths-the latitude to shed itself of transferred and delegated to departbefore us in the way they do. I am afraid fully operational programs that can best ments and agencies other than OEO.
that not only will it be confusing for the be administered by other departments Some of these transfers were effected by
Members of the Senate, but also, it will of 'Washington's pervasive bureaucracy. congressional action while others were
be even more confusing to the Members Under the Senate bill, the OEO could not at the initiative of the executive branch.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
of the House, to the public, and to the continue its principle mission-research
press, and for public opinion generally, and development, analysis and strategy WEIOKER). The 5 minutes of the Senain following just exactly what the issues in the attack on poverty. This is what tor from Oregon have expired.
Mr. SCHWEIKER. Mr. President, I
are and what decisions are being made. the amendment would relate to, and it
As we proceed with the pending meas- would eliminate the provisions on page yield an additional 5 minutes to the Senure, I intend to offer a number of amend- 119 of the bill which make this restric- ator from Ohio.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
ments elong the lines of some of the tion.
In addition, this section, which we Senator from Ohio is recognized for 5
comments I have already made. I should
like to comment at this point on what would eliminate, would prohibit trans- additional minutes.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, either way,
those amendments and proposals will be. fers or delegation of programs adminisThey have not been offered as yet, but tered by OEO under titles II, III, VI, and the intent has been to relieve OEO of
I believe most of them will be submitted VII and would seriously cripple the pros- the burden of operational responsibilipects of the agency discharging its man- ties, keeping the agency from becoming
shortly.
merely one more administrator of social
First, I hope to offer a motion to re- date.
Morli than 25 million Americans live programs.
~ommit, to strike section 6 of the bill,
Section 10 of the bill before us now
which would take out of the bill all the on the dark flinges beyond the great
items, from pages 10 through 71, relat- American dream. The light of American would prevent fulfillment of this intent
abundance and affluence has not touched by prohibiting the delegation of proing to the child development program.
Mr. BYRD of west Virginia. Mr. Pres- them. Given the complexity and temper grams without prior congressional apof the American nation, it is not likely proval. What should properly be an
ident will the Senator yield?
that these people can by themselves ex- administrative decision based on an obMr. TAFT. I yield.
Mr BYRD of West Virginia. Is it the ercise the great bootstrap option of jective analysis of each program's role
intention of the able Senator to offer his decades ago to pull themselves up by within the Federal Government would
run the risk of becoming a political issue.
motion to recommit today? Did I correct- only their own initiative.
What the Nation seeks and what OEO The merits of the decision would be lost
ly understand the Senator to say that
strives to accomplish is not another in the rhetoric.
he intends to offer it today?
In carrying out its mandate, it is esMr. TAFT. I would reply to the distin- layer of dole and largess. OEO seeks, inguished majority whip by saying that I stead, national programs that can edu- sential that the Office of Economic Opbelieve that we will probably offer cate, inspire, and show the way out of the portunity retain its authority, which is
another amendment today before the mo- poverty cycle for millions of Americans subject to the approval of the President,
tion to recommit. If we can dispose of the whose aspirations are not less than ours, to delegate the day-to-day operation of
amendment that is offered, I think prob- but whose opportunities are pitifully in- programs to agencies whose missions are
that kind of daily operation.
ably- we will then move to the motion to adequate.
recommit.
Operating agencies such as HEW,
It is not by happenstance that ConMr. BYRD of West Virginia. Today?
gress named the poverty agency the "Of- Labor, and HUD are equipped, staffed,
Mr. TAFT. Today.
fice of Economic Opportunity." In an- and funded for precisely the mission of
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I thank other age or another country it might operating extensive nationwide Federal
the Senator.
have been the "National Poor Corpora- programs created in many instances
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- tion," the Poverty Department, or some through the constructive intervention of
ator's 5 minutes have expired.
other uninspiring pejorative term. It other agencies.
To create from the innovative efforts
Mr. SCHWEIKER. I yield 5 additional was not crated packages of largess that
Congress had in mind in passing the of OEO, another monstrous multitentaminutes to the Senator.
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cled burgeoning burea ucracy that would
carbon copy the functions of other agencies would be the epitome of shortsightness.
If OEO can be said to have one keY
mission in its congressional mandate, it
is the mission of building and testing;
of creating programs of merit and
promise, seeing them into maturity and
then giving them to agencies prepared
to oversee long and productive tenure.
Section 10 of S. 2007 would wipe out the
authority for such transfers.
I urge my colleagues to remove this illconsidered restriction from legislation
that has as its basic mission the antithesis of what section 10 would require.
Now, Mr. President, I expect to offer
shortly an amendment which would
strike section 10 from the bill. A further
amendment which I will offer as to child
sponsorship is a matter on which there is
a great deal of difference of opinion.
Much of it is covered in the minority
committee supplementary views on pages
161 through 167 of the committee report.
The present amendment's provision
would limit to 100,000 the size of a unit
of government which might be a prime
sponsor under the development program.
This amendment makes certain changes
in that.
A further amendment to the child
development program which I expect
to offer by amendment shortly would be
relating to the makeup of the Child
Development Council.
A fifth amendment which I expect to
offer would relate to the economically
disadvantaged definition. This provision
relates to the level of income of those
participating in the program~thatthose
participating in the program might have
in the family income without being
charged additionally. The bill at present
relates to the fair labor standards definition of that provision. It seems to me
that while perhaps the provision suggested in committee as an alternative is
not wholly satisfactory, at the poverty
level, it seems to me it is too low, that
the actual determination of who should
'be charged or not charged to participate
in the program shOUld not be made by
any independent agency, or by the Bureau of Labor Standards or any x department decision. It seems to me in
administering properly a child development program, the agency to develop
the program is the only one that can
really justifiably and soundly make a
decision as to who should receive the
sen-ices without charge, because of the
lower level of family income, and who
should not be. The amendment I propose
to make would move in that direction.
The next amendment would be to
eliminate from the bill the provision of
$10 million for setting up the child advocacy program. This is an entirely experimental matter. It was not covered
in any degree at all in the hearings. No
v.itnesses, as I recall, appeared to testify
either for or against the provision. It
came at a late time in the hearings.
I believe that while it may be a program of great merit, it is something on
which the committee should have a great
deal of further discussion and investigation before it takes off to recommend to

the Senate and House that we pass this
program.
A final amendment would be one
\vhich would go into the earmarking provisions in the pending bill. This was covered in the supplemental views fully.
In many ways I think it is the most
dangerous provision in the entire bill because it can very well hamstring, from
the point of view of resources, many of
the ongoing, existing programs which I
think are good and need additional help.
I therefore expect to offer an amendment which will have the effect of mollifying, to a great degree at least, the earmarking provisions of that bill.
Mr. President, that concludes my remarks on the bill and I am ready to offer
the amendments.
Mr. SCHWEIKER. :Mr. President,
those are all the requests for time the
minority has at this point.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
WEICKER). Does the Senator from Ohio
now wish to offer his amendments?
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I offer an
amendment and send it to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk read the
amendment as follows:
On page 119, strike out lines 15 through
23.

On page 119, line 25, strIke out "SEC. 11."
and Insert In lieu thereof "SEC. 10.".
On page 120, line 15. strike out "SEC. 12."
and Insert In Heu thereof "SEC. 11.".

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
would inquire of the Senator from Ohio
whether this is one of the amendments
on which there is a I-hour time limitation to be equally divided.
Mr. TAFT. Yes, Mr. President, the
Chair is correct. I mentioned all six of
the amendments in my remarks to which
the unanimous-consent agreement applies.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Ohio ask unanimous consent that the pending amendments be
considered en bloc?
Mr. TAFT. Yes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendments will be considered en bloc.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I have already covered, to some extent at least,
the reasons why I am offering this
amendment. Its effect will be to delete
lines 15 through 23 on page 119 which
states, "Notwithstanding any other provision of law, unless enacted hereafter
in limitation of the provisions of this
section," and then it states certain titles
of the OEO Act which may not be transferred to the head of any other agency,
thus cutting into the authority that the
President otherwise has under the Executive Reorganization Act.
The issue here goes beyond, however,
the effectiveness of OEO. It stlikes at the
difference in the role which the Senate
is now being asked to assign that agency
and the role which the President of the
United States sees for it. Section 10 of
the committee bill is a microcosm of this
issue. in my judgment.
I do not believe that any Member of
the Senate believes in his heart that the
Office of Economic Opportunity has a
record without blemish. Its early history
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is a record of false starts, expectations
which gave rise to the kind of hope
among the poor which belied the expectations of the Congress and the country
and frequently resulted in dashed hopes,
increased frustrations, undelivered promises and, in general, often left a bad taste
in the mouth of those who need the benefits which the agency can provide.
And at the same time, frustrations
were piled upon frustrations in the minds
of those who footed the bills. The American taxpayer who did not benefit in any
tangible way from the prograIl1S of OEO
found themselves frustrated, too, by that
same gap between promise and fulfillment which troubled the poor themselves.
The generosity of the American people,
their essential deep-rooted understanding that something new was needed to
deal with the problems of poverty in this
country rebelled, too, at the examples of
inefficiency, corruption, wasted talent,
needless confrontaUon between the interests of the country as a whole and
those whom the OEO is empOwered to
help.
Of course, growing pains were in considerable part reSpOnsible for these frustrations. After a few years, the agency
learned its first lessons in walking before
it could run. Many of the management
problems and the confrontative attitudes
that prevailed in its early days have been
blunted in most recent years.
But who can say that the President is
wrong when he suggests that we are undertaking the expenditure of millions and
billions of dollars on behalf of programs
within and withaut the poverty field
which need study. demonstration and
evaluation before we decide that we want
to continue to operate these concepts.
Just because we have been running programs does not mean that we need to
continue to run programs if they fall
short of their mark and if we learn new
lessons about poverty.
Mr. President, I think we need to learn
more things and we need to attack new
problems. I do not believe it was ever the
intention of this Congress to perpetuate
the OEO as a top-heavy, bureaucratic.
business-as-usual operating agency or
Government-built along the same lines
as all the other departments and agencies are built, repeating the same missions that other line agencies and departments are alreadY at work doing. Rather,
I believe, the President is right when he
sees OEO as the cutting edge of social
change in Am€lica.
Incidentally, I served on the Education
Subcommittee in the House of Representatives at the time this program WliS
proposed. And from the very beginning,
the concept of the program was not that
it should be an ongoing program, but
that when the program had been developed, the program should be transferred
to other agencies of the Government,
thus avoiding the duplication of agencies
within the Government.
The Senate committee, through this
section, is telling a President and a Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity, for the first time, that they cannot delegate a single project without
plior congressional approval. This means
that a family planning project that has
matured and is ready to be admin1stered
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by another department, cannot be transferred. Section 10 means that a comprehensive health center that has proved
its point and has been t~'ied in the field
by OEO and its grantees cannot be
moved over to HEW, as a number of
them have done in the past.
Instead, OEO must continue to operate
projects which have prored their value
and are ready to move on, thus reducing
the agency's inherent flexibility. If OEO
is required to continue to do the same old
things, how can it learn to do new
things? How can the President's mission
for it be realized in the educational area,
through its voucher and performance
contracting experiments and its health
programs as part of a quest for the identific.:..~ion of new delivery systems for
health serviceS-hOW can new thrusts be
developed when the agency is top heavy
with old proj ects ?
The President does not have on his
agenda program changes in OEO which
are not considered by the Congress. But
it is a total denial of the kind of agency
OEO is, to require it to keep on doing
everything it has been doing and preventing it from constructively changing
into a broader and more effective research and development arm of the Federal Government.
What we are saying in this bill is that
OEO is to be an operating agency. The
President is saying that its first function
should be as an R. & D. agency. By requesting a 2-year extension of the Economic Opportunity Act and its programs,
the President is not saying it shall be
only an R. & D. agency, for most of the
programs which would be extended under
this bill are in the operating field.
It is a distortion of priorities which
my amendment seekG to redress. I would
strike section 10 as a wholly undesirable
limitation on the goals and objectives
which the President of the United States
seeks for the Office of Economic Opportunity.
Make no mistake about it. We are not
just voting for a 2-year extension of the
OEO as a top-heavy operating agency if
we accept this bill as it came from committee. We are putting a stamp of approval on a principle. We are really saying to this and to future Congresses that
we intend OEO to continue as an operating agency of government-just like
every other one. We are tying the hands
of the President; we are tying the hands
of the agency to do useful work; we are
telling the American people that its record is unblemished, which it is not, and
we are saying that we stand in the doorway of change, preventing it from taking
place.
'. That is why I have proposed the
amendment today and that is why I
recommend it to the Senate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield
myself 5 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wisconsin is recognized for
5 minutes.
Mr. NELSON~ Mr. President, it is important to understand precisely what
section 10 of the bill does. It simply
says that no new transfers or delega-

tions of OEO programs shall be carried out during fiscal 1972 and fiscal
1973 unless Congress approves.
This is perfectly consistent with the
administration's own plans for OEO.
The administration has proposed a 2year extension of OEO as it now stands.
It has also proposed th3. t manpower programs be transferred to State and local
government, that community action
agency funds be transferred to State
and local governments, and that a number of OEO programs be spun off to
other agencies. But in each case, the
administration has proposed to make
these changes through legislation.
That is all we ask in section 10 of
the bill-that changes for the current
2-year period be made through legislation.
I think we have a right to expect that
such a procedure be followed.
We have more than 900 local agencies operating poverty programs around
the country. They have their own bUdgets, their own staffs, their own commitments and their own plans for the
future. They do not want to open up
tomorrow morning and find out that
their funding has been taken away and
their programs transferred or abolished
without any public notice, debate, discussion or congressional action.
Tremendous changes have been made
in OEO progl;ams in the last 2 or 3
years. More than half of the money in
the OEO budget has been spun off to
other agencies. All section 10 asks is that
there be no further changes for the current 2-year period unless Congress approves.
I would like to point out that at the
time we were marking up the OEO bill,
the administration spokesman in discussions with me and with staff members of the Employment, Manpower, and
Poverty Subcommittee assured us that
the administration had no intention
whatsoever of delegating any further
functions of the OEO by Executive order. And they agreed that they would
furnish us with a letter to that effect.
I assured them, and so did the distingUished Senator from New York (Mr.
JAVITS), that if a letter were furnished
by the administration saying that they
did not intend to and would not delegate any further functions of the OEO
to any other agency during the period of
this 2-year extension, we would accept
that letter in place of the amendment
we had placed in the bill.
We were assured that such a letter
would be forthcoming. However, it has
not been forthcoming. Perhaps that was
because they did not want to write a
letter to that effect and did not care
enough about the amendment. In any
event, there has not been a letter, but
there have been repeated assurances to
us from the representatives of the administration that they have no intention
of delegating any more OEO programs
without going through the traditional
legislative process.
I can see no reason to object to the
provision in the bill that there should be
no new delegations of programs unless
there have been congressional hearings
and approval by Congress. And since the
delegations that the administration
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spokesmen have proposed to me have, in
fact, been proposed to be done in the
legislative forum anyway, there is no
necessity for their having in reserve the
right to delegate functions when they are
proceeding under the legislative route.
Their present proposal, I think, means
that the appropriate committees of the
respective bodies, as well as the two
Houses themselves, have an opportunity for hearings, discussion, debate, and
a vote on the floor of the Senate on the
proposals that are basic and fundamental to the OEO bill.
I cannot see why there would be any
objection to that procedure on the part
of the administration.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, does the Senator from Ohio wish
to ask for the yeas and nays on the
pending amendment?
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I request the
yeas and nays on the pending amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I take this
time merely to reply in brief to the remarks of the chairman of the subcommittee, the Senator from Wisconsin (Mr.
NELSON) •

I assure him, first of all, that the administration cares and cares very deeply
about the question of retaining this priority transfer of activities of OEO to
other agencies of Government. It is !;lot
merely a matter of what particular
agency might or might not be transferred; and I believe the letter which
has been discussed was not sent because
it was felt that it would be impossible to
predict completely over a period of 2
years what might seem desirable to do
in this kind of activity in the future.
Therefore, I think the plans with regard
to the letter were changed, but there
is very deep concern and it relates not
to any particular transfer but to the
question of the principle involved here:
Is OEO to be an operating agency?
This battle has been going on since the
inception of OEO and it will continue
throughout the life of OEO. The only
thing to prevent OEO from becoming a
permanent, built-in, bureaucratic operating agency with its own cadre of force
and plans of promotion and the like, as
every other department or agency of government operates, is the Congress of the
United States by insisting upon the principle that was originally in the OEO Act
being maintained. That principle is that
this is basically a research and development agency into innovative ideas and
testing and probing into new fields which
other agencies might find embarrassing
or beyond their scope or that are not high
priOl'it} items on their agenda. That is
the question involved in this amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time? Do Senators yield back their
time on the amendment?
Mr. NELSON. Mr, President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
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Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimoUs consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it ill SO ordered.
Who yields time?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield
whatever time is needed to the distinguished Senator from Pennsylvania.
The PRESIDlL'lG OFFICER. The Senator from Pennsylvania is recognized.
Mr. SCHWEIKER. Mr. president, I
would like to ask the distinguished chairman of our subcommittee to clarify one
point of the· amendment, as well as the
pending bill, relative to the amendment.
The original wording of the text refers
to the "transfers or delegations of programs administered by the Director of
the Office of Economic Opportunity." As
I understand it, in the past there have
been some other temporary assignments
and transfers of individual projects on a
limited basis for the cc:.nvenience and efficiency of the Government, such as OEO
asking a particular department to overate an individual project became it is
more efficient and advantageous for the
Government to handle it in thL matter.
Is my understanding correct that this
language of the bill as written, prior to
the amendment of the Senator from
Ohio, would still permit that temporary
delegation of individual pwjects without changing the ultimate re2.ponsibility
for the total program in OEO? Would
that still be allowed by this bill as repOrted by the committee?
Mr. NELSON. Yes. I think it is breader
than that, depending on the interpretation of the word "temporary." If an innovative project in the field of family
planning or a health project were instituted by OEO, and after it had developed and performed, and was functioning
and after it became a mature program,
that particular project may be delegated
to HEW.
All this amendment provides is that
the functions and programs assigned to
the Director of OEO may not be delegated by any of these kinds of projects if
it is more efficient for them to be handled
by HEW or some other agency. Once they
have been tried, tested, and mature, they
may be delegated to other agencies. It
provides considerable flexibility.
We are only talking about prohibiting
the delegation of functions and programs
assigned under the act.
Mr. SCHWEIKER. In view of that, I
do not see that this would impose any
hardship on the department as it is now
operating, as the chairman of the subcommittee mentioned.
We had hoped to have a letter which
was never forthcoming, which would
. - allude to this very problem. We are still
hopeful that by the time of conference
we may have such a letter.
However, I think the language of the
b11l as written does not handicap or
crimp the style of OEO, as long as we
have clarified the distinction that the
chairman has just made on the floor of
the senate.
Mr. NELSON. I think the Senator is
correct. If at the time of conference
there was a lette~' f~'om the administration I a!n sure the majc:rity and minority
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leadership would agree to accept tile let- (Mr. JAVITS), the Senator from Ohio
ter. In fact, we did have a letter, and as (Mr. SAXBE), and the Senator from
I read it I thought it was slightly vague Pennsylvania (Mr. SCOTT) are absent on
and that it should be sharpened up a official business.
little bit; but the revised version never
The Senator from New Hampshire
came back.
(Mr. COTTON), the Senator from ColoMy interpretation really is that the ad- rado (Mr. DOMINICK), the Senator from
ministration does not feel strongly about Hawaii (Mr. FONG) , the Senator from
this, except perhaps as a matter of prin~ Wyoming (Mr. HANSEN), the Senator
ciple, since they have assured us time from Idaho (Mr. JORDAN), the Senator
after time that there is no intention from Illinois (Mr, PERCY), the Senator
whatsoever to delegate any programs or from Maine (Mrs: SMITH) , and the Senafunctions of the OEO Director during tor from North Dakota (Mr. YOUNG) are
this 2-year period.
necessarily absent,
Mr. SCHWEIKER. I think the distinThe Senator from Kentucky (Mr.
guished Senator is correct in his assump- COOPER), the Senator from South Dakota
tion. We are still cautiouRly optimistic (Mr. MUNDT), and the Senator from Verthat we might have a letter.
mont (Mr. PROUTY) are absent because
I thank the Senator.
of illness.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield
The Senator from Maryland (Mr.
back the remainder of my time on the BE.~LL), the Senator from Alaska (Mr.
amendment.
STEVENS), and the Senator from Texas
Mr. TAFT. I yield back the remainder (Mr. TOWER) are detained on official
of my time on the amendment.
business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
If present and voting, the Senator
has been yielded back. The question is from New York (Mr. JAVITS) , would vote
on agreeing to the amendment of the "nay."
Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT). On this
If present and voting, the Senator
question the yeas and nays have been from Maine <Mrs. SMITH), would vote
ordered, and the clerk will call the roll. "yea."
The second assistant legislative clerk
On this vote, the Senator from Texas
called the roll.
(Mr. TOWER) is paired with the Senator
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an- from
Alaska (Mr. STEVENS). If present
nounce that the Senator frcm New Mexico (Mr. ANDERSON), the Senator from and voting, the Senator from Texas
would vote "yea" and the Senator from
Nevada (Mr. BIBLE), the Senator from Alaska
would vote "nay:'
North Dakota (Mr. BURDICK), the SenThe
result
was alIDounced-yeas 26,
ator from Idaho (Mr. CHURCH), the Senator from Mississippi (Mr. EASTLAND), nays 31, as follows:
[No. 214 Leg.]
the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. FuLYEAS-26
BRIGHT), the Senator from Alaska (Mr.
Dole
Packwood
GRAVEL), the Senator from Oklahoma Allen
Ellender
Pearson
(Mr. HARRiS), the Senator from North Baker
Boggs
Ervin
Roth
Carolina (Mr. JORDAN), the Senator from Brock
Fannin
Stennis
Buckley
Goldwater
Taft
Washington (Mr. MAGNUSON), the SenByrd, Va.
GrUlln
Talmadge
ator from Wyoming (Mr. McGEE), the Byrd,W.Ve..
Gurney
Thurmond
Senator from South Dakota (Mr. Mc- ChUes
Hruska
Welcker
GOVERN), the Senator from Utah (Mr. Cook
Miller
Moss), the Senator from Maine (Mr.
NAYS-31
MUSKIE) , the Senator from Rhode Island Bentsen
Inouye
Pastore
Jackson
Proxmire
(Mr. PELL) , the Senator from Alabama Brooke
Cannon
Kennedy
Randolph
(Mr. SPARKMAN), and the Senator from Case
Long
Rlblcoff
Virginia (Mr. SPONG) are necessarily ab- Cranston
Mathias
Schwelker
Eagleton
Stevenson
MCClellan
sent.
Symington
McIntyre
Gambrell
I also announce that the Senator from Hart
Tunney
Metcalf
Indiana (Mr. BAYH) , the Senator from Hatfield
Mondale
Williams
Indiana (Mr. HARTKE), the Senator from Hughes
Montoya
Nelson
South Carolina (Mr. HOLLINGS), and the Humphrey
NOT VOTING-43
Senator from Montana (Mr. MANSFIELD)
Fang
Mundt
are absent on official business.
Aiken
Muskle
Fulbright
On this vote, the Senator from Indi- ~~~;~son
Gravel
Pell
ana (Mr. BAYH) is paired with the Sen- Bayh
Hansen
Percy
ator from Mississippi (Mr. EASTLAND).
Beall
Harris
Prouty
Hartke
Saxbe
If present and voting, the Senator Bellman
Hollings
Scott
from Indiana would vote "nay" and the :~~ett
Javlts
Smith
senator from Mississippi would vote Burdick
Jordan, N.C.
Sparkman
Jordan,Idaho
Spong
"yea:'
Church
Magnuson
Stevens
I further announce that, if present· g:foe~
Mansfield
Tower
and voting, the Senator from North Curtis .
1~cGee
Young
McGovern
Carolina (Mr. JORDAN), the Senator from Dominick
Moss
Washington (Mr. MAGNUSON), and the Eastland
Senator from Arkansas (Mr. FuLBRIGHT)
So Mr. TAFT'S amendment was rejected.
would each vote "nay:'
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I take,
Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the pride in supporting S. 2007, to extend
Senator from Vermont (Mr. AIKEN), the the Economic OppOrtunity Act for 2
Senator from Colorado (Mr. ALLOTT), years, I believe the Employment, Manthe Senator from O~lahoma (Mr. BELL- power, and Poverty Subcommittee under
MON) , the Senator from Utah (Mr. BEN- the le?dership cf j~s chairman, Senator
NETT), the Senator from Nebrask'a (Mr, NELSON, has p, (pared an impressive
C::rRTISJ. t~e E:e:;,: t:rr f:-cm N;;.v York h.~al"ing l'€'co,'d that an'ply justifies the
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extension and expansion of the programs
authorized by the pending legislation.
Studies by OEO have tabulated 25.7
million persons living in poverty and another 22 million near poor with incomes
ranging from 1 percent to 50 percent
above the poverty level.
For the first time in a decade, the
number of persons living in poverty has
actually increased. Although the Census
Bureau had recorded an average annual
decline of 5 percent in the poverty population during the previous 10 years, between 1969 and 1970 the trend was reversed and there was a 5-percent rise in
the number of persons living in poverty.
So it was that the subcommittee acted
this year with the recognition that much
greater momentum had to be generated
in OEO.
Therefore, the committee rejected administration proposals to cut various
OEO programs and instead proposed four
major reforms.
First, to expand the special impact
program into a major drive toward urban
and rural community economic development;
Second, to establish a new Legal Services Corporation to assure the separate
identity and independence of legal services for the poor;
Third, to commit the Nation to comprehensive day-care and child-development services for the poor;
Fourth, to propose a fivefold increase
in Neighborhood Youth Corps programs
to cope with the effects of massive unemployment among poverty area youngsters.
I was partiCUlarly pleased that the
committee accepted legislation I introduced to create a separate community
economic development title 'Within the
act, a title that reflects the belief that
the major demonstration project within
the Office of Economic Opportunity
should be a program to promote economic development in the poverty areas
of the Nation.
For those who view the answer to the
plight of the inner cities as dispersal to
the suburbs and for those who view the
answer to the plight of rural America as
dispersal to the cities, I say you are deluding yourselves and the Nation.
We cannot turn our backs on the Harlems, the Bedford-Stuyvesants, the
Wattses, the Roxburys, the East Los Ange1eses, or the rural reaches of west
Texas or northeast Oklahoma areas. We
must find ways to strengthen those communities and promote economic development so that residents have a place to
shop, a place to work, a place to live.
Five years ago, Robert Kennedy walked
through the streets of Bedford-Stuyvesant and was stunned by the unfulfilled
potential that he saw. It was not just
the broken windows or deteriorating
housing or other physical evidence of
poverty that depressed him. He was also
appalled by the failure of a nation to
harness the energies and abilities of the
human resources of this community.
Last June, I walked through the same
streets and I saw change. The steel
girders of a new office and apartment
building spanned nearly a full block. And
this was not economic imperialism by an

outside developer. This was a building
that was planned by the community. This
was a building that would provide new
homes for members of that community.
This was a building that would provide
income from the community-controlled
corporation that would use those new
funds to spal:k another wave of community development.
This was the work of the BedfordStuyvesant Restoration Corporation.
The lesson that Robert Kennedy
learned when he toured the streets of
Bedford-Stuyvesant was that the human
resources of the community had to be
mobilized and linked to the technical
skills and capital of the business world
and government. From that lesson he
and Senator JAVITS devised the Community Development Corporation. Their design was contained in the title I-D Special Impact Amendment to the Economic
Development Act adopted in 1967.
Under that title, Bedford-Stuyvesant
has been receiving Federal assistance
since 1967. And for each dollar of Federal money that has been granted to
the community-controlled corporation of
Bedford-Stuyvesant, $2 in private capital have been attracted.
The results that the poverty subcommittee saw last month in hearings I
chaired in New York included a $100million mortgage pool, a 240-man IBM
plant, a $2-million assistance program,
48 local businesses, construction of a
modern neighborhood and community
center, 1,450 renovated homes in a program employing 900 formerly unemployed and unskilled youth and planning
for a new modular housing factory.
But beyond those physical testaments,
we have the testimony of residents who
now have pride in their community and
hope in their future.
Lloyd Doyle, a 30-year Bedford-Stuyvesant resident, told the committee:
We have seen houses . . . In this community become vacant lots, garbage uncollected,
broken-up cars . . . so this causes our hopelessness. . . . Now this hope is given to people that in your community you have an
organization (Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation) that can help you renovate
your home, give you a decent place to live,
and it gives Imndreds of thousands of people
hope . . .

And not only in Bedford-Stuyvesant
are these results taking place--I ask
unanimous consent to have inserted in
the RECORD a list of the CDC's funded
under I-D programs-but in 37 communities, Federal grants have been extended
to sponsor community development corporations. And in some five other communities, planning grants are permitting
new CDC's to begin work. But the need
for additional Federal support goes far
beyond what is now provided.
There is simply no adequate justification on the part of the administration for
its decision to cut funding back to $25
million this year. Last year some $36 million was appropriated, yet that was still
below the authorization of $48 million.
This year we have brought that authorization to $60 million and proposed doUbling it to $120 million for fiscal year
1973.
Beyond the evidence of the accomplishments of communities such as Bed-
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ford-Stuyvesant to convince us of the
need for this program, we also have seen
the mounting number of petitions from
other communities anxious for I-D funding. Since November 1970, 100 new proposals have been received. OEO has been
able to fund only five.
For the current fiscal year, the existing
36 CDC's will tmdoubtedly exhaust the
available funds. This means that for another year, nearly 100 communities with
the need for a starting assist from the
Federal Government will be turned away.
The most recent evaluation of the special impact program, a 6-month inquiry
by the 20th Century Fund, was overwhelming in its endorsement of the CDC
as "the most promising economic structure presently operating in the ghettos."
The study recommended vastly expanded
Federal support to permit the CDC's to
achieve economic as well as social aims.
For, as the study chairman, economist
Robert S. Browne stated:
The demands of the ghetto are not exclusively for bread-although tIle basically economic nature of the ghetto's problem is readily admitted-but also for dignity, for selfpride, and for a measure of control over one's
life sltuatlon.

For all of these reasons, I introduced
legislation, along with Senator JAVITS,
to reemphasize and improve Federal support for community economic development.
First, this legislation seeks to continue
and expand the urban community economic development program, the present
I-D program, and to extend its benefits
to rural areas.
Second, the legislation would continue
the rural loan program which the administration proposed to phase out.
Testimony from rural groups emphatically asserted the need to continue this
program. The legislation now incorporates the concept of providing a full
range of grant, loan, and technical assistance to aid small farmers and rural
cooperatives.
Third, . the legislation establishes an
expanded program of technical assistance, including a development loan program for both urban and rural CDC's and
rural cooperatives.
Finally, the legislation removes a barrier to full Federal cooperation with community development corporations by directing the Small Business Administration, the Economic Development Administration and the Department of Housing and Urban Development to take all
steps necessary to insure that CDC's have
full access to their programs.
In this way, we hope to make clear the
commitment of ~he Federal Government
to the concept that communities have the
right to control and direct their own social, economic, and poltical development.
LEGAL SERVICES

The second major area of change within the OEO extension bill is the establishment of a private, nonprofit corporation, to administer the present legal services program. As an independent, selfcorporation, the National Legal Services
Corporation will be authorized to make
grants and contracts to provide comprehensive legal services and assistance to
low-income persons.
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The 15-member board will include representatives of the pUblic, representatives
of the poverty community, representatives of the legal services attorneys, and
the presidents of the American Bar Association, the National Bar Association,
the American Trial Lawyers Association,
the Association of American Law Schools
and the National Legal Aid and Defender
Association.
The continuing threat of political interference has necessitated the establishment of this independent corporation.
The legislation introduced by Senator
MONDALE, which I cosponsored and which
has been incorporated into S. 2007, has
the endorsement of State bar associations
as well as the American Bar Association.
The ABA president, testified:
These recurring attacks on the legal services program have helped shape our view that
the legal services program should be prOVided
a new and independent home ...

The new corporation will provide legal
services, conduct research, training, technical assistance, and clinicallegal-education programs.
I believe that in its new home it will
be in a strong position to continue the
remarkable record achieved since its inception in 1965.
The poor people of America have
every right to expect the same treatment
from the courts of our land as the
wealthy, and I believe this program will
insw'e that lack of knowledge of the law
and lack of funds to hire the services
of a lawyer will no longer deny justice to
any American.
COMPREHENSIVE CHILD DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

The OEO legislation protects and expands the enormously successful Headstart program, committing the Nation to
a comprehensive child-development program. The record of testimony has demonstrated the lack of prenatal and postnatal health care, adequate nutrition and
proper educational stimulation for children in their first 5 years--children
among poor families but among thousands of families with working mothers.
The magnitude of the problem is amply
demonstrated by testimony showing 4%
million working mothers with children
under the age of 6 while the number of
licensed day-care openings number only
700,000. It is to this enormous gap in
day-care facilities that the legislation
addresses itself. The bill authorizes $100
million for fiscal year 1972, in addition
to the $500 million continuing Headstart
authorization and adds another $2 billion
in fiscal year 1973.
The central concern of the child-care
program is to emphasize the development
of the child rather than simple custodial
care. For that reason, the bill covers a
wide range of services including physical and mental health, learning develop-ment, food and nutrition, and insures
speci9.1 programs responsive to the needs
of minority children, bilingual children.
migrant children, Indian children, and
handicapped children.
An equally important element in the
child care legislation is the requirement
that local parent councils participate
fully in the planning, implementation,
and administration of the child-care pro-

grams. Only in this way can we assure
that these programs will reflect the needs
of local communities.
NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH CORPS

At a time when the indicators of youth
unemployment have been rising to
alarming heights, the Nation's efforts to
provide employment opportunities have
been on the decline. In 1966, the number
of 16- to 19-year-old youths unemployed
was 836,000 according to the Labor Department while the number of Neighborhood Youth Corps out-of-school job slots
was 98,600. Today, there are an estimated
1,879,000 16- to 19-year-olds out of work,
yet the number of Neighborhood Youth
Corps job slots has dropped to 36,800.
Frustration in the ghettos is increasing
today at a time when the opportunities
in the normal job markets are almost nil.
After testimony from Neighborhood
Youth Corps workers, from Senator
HUMPHREY-former Chairman of the
President's Council on Youth Opportunities-from the Labor Department and
from union leaders, it is apparent that
the Nation must expand job opportunities for poverty youngsters.
With that intention, there is an increase of $500 million propased for the
Neighborhood Youth Corps program, an
increase that will fund 100,000 new jobs.
I can think of no more important action
011 the palt of the Congress than to
speedily adopt this measure and bring
some relief to the young men and women
who are experiencing the full impact of
our declining economy.
There are two additional programs
that I would call to the attention of the
Senate. I joined with Senator CRANSTON
and Senator TUNNEY in introducing the
youth recreation and sports program
which will establish on a permanent
basis the pilot national summer youth
sports program that has operated for the
past two summers. Under this program,
some 124,500 youngsters from arowld
the country participated in summer
sports and recreation progranls at area
colleges and universities.
In my own State, at Boston College,
Boston University, Springfield College,
and Boston State College these programs
have been operating successfully for the
past several years. The intent of the administration to end this program fiies
in the face of positive evaluations that
have been received.
The reports from around the country
and from the areas in my own State
where they have been conducted have
demonstrated that they can be a mechanism for bringing disadvantaged
youngsters together with collegiate personnel and at the same time strengthen
the ties between colleges and local com·
mUnities.
Also. because of the past success of this
program, we have authorized up ta $5
million annually to operate this program
on a year-round basis.
The committee also included permanent funding for design and planning
assistance centers to give low-income
persons the tools to participa te in the
planning and development of their communities.
Just as legal services offers long-denied
legal rights to citizens, so too do the de-
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sign and planning centers offer the poverty community the chance to be represented in city, county, and State planning
and redevelopment councils.
Since 1967, we have seen the pilot
planning organizations spring up in
Harlem, in San Francisco, and in Boston.
These OEO-funded programs have convinced the committee of the need to provide permanent status for them in the
Economic Opportunity Act. In Boston,
urban planning aid now has three neighborhood-based workshops staffed by local
architects, planners, and engineers""':-all
working as volunteers. They offer a wide
range of skills to the poverty community
and have provided plans ranging from
housing rehabilitation to public transportation.
Other local private design centers include urban field service at the Harvard
Graduate School of Design and the community design-development centers operated by the Boston Society of Architects. These experiences convinced me
of the need to build a permanent nationwide program of community design centers for the poverty community.
I believe these new programs add to
the weapons available to OEO in meeting
the challenge of reducing poverty in this
Nation. The measures we adopt in the
Economic Development Act are the most
visible expression of a continued Federal
commitment to eradicate poverty. I believe we have furthered that commitment by this legislation and I urge its
passage.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
BUCKLEY). What is the pleasure of the
Senate?
Who yields time?
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I send an
amendment to the desk and ask that it
be stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:
On page 64, beginning with Hne 1, strike
all through Hne 6 and insert in Heu thereof
the following:
.. (5) 'economically disadvantaged child'
means a chlld of a famlly With an insumcient
annuai Income to permit the use of a chlld
development program if a charge is made,
as determined in accordance with criteria
prescribed in regulations by the Secretary,
taking into consideration famlly siZe, urbanrurai differences, and other relevant factors;"

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I yield myself 10 minutes or such time as I may require.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, \Yill the Senator yield for a quesUon?
Mr. TAFT. I yield.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Is it the
able Senator's intent to ask for the yeas
,nd nays on the amendment?
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I ask for the
yeas and nays on the amendment.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. TAFT. :1\11'. President, in the childdevelopment program advocated by this
bill, in section 6, starting on page 10 of
the bill and going all the way through
to page 71, the question arises as to who
will qualify and under what circumstances children will qualify for participation in the program.
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Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, the Senate is not in order. May we
have order in the Senate?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senate will be in order.
IvIr. TAFT. The intention of the program, of course, is to extend beyond the
mere poverty level and beyond the scope
of the present Headstart program a program for all children in America who are
needful of the services of the program.
This would include those in families at
poverty level and would also go on up,
and the concept is included in the program that a fee schedule would be set
up to be charged to those who are participating in the program whose families are able financially to meet the requirements of the fee program. This
would be a sliding scale fee program. The
issue raised by this amendment, which
would strike the language on page 64,
lines 1 through 6, and substitute the
language of the amendment, is whether
or not the fee schedule would start at a
level of $6,900 for a familY, which is the
present standard as determined by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor for a lower livin.g
standard budget family, or whether It
would start at some other figure.
In the committee, there was discussion of using the poverty level figure. The
average poverty level figure for a family
would have been $4,320 per family. There
was a good deal of feeling in the committee-which I must say I shared to
some extent-that the position that some
took, that the poverty level should be the
base at which the fee schedule would
start to operate was too low, that a family with an annual income of only $4,320
shOUld not be required to pay a fee. I
concur in that.
On the other hand, the bill as it presently reads, on page 64, woUld set it at
the lower living standard budget as
determined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, and
that would be at the $6,900 level, which
in some communities in the United
States, it would seem to me, would probably be excessive. I think that many
families in the $6,900 level, if their children are to receive help under the program and are to participate in the l?rogram, would be glad, and perhaps might
even want, to pay a fee.
For many years, I have been associated
with a child welfare agency in the adoption field' and we found that even with
families ~t a relatively low income, the
acceptance of a fee schedule is in~eed
very broad. In many cases there IS a
feeling on the part of the adopting parents that if they are to adopt a child,
they want to pay at least the expenses
of the agency in going through the adoption process and the other expenses attendant to such a service.
I have a feeling that the American
people have this kind of ethic, in any
event, and that we ought to consider
this' that the fee schedule and the level
at \~hich we set this provision ought to
be ftexible, and it ought to be related
specifically to the purposes of the child
development program. It should not be
set by the Bureau of Labor statistics.
For that matter, I think it should be set
at the same level as the povel'ty program.

These are different concepts and differEnt needs.
It seems to me that the only standard
that makes any sense is the standard
that the Secret"ry of Health, Ed"cation,
tmd Welfare develops as a sensible
standard in connection \,\'ith the administration of this particular program. I
believe that if Congress accepts the
amendment I am now proposing, the
Secretary of Health. Education, and
\Velfare will do just that.
There is some fear, I knO\\', that because of the language that was offered
to amend this section to go to the poverty
level, the Secretary would go immediately to the poverty level and say that any
family with an income over $4,320 would
be required to participate in a fee schedule. The fee schedule could be set so low
that that might even make sense. But it
should not be an arbitrary standard. It
should not be set by some extraneous
program or extraneous reqUirement. It
ought to be set by the people administering and running the program. I believe that the lar.guage I propose in this
amendment would accomplish this objective.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr, NELSON. I yield to the Senator
from Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE) such
time as he desires.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I rise
to oppose the amendment offered by the
distinguished Senator from Ohio.
One of the key principles involved in
this measure is that quality developmental child care should be available to the
children of all income levels. After reserving $500 million for Headstart and
similar programs serving children from
families with incomes below the poverty
index, the committee bill reserves 65 percent of the funds for services without
charge to children from families with
incomes below the BLS lower family
budget figure, and 35 percent of the
funds to provide services to children
from families with incomes above that
level, who would pay part of the cost, according to a fee schedule established by
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare. The pending amendment would
permit the Secretary to impose a fee upon
families who make less than $6,900 a
year.
I ask unanimous consent to have
printed at this point in the RECORD a
table prepared by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics showing how the BLS lower
family bUdget for a family of four has
been established.
There being no objection, the table was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

Food
_
$1,9'05
Housing
_ 1,429
Transportation
_
505
Clothing and personal care items
_
807
Medical care, hospital Insurance
_
562
Other family consumption:
Recreation, school expenses, tobacco, miscellaneous iterns
_
345
Contributions, gifts
_
165
Life insurance
_
120
Occupational expenses _"
_
58
Social security
~---345
Personal taxes
_
719
Total __ ._____________________

6,960
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Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, a quick
reading of that table will show that a
family making that amount of money
simply cannot afford to pay any significant amount-indeed, it should not be
asked to pay any amount-for the care
of their children under this program.
There is a second reason why the committee rejected the proposal. We strongly
believe this should not be another welfare program, that it should not carry
the stigma of failure which so many welfare programs carry. We believe that this
should be a program for children who
need quality child-care services-while
their mothers are working, in many instances. Nearly one-third of the mothers
in this country today who have children
below the age of 6 are at work. Nearly 6
million preschool children presently need
these kinds of services. If this amendment is adopted, and if the administration imposes fee schedules beginning at
the welfare level, what we will be saying
to the mothers of this country is, "Do
not go to work if you want your children
to have quality developmental care. stay
home, stay on welfare, and then you will
get free day care services; but if you go
to work, most of your increased income
could be taken up by fees imposed on you
under this amendment, to pay for the
cost of day care."
Mr. President, we would much prefer
to see a program analogous to the public
school system where children, as a matter
of right, because they are children, get
the decent care to which they are
entitled.
We think that this amendment would
have a serious deleterious effect on the
future of a quality comprehensive day
care developmental program and, therefore, I oppose the amendment and hope
that it will be rejected.
PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that Mr. Spring and
Mr. Johnson of the subcommittee staff on
manpower and poverty be permitted the
privilege of the floor during the course
of debate. That will be two in excess of
those permitted under the rule.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
WEICKER). Is there objection? The Chair
hears none, and it is so ordered.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I am opposed to the amendment proposed by the
distinguished Senator from Ohio because
I am concerned that the Secretary or any
other Secretary might-it is likely, in
fact-set an income level lower than
what I think, as a matter of policy, it
should be.
As I am sure the distinguished Senator
from Ohio realizes, the distinguished
Senator from Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE)
and myself proposed an amendment,
which was adopted, 2 years ago, providing that children of parents with an income above the poverty level may participate in the Headstart program under
regulations spelled out by the Secretary.
The Secretary's regulations provide that
90 percent of all the children participating in the Headstart program must be
children of parents with an income below the poverty level-$4,OOO or lessand that 10 percent may be in an income
level between $4,000 and $5,500.
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The committee felt, after much consideration, that the level of $6,960, which
is the BLS's low-income budget figure,
should be the breakoff point; and that
at $6,960, by regulations spelled out by
the Secretary, a fee could be set in accordance with the income of that family.
I think it is clear to anyone who gives
any thought to this, that a family with
an income of $6,500 is in no position to
spend very much money, if any money,
to help pay for a child development program, if they want their children to
participate.
l\ly only objection is that I disagree
with the level established by the current
Secretary. If he is going to establish the
level at or near the present poverty level,
which he would be free to do under this
amendment of the Senator from Ohio,
then I would ObjEct strenuously. If, however, he were going to establish it at a
level somewhere around that established
by the committee, of course it would not
be objectionable. Thus I would hope that
the Senate will reject the pending
amendment.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I would ask
the chairman of the subcommittee his
opinion as to the number of children who
might be served under the program in
fiscal 1973. We have a problem that
demonstrates the difficulty of trying to
establish some hard and objective standard, and the difficulty of taking away
from the Secretary his discretion to make
a decision.
The $2 billion funding would not, I
believe, be anywhere near sufficient to
take care of all the children who would
become eligible under the $7,000 or the
$6,960 average income figure. This would
give the Secretary and the administrators of the program a good deal of latitude to make a decision as to who would
participate in the program and who
would not. It might work to the disadvantage of the children whose families
have the least income. It WOUld, really,
defeat the purpose of helping those people in the lower incomes. In other words,
the higher we set the standard for which
the fee would not be charged to the
family, the more likely we are, I think, to
be discriminating against those children
whose parents have the lowest income.
Let me cite some figures which have
been provided by HEW.
The number of children in this country of families whose incomes are under
$4,320, would be 3,463,202 children. We
can scale that up to the $5,000 level, up
to 4,100,000; $5,500, 4.800,000; $6,000,
5,500,000; $6,500, we get up to 6 million;
and the $7,000 figure, the approximate
figure put in the bill, we are dealing with
6,800,000 children.
What I am saying is that there is
limited funding which seems likely under
the bill and that if we take the 6,8 million children, we would be leaving, unless
by regulation we provided the Secretary
with the power to say we ar'e limiting it
by agreeing tha t we are going to charge
a fee, nominal, perhaps more than nominal, on some of the families between
the level of $4,300 and $7,000. So that
automatically we will be making an
adverse selection. Everyone likes to make
a program look good. In the Headstart

program, in some of its initial phases, it
was the experience, the tendency, to upgrade the families \vith which we were
dealing, rather than getting down to
dealing with the hard cases involving
low-income families.
I wonder if the chairman has any
figures as to how lllany children he thinks
will be served for such a program for the
year 1973?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield to
the distinguished Senator from Minnesota.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, there
are already several safeguards in this
measure to prGltect against the diversion
of funds from the most needy.
First of all, we earmark the first $500
million of the $2 billion authorization for
Headstart and similar programs serving
the very poor. Second, two-thirds of the
remaining funds are reserved for economically disadvantaged children as defined by the law.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. MONDALE. There is a good deal
of protection already in the bill.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I point out
that under the definition in the bill of
economically deprived children, if we
are talking about the family with an income of $7,000, we are talking about
6,800,000 children, as I just mentioned.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, first of
all, if we really want the children of
those who work to participate in this
comprehensive child development program, we must include people who earn
up to $6,900. Otherwise, we would be in
a position of saying, "If you want quality
care for your children, stay on welfare
and do not work." It seems to me that
we want to go in just the opposite direction-and make this more than a welfare project.
The second point is that among those
who most strongly favor the formula
in the bill are the poor themselves.
I call the attention of the Senator
from Ohio to the list of organizations
who developed this measure. That list
includes many of the organizations that
speak for the poor of this country. They
are pleading with us to change the
nature of these programs so that they
will not just be welfare programs. They
feel very strongly that the formula for
care and assistance set forth in the bill
constitutes a quality program.
.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, that does not
answer my question. How many would
be dealt with under the authorization?
It seems to me that the question really
is what level we are going to start with.
Just because the economically disadvantaged want this b1ll does not mean that
the purpose of the bill-which I share-would preclude the charging of a fee.
I would feel that a minimal fee of $1
might be charged to everyone as some
recognition that this is not being provided free, but it is a service that is being
provided.
Let us not keep the cat in the bag.
The basic question is whether we will
make this a free program for every chUd
in America.
The feeling of the committee was that
it should not be a free program for every
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child. That is why the bill was reported
in this fashion. The Senator may well
feel that it ought to be a free program.
I can see arguments in favor of that position. I do not have to agree with that
position, however.
I feel that families that can afford to
pay something for this service ought to
pay if they want to have the service. It
is there for those who need it. That is the
whole concept of the bill.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, if I
might respond to the Senator, the committee itself in determining the point at
which it ought to be proper to establish
a fee for the use of these services set the
figure at $6,900 based upon the Bureau
of Labor Statistics figures. Those below
that level do not have the funds with
which to pay for it. The committee called
for adjustments in the BLS figure fOl'
differing cost of living areas.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, if the Senator would yield, I would like to point
out that as far as the Bureau of Labor
Statistics setting that figure for a family
because it felt that had something to do
with whether a fee ought to be charged
for the services, that is baloney. They set
it as a statutory standard that they are
called upon to establish. That has nothing to do with the child development
program. It has nothing to do with what
the proper level is at which to start
charging a fee.
Mr, MONDALE. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics set forth in their calculations
where the money goes in that family.
It set the figure at $6,900. I put those
figures in the RECORD. If the Senator will
read them, he will find that families with
incomes at that level have no money
available to them with which to pay fees
for quality developmental child care.
That is why, among other reasons, the
committee decided that they have to
begin the fee schedule for the use of
these services at a point no lower than
$6,900 for a family of four.
The second reason is that we do not
want another welfare program. We want
a program which encourages a family
with children to work and be assured
that their children will be properly cared
for while they are working.
The amendment offered by the Senator from Ohio gives liS a program for the
very rich who can afford it and for the
very poor people on welfare who cannot
afford it. The committee feels strongly
that families from all income levels
should be able to participate. The White
House Conference on Children made the
same recommendations. The organizations representing the poor unanimously agree that this is one of the most impm·tant elements of the program-they
are sick of being called welfare recipients
and losers.
More than that, they would like to be
able to have their children in programs
with the children of people from the
upper and middle class incomes instead
of always v.ith the children of the poor.
We want to diversify.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, the Senator
is saying that a family in this country
with an income of $7,000 would not
want to help support such a program,
that a family with an income of $7,000
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does not have a single dollar to allocate
for that purpose. What about the family
at the $3,000 level? What about the original question which I yielded to the Senator so that he might answer, and that
concerned how many children he thinks
will be served under the authorization.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, we are
not talking about charging a single dollar. In fact, under the limited authority
that the Secretary has today, he presently charges the family with an income
of $6,900, $480 for the Headstart program. Levying of fees based on ability to
pay was made possible under my amendment 2 years ago. Now I find that even
though the family at that level cannot
afford it, the Secretary nevertheless imposes a charge of $480, virtually destroying the chance for the average family
",ith such an income of going into the
program.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, would
the Senator yield?
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I would like
to yield the floor.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, who has
the floor?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wisconsin has the fioor and
yielded to the Senator from Minnesota.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, would
the Senator from Ohio wish to make
further remarks?
Mr. TAFT. No. Not at this time.
Mr. NELSON. I would like to ask the
Senator from Minnesota where in that
Bureau of Labor Statistics "lower" family budget of $6,960 would there be found
room for this charge the Secretary asks
for? What was the charge?
Mr. MONDALE. $480.
Mr. NELSON. If the Senator will look
at the "lower" family budget of the Bureau of Labor Statistics on page 6 of the
committee report, food is shown as
$1,905 for this family of four for a year.
That is $37 a week for four people to eat
for a total of a week.
Then, when we come to housing, they
allow this family $1,429. That is $119 a
month for housing for a family of four.
Mr. MONDALE. In a city.
Mr. NELSON. Yes. Does the Senator
know of any housing in Minneapolis, st.
Paul, Chicago, or Washington, D.C.,
where there is decent housing available
at $119 a month? Where in this budget
is this family going to squeeze out $480,
or whatever the amount is, to pay for the
child to participate in the child development program?
Mr. MONDALE. I appreciate the question. The Bureau of Labor Statistics established by the most relevant statistics
available to us what it costs a family to
live on and what they should spend it
for. They developej this formula which
they call the "lower" family budget. It
concluded that the familY of four living
in an urban environment needs $6,960with not a penny going to a quality development program for their children.
That is why we have so many children,
hundreds of thousands of children in this
country, who are "latchkey" children.
The mother is working. She does not
have a dime to have them taken care
of. They stay at home under no one's
guidance. If they have difficulty, there is

no one to take care of them; no one to
look after their education, their health
care, and there is no stimulation. They
stay home in a situation which I think
will cause a great teal of trouble in years
to come.
I believe children should have decent
quality care.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a question?
Mr. MONDALE. I am glad to yield.
Mr. NELSON. I am looking down this
list of items that make up the $6,960 for
the "lower" family budget. I not only
cannot find a penny in here that could
be diverted but it is difficult to understand how that family could live in one
of our major cities and make ends meet
\vithout some welfare assistance. I think
the Bureau of Labor Statistics has
squeezed this bUdget as far as it is possible to do so.
With reference to this $480 presently
being charged under the amendment of
the Senator from Minnesota for the
Headstart program, under medical care
and hospital insurance they allow $562.
Perhaps it could be taken out of there.
That would leave about $80 for medical
care and hospital insurance.
Mr. MONDALE. They could pick UP
$120 by canceling the life insurance, and
gamble they would not die.
Mr. NELSON. Then, the Senator will
notice "other family consumption: recreation, school expenses, tobacco, and
miscellanous items." Perhaps it could be
taken out of there.
I do not see how anybody could conclude other than that anybody in the
$6,960 level in a major city in America
is living in poverty and cannot afford to
participate in the child development program, and I do not think they should
be denied the opportunity to participate
by setting a fee.
Mr. MONDALE. What that means is
this. If the Senator would imagine a
mother on welfare, with preschool children at home, and unskilled-and that
is true of most. That mother could say,
':1 would like to go out and earn a living
rather than live on welfare," and if the
offer of work pays $6,960 a year or less,
which is true in the case of almost all of
these persons. under our bill we can say
we will give decent care to the children
so that the mother can work and earn
a living.
Under the present regulations, and
quite possibly under the proposed amendment, really the only alternatives she
would have would be to stay on welfare
or leave her children at home with no
care, no assistance, and no help at all.
Surely, that is the wor,~t thing we could
do.
Therefore, I am very hopeful the committee position will be sustained.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield
whatever time the Senator from Pennsylvania desires.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Pennsylvania is recognized.
Mr. SCHWEIKER. Mr. President, I
rise to oppose the amendment of the
Senator from Ohio. The issue here is
very simple and quite clear. It is whether
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we are going to offer some opportunity
for educational hope to the whole realm
of middle America families in the $4,000
to $6,900 range. That is what the issue
is. Are we going to give them the opportUnity to take advantage of the new child
care concept? Are we going to let their
children participate in the type of comprehensive child development program
our educational scientists are now saying is all-important to shape the child
for latergro\\"th and development, in that
2- to 6-year preschool age? Are we going
to give them the right to participate?
We are kidding ourselves if we think
that a family in the $4,000 to $6,900 range
today, which has to fight to keep its head
above water for food, clothin rr, and shelter, will be able to bUdget som;thing extra
for a preschool activity when it normally
does not bUdget for any preschool activity. A family in this income bracket
would not possibly make a decision nowadays to sacrifice food, clothing, or shelter
for something they consider to be a fringe
benefit, but which educational scientists
are telling us can greatly help the most
important and formative years of the
lives of children.
If this amendment is agreed to, we will
be building a program that will benefit
the rich and the poor, and the people in
between will not participate in it. They
will decide not to participate in it, and
they will not be able to participate in it.
I think the issue is very clear. The issue
is: Are we going to ignore the vast area
of middle America, the taxpayers and
working people whose children should
have the opportunity to be in this program but will not be able to participate
because of the economics of the situation.
That is one issue.
Another issue is under the amendment
we would be relegating the decision on
eligibility for free child care to one man.
A Cabinet Secretary would make that decision as to whether middle America is
going to participate in the program or
not. Why shOUld one person decide that?
WhY should not this deliberative body of
the United States decide that? Why
should not we, the representatives of the
people, make that decision? Why should
we expect the executive branch to make
a decision that we shOUld make?
Mr. President, I suggest that we reject
the amendment of the Senator from
Ohio.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I have not
yet Teceived an answer to the question of
how many children would be taken care
0: under the $2 billion program that is
authorized by the legislation. I do have,
from the report, on page 43, the statementthat:
Programs which meet the standards of title
V wlll require significant expenditures per
chlld. The Office for Ohlld Development has
estimated that desirable programs of group
day care for 3- to 5-year-old chlldren would
cost an average of $2,372 per chlld, and that
programs for chlldren in school would cost
an average of $653 per chl1d. But the same
OOD study found that purely custodial services for chlldren a.ged 3 to 5 would cost an
a.verage of $1,425 and $310 for children in
school.
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Just how this works out is a little hard
to get, but I think one would be reasonably accurate to say we would be paying
an average of about $1,000, as a minimum. If that is so, the $2 billion funding
is going to take care of only 2 million of
the 6 million children in families with incomes of under $7,000, and take care of
only two-thirds of those, if we limited it
to those below the $4,000 level. So it
would take care of only two-thirds of
them.
Therefore the answer is clear..lf we
pushed it up to the $7,000 level, the effect
of the provision in the bill is going to be
to deprive some children in families with
incomes of less than $4,200 of the availability of the program that might otherwise be available.
I am not saying what the level should
be or what the proper mix should be. My
amendment does not point out any specific figure. It leaves it to the Secretary
of HEW, who is in charge of the program,
to make the determination as to how this
balance should be maintained.
We talk about the Bureau of Labor
Statistics as being such an excellent judge
as to what a family ought to be spending
and what fees ought to be proper under
a child development program--something
which the Bureau of Labor Statistics
would shy away from very, very fast.
They are not set up for or trained for
that and do not have the experts to determine what the proper, allowable
charge for fees for a child development
program should be. It is the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare which
has the expertise and the knowledge in
this field.
When we look at the budget items, we
see we are talking about every item in the
bUdget.
I noticed with some amusement that
in this list of items in the family budget
provision for alcoholic beverages is left
out of the budget of $6,900. I am not
against there being a figure in that budget for alcoholic beverages, but I make the
point that there is an item of $345 for
recreation, school expenses, tobacco, and
miscellaneous items; and an item of $165
for contributions and gifts. These are
normal expenditures. However, these are
just statistics, and nothing more than
that. When it is said that not one dollar
.of the $7,000 can be put into fees, I say
that is "bunk," because that is what it is.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I am prepared to yield back my time if the Senator from Ohio is prepared to do likewise.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I am prepared to yield back my time.
Mr. NELSON. I yield back my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
on the amendment has been yielded back.
The question is on agreeing to the
amendment of the Senator from Ohio.
The yeas and nays have been ordered,
and the clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I announce that the Senator from New
Mexico (Mr. ANDERSON). the Senator
from Nevada (Mr. BIBLE), the Senator
from North Dakota (Mr. BURDICK), the
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Proxmire
Stevenson
Senator from Idaho (Mr. CHURCH), the McIntyre
Symington
Randolph
Senator from Mississippi (Mr. EASTLAND), Metcalf
Mondale
Riblcoff
Talmadge
the Senator from Alaska (Mr. GRAVEL), Montoya
Roth
Tunney
Schwelker
Welcker
the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. Nelson
Spong
Williams
HARRIS), the Senator from North Caro- Packwood
Pastore
Stevens
lina (Mr. JORDAN), the Senator from
NOT VOTING-36
Washington (Mr. MAGNUSON) , the SenaDominick
Mansfield
tor from Utah (Mr. Moss), the Senator Alken
Allott
Eastland
Moss
from Maine (Mr. MUSKIE) , the Senator Anderson
Fong
Mundt
Gravel
Muskle
from Rhode Island (Mr. PELL). and the Bayh
Bellmon
Hansen
Pell
Senator from Alabama (Mr. SPARKMAN) Bennett
Harris
Percy
are necessalily absent.
Bible
Hartke
Prouty
Burdick
Holllngs
Saxbe
I further announce that the Senator
Javits
Scott
from Indiana (Mr. BAYH), the Senator Church
Cooper
Jordan, N.C.
Smith
from Indiana (Mr. HARTKE), the Senator Cotton
Jordan. Idaho Sparkman
Magnuson
Young
from South Carolina (]I,rr. HOLLINGS), Curtis
and the Senator from Montana (Mr.
So Mr. TAFT'S amendment was reMANSFIELD) are absent on official busi- jected.
ness.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I call up my
On this vote, the Senator from Wash- amendment at the desk and ask that it
ington (Mr. MAGNUSON) is paired with be stated.
the Senator from Mississippi (Mr. EASTThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
LAND). If present and voting, the Senator amendment will be stated.
.
from Washington would vote "nay" and
The assistant legislative clerk read as
the Senator from Mississippi would vote follows:
('yea."
On page 87, stdke all of title IX-National
I further announce that, if present and Legal
Services Corporation.
voting, the Senator from Indiana (Mr.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, this amendHARTKE) and the Senator from North
Carolina (Mr. JORDAN) would each vote ment has been offered as a vehicle to
allow me to deliver a speech upon a most
"nay,"
Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the important subject. The amendment will
Senator from Vermont (Mr. AIKEN), the not be voted upon, because it is the inSenator from Colorado (Mr. ALLOTT), the tention of the junior Senator from AlaSenator from Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON), bama to withdraw the amendment upon
the Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT). the conclusion of his remarks.
BUSING OF SCHOOLCHILDREN
the Senator from Nebraska (Mr. CURTIS),
the Senator from New York (Mr. JAVITS),
Mr. President. today literally millions
the Senator from Ohio (Mr. SAXBE), and of innocent schoolchildren, white and
the Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr. black, are being herded into buses to be
SCOTT) are absent on official business.
transported against their wills-against
The Senator from New Hampshire (Mr. the wills of their parents-and contrary
COTTON), the Senator from Colorado (Mr. to the best judgment of locally elected
DOllIlNlCK), the Senator from Hawaii public school officials. They are being
(Mr. FONG) , the Senator from Wyoming uprooted from their neighborhoods in
(Mr. HANSEN), the Senator from Idaho cities and from their home communities
(Mr. JORDAN), the Senator from Illinois in rural areas. These children will spend
(Mr. PERCY), the Senator from Maine the better part of their waking hours in
(Mrs. SMITH), and the Senator from strange schools and strange communiNorth Dakota (Mr. YOUNG) are neces- ties-separated from their parents--isolated from their brothers and sisters and
sarily absent.
The Senator from Kentucky (Mr. friends and teachers with whom they
COOPER). the Senator from South Da- have been reared.
Mr. President, it is not possible to say
kota (Mr. MUNDT). and the Senator from
Vermont (Mr. PROUTY) are absent be- with preciseness how many mimon children are involved in this human tragedy.
cause of illness.
If present and voting, the Senator from It is safe to say that from the standNew York (Mr. JAVITS), and the Senator point of numbers, more children are affrom Illinois (Mr. PERCY) would each fected by the gargantuan uprooting of
human beings by Federal court decrees
vote "nay."
If present and voting, the Senator from than were involved in the Children's
Crusades of medieval times.
Maine (Mrs. SMITH) would vote "yea."
However, the magnitude of this busing
The result was announced-yeas 20,
operation may be less important than
nays 44. as follows:
what it tells us of the convergence of
[No. 215 Leg. J
totalitarian trends in the U.S. Supreme
YEAS-20
Court. We are confronted with a totaliErvin
~mler
Allen
tarian power in the Court to dictate to
Pearson
Brock
Fannin
citizens in matters vitally affecting the
Stennis
Buckley
Gambrell
Byrd, Va.
Goldwater
Taft
health, safety. education. and general
Thurmond
Griffin
Cook
welfare of their children. This is an exTower
Hruska
Dole
traordinary and dangerous ;:lower in the
Long
Ellender
hands of any men and particularly in the
NAY8-44
Humphrey
hands of men who are not responsible to
Baker
Chlles
Inouye
Beall
Cranston
the people.
Eagleton
Jackson
Bentsen
Mr. President, let us examine how the
Kennedy
Boggs
Fulbright
Mathias
Brooke
Gurney
Supreme Court undertakes to justify acMcClellan
Byrd. W. Va. Hart
quisition of this power. The CharlotteCannon
Hatfield
McGee
Mecklenburg opinion talks about buslng,
Case
Hughes
McGovern
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but never mentions children. It talks
about racial ratios, but not about human
beings. It talks about schoolteachers, but
not about the powers of Government to
order their lives-to deprive them of
vested teacher tenure rights, to uproot
them, z.nd to deprive them of jobs by
Federal court decree.
I am delighted to see the distinguished
senior Senator from North Carolina (Mr.
ERVIN) at his seat beside me in the
Chamber at this time. He knows whereof
the junior Senator from Alabama speaks
in criticizing this opinion of the Supreme
Court.
Mr. Pre'sident, in the opinion to which
I have referred, there is not a line-not
even a word about the parents of these
children. The opinion does not suggest
the mental and emotional anguish of
parents and children. It says nothing of
their deep concerns and fears of parents
for the safety of their loved ones. The
Court speaks of busing to schools, but not
busing from homes and communities and
neighborhoods.
The refusal of the Court to recognize
or to give consideration to the human
condition should alert us to the real nature of the problem which confronts the
people and for that reason a problem
which confronts the Court.
Furthermore, when we examine the
sophistry employed by the Court to
justify the reduction of human beings to
the status of mere digits in a mechanistic
formula to achieve ideological conformity, it will be seen that the Court confesses the irrationality of its decree and
its willingness to rely on force to effect
its will.
The Court seeks to justify massive uprooting of school children and their
transportation to distant schools and
communities by blatantly crude sophistry. The Court begins with an obvious
fact which no one has ever questioned. It
says:
Bus transportation has been an integral
part of the public education system for years,
and was perhaps the single most important
factor in the transition from the one-room
school house to the consolidated school. ...
The importance of bus transportation as a
normal and accepted tool Is readily discernible in this and the companion case.

Mr. President, no one questions that
statement of the obvious, but it does not
support what the Court contends for and
what it compels.
The truth is that busing has never before been used to uproot children and
haw them past perfectly good neighborhood and local schools closed on orders of
Federal Courts. Busing has never before
been used to transport children from
their local rural community schools to
distant and strange communities.
Busing has never before been used to
transport children away from 'Nalk-in
schools in their neighborhoods to schools
in the far corners of populous cities.
Massive "cross busing" has never before
been used and it is not part of public
school policy or tradition in this country,
nor has it ever before been used without
consent of the parents of the children
involved.
Busing has never before been compulsory but on a purely voluntary basis, nor

has it ever been considered the best
method of transportation of children to
schools. It has always been used to serve
the convenience, and not the inconvenience, of pupils involved and never before
in the history of our Nation have taxpayers been compelled by court decrees
to purchase schoolbuses and compelled
to participate in bizarre busing schemes
contrary to their wishes and desires. And
never before in this Nation's history has
the Supreme Court of the United States
undertaken to prescribe bizarre busing
schemes and. therefore, been forced to
attempt to justify them.
Mr. President, I consider it deplorable
that the U.S. Supreme Court would resort to such palpable non sequiturs to
mask the use of force and justify the use
of force.
I am equally appalled that the present
Supreme Court continues to perpetuate
the palpable absurdity that local school
boards have now or have ever had the
power to dismantle state imposed segregation. Yet, the Supreme Court continues
to assert that this is the responsibility of
local school boards. These boards continue to be hauled into Federal courts for
failures to do what they have no power
to do.
The people of the United States know,
and members of the U.S. Supreme Court
should know, that local school boards
cannot repeal constitutional provisions
or laws enacted by State legislatures.
Segregation of races was imposed by
State constitutions or statutes. Surely
the Court knows that. But for the Court
to continue the pretense that local boards
of education could undo what has been
done by the legislatures of States leads
one to wonder if any judge on the Court
has ever bothered to look at anyone of
the 50 separate and voluminous State
school codes.
Is the Court aware that school boards
are agencies of the executive branch of
State governments and that they have no
legislative powers? Is the Court aware
that school boards derive their powers
from State constitutions or from State
statutes enacted pursuant to the constitution? Do these judges imagine that
local school boards can levy taxes? Do
they imagine that they can spend State
or local tax funds without limitation as
to purpose?
Yet, the U.S. Supreme Court persists
in this foolishness. In the CharlotteMecklenburg opinion, the Court said:
School authorities are clearly charged with
the affirmative duty to take whatever steps
might be necessary to convert to a unitary
system in which racial discrimination would
be eliminated root and branch. 391 U.S. at
437-438.

• • • courts wlll have to consider whether
the action of (local) school authorities constitutes good fa.lth Implementation of the
governing constitutional principles. . . .
If school authorities fall In their affirmative obllgations under these holdings, judicial authority may be invoked.

:Mr. President, I do not believe I have
ever before read such nonsense in a Supreme 'Court opinion. On the one hand,
the Court imposes upon local school
boards a responsibility which they have
no power to perform. On the other hand,
the Court says that if local school boards
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do not do what they have no power to
do, then Federal district courts will issue
judicial decrees and compel local boards
to do what they have no power to do.
Mr. President, time will not permit
adequate comment on numerous fallacies
and contradictions in the opinion accompanying the Charlotte-Mecklenburg
decision. I do want to note, however, a
problem presented by one of many contradictions.
According to the Supreme Court, there
is nothing in the Civil Rights Act of 1964
which provides the Court with "material
assistance in answering the questions of
remedy for State-imposed segregation."
We might ask what assistance Congress
gave local school boards to remedy Stateimposed segregation. The answer is
'~l1one."

However, Congress has imposed limitations upon the expenditure of appropriations made to the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare for the purpose
of desegregation. For example, Congress
has said that Federal fund cannot be
used to achieve racial balance in local
public schools "except as required by the
Constitution." But in Charlotte-Mecklenburg the Supreme Court said:
If we were to read the holding of tlle
district court to require, as a matter of
substantive constitutional right, allY particular degree of racial balance or mixing
that approach would be disappreved and we
would be obllged to reverse.

It follows that if racial balance is not
required by the Constitution, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
may not use its funds to prescribe racial
balance or to implement school plans
designed to achie\e racial balance. So
much for remedies provided by Congress.
So what about Court remedies? The
Court states:
Absent a constitutional violation there
would be no basis for Judiciary ordering
assigruuent of students on a racial basis.

So, if racial balance is not required by
the Constitution, racial imbalance in
schools is not a violation of the Constitution and courts have no authority to
assign students to achieve racihl balance.
It must follow that U.S. district courts
have no authority in shaping remedies
to order busing to achieve racial balance
in schools.
Yet, the U.S. Supreme Court approved
a lower court order in the CharlotteMecklenburg case, which order involved
massive crosstown busing to achieve a
racial balance of 71 percent to 29 percent
in all schools in the system. Furthermore,
the Supreme Court indicated that the
lower court order requiring racial balance
was justified "as a beginning," even
though not required by the Constitution.
The Supreme Court also justified what
it called "administratively awkward, inconvenient or even bizarre" school plans
to achieve racial balance which is not required by the Constitution.
Mr. President, the people are becoming fed up with this sort of sloppy reasoning. The Supreme Court is walking
on quicksand and its decisions are being
ridiculed and rejected. The Court in tum
is comlJelled to resort to force to get temporary acceptance of its decisions. Public
disillusionment is widespread. The basis
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of this discontent is touched upon by the
distinguished Governor of Florida, in a
commencement address at the University
of Florida on August 28, 1971, in which
he observed:
The busing, certainly, is an artificial Inadequate Instrument of change. Nobody really wants It-not you, not me, not the people, nor the school boards-not even the
courts.

my remarks. If extended 15 minutes by
the opposition, it will result in the
amendment being withdrawn.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield my
time to the Senator from Alabama.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator from Wisconsin.
Mr. President, how long will the people continue to obey the Court when
they know that the Court is wrong? The
people know that U.S. courts have no
legitimate power to snatch up c:Jildren
and herd them into buses for any reason-good or bad. Courts have no authority to close down local public schools
either by torch or by decree. Courts have
no authority under the Constitution to
abolish vested teacher tenure rights and
to issue orders to schoolteachers or any
other adult concerning terms and conditions of their employment. The U.S.
Supreme Court can claim this power until
its members are blue in the face, but the
people will not believe them.
Thus, the Supreme Court is compelled
to resort to force-and this is the hideous
thing that repels all thinking persons. In
this connection, the following observation from the spring 1970 special issue
of Boston University Law Review is
worthy of note:

The discontent results from the fact
that nobody wants involuntary busing of
school children except members of the
ideological left, inclUding zealots in the
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare and hidebound ideologists
among members of the U.S. Supreme
Court and other U.S. courts.
The situation has deteriorated to the
point that U.S. district court judges are
beginning to rebel against what they are
compelled to do under orders of the U.S.
Supreme Court. It is not uncommon today for district court judges to speak in
caustic terms about the compulsion under which they issue decrees which violate their conscience. Mr. President, I
say that it violates the Constitution as
well as the consciences of the judges. One
district court judge in Virginia used
the word "criminal" to describe the
school plan he was compelled to impose
In the event that the threat of sanctions
upon the people. James J. Kilpatrick in 18 Inadequate, the Court must rely upon the
a recent nationally syndicated column process of "force" to bring about the change
commented on a meeting of public In the status quo. By this process, the Execschool officials in which they mentioned utive actually invokes Its sanctions against
their fear of speaking out against un- those who are resisting the mandate of the
reasonable and irrational busing deci- Court. An example of the use of force Is the
use of troops in Little Rock, Arkansas. The
sions imposed upon them.
values held by the people In Little Rock were
Nationwide polls indicate a mounting so "deeply felt" that the threat of sanctions
revulsion against dictatorial school de- had no effect; it was therefore necessary to
crees, Governors and distinguished Sen- force the people to abide by the Court's deators are speaking out against them. cision. However, the use of power and force
Petitions, telegrams, wires, and letters do not, by themselves, legitimize an opinion.
of protest pour into my office-and not Rather they serve to bring about only a temmerely from Alabama constituents-and porary acquiescence In the opinion; if the
opinion is to become legitimate, it must subthere is a marked change in this general sequently
be acceptable on its own merits.
tenor of these letters.
The continued reluctance to desegregate the
For one thing, some ask why countless schools In the South perhaps best lIIustrates
thousands of public officials are submit- this limitation in the effectiveness of force
ting to judicial tyranny. One constituent and power.
asked if district court judges and other
Mr. President, I mention these things
public officials are not falling back on
it is my personal conviction that
Wirz' defense as expressed in the play, because
the thinking of a majority of the mem"The Andersonville Trial":
bers of the U.S. Supreme Court is conWmz. That one does as he Is ordered. That
he keeps his feelings to himself. That he fined by an ideological straitjacket. They
does not play the heroic game which some have lost sight of reality. I concur in the
people who are not In his position think he judgment of Eric Hoffer, who said that:
could play. That he obeys. That he does not
concern himself With the policies of his superiors-but obeys. That he does his assigned job and obeys. That when the order to
charge is given-he obeys. That when ordered
to keep prisoners-he obeys. And if in so
doing he must die, then he dies.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, who is in
control of the time?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The manager of the bill.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, how much time does the Senator
from Alabama desire?
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I would like
to have an additional 15 minutes, for the
distinguished Senator from North Carolina would like to engage in a colloquy.
It is my intention to withdraw the
amendment, as stated at the outset of

Those who would sacrifice a generation to
realize an ideal are the enemies of mankind.
. . . no matter how noble the objectives of
a government, if It blurs decency and kindness, cheapens human life, and breeds ill wlll
and suspicion, it Is an evil government.

In this regard, I also agree with the
observations of Sidney Hook who condemns authoritarian and totalitarian regimes as characterized by: "A total absence of concern for the individual person, an attitude of high official quarters
and low. which regarded the lives of human beings as if they were so much ray,'
material like iron, coal, and scrap."
Mr. President, I am firmly convinced
that the vast majority of the people of
this Nation are not going to be dictated
to by nine nonelected Supreme Court
Judges in matters that adversely affect
the life, safety, physical and emotional
health, educl\tion, and general welfare of
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their children. They are not going to be
treated as if they or their children are
raw materials to be utilized by courts 01'
anybody else to achieve some socialistic
ideal of mathematical equality.
Mr. President, let me quote a conclusion expressed by George E. Reed? a
former member of the 'White House inner
circle who in the final paragraph of his
book, "The Twilight of the Presidency,"
had this to say:
Somehow this thing must be made human
again. Somehow we must learn to govern
our people from an office that Is secular and
not from a court that Is sanctified. If our
destruction comes, it will be because we
placed our faith--our unquestioning faithin institutions that were only brick and wood
and In men who were only fiesh and blood
and this seems to be the conditl':m of the
last half of the twentieth century.

Mr. President, the "court" to which Mr.
Reedy refers is not the U.S. Supreme
Court, but the Office of the President.
However, the conclusion is applicable to
the U.S. Supreme Court.
The U.S. Supreme Court has invited a
confrontation with the people. Something has to give. The institution of public school education is threatened by the
Joss of public support. The institution of
the Supreme Court of the United States
is threatened by loss of its authority. I
repeat, something has to give. For my
part, I intend to support public school
education in this Nation, and I intend to
do everything within my power to divest
the U.S. Supreme Court of. powers which
it does not have under the Constitution
and which it cannot have in a free
society.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
to have printed in the RECORD an item appearing on the AP news ticker this afternoon.
There being no objection, the item was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
SCHOOL BUSING
School integration by busing produced l\
violent scuffle In Pontiac, Mich., a white boycott in Boston, and peaceable compllance In
Moblle, Ala .. today.
Nine pupils were injured and five pickets
arrested at Lincoln Junior High School In
Pontiac as demonstrations against the busing
program continued for the second day.
At another Pontiac school, two women
pickets were arrested for trying to halt buses
by leaping onto the hoods. Four male pickets
were arrested at a bus parking lot for trying
to stop buses from leaving. Pollce cleared a
path for the buses through about 175 demonstrators.
In Boston, only a handful of the 396 white
children assigned to a school In a black neighborhood showed up on opening day. Two
came by bUS, and a half-dozen on foot.
Many white parents in Boston took their
children to their old schools, where they were
told they could sit in classrooms, but could
not be registered. Announcement of the Boston plan led to a day of demonstrations on
Tuesday.

Mr. ALLEN. l\1[r. President, I point out
that the item on the AP ticker states in
part:
School integration by busing produced a
violent scuffle in Pontiac, Michigan, a white
boycott In Boston, and peaceable compllance
in Mobile, Alabama, today.
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Mr. President, that gives credence to
my statements made on the fioor many
times that the people in the South will
solve this problem before the people in
any of the other sections of the country.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD a copy
of a great speech made by the distinguished assistant majority leader, the
able Senator from West Virginia (Mr.
BYRD), at the national convention of
the Young Americans for Freedom on
September 3, 1971. This is a great speech,
and I think that all Members of the Senate should have the opportunity to read
it. It deserves to be heard in this great
forum, the U.S. Senate where it will take
rank as one of the most logical and
statesmanlike speeches given in this
Chamber.
There being no objection, the speech
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
SCHOOL BUSING AND FORCED INTEGRATION:
DISSENTING OPINION

A

(Speech by U.S. Senator ROBERT C. BYRD,
Democrat of West Virginia to the national
convention of the Young Americans for
Freedom, Houston, Tex., september 3, 1971)
Members of Young Americans for Freedom,
ladles and gentlemen, the issue of busing
pupils to bring about forced Integra.tion In
public schools Is stirring controversy
throughout the ountry as schools open again.
Despite What is depicted In some segments of
the news media as generally quiet acceptance,
such busing is Widely resented and opposed.
Inasmuch as this emotion-charged issue
vitally affects some very basic concepts of
American society and American freedom, I
propose to discuss it briefly with you today.
The busing of children Is really not the
bedrock issue. In fact, It Is but the surface
manifestation of the basic issue Involvedit Is really just the tip of the iceberg. That
part of th... iceberg which Is of more basic
significance and which does not immediately
surface In the emotion-packed discussions
and speeches by presidents, governors, and
outraged parents, is the simple issue of assigning pupilS in the public schools on the
basis of race.
For the moment, however, I shall eschew
the basic issue and direct my attention
briefly to that more volatile SUbject of busing.
There are those who say we have always
had busing of stUdents, so why be concerned
when there Is busing of students now. But
such an argument misses the point. True, we
have had busing for many, many years In
this country-prior even to the 1954 decision
in the case of Brown v. Board 0/ Educmion. I
remember riding a school bus myself back In
Mercer County, West Virginia, forty years
ago. But It was because the nearest high
school was seven miles away, and the only
way to get there was partly on foot and
partly by bus-far different from today's
denial of access to a neighborhood school and
forced attendance-based solely on race--of
a school seven or ten or twenty miles away
just to satisfy some arbitrary formula regarding racia.! balance.
But, some will say, what about the busing that occurred for years in support of
segregation? The answer is that school segregation was the law of the land in that
day-by statute and by court decision based
on the interpretation of the Constitution.
The people generally-black and white-accepted school segregation as the law; the
people generally were satisfied with the law
as It was, and wanted it that way; and the
people were willlng, voluntarily, to pay the
financial costs of busing to maintain a segregated school system.

Now. the situation has changed. The U.S.
Supreme Court in 1954 ruled out forced
racial segregation in the public schools.
The people, north and south, have now
generally accepted that decision as the right
one. But the financial costs of senseless, mass busing, arbitrary assignments and
attendance ratios based purely on race-unsupported by the constitution-are not beIng borne by the taxpayers today either voluntarily or willingly. They are being forced
against their wlll to bear such costs.
Forced Integration and busing programs
are contributing very materially to the advancing deterioration of the Inner-cities.
Whites who can afford to do so are moving farther and farther away Into the suburbs, with the result that shopping centers
and other outlying developments are taking
away the business and tax base upon which
cities-and their school systems-must depend. Busing thus becomes a self-defeating
process. When chlldren are going to be
hauled willy nilly away from their homes
and neighborhoods it lessens the chances for
Improvement of the Inner-city schools which
are most In need of improvement.
In Richmond, Virginia, a suit Is presently underway to force the merging of the
Richmond city school system and the adjoining Henrico and Chesterfield County school
systems in order to rescue the city schools
from their deterioration. The city schools
have become predominantly black because
of the flight to the suburbs of whites, while
the two county school systems are predominantly White.
But whites are now moving farther into
the country, and It could become a physical
impossibility to achieve a theoretical racial
mix. Are the courts going to require that
children be transported thirty, forly, fifty,
sixty miles a day? Where is the line to be
drawn? Or, are the feJeral courts prepared
now to try to impose racially-determined
housing and residential quotas?
To cite another example of White flight to
the suburbs, one need only look at the public
school system In Atlanta, Georgia, which was
70 percent white and 30 percent black just
13 years ago. in 1958. Successive desegregation orders during this period have resulted
in an exodus of white pOPUlation to the
suburbs. Enrollment In the public schools of
Atlanta Is today the exact reverse of 13 years
ag~O percent White, 70 percent black. Earlier this summer, two federal judges refused
to order further desegregation, saying that
it would Simply hasten this white 111ght.
"The problem," they said, "Is no longer how
to achieve Integration, but how to prevent
resegregatlon."
The same thing has happened-and partly
for the same reasons-in Washington, D.C.,
where the school popUlation is 95 percent
black. How tragic that the courts have been
so bUnd, until it Is too late, to the reality
that parents simply do not Intend to trust
the welfare or safety or the education of
their children-their most priceless possession-to the social experimentation of Judges
and HEW officials.
White persons alone are not the only persons concerned about the groWing trend
toward busing. Blacks are also concerned.
An all-black school does not, per se, necessarily have to be an inferior school, a school
without quality or educational opportunity.
The concept that mass bUSing and racial
quotas constitute the only way to improve
education for blacks rests on an extremely
faulty premise. It shOUld be obvious that the
way to improve educational opportunities for
blacks Is to improve the schools which they
attend-and that Is what the courts and the
government really should be concerned With.
The vast amounts of money that are being
used to purchase great fleets of school buses
could much better be used for the upgrading of SUb-standard schools. The courts could
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do much more for the improvement of black
education, and for making better economic
opportunities available to blacks, If they
would require, under the equal protection
clause of the Constitution, that equaL
amounts of money be expended. per pupiL on
bla.cks and whites. That would be a much
sounder approach than the present disrup.
tive busing approach.
The strangest aspect of the forced integration and busing craze Is that improving education for all children-and especially for
blacks, where their schools have been sub·
standard-has taken a back seat to the
achievement of racial quotas In the schools.
There is no evidence that I know of to indicate that such quotas enhance education for
either blacks or whites-and there are good
reasons to think that the opposite is true.
Polarization of the races is intensified
when neighborhood and school identities are
destroyed and when students find that they
cannot compete successfully with other students who may have had superior educational opportunities in the past.
What is most likely to be achieved by busing and forced integration is increasing mediocrity in education. A leveling process will
have been set in motion Which can have the
effect of stifling incentive for the bright and
gifted while discouraging the less well prepared and the slow learner. In this situation
the skyrocketing growth in private schools,
as opposed to pUblic education, can be expected to continue--to the detriment of the
publiC schools.
Along with busing, there Is the equally
nonsensical obsession these days With racial
quotas. Education by racial quotas is not
quality education. I don't care what court or
what HEW bureaucrat says it is. It just isn't
so. Too many Judges and HEW officials, television commentators and newspaper columnists these days believe that unless there
is forced Integration there can be no quality
education. Perhaps I shouldn't say they
really believe this; they only act that way.
If they really believed it, they WOUldn't send
their own children to private schools or to
predominantly white schools in suburbia.
They would live in the Inner-city and send
their children to schools there where they
could help bring about racial balance.
Were the Imposition of racial quotas in the
public schools necessary in order to conform
to the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, no fair-minded Individual could legitimately complain. But can it
be seriously contended that in a city, the
population of which Is, say, 65 percent white
and 35 percent black, the Constitution requires the placement of 520 whites and 280
blacks, or some comparable ratio, in each
school-with all of the cross-city busing that
would be entailed? Doesn't it all become a
little s111y to argue that the Constitution requires such?
We are told that forced Integration is important because It will teach the races to live
together in peace. But will it? Judging from
the many racial Incidents of fighting, knifing,
and shooting that are increasingly occurring
in the nation's high schools, there Is cause
to question the efficacy Of such forced race
mixing as a way to achieve racial peace and
understanding. WOUldn't voluntary integration-based on freedom to choose the closest
neighborhood school-be the Wiser, more
common-sense approach?
Can anyone seriously contend that, to
uphold and enforce the Constitutional right
of Negro students to equal protection, they
must be uprooted and forced to travel against
their own wishes-by foot or by bus-away
from their own neighborhood schools and to
some distant school, merely that they may
attend .classes with white children? How
utterly nonsensical have the courts become?
What a distorted, twisted Interpretation of
the equal pr()tectlon clause!
What kind of national madness has ob-
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sessed us! And madness it can only be when
courts and government agencies impose their
own arbitrary choice of schools to be attended-a choice based solely upon raceregardless of the wishes, nay, even in complete opposition to the wishes of parents and
children, Negroes and whites alike.
The Washington Sunday Star for August
29 said: "Repeated instances of black parents in the South balking at school desegregation plans are making civil rights lawyers
and government officials wonder whether a
new outlook toward integration is developing· among Southern blacks",
A former director of the Department of
HEW's Office of Clvll Rights, Mrs. Ruby Martin, now with the Washington Research
Project, a private organization that serves as
a watchdog over desegregation, was quoted in
the article as saying that blacks "often have
a very big feellng of being had" when desegregation plans put the burden of busing
exclusively on black children and when the
closing of formerly black schools results in
black principals and teachers losing their
jobs.
Little wonder that Infuriated black parents are threatening boycott 1 Little wonder
that outraged white parents have filed request after request for pupil records as a preliminary to placing their children In private
schools!
Would the people of this country tolerate
this nonsense if it were sought to be perpetrated on them by legislative bodies? The
answer has to be no, because the people then
would have the recourse of the ballot in
purging from publlc office those who would
visit upon them and their children such a
monstrous and costly madness. But the people are helpless in the face of edicts from the
courts that obstinately and stubbornly refuse to follow a rule of reason In this most
dellcate of all problems. And why do the
courts--and
particularly
the
Supreme
Court-persist In their authoritarian course?
Is It because they are unwllling to admit
error In havIng gone too far already and are
determined at all cost to force people, over
a period of time, to become resigned to the
inevItableness of school assIgnments based on
racial formulae?
Any Negro child has a constitutional right
to attend the publlc school of his choice, and
state authorities ought to be bound to guarantee and, if need be, to enforce that right.
It would seem to be clear that any act of the
state to force that child, because of his race,
to attend a particular school against hiS
wishes and in preference to the school of his
choice would be violative of his constitutional
rights.
It is preposterous to maintain that those
who wrote the Fourteenth Amendment Intended that a Negro child should be forced
by the State to attend a publlc school in
which his race Is in the minority when he
may desire to attend his neighborhood school
where his race is in the majority? He may
just prefer to be with his own race! How can
any court seriously contend that it protects
that child's constitutional rights when it
forces his school to be closed, and forces him
to attend-on foot or by bus-a school which
is to hIs cost and inconvenience and which
he does not want to attend?
Now, let me proceed to that which is really
basic to this whole emotlon-packed-subjectto wit, forced Integration, or the assignment
of pupils in the publlc schools on the basis
of race.
Does the Constitution. in fact. require
forced integration? Does the Constitution, in
fact. countenance pupil assignment on a
racial basis?
In deallng with these questions, let us go
back to December 9, 1952, when the five cases
ultimately decided under the name of Brown
v. Board 0/ Education were first argued
before the United States Supreme Court.

Mr. Thurgood Marshall, then the chief counsel for the NAACP. arguing the case of
Briggs v. Elliott, from South CaroUna, made
some most interesting comments. His point
was that what the plaintiffs wanted was the
voiding, on constitutional grounds, of the
South Carolina statute requiring school
boards to segregate chlldren by race. "(I) f
this Court would reverse and the case would
be sent back," he told the Court, "we are not
asking for affirmative relief. That will not
put anybody in any school. The only thing
that we ask for is that the state-imposed
racial se.gregation be taken off, and to leave
the county school board, the county people,
the district people, to work out their own
solution of the problem to assign children on
any reasonable basis they want to assign
them on."
I think It Is reasonable to say that none of
the other attorneys representing Negro
plaintiffs said anything to contradict Mr.
Marshall's assertion that all that they
sought was an invalidation of school assignments by race or color and an affirmative
requirement that assignment be on a nondiscriminatory basis, through districting or
proximity of schools or some such neutral
standard. And that in essence is the relief
which the plaintiffs properly received in the
Bmwn decisions.
Today, however, an amazing transformation has been wrough•. Now I. IS no• •he
absence of discriminatory standards in assignment which is the keystone of desegregation law. Indeed, race must be taken into
account, because what is now forbidden are
all-white and all-black schools or schools
made up predominantly of one race or the
other. Puplls, teachers, and supporting staff
must aU now be assigned by race, and by race
alone. Racial ratios have become the order
of the day.
It need hardly be said that when the
States and locallties are reqUired to operate
schooi systems to serve the primary purpose
of Integration rather than education, and to
conduct one long complicated experiment in
sociological levellng, publlc support of public
education is bound to suffer.
The difficulty simply is that some of the
federal courts leave the impression that they
are no longer concerned with adjudicating
rights under the Constitution, no longer
concerned with determining the meaning of
the equal protection clause for school assignments but are. instead, relying on the
Constitution to carry out a visionary and
impractical program of social engineering
which, I am convinced, most Americans
would reject out of hand were it to emanate
from Congress or the Executive.
Before we can successfully oppose implementation of this grand design which
apparently exists as a base plan somewhere
so strongly that it has survived a change
of Administrations and a change In leadership on the Supreme Court, before we can
turn things around and put the Constitution and the education of our chlldren in
first place. we must get our bearings and take
our st.and on fundamental things. What we
need to do is think long and hard and place
our position on fundamentals-the most fundamental fact being that the equal protection clause forbids segregation but it does
not command integration.
That distinction has been much belittled
by the social engineers on and oft' the bench
i:l recent years. But Thurgood Marshall was
right when he assured Justice Frankfurter
that all the plaintiffs wanted was an order
ending state-compelled segregation, right
because that was all theY were constitutionally entitled to. Chief Judge John Parker
was eloquently simple in t!1e opinion in
Briggs v. Elliott on remand. "Nothing in the
Constitution or in the decision of the Supreme Court takes away from the people
freedom to choose the schools they attend."
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Or as an eminent successor of Judge Parker,
Chief Judge Clement Haynsworth, wrote in
1967: "If eaCh pupil, each year, attends the
school of his choice, the Constitution does
not require that he be deprived of his choice
tinless its exercise is not free."
Judge Haynsworth paid dearly for his adherence to that simple Idea. And the Justices
of the Supreme Court, however they may
qualify their pronouncements, have effectively renounced the idea. The tragedy was
that there has been no Justice on the Court
who would give voice to the dissent from
the majority's edict, no Justice who by example or reason and historical soundness of
interpretation could have given those of us
who deplore the Court's excesses a standard
to repair to. In the absence, then, of such a
Justice, such a standard, it is up to us the
American people, deallng In reason with the
issue, to formUlate a stand and to urge its
acceptance by the U.S. Supreme Court, which
cannot long remain ignorant of the trauma
which its present standard is infilcting not
only on the South but, in time, will also inflict throughout the Country.
Let me say for the record that I fully agree
with BrOU'n v. Board Of Education, which
forbade pupil assignments on the basis of
race. I want that clearly establlshed.
But the district judge In the Swann case
brought a new and different rationale into
the desegregation picture. He found that the
school board h~.d selected school sites in such
a way as to promote segregation of the races.
This rationale was accepted by both the
Fourth Circuit and, incredibly, by the Supreme Court. I think the speciousness of this
rationale Is going to be more and more recognized inasmuch as it Is not only the South
which is to be affected but the entire North
as well. The social planners now have a
theory, a doctrine, a concept, a legal handle,
so to speak, by which they can turn aside
the de jnre-de facto segregation distinction,
and it is going to be in the North that the
real crunch will come.
If the location of school buildings in allblack or all-white areas is itself discriminatory because it promotes separation, then
SUddenly every northern jurisdiction Is under the gun. Indianapolis was recently held
to have maintained de jnre segregation by
the federal court. Los Angeles and San
Francisco are under court order and the
Chinese in San Francisco are up in arms, as
they should be. Pontiac, Michigan-where
the fire bombing occurred earlier this weekis under a court order which will require
extensive busing. The number of suits is
growing dally. And the breakthrough has
come primarily because of the argument of
discrimination through site selection.
In Swann v. Charlotte-llIecklenburg Board
of Education, Chief Justice Burger solemnly
assures us that it is merely the traditional
equity powers of the courts which the federal courts are using to require the cessation of discrimifL'ltion. As far as it goes. his
statement is correct. But he does not tell us
that some concept of constitutional require_
ments should underlie the jUdgment of the
courts with regard to the way the equity
power is exercised. He does not tell us why
the undoubted power to remedy past discrimination should be utilized to destroy
the neighborhood school system. Why is it
that the federal courts now are to use the
standard of race as the criterion of' approval
of a desegregation plan?
To sum up. I think we must go to the
basic question of what the equal protection
clauses really require. Contrary to the
socL'l1 engineers. it does not require that
every child must absolutely-and without
consideration of the Wishes of his parents
and himself-attend a school i.n whIch he is
exposed to children of all racial. economic,
and s:>cial classes which make up that community. The equal protection clause does
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require that state and local officials deal
fairly with every child, regardless of race,
that they not a55lgn him on the basis of
race or class, and that in terms of faculty
and staff and facilities his school be treated
as ali others.
It rnc1.V well be that as a Nation we are
bound ior a great leveling of class and
status, a homogenization of persons so that
eventually we all will seem to have come
out of some bland mold all alike. That may
weli be, though I hope not. But, if it is going
to be, let it be the result of policies formulated and executed by elected offlcials responsible to the people, let it be the result
of pclicies debated and subject to rejection.
Let it not be the edict of judges appointed
for life and unaccountable to anyone. We
have had more than enough judicial lawmaking.
It is time for the Sunreme Court to tailor
its results more closely'to What it says. Time
and again in the Slcann opinion the Court
speaks common sense. The objective of the
Court, the Chief Justice tells us, is to outlaw de jure discrimin.g,tlon In the schools. It
is not, in his words, to deal "with (the)
myriad factors of human existence Which
C<1.n cause discrimination in a multitude of
\Yays." It is not to achieve broader social
purpose". And, yet. after the soothing language, the resul t approved is the assignment
of public Echool pupils en a racial basis.

In referring to the "tools employed by
school planners and by courts to break up
the dual school system," the court took note
of "attendance assigrunents nlade deliberately to accomplish the transfer of Negro students out of fonnerly segregated Negro
schools and transfer of white students to
formerly all-Negro schools." In other words,
attendance assignments made deliberately on
a racial basis! The court said, "As an interim

corrective measure, this cannot be said to be
beyond tIle broad remedial powers of the
court." In other words, the court was willing
to condone pupil assignments on a racial
basis-which is clearly unconstitutional-"as
an interim corrective meilSU!'e" within the
"remedial powers of a court."
And the amazing part of it all is that there
was not one .Justice among the nine members of the high court who entered a dissenting opinion.
Does it not seem strange that, notWithstanding the deep and unbridgeable division
among the American people-yea, even
among distinguished lawyers and jUdges of
lower courtS-With regard to the question
of forced integration, mass crOSS-City busing,
closing of schools, and imposed racial ratios,
the Nation's highest triblmal, composed of
nine mer" would find itself without a single
dissenter on such a debatable questionl
Think of itl Complete unanimity in its support of school asslgnlnent based on race,
wl1.en not one word of the Fourteenth
Amendment's equal protection clause has
been changed during the 17 years that have
passed since the Court in 1954 ruled that
school assignment based on race was violative of the equal protection clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the Federal Constitution. A complete 180 degree change in
the position of the Court! And complete unanimityl Can the answer be so clear to nine
judges and so unclear to 200 million people?
Voices must be raised throughout this
country which will move the Nation's highest tribunal to the realization that the position it t=k in the Swann case-<lf giving approval to pupil assignments on a racial basis
and to racial quotas as "a useful starting
point" in shaping a remedy-is going to impair public support of the public school system and will continue to produce chaos in
the pUblic schools.
L~t us now finally look briefiy at the
Swann case and also at what Chief Justice
Burger said on Tuesday of this week about
that case.

In Swann v. Board 0/ Education the COurt,
speaking through the Chief Justice, stated
that "absent a constitutional violation there
would be no basis for judicially ordering assignment of students on a racial basis."
While Chief Justice Burger has no greater
admirer than I-because I belleve that the
COurt under his leadership is returning to a
course of judicial moderation, restraint, and
respect for legal precedent-I have to say
that I feel that this was specious reasoning.
The Court seemed to be saying that, given a
constitutional violation, there is an·adequate
basis for ordering assignment of students on
a racial basis. And what is the constitutional
violation?
Prior to the year 1954, the assignment of
students on a racial basis did not constitute
a constitutional violation. But the 1954 decision in Brown v. Board 0/ Education made it
unconstitutional to assign students to publlc SCll00ls on the basis of race. Now the.
Court, in April 1971, maintains that if there
is a constitutional violation (growing out of
the previous state-enforced system of assignment of students on the basis of race), the
court may judicially order assignment of students on a racial basis. In other words, two
wrongs will make a right!
I maintain that, if the 1954 court decision,
making it a constitutional violation to assign
students on the basis of race, was a correct
one-and I believe it was-no pupil assignment on the basis of race can be constitutional, whether ordered by a court or otherwise. In others words, if it is a constitutional
violation for school authorities to assign students on the basis of race, it is a constitutional violation for the courts to assign students on the basis of race. A court has no
power to suspend the operation of the Constitution, even for a moment; hence, how can
the Nation's highest court, speaking through
the Chief Justice, maintain that there can
be any basis whatsoever for Violating the
Constitution-to wit, by ordering the assignment of stUdents on a racial basis? Yet,
the court has proceeded to, in effect, suspend
the Constitution by taking the position that
given a constitutional violation on the part
of school authorities, namely, utlllzing various means calculated to maintain a dual
school system, the courts may resort similarly to a violation of the Constitutionassigning students on the basis of race-in
order to correct that constitutional violation
by state or school authorities. I submit that,
in the light of the 1954 decision in Brown v.
Board 0/ Education, ,here can be no basis
Whatsoever for the assignment of students to
public schools solely on the basis of race, and
I further submit that such assignment, even
When made by order or approval of a court,
is not, by virtue of such court sanction,
clothed with constitutional respectabillty.

•

•

The JUdiciary was created by the Constitution. The Judiciary can interpret the Constitution, but it cannot interpret that document in such a way a.s to put itself above
and beyond the reach of the Constitution.
The Court cannot say on the one hand that
school a.sslgnment on the basis of race is
unconstitutional, while on the other hand
the Court proceeds to order or approve pupil
assignment on _a racial basis by judicial
decree.
"I deny that any judicial tribunal may
have regard to the race of citizens when the
civil rights of those citizens are involved."
So write Mr. Justice Harlan in his dissenting opinion in the case of Plessy v. Ferguson,
in the year 1896. What else but a civil right,
the right of children to attend their neighborhood school! What else but a civil right,
the right of taxpaying parents to select the
neighborhood school as the school to be attended by their chlldren. Would that there
had been one dissenting Justice on the Supreme Court of the United States in the
Swann case who had said, a.s did Mr. Justice
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Harlan 75 years ago, "It is therefore to be
regretted that this high tribunal, the final
expository of the fundamental law of the
land, has reached the conclusion that 1t is
competent for a state (or for any court) to
regulate the enjoyment by citizens of their
civil rights solely upon the basis of race."
Because that is precisely how the enjoyment
by citizens of their civil rights regarding
school assignments are being regulatedsolely upon the basis of race!
Let me say in conclusion that I believe
the Chief Justice, and possibly other members of the Supreme Court, are EOW aware
of the damage which has been done to many
school systems as a result of the Swann
rUlin.g.
Only Tuesday of this week, the Chief
Justice has stated that judges in lower
federal courts were misreading the high
court's opinions if they were ordering busing of pupils in the belief tlla.t the Supreme
Court has "reqUired" racial balance in every
school Chief Justice Burger said that this
"is disturbing."

He took the unusual step of wrltil,g a
10-page o~inlon in the Winston-Salem busing case in which he sought to clarify the
high court's position-and in which he revealed his own misgivings over the extent
to \'ihlch some federal judges and some
school districts have gone in ordering busing to bring about racial quotas.
The Chief Justice refused a stay in the
·Winston-Salem busing plans, but he cautioned that-and I quote-"if the Court
of Appeals or the District Court read this
court's opinions as requiring a fixed racial
balance or quota, they would appear to have
overlooked specific language of the opinion
in the Swann (v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg)
case to the contrary."
Chief Justice Burger recognized the "confusion" which presently permeates through
much of the federal court system in regard
to the problem of forced integration in the
public schools. It all adds up to a pretty
sorry lness, much of which has been created
by the federal courts themselves.
This week's opinion by Chief Justice Burgcr. I hope, is a straw in the wind which
nlay give us some hope that reason may one
day prevail over the utter confusion which
today reigns completely In the matter of
school desegregation, and that, at some future date-hopefully not too far awaychildren, both blnck and white, will no longer be treated as guinea pigs in a social experiment that amounts to pure folly and
that the needless hauling of them, like cattle, for countless miles and at a wastefUl
price wlll cease to be an obsessional fetish I

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. ALLEN. I would be delighted to
yield to the distinguished Senator from
North Carolina.
1',11:1'. ERVIN. Mr. President, I would
like to ask the distinguished Senator
from Alabama if the Chief Justice did
not declare at least 20 times in his opinion in the Swann case that the Federal
Government has no constitutional power
to interfere in the assignment of children to the public schools of the State
unless there has been a discrimination
which has resulted in the denial to a
child of the right to attend a school
solely on the basis of race.
Mr. ALLEN. The Senator is correct.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I ask the
Senator from Alabama if in 1964 the
Congress of the United States did not
insert a title in the Civil Rights Act of
1964 which stated in as plain words as
can be found in the English language
that in the assignment of children to
public schools, race should be ignored.
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Mr. ALLEN. The Senator is eminently
correct.
Mr. ERVIN. Did it not also define desegregation in two ways, the second way
being that desegregation should not consist of the assignment of children to
schools to overcome racial imbalance?
Mr. ALLEN. The Senator is correct.
Mr. ERVIN. Did not Congress say in
that same act that no Federal officer
or no Federal court should enter any
order requiring the busing nf children
to achieve a racial balance in public
schools?
Mr. ALLEN. The Senator is correct.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I ask the
Senator from Alabama if, under the decision of the Chief Justice in Swann
case, Congress had no power to pass any
law relating to the assignment of children to public schools except in cases
where there had been discrimination.
Mr. ALLEN. The Senator is correct.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, despite the
fact that his opinion asserted that to be
true on at least 20 occasions, the Chief
Justice held in that case that the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 insofar as it prohibited busing and the assignment of
children to overcome racial imbalance
had no application whatever to the only
things Congress had the constitutional
power to act on.
Mr. ALLEN. The Senator is correct.
Mr. ERVIN. In other words, it is not
only the little children who have thdl'
rights destroyed by the Supreme Court
of the United States, but the Congress
of the United States is also told by the
Supreme Court that the act it passed did
not have any application whatever to the
only thing it could apply to under the
Constitution.
Mr. ALLEN. The Senator is correct.
Mr. ERVIN. I ask the Senator if this
is not the effect of the holding in the
Swann case; namely, that a Federal district judge can order a school board
which is found to have practiced discrimination to do anything that the district court judge thinks proper to mix
the children of the races in the public
schools in a proportion that is satisfactory to the district court judge.
Mr. ALLEN. The Senator is correct.
They made district judges dictators of
the local school systems.
Mr. ERVIN. Does not the Senator from
Alabama agree with the Senator from
North Carolina that the Constitution of
the United States was written to establish a government of laws and not a government of men?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, sir. That is the principle on which the greatness of our Government rests.
Mr. ERVIN. Can the Senator from
.Alabama imagine any kind of government that is more a government of men
rather than a government of laws than
for the Supreme Court of the United
States to say that a district judge can
take complete charge of the situation and
require the school board to mix the children according to race in a manner satisfactory to his own notions?
.
Mr. ALLEN. The Senator is correct.
That makes our Government a government of men and not a government of

laws because they completely disregard
the Constitution. Their own decision in
the Bro\\u case in 1954 ruled that the
State could not impose segregation and
now they have changed course 180 and
they say the State must implement integration of the schools.
Mr. ERVIN. Is it not the effect of the
decision in the Swann case that where a
State school board denies children the
right of admission to schools on account
of race, the Federal judge shall enforce
the equal protection clause of the 14th
amendment by requiring the school board
to practice much more massive violation
of the 14th amendment?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, sir. They seem to operate on the theory that two wrongs
make a right; that this is a wrong that
accomplishes a soclological goal and
that, therefore, it is all right.
Mr. ERVIN. Did not the Supreme Court
decision in the Brown case in 1954 merely
require a school board to assign children
to the schools under its jurisdiction on a
nonracial basis?
Mr. ALLEN. The Senator is correct.
Mr. ERVIN. Does not the Court hold
in the Swann case that where a school
board fails to perform that duty the Federal judge can require them to assign
children to school solely on a racial basis?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, and to use that as the
criterion, which is 130 degrees removed
from the holding in the Brown case.
Mr. ERVIN. Does the Senator from
Alabama take issue with the Senator
from North Carolina when he says it is
a 1l18nifest com>titutional absurdity to say
that the Federal courts in enforcing a
constitutional provision can require violat:on of that constitutional provision on
a larger scale?
Mr. ALLEN. No. I would agree on that
point.
Mr. ERVIN. The Semt8r qllOted a
statemont from the 8\vann case in which
the Chief Justice said if there had been
an assignment on a racial quota basisthat is what Judge ]\'lcMillan said was the
ideal solution~-71 children in each room,
with 21 b!E'.ck children, the Supreme
Court WGuld have set aside the ruling.
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ERVIN. But in the next sentence
he s8jd that that is a good starting point.
Iv1:l'. ALLEN. Yes. He did not say how
far they should go from that starting
point, if any distance at all.
Mr. ERVIN. He. said that where the
school board violated the equal protection
cIa use in any degree the Federal District
Court had authority to require the greatest possible mixing of the races which
is practicable, did he not?
Mr. ALLEN. The Senator is correct.
Mr. ERVIN. Does not the Senator from
Alabama agree with the Senator from
North Carolina that the Supreme Court
has covered the equal protection clause
with so much jUdicial sophistry it has
lost the capacity even to see the equal
protection clause?
Mr. ALLEN. I certainlY agree.
Mr. ERVIN. I ask the Senator if all the
equal protection clause says is that no
State shall deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the
law.
0

Mr. ALLEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ERVIN. It has been interpreted in
hundreds of caseli to mean simply that
a State must not treat in a different manner persons similarly situated. Is that
true?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, sir. That is the universal rule.
Mr. ERVIN. In the Swann case did not
the Federal judge say to children in a
geographic zone, "Some of the children
can go to the neighborhood schools and
others cannot go to the neighborhood
schools"?
I ask the Senator from Alabama if that
order of the court was not a violation of
the equal protection clause because it
took children similarly situated and
treated them in a different manner.
Mr. ALLEN. So it seems to the Senator
from Alabama.
Mr. ERVIN. Did not the Court say that
the reason the school board could not let
some children go to their neighborhood
schools \vas because they had to be bused
elsewhere, either to decrease the proportion of children of their race in their
neighborhood schools or to increase such
proportion elsewhere.
Mr. ALLEN. The Senator is correct.
Mr. ERVIN. Oceans of jUdicial sophistry cannot WRsh out the truth that that
is denying those children who are to be
bused the right of admission to neighborhood schools on the basis of their race.
Mr. ALLEN. So it would seem to the
junior Senator from Alabama.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator from Alabama has expired.
Mr. ALLEN. I thank the Senator for
yielding.
Mr. ERVIN. I thank the Senator from
Alabama.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I withdraw
the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment is withdra\\u.
LEGAL SERVICES

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I send an
amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The amendment was read as follows:
Beginning on page 7, strike out line 14 and
everything which follows through line 2 on
page 8, and Insert in lieu thereof the following:
"(2) The amounts appropriated pursuant
to paragraph (1) of this subsection shall be
allocated and made available, SUbject to the
provisions of section 616 of such Act, in such
a manner that for each such flscal year not
to exceed-".
On page 8, line 3, strike out "$363,900.000"
aad insert In lieu thereof "$753,800.000".
On page 8, line 4, Insert after the word
"which" the following: "$328,900,000 shall be
for the purpose of carrying out programs under sections 221, 226. and 227, $61,000,000
shall be for the purpose of carrying out Legal
Services programs under section 222(a) (3)
and title IX,".
On page 9, strike out line 8 and all which
follows through line 17.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
wishes to ask the SenatDr from Ohio
whether or not he asks unanimous consent to have his amendments considered en bloc?
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Mr. TAFT. The Senator from Ohio
does so request.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. TAFT. I yield.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Is it the
Senator's intention to request the yeas
and nays on his amendment?
Mr. TAFT. It is the intention of the
Senator from Ohio.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Will the
Senator do so now, so that his speech
in the RECORD will not be interrupted?
Mr. TAFT. Yes. Mr. President, I ask
for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, the Office of
Economic Opportunity was envisioned
by its creators as a pathfinder against
poverty. As originally constructed, it was
to chart new courses to alleviate ancient
ills, to experiment with new methods and
concepts that held promise of breaking
the chain of circumstances that hold
whole families in bondage generation
after generation.
But as is so often the case, the problems of operating progrr,ms soon loomed
larger to those in charge than did original research. And even when a demonstration program had proven effective,
the supporters of the agency grew loath
to turn it over to another. operationsoriented department and thereby let
OEO get on with its assigned task-trying out and proving other, promising new
approaches.
President Nixon endorsed the original
concept of OEO as the social research
arm of the Federal Government. He
promised to expand the agency's research and development capabilitiesand he has. At the same time, he called
upon OEO to continue operating programs, but only until they had been effective and could be delegated to other
departments in an orderly fashion designed to assure their maintenance and
further improvement.
In asking for a 2-year extension of the
Economic Opportunity Act, the President
is pursuing his constituent course-a
course designed to reestablish OEO as
Project title

the research and development agency it
was originally intended to be.
This legislation, replete with earmarks
on virtually every facet of the agency's
operations, strips OEO of f1exibilityand it robs the agency of its greatest
potential, its research and development
potential.
To meet the earmarking requirements
of the legislation, the agency will be
forced to gut its R. & D. initiatives in
such crucial areas as day care. education,
and income maintenance. And that loss
will not simply be the agency's, but the
Federal Government's, and thus the people's, because there is no social research
arm within the Federal establishment
to compare with OEO, or to assume its
pioneering task.
One of the problems of earmarks stems
from the fact that we generally appropriate less money than the President requests in his bUdget. The current request
for OEO for fiscal year 1972 is almost
20 percent less than S. 2007 authorizes.
Last year, the final appropriation was
closer to 30 percent below the authorization figure. Furthermore, past and proposed legislation provide a pro rata
formula for adjusting earmarks to reduced appropriations that is precise, but
because it is arithmetical, it does not account for a shifting balance between
refunding grants-in-being and starting
new activities that takes place as total
funds are reduced.
The major effect of the committee's bill
is to require that approximately $60 milllon be added to the President's request
for OEO in certain specified program
areas, inclUding emergency food and
medical services, alcoholic counseling
and recovery, local initiative, and a
new title VII, established to cover economic development programs. These increases will necessarily have to be funded
from offsetting reductions in other programs which exceed their minimum allocations under the earmarking formula.
The areas hardest hit by the requisite
reductions include the developmental
health programs such as comprehensive
health, family planning, and drug rehabilitation, and the general research
and demonstration programs of OEOall areas of high national priority.

City

I have received from the Office of Economic Opportunity the research and
demonstration projects in some of the
States of the Union. These generally are
not esoteric projects, but, rather, they
seek to test the concepts that have direct
bearing on efforts leading to the elimination of poverty. They are bread and butter projects and involve thousands of
people participating in a number of programs designed to increase economic
and educational opportunities. These
projects represent an effort to learn
what works and what may have wider
application in breaking the cycle of
poverty.
I think Senators may be interested in
projects in their particular States. Let
me read some of the projects.
The total in Ohio is $1,906,000, for such
projects, as, in Akron, South High
School skills centers. There is a project
in Adams and Brown Counties, in Decatur, to test whether organized poor people can plan and implement programs
which provide medical, legal, housing,
consumer, and other services funded
through non-OEO sources.
In Cleveland there is Metropolitan Coop Service. the urban cooperative development program.
In Kent, the Akron-Kent State University neighborhood faculty program.
I couId point out projects in the State
of Wisconsin: In Madison, the rural
housing project, $150,000. In Madison,
the Institute for Research on Poverty, at
the University of Wisconsin, $1 million.
The rural negative income tax experiment, at the University of Wisconsin. The
urban negative income tax experiment
is being carried out in the States of Pennsylvania and New Jersey. in the amount
of $3,300,000.
These are ongoing programs.
I have a whole host of these, which I
shall be glad to show to any Senator who
may be interested in one of these projects
in his State.
I ask unanimous consent that this entire tabulation be printed in the RECORD
at this point.
There being no objection, the tabulation was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
Fiscal year
1971 funds

Description

CALIFORNIA
insttithutoe 10rFPersdontai Effectiveness in Children .•........ sLan Diego....•....•. __ . .. _ Culture·Fair Testing_ ..
. _.... _. __ ..•. _•.
.
.
. _. __ . .
Yau
pp. oun a lon .. _..
•.................... osAngeles_. __ •• _... .... _ College Opportunity. To demonstrate that barriers to higher educational opportunities
for the Spanish·speaking poor can be broken through experimental secondary edu·
cation motivation & enrichment programs, student income maintenance programs, &
.
.
.
.
college trust fund investment.
Deganawldal-Quetzalcoatl Umverslty
_.. _DaVIS.• _. __
__ '
' Instilutional Curriculum Development. Planning grants for the development of bitingual
and bi·cultural "land grant"·lype institutions 01 higher I.arning for th. Spanish-

M~x~~~~;~m.rican

Studies Clr. of the Clar.menl Univ. Clar.monL

Bd. of R.gents U. of California
U. of Californla.. _ _
__
Casa Lama College
_
Crenshaw Com. Youth Siudy Assn
~e~ke~Yd~f'fi'~bSch~~~ Dlstnc!.

__ ._. __
_._.

Sa~:aak;~t·ov •..... _........

_

.._._

_

_._. __

_._

_

.

68, 000
82, 000
193, 000

~f~l~[~~~~~~~WJi~~ttto~(.~::·~~:~:~.~:~: !~~~~~~~~~i.·~·~-:~:·:-:::··-~: !l~~(JI{~l~fjELJt;~:hea~tJ~iiUL~~~::·:·:·~.··:·~·~··::::::::::::~::
UCLA._ ..;
;
-. Los Angeles
_
Fresno Un!fied School DlsL·· c ·······••··• •• · __ •• ··_· Fresno•.. ;_
San FranCISCO Umfied School Dlsl.. _.. _._
_ San francisco

200,000

__ .. _ Ombudsman Activities ProjecL
_. _
_
_
.
Community Planning Services. To t.st whether the poor can have an impact on urban
development, giv.n professional technical assistance, by d.veloping alternative plans
that take inlo account the ne.ds of the poor.
Para.M.dical Training
_
_._
_
.
_ _ _ Consum.r Commodity Distribution Center.. _
_
.
_
'. _._. Ex.mplary Child Car~ Demonstration Centers
_
_
_
_._
.

_.. _. _. Santa Barbara. _. _
_. B.rk.l.y.. _

.
_ __
Pacoima
_
_.. _ _
_.. Los Angeles
_. -.. --. ~ehkel'y -

$217,000
175,000

_
,

_

R.search on social and ethnic stratification on racism..
Performance Incentive Education experimen!.._
_
Education vouch.r feasibility study

.

.

.

.

345, COO
13.000
69,000
106.000
29.041
120,557
111. 338
279,372
15.338
300.265
53,025
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Project title
CALI FDRNIA-Conlinued
UCLA.
•
,
"
AlumRock School OistricL..
• •
Stockton Unified School District.

Fiscal year
1971 lunds

Description

Los Angeles
Alum Rock
Stockton

•. Early childhood research •
• __ . ____ .
Education voucher feasibility study
Performance IncentIVe educatIOn experiment.

.

_.

._

. _.

.

Univ. of
Dev. Law
Law Projecl..
Calif. Nat'l
Nat'l Housing
Housing &
& Econ.
Econ. Dev.
ProJecl.. -__- Berkeley.
Berkeley - - - -- - --- - --- -.- -. - - -_ NEcaotinoonmal"cHDoeuvSeinlogpBmaeCnl't-UBPacCk:nutperC-e-n--to.-r-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- _-_-_--__-_- __ -. _-_-_-_-_-_- _-_-_Univ.
of Calif.
Univ. of Calif. Nat'l Legal Prog. on Heallh Problems of Los Angeles
•• _ Heallh Back-up Center
. _.
.•. __ .
. __ • _. __ •
Poor.
Pilol..

,

Dakland

Manpower
Manpower

----------.-,

Manpower
Resource Mobilization

"

Resource Mobilization

•

COLORADO
·_. __ •

•

._._.

Universily of Colorado_._.

._.

·

•

- -- --_ -_ -

..•

San Luis
Greeley_._.
•

Resource Mob
Manpower
Regional counciL
Le~at Aid Society of Metropolitan Denver.
UOIversity of Colorado Indian Law SchooL

. _.
- -. -

Durango

Conejos-Costella Community Action Association __ .
Greeley Parent Child Center.
.

TotaL_.

._.
.. _•.

-

•

Boulder.

•

••

Grand Junction
• Boulder
• __ •
• Denver.
Denver
•
._.
• Boulder.
•

••••••••••••••

._ --

-

-_- _-_-

_
._
_

$29t, 820
72,995
57,145
354,955
198,151
10
($315,058FY 10)
50,000

- . _-_. _. _. _. __ .___

80, 000
99,954
80,000
40, 000
30,000

. _._

3,131,957

• Colorado·Utah FURPO. Provides training and technical assistance in economic develop·
ment through an accounting· financial specialist, economic developer, co'op specialist
and three economic development supervisors in establishing such businesses as
leather goods manufacture, labric design and production.
Rural Cooperative
_
Exemplary Child Care Demonstration Centers. To demonstrate exemplary program
components, upgrade weaker components, assess program impact, and validate
measurement instruments, so as to develop a variety of cost-effective program models.
New Gate. Institulions of higher educalion and correction institutions working together
to reduce recidivism rates and promote better post· release adjustment of prisoners
by providing college preparatory and college level courses to inmates prior 10 release.
Training-developing low income business-industry
_
Manpower..
.
_
Developing housing program for seasonal workers
_
Paraprofessional demonstration project.
_
Indian Back-up Center
.
..
_

•
•

•
. _.

Joint funding of SF Regional Council with equal participation by DOL, HEW, HUD, and
OED. To unify Bay area Indians into an effective umbrella organization.
_ To assist Bay area CAAs in developing Manpower programs __ .
.
. __ . __
To provide Manpov,er TA to CAAs and other operators of manpower programs in Los
Angeles County,
To bUild manpower capability in 8 CAAs of the San Joaquin Valley
. _ _.
_
To slaff a CEDC With a team of specIalists to manage the developmental, financial and TA
leveraging operalions of thIS corp.
. Attitudinal change prog. dealing with low·income children's educational deficiencies
_

.

Susanville

•

Uplands,lnc

._.
.

Stockton
Redding.

•

Total.. __ •

.

FremonL
Los Angeles

__.
.

.

- _-.

.

225,000

285,000
114,000
19,000
72,000
50,000
85,000
50,766
130, 000

- -I, 090,
-766

_

CONNECTICUT
Hartford School District.
Manpower Dev
._.
TotaL

,

•

Univ. of HawaiL

Hartford
Thanes Statewide (SEOO)

•
•

HAWAII
• __ • •

._._._._.

• __ • __ ._.

-

-

• _ Perlormanee incentive education experimen!.._.
Manpower planning; Development of a State manpower development.

•

..

•• __ Honolulu•••

•

• Early childhood research

_
_

•

•

. _..

321,823
100,000

_- - - 421,823

====

•

_

349,262
55,000
50,000
25,000
25,000
200, 000
49, 000
1,250
23,028

--------

373,218

ILLINOtS
Amallamated School Benefit Association

Chicago

Ecumenical Council.
._.
Southern Christian Leadership Foundation__ •

••••
•

Chicag~

•

Chicago '

•

Manpower Demo••

Suburban Cook Co

ManpowerDemo••

EaslS\. Louis

Resource Mobe
._.
Reg'l Council Flexible Funds
Commerce Clearing House
American Bar Association Fund for Public Ed __ • __ •
•
American Bar Association Fund for Public Ed.
,
•
Lawyers' Comm. for Civil Rights Under Law
•
Cook Counly Legal Assistance Foundation, Inc
•
National Legal Aid and Defender Association

Suburban Cook Co__••
Rock Island__ •
Chicago
•
Chicago••
Chicago
•
Washington, D.C
Chicago
Chicago_ ••

TotaL.••• _.

• __ ••

••

Exemplary Child Care Demonstration Centers. To demonstrate exemplary program com·
ponents, upgrade weaker components, assess program impact, and validate measurement instruments, so as to develop a variety 01 cost·effective program models.
• _._._ Same as above_. _. _.
.
•
.
_
CrawfordVille, Ga. Project. To demonstrate thata community owned and operated business
can stem out-migration and raise the standard of living. (Through a sewing plant, day
care cenler, a buying club, a housing project, etc.
Provides funds for the planning and the carrying out of comprehensive manpower
programs.
Provides funds for the planning and the carrying oul of comprehensive manpower
programs.
Establishes a Law Clinic and neighborhood law office to handle legal services to the poor __
• _ Project to meet the problems of the migrants
.
._
Poverty Law Reporter.
.
.
_
._._ Boston Lawyers for Housing
.•
_
Council on Legal Education Opportunity (CLEO)
•
•
Cairo, Illinois Demonstration project..
.
_
Computer Demonstration Project.
..
. __ .
_
National Clients Council..
..
."
.
.

-- -------- -- -----.-••--. __ ._._ ----_ •• _•

.

.

.

-. - _-

.

. --

Accounting Aid Society of Polk County.

•

,._. Des MOines__ •
.

35,000
53,000
64,000
200,000
290.000
35,000
150,022
99,000
150,000
'0

2,358,022

• __ ••

Financial Management Assistance. To demonstrate Ihat professional financial manage·
ment assistan,ce can help poor consumers and small businessmen with their financial
problems and to press for consumer protection legislation.

~:Wi~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ r~~?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~g~~::~t~::;; ~~~;~::~~;~~~~~~~~~:~~~~;;~:~:~:~:::~ : : : ~~:~~~:~~:~~:~:;~
._. __ •

421,000
201,000

====

tOWA

TotaL.. __ •

60,000

.---- -----.- •• -. __•• _•••

••• _.

•

•

_

63,000
80, 000
60,000
22,000
22,000
247, 000

KENTUCKY
Housing Opportunity Centers, Inc•••••••••••••••••••••• Louisville••••••••••••••••••••• Fair Housing Project. To test whether black families, given assistance, can take better
advantage 01 fair housing laws by moving poor families into new neighborhoods or 10
find adequate housing in their present neighborhoods; tries to insure strong enforcement of the state's lair housing law.

Pootnotea at end of table,

305, 000
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Fiscal year

Description

City

Project tille

1971 funds

KENTUCKY-Continued
leslie, Knott. letcher, Perry Com. Action CounciL ••.•••. Whitesburg __ •••• _. _•• __ • _. __ . Home Repair. To test the use of existing Federal housing programs to provide much
needed repairs to the homes of ABO welfare recipients in Eastern Kentucky.
leslie, Knoll, letcher, Perry Com. Action CounciL
_ Whitesburg •.• _
_.•• Eastern Kentucky Housing Development Corporation. To demonstrate that a group 01
interested people including a large number of poor people can actually turn the Federal
housing programs into houses for the rural poor.
University of Kentucky
_
louisville
..
New Gate. Institutions of higher education & correction institutions working together to
reduce recidivism rates and promote beller post-release adjustment of prisoners by
providing college preparatory and college level courses to inmates prior to release.
Kentucky Child Welfare Research Foundation ......... _ frankforL_ .. __ ....
.. _.... Exempfary Child Care Demonstration Centers. To demonstrate exemplary program com·
ponents, upgrade weaker components. assess program impact. and validate measure·
ment instruments, so as to develop a variety of cost·effective program modets.
Manpower. ... __ ........
..
....
...... __ .. Olive Hill.......
.. __ ._ .. Coordinate CAP and non·CAP programs with goal of improving service to clients .. _. __ ...

~:~g~~:~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: t~~:~~\I~~~-..:::::::::::::::::: ~:~~:~ ~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total..

__

. __ .' _...•.. _

MASSACHUSETTS
Harvard Univ__
.
Hampshire College
..

__ .. _

_

_. __ •

The Tenant Management Corp. Inc__ .. .. __
__

__

.

Urban Systems Research & Engineering...
Resource Mob
_
Resource Mob
__ . _.. __
__
Furpo.. __ .
__
, ....
__ .. __

._ .. __ ._._

Univ. of Md.._
Operations Research I nc_
GEOMET_. __
_
Mayor and City of Baltimore CAA

1, 359,643

_. __ •

• 250, 000
123,000
131.000
263,000
195,000
90,374
75.443
142,886
3D, 000
250,000
185, 000

Effects of housing on child developmenL
__
Health resources mobilized trailllng for paraprofessionals__
__
__ ..
..
Front end funds for bOO hOUSIng starts rn rural areas••
__
....
__
TA in housing to low-income individuals and groups; provide funds for 200 farmers homes;
front end money for HUD rehabilitation 25 units.
.. __ Consumer Back-up Center..
.
.... __ . __ ....
. __
_
Education Back·up CenteL
.
.. _
__
__

:::: ~~~~~~~tc~::: :::::::::::::::: ~:~g~~;~ g::~~I~L:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

_.' __

MARYlAND

2i,DOO

.. •. Cambridge
..
__ . Boston
..
.
Gloucester.
...
.. __ .
__ • Montachusetl.
...... __ ...__

~:~gg::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
...•. _

..

143,000

===

Boston College law School Nat'l Consumer law Center._ Brighton. __ .
Harvard College Center for law & Educ
Cambridge

.

__ .• _

240,000

"
I ndian Education legal Back·Up Cenler
....... __ ..
.... __ ..... __ ... _...
_
__ .. Early Identification Progr>m. To test whether low·achievers around age ten who are
guaranteed eventual college admission and tinancial support and who are given additional academic help can mal,e dramatic changes in their academic performances.
80ston
.. __ .. __ ........ __ . Consumer Proteclion. Research and investigation of complaints by low-income consumers
to insure that the rules and regulations to be issued under new FTC-type state statute
really deal with the consumer problems of the poor.
____ Somerville__ ...
' __ "
Community Planning Services. To test whether the poor can have an impact on urban
development given professional technical assistance, by developing alternative plans
that take into account the needs otthe poor.
Boston
Tenant Management. To demonstrate that given a sympathetic housing authority atenant
maoagement corporation can be successfully established and will alteviate problems
in public hcusing projects caused by poor relations between the tenants and authorities.
Cambridge
...
... Earfy childhood research (2 separate grants)........ __ .. __ ..... __ ..... __ ..
... __

Urban Planning Aid __ ........

TotaL.

",,,, .. ,

100,000

::::::::::::::::::::::- - -~~:-g~~-

Cambridge.
.. .......... AmhersL __ ... __

Dept. of Attorney General. __ .. __ .... __ " "

Harvard Univ

_

$489,000

_

"

_.

•

• __

373,145
329,380
75,000
25,000

:::::::::::~ ~:::

._

2,413,228

.. College Park
__ • ..
" Silver Spring..
• _.
Rockville
__
_
__ ._
Baltimore __ • __
__ •

FURPO

_..

Study of the Economics of Discrimination in EmploymenL
__
__ •__
Evaluation of Four Manpower Programs __
__ . __ " ..
. __ ..
Evaluation of Neighborhood Health Centers..
__
__
MUND-Model Urban Neighborhood Demonstration-To test whether business, industry
and community corporations, with assistance of systems management groups, can
develop an effective anti-poverty program.
__ .. Full Utilization of Rural Program Opportunities-{)pportunity to develop capability of
ownership.

Annapolis __ • __

125, 000
2,068,000
536,000
508,333
150,000

~:~~~::~::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~c:p~~;~,_-:: :::::::::::::::: g~~~~I~:\I~~ ~~~~ \~~ ~:~g~::~ ~g:~:ll~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
TotaL_

_

__

_. _

_••

MICHIGAN

~~~~i:~n

MJf:te'Universiii'-:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::
Grand Rapids PublicSChools ••••
Manpower Demo••• __ ._.. __ ._._._. •
•••
Manpower Demo __ • __ ._
•__ ._._.
•
Resource Mobe.. _._. __
_..
._._.
...
Resource Mobe

•

•

.. __ ... _....

'

.. __ •

Univ. of Minnesota

Manpower Demo.
Resource Mobe.

•

__

MINNESOTA
...

•

Kalamazoo_. __
__
Grand Rapids••• _
Kalamazoo
Barryton•• _••

_••• _•• __ '

Reg'l Council Flexible Funds.
TolaL

_••

._

__

__ •

St. PauL.

•

••• _. __ " _•.•••

•

•••

• __ • __ •

".

_

447,565
306,268
323,714
43,000
40,000
62,000
63,000
176,940
199,000

- -1,661,487
-_
=====
211,000

•

. New Gate. To demonstrate that institutions of higher education, working with correction
institutions, can reduce recidivism rates and promote belter post·release adjustment
of prisoners by providing college preparatory and college level courses to inmates
prior to release.
.. __ . __ Provides funds for the planning and carrying out of comprehensive manpower programs__
Assists 3,000 low-income people in 18 counties by providing prof. marketing and pro·
duction consultants to assist low volume manufacturers.
• • __ • Project to meet the problems of the migrants
..
"._
._

little Falls __ • __ •
Crookston •
..

.• _••• __ •

.. , _.

__ ._.. __ Provides funds for the planning and carrying out of comprehensive manpower programs_
__ •
Same as above • __ .....
... __ ..
•
._.
._.
........ _ Development of a Human Resource Dept. to mobilize all available resources to address
poverty related problems.
._.
Mobilization at local government and business unils to develop the tourist industry in the
area which will provide jobs for the poor people and allract additional revenue into
the area.
__ •
• Michigan Statewide Back·up Center
•
•
._.
•
.......
__•
Mobilization of resources
•
•
._...... __ .. _

• _._. __

......... __ . __ . Minneapolis

.. __ ... __ .. " __ ..
..

•.

~~~~~~~roig::
:::::::::::::::: ~~~I~~h~I~~~::cta~~So:a~~hs:~~~::::::
:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::
Grand Rapids
Performance Incentive Education experimenl.
•
•
_
.. __

Waxne State Univ. Michigan legal Services Asst. Program. Detroit.. _.
United Communify Services/CAP
• .. _... Grand Rapids_
TotaL __ ._

__ . __

50,000
50,000

----_
3,487,333

•

._ •••••• _••••• __ •••

..

MISSOURI
St.louis Univ. Nat'l Juvenile law CenteL ... __ .
Sl. Louis.. __ ;
legal Aid Society of the City and Co. of St. louis.. .... __ St. louis
Manpower..
•
•. _""_'
._ • __ ••••••••. __ Columbia

•

..

._ •.. _.. _.

.

••• _•• __ •

•• _.

•

Juvenile law Back·up CenteL ..... __ ••
• Paraprofessionat demonstration projecl. _.
••• Manpower planning. .•
• _. _. __ ""

••

••

200,000

-----

•__ • __ ••• ===54=7,=000=

•
•
•
• __ ...
•

52,000
84,000

._. __ •
• ._

._

.
__
..

'0
50,000
22,000
22,000
22,000
22,000
175,000

~ii~~i;~~~:e:_~~~ ~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~l~p~~1~f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~d~lml~L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- - - - TotaL_ ... _. __ •. __ ... _.

.

• __ ..

•.

Pilot Prog..
. __ ..
__ ..
Manpower Dev __
• __
....
Resource Mobe
.. __
• __ ..
•.
Manpower Dev
.. . __
__
__
_. __
Manpower Dev
__
Office of the Mayor.
.. __
Com. Dev. Admin
__
__
__ . __
Nal'l Council on Crime and Delinquency
__ . __ .
TotaL

_

_..

Footnotes at end of table.

•

..

.

.

.... _..•.•...•..•••.•.• __ .. __ •

._. __ ••

•

•

•• __ .....

_

313,000

===

NEW JERSEY

. _. _.

. _.

Ocean Co .. _..
Plainfield
Camden
..
Paterson ..
Newark
Newark
•
Newark .. _..
Paramus
..
' 0 __ ' "

_.

. Senior Opportunities and services.
.
•
• __ •
•
•
.. " __ ' Increase CAA capacity in manpower programing __ .. __ • __ •
•
•
• __ ..
._
Housing Development Program ..
..
•
._
Increase relationship between CAP and city government in manpower programing
•
..
Create a "bridge position" between CAA and Mayors CAMPS secretana!...
•
•
..
.. __ Newark Ombudsman
• "
._.
•
..
__
. Newark Consumer Protection_ ..
• __ ..
• _._
.
..
.. New Gate Resource Center __ ........
..
..
._.

..

20,000
45,000
42,000
40,000
20,000
' 262, 000
, 300,000
, 300,000

----

__ . _

•

__

._

•

__ . . _ .

..

• • __ •

__ •

__ '

__ . _ • • • •

_=.=1=,=00=9,=00=0

Septentbel' 8, 1971
Project tille

City

NEW YORK
ASPIRA
•. . __ ••
. __ .
Archilects Renewal Commillee in Harlem_ •. _•. _...

~~~~r.~~s:ti~lh~~~~~!:~:~n~~~~~:~:~::::
._.

~:t ~:g:~ ~::~~:::::

•

Fiscal year
1971 funds

Description

NYC
NYC.

:::::::::::::
Consumer Act. Prog. for Bedford-Stuyvesant, Inc
Nat'l. Council of Jewish Women
Com. Oev. Agency __ •. _.
.
Broad Jump_ ..
0

30991
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•

College Opportunity
Community Planning Services

.
.

_

.

$498, COO
239,000
300,000
174, 000
350, 000
330,000
24,000
421,000
69, 000
486, 000
1,500, 000
302, 000
675, 000
232,241
1, 122,250
158,459
70,918
1,250
356,262
134,746
200, 000
366,901
32,836
35, 000
35, 000

_

\\~[~~:~:~~~~:~~::::::::::: Comprehensive
t~~:~lii~r~:m{~r~~~~~~~~~ro:g~;~~::::::::::::::::::::::
'::::::::::::::::::::::::
Consumer Action
_

NYC.
NYC
.
NYC.________
NYC
..

Day Care Survey
. __ Exemplary Child Care Demonstration Centers
. __ Broad Jump_ __ ___ ___ __. _ __ ____
__

.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~h:::::: ::::::::::::::::: g:le~aA~;~~~~~~ni~~_Edu~at~o~ _~rogr~_~::::::

College of Hum. Services.
•
NYC
com_ Film Workshop_•.
._.
.
NYC '___ __ __ __ __
_____ ____
._.. _. __ . . _. _.•..••. _._. _ New York •.• __ •• . _.
. __
Nat'l Urban league..
American Public Health Assoc.•••• __ ...
.
.
New York ... _. __ •
COA .. _. • _. _...
•.
. _. _.
New York •.. _.
•
Yonkers Comm. Action. __ ._.
. _. _. __ .. _. ._. _ Yonkers._. _.
. __
Bronx School Dis!. No. 9. __ •. __ . _._. _. _..
. _.
Brooklyn.

___ __ _

_____

_
_
_

_

:::: ::: ::::::::: -: :::::: :::: :::::::::
Professional Eduulion and Credentialling Program_.
_
Film Workshop
..
"._. .
_
Family Planning
.
_.. __ .
.
•.••.
Family Planning__ .
. __ .
•.... _•.. _._. _.
•. __ . . _. _.
. _•.
Family Planning.
._.• __ . ._ ..
.
.•. _.•
Family Planning.
.
. .
.. __ •
Performance I ncenlive Education experiment. ...
.
•
.
._ ..
eo.

•

_.

•

__ . _ • •

~t~~~
~~i~~lof~~~eY~r~~~~~~~:::::: :::: ::::::::::::: ~:~
~~;t:~::~~~:~:~:::::::::
~:;\~ ~~:\~~~~~ ;~~~:~~~::::::::::: ~:~ ~:~: :~:::~:::
~: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::
~.
Nat'l Student Service and Fund for Negro SludentL
New York.•.. .
. _ Analysis of data on black college sludenls
.
.
Columbia Univ. Center on Social Welfare Policy and law __
Columbia Univ. Nal'l Employment law Proj..... _.•.
Manpower Dev__ •
.. _•.. __ ..
ManpowerOev.
..
Manpower Dev._. _.•
Manpower Dev._.
Manpower Dev.
Manpower Dev.
.
~

. __ .
..
.

.

. _.

Resource Mob._.

.

. _._ Syracuse_ •.•. __ .
._.
Suffox Co_.
Utica
Niagara Falls. __ ..

._.

.

.

TotaL._ .. __ ._. __ ..• __ •••• _.

New York.•.
New York ... __ . __ .
Westchester Co_.
Yonkers.

Nassau Co
. __ .

._._._._...

OHIO
Akron PublicSchools_ ..•.... _. __ ._ ..

.

.
.

... _•••• __ ._ .••.••. _. __.. __ Cleveland.... _..... _..

Kenl State Univ

.. _.. _. __ ._•••••..•••••

Dayton Youth PalroL

.

.

OREGON
.

.
.

.

.

Oayton

.

284,000

150,000
35,000
143, 000

courses on poverty.

Dayton Youth Training and Counselling Program. Demonstrate disadvantaged youth and
25,000
adults can work together to provide services which meet important needs of dis·
advantaged youth, including job Iraining for health·relaled services, in lurniture
manufacturing and repair, and in housing construction.
Ballelle Memoriallnst._ •.
.... _..... _...
Columbus••••. _••. _•• _... . Evaluation of performance incentive educalion experimenL
. ._.
938,346
0cehniOtrSatlastelalteeganl.,Sve__rv_.__A_S_s_o_c_._.-_._._._._-_ ••._._ .•.• -_._._._-_-_-_-_-_-_- -_ Columbus...• _.. .• __ •• _.• _ Ohio Stalewide Back-Up Center
.
..
. • •__ ..
. __ ._
135,000
U
Wilberforce
_.. _..
Oaylon Student Cilizenship, Rights and Responsibilities CenteL
...•
(.)
Manpower Demo.
•.•.•• _. __ ._ •.. _.• __ ..• _.
New BasIon. __ . __
_.•••• Provides funds for the planning and carrying oul of comprehensive manpower programs .
33,000
Manpower Demo
.
.
.
Toledo
.
.
Same as above_.
__ _
.
.
.
26, 000
Manpower Demo•.•.•..• __ .•..•.... _._ .... _....• _. __ Ravenna
.••. __ ._.....• _. Same as above
•__ ._.
..
.
..
33,000
Manpower Oemo•••• _.•.
. __ ._._.
.
Columbus..
._.
._ .. . Provides funds for the planning and carrying oul of comprehensive manpower programs __
34, 000
Resource Mobe__ . .. _.
._._ .. __ •
Marietta
.
. ._.
Mobilizes Ihe resources of and for 28 counties in Appalachian Ohio .
_
70, 000
----._._.
.
.
.
TolaL
. .
.
1,906,346
Univ. of Oregon_.
Resource Mobe
Resource Mobe

• __ ••.•...... _

•

717,620

Soulh High Schaal Skills Center. To lest whether the educational programs and tech·
niques of the Job Corps can successfully be applied 10 a high schoollocaled in a low·
income urban area and thereby reduce Ihe drop·oul rate and better prepare sludents
lor either employment or college.
Ohio FURPO. Tesling whelher organized poor people can plan and iml'lement programs
which provide medical, legal, housing, consumer and other services funded Ihrough
non·OED sources.
Urban Cooperative Development Program. To demonstrate a consumer cooperative can
become self·supportinz aller three or lour years wilh a small amount of funds and good
technical assistance.
Akron-Kent Stato ·Universily Neighborhood Faculty Program. To test whelher the urban
poor can contribule as faculty members to the development and leaching of universily

.

Melro. Co-op Service__ .

99,554
47, 066
• 480, 000
35, 000
28,000
28,000

_

.. _. __ ._ ..•.. Akron.

KenL

149,000
8,387,863

Family Planning
• _.
• _•.
Family Planning____
____ _
.
_
Rural Housmg Developmenl Corpo,ation
_
North Carolma Commumly College program
_
. _ Coordmale CAP and non-CA P programs with goal of improving service 10 clients •. _
Same as above
. _..
.
....

•
.

.

Adams and Brown Counties EO, Inc_ ..•..• _..••••.••. _ Decalur..

20,000
25, 000
40,000
40,000

_

NORTH CAROLINA
Shaw Univ__ ... _.. __ •.... . _._._. _.. _._ .. .
Raleigh
.
Population Servs. Inc_ .. _.. c __ •• __ •• _•• __ ••
._.
Chapel HilL_.
low·lncome Housing Dev. Corp.,lnc ._. __ .. ._._._ Durham __ .
Regional Education lab. for the Carolinas and Virginia. _._ Durham/Raleigh
Manpower Dev
._. • .
. __ . __ Raleigh
.
Manpower Dev_.. _•.•.•..... _.. _..... _....• _. _..... _ Ourham
•
Tolal_. __ ... _.•.. __ .

Welfare Back-up CenteL
.
._
Employment Back·up CenteL
•
.
.
. __ .
tncrease CAA capacity in manpower programing
. _.
._.
_
.
To create improved working retationship between CAA and city government for manpower programs.
_ Increase CAA capabilily for manpower programing.
.
.
_
_ Increase CAA 's cepability in manpower programing____ ____
_
.
_
_ To increase CAA's capabilily in manpower pregraming__ .
.
_
_
Increase the working rtilationship belween CAA and city government in manpower
programs_
. _ Economic Oevelopment- CORE ~taffing___ __ _
_

.

_

. __ Eugene
Albany __ .
Medlord

.
. __ .
.

.

.

. New Gate_____
.__________ . __ ~
_ Manpower.. __ .
_ Rural Transportation
Employment Program __ .
.

. _.

.

.

TolaL.

.

.. __ ..

•

.

•

..•.•

._.

•

.•.

_

~

••
_
_

.

~;r~r.°nde~eiriisiee,_ij,g-Com~:
~ :~::: :::::~:: ::::::::: ~~Ir~~iiij_:~::::
:::::::::::::::_
Nero & Assoc., Inc.
• _.
Portland
•
e •• _ •• _

.

366, 000
75, 000
59,600
40, 000
10 30, 529
52,500

rtt~~~~-~t~~u~i~~e:~~i~nnt ~hean~:~::~ ::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
----.
.
._.
.•
_

623,629

PENNSYlVANIA
School Dislrict of Philadelphia

•

•

Philadelphia

The 12th and OXford Corporation. Demonstrate the natural social organizations of youth
could be directed toward construclive enterprises-a film making company, a laundro·
mal, appliance repair training plOgram and a tuloring program.
School Dislrict of Phila.
._ .• _._ •••• _.. _... _•• __ Philadelphia ••.
e.
Hartranft Project. Demonstrate thai youth are capable of administering youlh centers, of
making construclive contributions to the planning of center programs and of motivating
other youth.
Pa. Bureau of Corrections..•••. _•....•• __ ..••••-=
Harrisburg •
. _. __ •
New Gate. Institulions of higher educalion and .correction instilutions working logether to
reduce recidivism rates and promote beller post·release adjustment of prisoners by
providing college preparatory and college level courses to inmates prior to release.
Freedom House Enterprise,lnc.._. __ ._._._._.•• ... _ Pillsburgh... _._._ ... _.
AmbUlance Service and Para-medic Training Program. To demonstrate unemployed
. adults and high school drop-outs can be trained as para· medic ambUlance attendants
and that such a service can become self·supporting alter two and a half years.
University of Pa. Health law Center••••••.••. _•••••.•• Philadelphia.. _. __ ._. _.
Development of Health Law curriculum .
. __ .• ....
Philadelphia City Schools•••••.•..• _••...•••••••••• _._ Philadelphia_. __ . _.
.
Performance Incentive Education experimen!.
.
.__ __ _
Unlv. of Pa ••
._._ •... ..••.•••••••.••.•••• _..• Philadelphia.•_. __ .
.
Evalualion of Baltimore CAA
. .
-- •.
..
Resource Mobilizalion..•.••••••••••.••••••••••••....• Meadville •• _. __ ._._. ._ .. Develop capability to operate small business and allract industry to area_.
.. __ . __ .
Manpower•• __ ._. _. _. _.... __ •..•• _._••••••.•••••• __ . Erie. __ .
. _.
•_ Plan collectively with other agencies for manpower program_.
._ _
TotaL .•_••• _•.•••.• _••..• -••••••••.•••••• _•.••••••••.

Pootnotea at end 01 table.

. _. _....••. _'" _•.•••

_ e o . _ • • __ • • • • • • • • • • • _ • • __ •

••• _ ••• _ ••

- •••• -.

-.

•

67, 000
87, 000
155,000
88,000
u 235,855
1,250
10,510
75,000
50,000

---7-69-,-61-5
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City

Project title
RHODE ISLAND

~:~~~~:; g:~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fiscal year
1971 funds

Description

:::::: ;I;~~~io'n'e Valie;::::::::::::: ~:~~~::;~::~~:~L:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::- - - -~~:-ggg-

Total ..•..••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••_••••••••••••••••••••••• _•• _••••••••••• _._ •••••••• _••• _._. _••• _•••••••••••••••••••
VERMONT
Champlain Valley OED ..••...•••...•.••.••••..•....•• Burlington •••••••••••••••••••• Vermont FURI'O. Developing a self·supporting transportation system in a four'Cllunty
area by prOViding low·cost transportation, by operating a mechanic training program,
a maintenance repair garage, and a training program for employees and board members
which will enable them to control and operate the corporation once funding is dis·
continued.
Vermont Regional Community College Commission •••••• MontpelieL •••••••••••••••••• Vermont Rural Education Network. To demonstrate the impact on rural education and
job training opportunities of a coordinated community·oriented, and responsive stale·
wide network of outreach training centers serving the needs of disadvanlaged rural
residents.

SO,OOO

ISO, 000

"485,000
IS, ceo
35, GOO
-----442,500

~:~~~::;::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~:~~~a~~·Co.:::::::·.:::::::: ~;~~~~~~ ~11;~~ii~t.::·.:·.:::: ::'.'.:::'.:::::'.::::::'.::::::::::::::::'.::'.:::'.: ::'.:'.
Total.. __ ....•.•..•..••••••••.•••••••• _••••••••••••••••••••••• _._ •••••__ •••••.••••. _••• _

, __ • ••••.••....•• .•••. •••••••••• •••

WASHINGTON
Seattle· King Co. Econ. Oppor. Board, Inc
Wash. Board for Community College Education •••••••••••
Northwest Rural Opportunities
Washington Slate Altorney....•••••.••••••••••••••••••

SeaUle
Olympia
_•••••
pascq••••••••••••••••••••••••
OIympia
_._ ••••••••

Paraprofessional Demonstration project..
.
Washington Community College program ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Exemplary Child Care Demonstration Centers••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••
Consumer protection
.

Pasco
Olympia
Seattle•••••••••••••••••••••••
Seattle
_••••• _•••••• _.
Seattle••.•••••••••••••• _••• _.

Provide job counseling and referral systems for youth
Creation of jobs
Feasibility study education vouchers
Performance I ncentive education experiment. ••• , .••••••••• _
Statewide social welfare planning and information system ••• _

~:~~~~~m~g':'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: ~~:~~:~~n:.::::::::::: ::::::::: ~~~~!rl~K~i:~~;~f;s~h~;~:h ~:h~~~~~~c~~~~I;~~~S:.:.:::::::

. Resource Mobe
Manpower
Seattle Public Schools
Seattle Public Schools
Washington State Econ. Oppor. Office

Grand total. ...•........... __

50,000
60, 000
, 172, 000
, 146,000
'94, 000
60, 000
90, 000
9,400
55, 000
123,942
1,250
30,026

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
_

__ ••••••
.
.
_._
.

----

""" __ ••••• _•• _•• _•••••• _••••••• _••••••••••••••• _••••• _••••••••••••.•••••••••••• _•••••••••••••• _

Tech Foundation, Inc

Montgomery

Mountain Artisans. To demonstrate that a well organized handicraft industry can be
financially feasible if its products are designed for the high fashion urban markeL
Montgomery ••.•.••••••••••••• Business Cooperatives. To demonstrate that by organizing small producer and service
cooperative businesses which fit the resources and needs of the people, their expertise
and business credibility will be developed to the point where larger businesses can be
organized and new business can be induced to come into the area.
Parkersburg
Plan collectively with other agencies for manpower programing .••••••••.•••••••••.•.•
Williamson
Economic development for small business
.

Tech Foundation, Inc

Manpower.
Furpo...................

.

TotaL

891,618

=====

WEST VIRGINIA

.

266, 000
305,000

50, 000
75, 000

-----696, 000

WISCONSIN
Wisconsin Electric Co·op

._ •••• _•••••• _•••••

._ Madison•••• _••••• _._._ ••••••• Rural Housing P!Oject. To test the feasibility of using a statewide rural electric cooperative
as the delivery mechanism for a rural housing program, and to demonstrate thai many
of the advantages of urban housing cooperatives such as common planning and pur·
chasing, collective training for self·help, etc., can also accrue to rural· housing
cooperatives.

~~!~~~sw~g~~~i~g:s7~.n~~. ~~~~i~~:::~:::::::: ~:::: ::: ~~~i~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::: ~~~::~t~I~~;~ellgearciion'Poverty.:::'.:
University of Wisconsin

_•••••••••• Madison ••• _••••.••• _

University of WisCllnsin ••••.•••.•.•..••••••••••••••• _ Madison••• _
University of Wisconsin
Manpower Demo
Manpower Demo
Regional Council Flexible Funds
TotaL•••••••• _.

_

Madison
Milwaukee
Madison
Beaver Dam

._ ._

ISO, 000

._ ._._._..._...-.-._._...- '.-.-:._.-.-.-.-.-._.-.-.

Rural Negative Income Tax experiment (experiment is being carried oul in the States of
North Carolina and Iowa).
Urban Negative Income Tax experiment (experiment is being carried out in the States of
Pennsylvania and New Jersey).
Clearinghouse for SEO data files
..
Provides funds for the planning and carrying out of comprehensive manpower p!Ograms.
Same as above
.
Project to meel the problems of the migrants
..

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, let us not
be misled by the easy argument that the
comm1ttee bill earmarks R. & D. at $65.4
million, the same level requested by the
President in his budget. By earmarking
at an overall level of $170 million above
that suggested by the President, and by
requiring pro rata apportionment in the
very likely event of a reduced appropriation, the committee will force the Agency
to remove close to $29 million from its
R. & D. effort alone and apply it to programs whose earmarks exceed the levels
requested in the budget.
One of the programs whose earmark
exceeds the level requested in the budget
is the Emergency Food and Medical Services Program. The President requested
$3.5 m1llion for this program and S. 2007

3,388,780
22,500
49,000
27,000
200, 000

-----

••• _._ ••••••••••••••••••••• _••••__ ••••••••.••••••••.••••••• __ •••••• _•••••••••• _•• _._ ••••••••• _••••••••.••...•••••• _•••••• _••••••••••••••

'$316,058-Fiscal year 1970.
• Grantee located in Illinois. Project in Georgia.
• $1l8,l0Q-Fiscal year 1970.
, 2·year funding.
'$260,000-Fiscal year 1970.
'Grantee in New York, project operates in AUanta, Pittsburgh, Washington, D.C.. and Minneapolis.

290,625
I, 089, 000
2,858,756

8,075,661

; Grantee in New York, project operates in Phoenix, Ariz., and New Orleans, La.
'Grantee in New York, project operates in Harllord, Conn.; New York, N.Y.; Chicag ,I!I.;
AUa"ta, Ga.; and Santa Fe, N. Mex•
I $126,750-Fiscal year 1970.
'0 Transfer $175,000 to HEW for the center.
UOHA.
"Total includes only $242,500 for this project (2·year funding).

authorizes $62.5 million. Assuming an
ultimate appropriation near the level of
the budget request, the proration, based
on the total authorization, to the level of
the budget request, would bring this program to $43.6 million. The flexibility allowance could reduce it further to a
minimum level of funding of $34.9 million. This flgure is still some $31.4 million above the budget request. To meet
the prorated earmark requirement funds
would have to be taken from other programs, such as the Comprehensive Health
Services program, which is budgeted and
authorized at $114 million. Its prorated
level is $79.5 million and its minimum
level is $63.6 milllon. The minimum level
is $50.4 million less than the budget request and thUS, $50.4 million of develop-

mental health activities would be jeopardized because of the need to meet an
earmark such as that of EFMS.
The scope of reductions necessary in
research and in other areas is such that
all new program initiatives would be
eliminated and many on-going activities
would be abandoned. Reductions in some
areas may approach 50 percent of the
total national program level.
Let us think for a moment what a sub·
stantial reduction in OEO's research and
demonstration bUdget would mean for
the government and for our people. Seven
years ago there was no Headstart program. Now this program serves nearly
half a million children of preschool age.
Headstart would not be in existence if it
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were not for OEO's role as an innovator at issue here. 'Vhat is at issue is whether
of new social programs.
the spirit that created OEO, the spirit
When OEO was first authorized there that said this Nation would renew its
was no Legal Services program. Today search for ways to let all Americans
more than 2.000 la\\'Yers serve in 270 share in their country's affluence, whethprojects to insure that the poor have er that spirit continues or is crushed.
equal access to the judicial system. Again,
Legislation that would tum OEO away
without OEO's experimentation this pro- from its goals. and merely add its name
gram would not have been established. to the proliferating pantheon of bureauIf OEO's budget in the area of research cratic service agencies, adds up to nothand development is drastically reduced. ing less than a death knell for the oncewhere will we look for tomorrow's Head- bright hopes of this agency. and for the
starts and Legal Services?
hopes of some 25 million poor Americans.
Particular experiments which are presThe amendment I offer at this time
ently underway. such as the New Jersey is simple and returns the Congress to
income maintenance experiment, per- its accepted practice for authorizing apformance contracting. and education propriations-exactly as it does for virvouchers, would be jeopardized by a sub- tually all other programs, and indeed,
stantial cut in the R. & D. area and, most for the economic opportunity program
likely, forced to abandonment. While prior to the last amendments in Decemthere may be differences of opinion over bel' of 1969. That is, it would authorize
the desirability of some of these experi- precisely the sum specified in our comments as operating programs. it is un- mittee's report, distributed to individual
thinking to deny investigation of these programs in precisely the same fashion
concepts under the limited and con- as our committee recommends. It WOUld,
trolled conditions of social science ex- however, remove the unwarranted and
perimentation. It should be remembered punitive provisions which specify both
that 4 years ago. when OEO con- rigid "reservations" for certain programs
templated undertaking the New Jersey and overly "neat" proration formulas for
experiment, there was great opposition. the rest. I cannot readily recall another
Now the experiment is not only well ac- instance where the Congress has ligidly
cepted, but is considered as landmark in prejudged both the President's stewardthe field of social science and public ship of a program or its own appropriapolicy analysis.
tion process as in the complicated direcIf we do not allow for further research, tions for how to distlibute any sum that
we run the risk of being remembered in might be appropriated for economic opthe company of a former Senator who. portunity programs. Surely the commitat the end of the last century. while de- tee must have an extreme and compelbating the extension of a patent law. ling justification. I recall that the prisuggested, in effect, that such legislation mary program to be "protected" by the
was not required for we had learned aU 1969 amendments was community acwe need to know.
tion's local initiative funds. The record
The flexibility and innovative nature shows in fact that OEO substantially exof OED that have enacted its greatest ceeded the congressional mandate. Why
successes would be stopped if the car- then this need for a statutory straitmarks in S. 2007 are allowed to remain jacket?
and to restrict the agency's research and
I believe OEO has demonstrated exdemonstration functions.
emplary performance in allocating tight
I do not believe the President will ac- appropriations among many strong
cept this legislation as now written.
claimants. It has made difficult choices
I have mentioned a number of provi- between projects, generally maintaining
sions which I flnd objectionable and proven activities, yet continuing to dewhich I think should be changed, but I velop better ways of dealing with povthink there is none more objectionable erty. It has responded to the expressed
and none which is more likely to lead to a intent of the Congress. frequently made
veto and a delay of this legislation than more difficult by overly detailed earmarking. Indeed, its record compares
this particular provision, unless the Sen- quite favorably with other agencies in
ate accepts my amendment.
this bill, which have strangely escaped
I do not believe the President endorses the imposition of severe earmarking rethe further bureaucratization of an strictions.
Further. the amendment permits Conagency whose essence was always intended to be experimentation. And. gress to exercise its right to earmark,
frankly, I do not see the loss of OEO &S but it preserves, at the same time. reaconstituted and controlled under this
legislation to be a serious one. Other de- sonable flexibility for the President in
ordering priorities.
partments of Government, I believe, are
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
better equipped than OEO to operate yields time?
massive social service programs.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield
What would be an irrepa.rable,· trulY, myself 15 minutes. Will the Senator from
catastrophic loss. I believe, would be the Ohio yield for a question?
Mr. TAFT. I am glad to yield.
demise of OED as a pioneering agency
Mr. NELSON. So that I may underfinding new answers to old problems.
breaking down old shibboleths, provid- stand the Senator's amendment, am I
ing us with new weapons with which to correct in concluding that the amendassault poverty. and impacting its re- ment preserves the earmarking for the
search findings on the consciousness of local initiative programs at $328,900,000
this Nation's people.
and legal services at $61 million, and reMr. President, may I suggest that moves earmarking from all other aspects
whether OED lives or dies is not really of the program?
CXVII--1949-Part 23
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Mr. TAFT. That is correct.
Mr. NELSON. I thank the Senator.
Mr. President, this earmarking dispute
is exactly the same issue we dealt with
previously. in the 1969 OEO amendments. At that time we had a series of
rollcall votes on earmarking, on the authorization bill in the Senate, in which
the Senate rejected the request of the administration that earmarking be removed.
Then in the conference between the
House of Representatives and the Senate on the authorization bill. the exact
same issue being raised in this amendment was taken up in conference, and
the conference rejected it.
We had a second rollcall vote here on
the Senate floor, on the appropriations
bill, in which the Senate again rejected
the administration position of removing
the earmarking.
So we have dealt with this matter in
successive rollcall votes, and the House
and the Senate have rejected that position repeatedly.
I think that the real point here actually
is that the administration does not wish
to have $62,500,000 authorized for the
Emergency Food and Medical Services
program; they want $3,500,000. And they
do not want the $18 million authorized
for Alcoholic Counseling and Recovery;
they want $2 million. That is, I think,
where the real issue is. and we could get
to the heart of the matter a whole lot
more qUickly if amendments were offered
to reduce the Emergency Food and Medical Services from $62,500,000 to $3,500.000 and the Alcoholic Counseling and
Recovery from $18 million to $2 million.
But the fact of the matter is that we
settled that issue. This is what we authorized in the committee. this is what
we authorized in votes on the floor of the
Senate in the previous authorization bill,
and this is what the committee provided
for this year without any opposition at
the subcommittee level and at the full
committee level. What is at issue is
simply this: the administration woUld
like to reduce by some $60 million the
Emergency Food and Medical Services
and by $16 million the Alcoholic Counseling program.
I would think the position of the
administration should now have changed
on the emergency food and medical
services program, because that position
was based on the expectation that Congress would pass the family assistance
plan, and that the emergency food and
medical services program would therefore be unnecessary in this bill. But now
the President has asked that we delay
for a year the effective date of the family assistance plan. Therefore, that argument in support of reducing the amount
of money here by some $60 million for
emergency food and medical services in
this bill is washed out, because it appears to me that the President will probably prevail in his request that we delay
the effective date of the family assistance plan for another year-until 1973.
This bill's earmarking for 2 years extends until June 30, 1973-which is the
earliest realistic effective date for the
family assistance plan.
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sonal famlly emergencies as opposed to national or natural disaster emergencies. For
thls reason alone, it should be maintained.
In the counties where EFMS has been effective, It has Initiated Federal food assistance programs where there were none; it
has 5upplelnented services or staff wherever
such programs already existed but were not
reaching all potential recipients; and It provided the means by which the poor themselves could devise solutions to their own
food needs. For example, in Oxford County
and Cumberland County, Maine, the poor,
through EF!lIS funds, operate their own donated commodities program-and boast almost 100% participation. They find, transport, certify and distribute goods to all ellglble farollies in those counties, and have
demonstrated how efficient a program run
by recipients can be. In Everett, Washington, minimal EFMS funds provide an oc·
caslonal hot meal to a total of 5,000 elderly
poor. In that manner, EFMS has brought
the aged into Senior Citizens' Centers for
the first time and Is now holding classes
and giving consultation in health and nutrition, food stamp certification, social security, legal aid, special diets and employment services. In central Minnesota, the
EFMS staff discovered that many schools
were reportIng a certain number of "free"
lunches served dally to the neediest children and then were charging these students
for their "free" lunches. They spoke with
local school officials, the state School Lunch
Director, USDA Regional representatives, and
the Governor. Now there is a concerted state
effort to implement a truly free and reduced-price lunch program In every school
in the state.

The emergency food and medical
services-EFMS-program was established in 1967 to provide special assistance to meet severe hunger and health
problems not met by other programs. For
fiscal 1971 Congress earmarked $62.5
million and the agency actually received
$45.2 million. Funds support 660 programs, mostly rural. The administration
now proposes that this program be terminated; it requested no funds for the
basic authorization although it proposes
to spend $3.5 million for EFMS-type
projects serving migrants and Indians.
The emergency food and medical services program is one of the most popular
and successful of all OEO programs.
Impressive testimony before our subcommittee made a convincing case for
continuing it at least at present funding level. Bill S. 2007 earmarks $62.5 million, the same amount earmarked last
year. Following are some quotes from the
testimony:
Wesley Hjornevik, OEO Deputy Director:
We belleve that the kind of reforms that
Congress has passed are going to have major
impact on the Food Stamp program and will
tend to obviate the need for the EFMS program in the future. It is our hope that Congress will address the issue of welfare reform in an aggressive fashion which will
also mitigate the need for this . . . If the
assumptions on which we based our program plan do not come to pass . . . we will
reprogram funds or we will be back before
the Congress for additional funds . . . We
are hopeful that we won't need· to continue
an Emergency Food and Medical Services
program. If that does not turn out to be
the case, we want the authority in our legislation so that we will be free to come back
to Congress for the resources necessary to
make sure that we arrest hunger in this
country. (P. 1993 hearings) .

Mayor John Driggs, Phoenix, Ariz.:
Thls program has been very beneficial to
the residents of the inner-city of Phoenix and
I would not llke to see it cut back without
definite assurance that the service it offers
would continue at no less than the current
level through some source of Federal funding. The social service agencies in Phoenix
have asked me to emphasize the importance
of the EFMS program. Their employees spend
much of their time simply trying to obtain
food for hungry people. I think that no one
can seriously question the need for Emergency Food assLstance. The staff of our CAA
estimated that 36.000 people in Phoenix need
Emergency Food assistance

Robert Choate, hunger expert:
The EFMS legislation is the broadest piece
of health-related legislation that exists on
the statutes today. It is the only real piece
of health legislation that can act on per-

Mrs. Catherine Williams, Troy, Ala.:
Just last week, I came in contact with a
famUy Where the father was killed and the
family had no food. Emergency Food came
to their rescue . • • Often times we came 1n
contact with fammes who have never taken
their children to have their shots. If we
were not there. possibly they would not get
their shots. If Emergency Food Ls cut out. I
don't know what people in Pike, Bullock,
Crenshaw, and Butler Counties would do.

Senator ERNEST F. HOLLINGS, South
Carolina:
I don't know any better way to get support
for the elimination of hunger than the OEO
Emergency Food and Medical Services program. I cannot imagine, in this day and age
in America, eliminating medical services as
a polley or eliminating emergency feeding of
the hungry.

The Reverend James Webb, Troy. Ala.:
Emergency Food and Medical services 1n
our area is a Ufe saver. Many people would
just starve without the benefit of EFMS.
Emergency Food in an area like Pike County
Is able to prOVide kids and families with food
so he does not become a criminal (by stealing to eat) . . . I have seen funerals where
people have died for lack of medical attention and medical service. For a kid to die for
not haVing shots and for not having what we
consider normal medical aid is ridiculous 1n
1971 in a country as a1fiuent as ours.

Mrs. Beatrice Jenkins, Rosston, Ark,:
Here in southwest Arkansas. where rural
people have little or no employment and
where you will find some of the poorest people in our country, the cessation or the reduction of the program would be chaotic to
old and young. EFMS 1s truly a godsend for
these destitute people.

Ben McFarlin, Murfreesboro. Tenn.:
In our area Emergency Food has helped to

wipe out the garbage can scroungers and
children who dip into slop buckets for food.

Navarro County Action Committee.
Corsicana, Tex. :
The total fam1l1es served by this program
is 585. Over half are children under 16. About
three-fourths were 1n households wh1ch had
an income of $1500 or more below the poverty
11ne.

FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS ADMINISTERED BY OEO
(I n millions of dollars)
Ear- Minimum Fiscal year 1971
Proposed
Presiear· markins (with 20 - - - - - dent's marking prorate
percent
Ear·
budget (S.2007) budget re flexibility) marking
Actual
RESERVED FUNDS
local initiative (sec. 221) ______
legal services________________
AMOUNTS SUBJECT TO
PRORATION
Tille II:
Comprehensive health
services ____ . ______ ~_
Emergency food and
medical services _________
Family planning__ . _________
Seliior opportunities and

services _________________

I

314.9
61. 0

114.0
3.5
25.0
8.0

328.9
61. 0

114.0
62.5
25.0
8.8

328.9
61. 0

87.2
47.8
19.1
6.7

328.9
61.0

69.8
38.2
15.3
5.4

328.9
58.0

80.0
62.5
15_ 0
8.8

350.0
61.1

99_0
45.2
18.6

Ear- Minimum Fiscal year 1971
Proposed
Presiear~
marking (with 20 - - - - - - dent's marking prorated percent
Ear·
bUdget (S.2007) budget re fleXibility) marking
Actual
Alcoholic counseling and reo
covery __________________
Drug rehabilitation ___ • ____ •
Other title 11'______________
Tille III-B: Migrant and
seasonal farmworkers- _____
Title VI: Administration _____ •
Tille VII: Community economic developmenL _______
Tille VIII: VISTA ____________

2.0
18.0
117.6

18.0
18.0
117.6

13_8
13.8
90.0

11.0
II. 0
72.0

15.0
15.0
69.0

10.8
12.8
129.5

38.0
18.0

38.0
18.0

29.1
13.8

23.3
11.0

34.0
16.0

37.0
18.3

25. Q
45.0

58.0

44.4
34.4

35.5
27.5

58.0
37.0

42.0
36.4

45.0
-----------_
.. _-_._ ..

Total. _______ ... _______
790.0
Other ___________ . _______ ._. _________

912.8
790. C
37.2 _________

--------------

Total authorization .. _.. ___________

8.0

Other title II programs and activities (fiexible in Director's discretion):
Fiscal

m£

proposed
Training and technical assistance
..
State economic opportunity offices_ .. __ . _.
Research, development, and evaluation
..
Program support.
"
_
Total __ . __ .

. __ .

_

. __

.

Fiscal year
1971
actual

_

$1.3.5

_

65.4
25.7

$14.7
12.5
83.2
19.1

117.6

129.5

13.0

950.0

_._- ..

_----_._-~---_.

7"99

Ea.l

7£7.2
100.0

f68.6
25.8

-----_._---------~-_._~------

790_ 0

897.2

894.4
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We have debated earmarking twice
here and in the House of Representatives
on successive occasions, and debated and
voted on the issue. I understand the administration's position. I might very well
take that position myself, if I were in
the executive branch. I am sure I w'ould
rather have all the money handed over
to me as an administrator without any
earmarking, and be permitted to spend
it on whatever programs I happened to
think were the best, without Congress
deciding how much money ougl1t to be
spent on these programs. But that is not
the way I feel as a legislator, and that
is not the way the majority in the House
of Representatives feels on this matter,
nor the majority in the Senate, b:lsed
upon votes in each House. We feel that
we have the right to earmark moneys
for certain specific programs upon which
we have conducted extensive hearings.
on which we have had executive sessions
at the subcommittee level and the full
committee level, and I think we feel that
we are qualified to make certain decisions about what the programs ought
to be, and at what levels the programs
ought to be funded.
As the distinguished Senator from Ohio
knows, the bill provides flexibility in the
form of 20 percent transferability in a
number of these programs which would
total ~80 million ~he first year, and 25
percent transferability, which would total
$100 million, the second year. So we have
put substantial flexibility into the bill.
Not only do I oppose the administration position personally, as I think the
Senate does, but the House conferees are
unlikely to accept it, either. We had a
very difficult conference disagreement
with the House conferees on the 1969
amendments, trying to put the flexibility
into the bill which we had put in on the
Senate side the last time it was before us.
They did not want to go beyond 15 percent flexibility, and we were arguing for
20 and 25 percent flexibility. We got 15
and 20; we could not get 20 and 25 percent. Now we have, in this bill, 20 and 25
percent. So we have gone a distance
beyond the position the Congress has
taken in the past on flexibility, and quite
a distance beyond what the conferees
would agree to the last time we had a
conference with the House. They did not
want any flexibility at all.
So I would hope that the Members of
the Senate would not support the elimination of the earmarking of these programs.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, the only
difficulty in the position being taken by
the Senator from Wisconsin is that we
might agree or not agree on the desirability of earmarking funds. I have
sometimes in the past been personally
responsible for earmarking certain funds
for certain purposes in bills, and I may
well be again. I do not object to it as a
principle. If Congress feels it wants to
earmark in a certain area, fine; Congress
\';111 do so.
The problem that arises here, and the
problem I have tried to bring out in my
remarks on this amendment, and the
reason for this amendment, is to avoid

the very serious dilemma that is going
to result if, as is very likely, the appropriations that are put into this bill
are not up to the full authorization that
is put into the bill. Under those circumstances, as I pointed out, it means a
mandatory reduction in certain programs that are in the research and development field and the mandatory
funding of certain other programs. It is
not even a pro rata reduction. I do not
think a pro ra ta reduction would make
too much sense, either, because it is often
a kind of arbitrary thing in its application. The problem as I see it, as I pointed
out, is that I do not think it has been
dealt with by the Senator from Wisconsin.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, in response to the remarks of the Senator
from Ohio, I point out that last year
$328,900,000 was authorized and appropriated for local initiative programs.
That amount was earmarked. It was objected to by the administration at that
time, but they spent not only the $328,900,000 but approximately $350 million.
Now we are authorizing again $328,900,000, which is the amount authorized last
year, less than the amount the administration spent last year. They had no
difficulty living with earmarking beforealthough they objected to it when we
enacted it-and in fact put more funds
into local initiative than Congress reserved.
The next point to make is that in the
earmarking process, except for four
items, we earmarked exactly the amount
that was requested by the administration in their budget justification.
The President's budget proposes $61
million for Legal Services; that is the
President's proposal. We authorized $61
million.
The President requested $114 million
for comprehensive health services. The
bill earmarks $114 million. However, if
the administration deCides that they do
not ,,,ant to spend the full amount, they
can take 20 percent away and spend it
on any other program they wish; and
the next fiscal year they can take 25 percent of that away and spend it on any
other program.
The family planning budget request is
$25 million, requested by the President.
Our Committee earmarked $25 million.
I! the administration decides they do not
want to spend the full amount, they can
take 20 percent of that and spend it on
any other program they wish. The next
fiscal year, they can take 25 percent.
For the senior opportunities budget,
the President requested $8 million. Our
committee earmarked $8,800,000. I! they
do not want to spend the full amount,
they can transfer 20 percent this fiscal
year and 25 percent next year.
For drug rehabilitation, the budget
request was $18 million. Tl1e earmarking
by our committee is $18 million. The 20percent transferability this fiscal year
applies to that, and 25 percent next year.
For migrant workers, the President's
request in the bUdget was $38 million. We
earmarked $38 million, and 20 percent
of that is transferable by the administration this fiscal year, and 25 percent next
year.
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For the VISTA progralll, the administration requested $45 million. We authorized precisely $45 million. The 20 percent
transferability the first ~'ear applies to
that $45 million, and a 25 percent transferability applies to that money for the
next year.
Except for the four programs which
we are sustaining at last year's levels, we
built our earmarking around the requests
made by the administration. Then, recognizing that those judgments might be
mistaken-a few dollars one way or the
other-and that they might wish to make
some adjustments, we put in the 20 percent flexibility for the first year and 25
percent the next year. That means that
$80 million can be pulled out of other
programs the first year and put wherever
the administration wants it.
I think the difficult argument is not
going to be whether or not we can justify
that 20 or 25 percent on the floor of the
Senate. Our problem is going to be
whether we can persuade the House conferees to give the administration a flexibility of $80 million in this bill the first
year and approaching $100 million the
second year.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Do both Senators yield back their
time?
Mr. TAFT. I yield back the remainder
of my time.
Mr. NELSON. I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, will the Senator from Ohio yield
me 1 minute?
Mr. TAFT. I yield.
UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I thank
the Senator.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that, upon the disposition of the
pending amendment, the Senator from
Ohio (Mr. TAFT) be recognized to offer
his amendment on prime sponsors; that
upon the disposition of that amendment,
he be recognized to offer his amendment
on child development councils; that upon
the disposition of that amendment, he be
recognized to offer an amendment on
child advocacy; that upon the disposition
of that amendment, he be recognized to
offer his motion to recommit; that upon
the disposition of the motion to recommit, the distinguished Senator from Kentucky (Mr. COOK) be recognized for the
purpose of calling up an amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
Mr. NELSON. Does the Senator from
West Virginia intend to dispose of the
motion to recommIt tonight?
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, the able manager of the bill has
asked whether or not it is the intention
to dispose of the motion to recommit tonight. It is not our intention to do so.
It would be the hope of the leadership
that we could dispose of the remaining
amendments today which are to be offered by the distinguished Senator from
Ohio (Mr. TAFT). He has three remaining amendments. It is my understanding,
after discussing the matter with hIm,
that it is not his intention to utilize the
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full time on at least two of the three remaining amendments. It is also my understanding that he does not intend to
ask for a rollcall vote on two of the remaining three amendments, which would
mean that there would be only one more
rollcall vote today after the rollcall vote
which is about to occur.
Following the disposition of his amendments, he would then make his motion to
recommit, and some time on that motion
would probably be utilized tonight, with
the understanding that the vote on the
motion of the Senator from Ohio (Mr.
TAFT), would go over until the morning.
Mr. TAFT. The assistant majority
leader has stated it correctly.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. TAFT. I yield to the Senator from
Wisconsin.
Mr. NELSON. The distinguished Senator from West Virginia has said that the
Senator from Ohio would ask for a rollcall vote on one amendment and not on
two. Would the Senator inform me which
amendment?
Mr. TAFT. At the present time, the
intention of the Senator from Ohio is to
ask for a rollcall vote on the amendment
dealing with child development councils,
but not on the amendment dealing with
prime sponsorship of child advocacy.
Mr. NELSON. I thank the Senator.
Mr. President, did I yield back the remainder of my time?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
has not ruled on the yielding back of time
in light of the statements of the Senator
from Wisconsin and the Senator from
Ohio, unless the Senator from Wisconsin
now cares to.
Mr. NELSON. I had intended to yield
5 minutes to the Senator from Iowa (Mr.
HUGHES). So before I yield back my time,
I yield 5 minutes to the Senator from
Iowa.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen.
ator from Iowa is recognized for
5 minutes.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, will the Senator from Wisconsin
yield me 1 minute prior to the recognition of the Senator from Iowa?
Mr. NELSON. I yield.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent-in order that Senators on both sides of the
aisle will be on notice that there will
be one more rollcall vote todaythat it be in order to order the yeas and
nays at this time on the amendment of
the Senator from Ohio dealing with
child development councils.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
would indicate that on the previous request of the Senator from West Virginia
the Chair did not respond to the Senator from Wisconsin asking a question and
it is so ordered without objection at
this time.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays on my amendment
dealing with child development councils.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. President, I wish
to thank the distinguished manager of
the bill for yielding in order for me to
speak to the particular amendment in
question.

My interest in the amendment is the
fact that on this particular piece of legislation there is earmarked $18 million
for alcoholism programs and $18 million
for programs dealing \\1th drUgS and
narcotics. The administration asked for
only $2 million in the OEO for alcoholism, stating that they were transfering the remainder of the programs to
the new Institute of Alcoholism in HEW.
In legislation already passed with the
distinguished chairman of the Appropriations Committee being here on the
floor at the present time, we sought and
did get appropriated, if my memory
serves me correctly, $50 million for alcoholism, $30 million of which was for
grants to individual States and $20 million for project grants.
The programs to be transferred from
OEO to HEW, totaled $13 million. This
means that for the entire United States
there will be only $7 million in new
money to cope with the problems of alcoholism unless money is earmarked.
I believe it is absolutely essential that
we earmark funds in this particular bill,
because without it we will not have adequate funds to deal with this problem,
which this body has passed on unanimously, which was funded by the Appropriations Committee of this body, and
which the administration has indicated
an unwillingness to fund through OEO.
So, I feel, as chairman of the subcommittee dealing with the problem of alcoholism and narcotics, this amount of
money must be earmarked in this par~
ticular bill.
Also, the success of OEO in dealing"
with the high impact of narcotics addiction in poverty areas is dependent on
adequate funding and hearings held in
major cities have shown the problems of
drug addiction in. poverty areas. One of
the greatest contributors to delinquency.
crime, and poverty is drug addiction.
Various Senators now on this floor have
seen, heard testimony, and know from
personal experience in visiting those
areas and the effect that drugs have
had on the population. It is my feeling
that this amount of money must be included and earmarked for drugs. If not,
we would indeed not be doing our duty
in line with the recommendations of this
body. We would not be meeting the needs
of the people in these high impact povertyareas.
For all these reasons, Mr. President, I
oppose the pending amendment. It would
be to the best interests of our country
and the people we serve to see that this
amendment is rejected.
I thank the Senator from Wisconsin
for yielding to me to make these comments.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I do not care
to go into any great detail on the position of the distinguished Senator from
Iowa (Mr. HUGHES). I certainly believe
that all of us on the committee are deeply concerned with the problem of alcoholism and drug addiction.
The question is whether there should
be an earmarking for these programs
under the OEO Act to the exclusion of
almost any other program, because that
is what the effect could be.
I have not yet had answered the ques-
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tion I put to the chairman of the subcommittee some time ago. as to whether
it was not a question of the appropriation not coming up but whether this
would not result automatically in a cut
in research and development and some
of these other efforts made to deal with
alcoholism and drug addiction, and that
there was nothing to exclude OEO under the various programs from accepting
a program dealing with alcoholism and
drug addiction. It is a question of earmarking one thing to the exclusion of
others.
I take some issue with the Senator
from Iowa, without haVing the statistics
available- at hand, as to the problem of
alcoholism and drug addiction being
really exclusively or not exclusively intended to be importantly related to a
partiCUlar income level. There is much
evidence with regard to this program
that is quite the contrary. that the percentage of youth involved in drugs and
alcohol runs the whole gamut of all income levels. What is true of the problem of alcoholism is true of drug addiction. It has a definite relationship to
poverty, but more to solving the problems, whether we can really solve them
under OEO or under the massive program departments of HEW. or by State
and local efforts in this connection, or
in the comprehensive and broad, I hope,
continuing private efforts to deal with the
problem.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
WEICKER). Do the Senators from Wisconsin and Ohio now yield back their
time?
Mr. NELSON. I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. TAFT. I yield back the remainder
of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
having been yielded back the question is
on agreeing to the amendment of the
Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT) .
On this question the yeas and nays
have been ordered. and the clerk will call
the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I announce that the Senator from New Mexico (Mr. ANDERSON), the Senator from
Nevada (Mr. BIBLE), the Senator from
North Dakota (Mr. BURDICK), the Senator from Mississippi (Mr. EASTLAND). the
Senator from Arkansas (Mr. FULBRIGHT),
the Senator from Alaska (Mr. GRAVEL),
the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr.
HARRIS), the Senator from Minnesota
(Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator from
Washington (Mr. MAGNUSON), the Senator from Utah (Mr. Moss), the Senator from Maine (Mr. MUSKIE), the Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. PELL) , and
the Senator from Alabama (Mr. SPARKMAN) are necessarily absent.
I further announce that the Senator
from Indiana (Mr. BAYH) , the Senator
from Indiana (Mr. HARTKE), the
Senator from South Carolina (Mr. HOLLINGS), and the Senator from Montana
(Mr. MANSFIELD) are absent on official
business.
I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from North Dakota
(Mr. BURDICK). the Senator from Mississippi (Mr. EASTLAND), the Senator from
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Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator
from Arkansas (Mr. FuLBRIGHT), and the
Senator from Washington (Mr. MAGNUSON), would each vote "nay."
Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the Senator from Vermont (Mr. AIKEN), the
Senator from Colorado (Mr. ALLOTT),
the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON), the Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT), the Senator from Nebraska (Mr.
CURTIS), the Senator from New York
(Mr. JAVITS), the Senator from Ohio
(Mr. SAXBE) and the Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr. SCOTT) are absent on official business.
The Senator from New Hampshire
(Mr. COTTON), the Senator from Colorado (Mr. DOMINICK), the Senator from
Hawaii (Mr. FONG) , the Senator from
Wyoming (Mr. HANSEN), the Senator
from Idaho (Mr. JORDAN), the Senator
from Maine (Mrs. SMITH") , and the Senator from North Dakota (Mr. YOUNG)
are necessarily absent.
-The Senator from Kentucky (Mr.
COOPER), the Senator from South Dakota
(Mr. MUNDT) and the Senator from Vermont (Mr. PROUTY) are absent because
of illness.
The Senator from Tennessee (Mr.
BROCK) is detained on official business.
If present and voting, the Senator
from New York (Mr. JAVITS), would vote
"nay."
If present and voting, the Senator

from Maine (Mrs. SMITH) would vote
"yea".
The result was announced-yeas 17,
nays 47, as follows:
[No. 216 Leg.]
YEAS-17
Beall
Pearson
Goldwater
Boggs
Griffin
Roth
Buckley
Gurney
Taft
Cook
Hruska
Thurmond
Dole
Miller
Tower
Fannin
Packwood
NAYS-47
Allen
Hatfield
Pastore
Baker
Hughes
Percy
Bentsen
Inouye
Proxmlre
Brooke
Jackson
Randolph
Byrd, Va.
Jordan. N.C.
Rlblcoff
Byrd, W. Va.
Kennedy
Schweiker
Long
Cannon
Spong
Case
Mathias
Stennis
Chiles
McClellan
Stevens
Church
McGee
Stevenson
Cranston
Symington
McGovern
Eagleton
McIntyre
Talmadge
Ellender
Tunney
Metca!!
Ervin
Mondale
Welcker
Gambrell
Montoya
Williams
Hart
Nelson
NOT VOTING-36
Aiken
Dominick
Magnuson
Allott
Eastland
Mansfield
Anderson
""ong
Moss
Bayh
Fulbright
Mundt
Bellmon
Gravel
Muskle
Hansen
Pell
Bennett
Harris
Prouty
Bible
Brock
Hartke
Saxbe
Hollings
Scott
Burdick
Cooper
Humphrey
Smith
Javlts
Sparkman
Cotton
Curtis
Jordan. Idaho Young

So Mr. TAFT'S amendment was rejected.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I commend the distinguished junior Senator
from Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON) for his
wise and patient leadership in the development of the pending bill.
S. 2007, the Economic Opportunity
Amendments of 1971, extends the Eco-

nomic Opportunity Act of 1964 for 2
years through fiscal ~'ear 1973. This extension reflects the national consensus
that OEO programs have materially assisted in removing substantial numbers
of people from poverty. I believe the programs operated by OEO itself could well
use more than the $950 million authorized for fiscal 1972 and for 1973. However, these sums and the earmarking
provisions should assure the continuation of a number of effective efforts now
underway.
I have long supported OEO's neighborhood health centers, emergency food and
medical services, community action programs, alcohollc and drug treatment,
family planning, older workers programs,
and migrant assistance. I shall turn in a
moment to the greater strengthened
child development and legal services programs which the bill also includes.
I am pleased to support the bill's expanded and strengthened programs for
community economic development and
for employment and training of young
people. I also welcome the specific authority to offer financial assistance to
community-based organizations which
will furnish professional design and
planning assistance to people in urban
and rural poverty areas who want to improve the physical development of their
communities.
I am especially proud that the bill incorporates the basic provisions of two
bills which I have had the privilege to
sponsor, with bipartisan support-So
1512, the Child Development Act of 1971,
and S. 1305, the National Legal Services
Corporation Act.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT

The major provisions of S. 1512, the
comprehensive child development bill of
1971, are incorporated in section 6 of
the pending bill. This section creates a
new title V in the Economic Opportunity
Act, which expands the existing and
highly successful Headstart program. It
is designed to meet the rising need of
families from all economic levels for
quality comprehensive child development services.
Joint hearings of the Subcommittee on
Manpower and Poverty and Children and
Youth clearly demonstrate that need.
Half of all mothers of children under
14, and one-third of all mothers of children under 6, are working today. Yet
less than 700,000 licensed day care opportunities are currently available to
serve the nearly 6 million preschool children whose mothers work. And the need
for child development services is increasing-an additional 1.5 million mothers
will enter the work force during the
remainder of this decade.
The report to the President by the
White House Conference on Children
and Youth states:
To discuss at length whether day care is an
economiC luxury, a political right, or a socIal
tool Ignores the tremendous need for supplementary care which exists today, a need
which parents will continue to mee~ the best
they can with whatever resources are available. The question Is not whether America
"should" have day care. but rather whether
the day care which we do have and will have,
will be good-good for the child, goed for
the family, and good for the nation.
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Children from all economic backgrounds share the need for developmental day care services while their parents
work. In addition, children who live in
poverty often need supplemental nutritional services, health care, and learning
opportunities if they are to avoid falling
hopelessly behind, perpetuating the endless cycle of poverty and despair.
Today there are 3.2 million preschool
children from impoverished families, and
perhaps as many from families slightly
above the poverty line. Too many of
these children suffer needless damage in
early childhood, damage which schools
will attempt to repair in later years at
untold cost, and often with little success. Yet existing Headstart programs
reach only one-tenth of impoverished
preschool children.
Early in his administration, President
Nixon called the Nation's attention to
the urgent need for expanded child development services. In his economic opportunity message of 1969 he stated:
So critical is this matter of early growth
that we must make a national commitment
to provide all American children an opportunity for healthfUl and stimUlating development during the first five years of life.

The committee bill seeks to fulfill this
national commitment, and begin to meet
the urgent need for expanded quality
child development services-a need emphasized by the President, underscored
by the White House Conference on Children, and documented in hearings before the Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare.
Section 6 contains the basic elements
of the Comprehensive Child Development
Act of 1971 (S. 1512) which I introduced
in April with Senators JAVITS, NELSON.
SCHWEIKER, and 28 cosponsors. This bill
was developed in large part, through the
exhaustive efforts of a broad coalition
of organizations interested in child development, including:
AFL-CIO; Americans for Democratic Action: Americans for Indian Opportunity Action Council; Black Child Development Institute; Committee for Community Affairs;
Common Cause; Day Care and Child Development Council of America, Inc.; Friends Committee on National Legislation; Interstate
Research Associates; International Ladles
Garment Workers Union; League of Women
Voters; Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights; National Council of Churches; National Council of Negro Women; National
Educa.tlon Ass;}ciation; National League of
Cities and U.S. Conference of Mayors; National Organization of Women, president,
and vice president for Legislation; National
Welfare Rights Organization; United Auto
Workers, U.S. Catholic Conference FamilV
Life DiYlsion and Washington Research
Project Act!;}n Council.

Like Headstart, the new comprehensh'e program would be administered by
the Office of Child Development in the
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. Units of local government,
States and nonprofit agencies and organizations would be eligible for prime
sponsorship of child development programs.
This bill maintains Headstart's priority on economically disadvantaged
children, but also extends child development services to families above the poverty level, especially children of working
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mothers and single parents. Families
with incomes above the Bureau of Labor
Statistics minimum family budget would
pay part of the cost for services according to a sliding scale established by the
Secretary of HEW.
\Ve need this expanded scope of service
for several reasons. The facts I have
cited earlier reveal quite clearly that the
need for quality day care programs is not
exclusively or even primarily felt by the
poor. Mothers in all income levels are
working and are unable to find the creative day care opportunities their children need and deserve. And testimony indicates that the expansion of services beyond the poverty line-which permits
socioeconomic diversity within the programs-makes good educational sense.
As Dr. Edward Ziegler, now Director of
the Office of Child Development, testified in 1969 advocating socioeconomic diversity in child development programs
stated:
Another important reason for guaranteeing
a good socio-economic mix in Headstart centers is a growing body of evidence that children iearn a great deal from one another.
The middle-class child does have a number
of attributes that the poor child can profitably modeL By the same token we often
find in poor children particular strength and
characteristics worthy of emulation by the
middle-class child. We must see to it that
Headstart centers are institutions, where our
Nation's chlldren, regardless of economic
status, can enrich one another.

The bill places priority on preschool
programs continues, but also authorizes
infant care and before and after school
services for children in school, as well as
prenatal services and child development
training for parents and prospective
parents.
The committee bill reflects our belief
that quality, developmental programs
must be firmly grounded on four essential and interrelated principles.
First, we believe parents must have an
integral role in planning and operating
,child development programs affecting
their children. The most recent Headstart guidelines, pUblished in August of
1970, support this conclusion:
The success of Head Start in bringing
about substantill.1 changes demands the fullest i:1Vo]vement of the parent, parentalsubstitutes, and families enrolled in its program. This involvement begins when a Head
Start program begins and should gain vigor
and vitality as planning and activities go
fOrl"ard.

Closely paralleling the structure established in the Headstart guidelines, the
committee bill requires each prime sponsor of child development programs, and
each child development project, to establish a committee at least half composed
of parent representatives to approve poliCj; decisions and actions.
The second fundament~l ingredient in
our approach, and one which is closely
related to our concern for parental involvement, is the principle of local control. The committee bill places priority
on prime sponsorship by local governmental units, whenever it is administratively feasible.
The committee considered and rejected
a proposal to limit prime sponsorship to

States and cities of over 100,000 persons.
We felt that the necessity of making programs responsive to parents and local
communities far outweigh any considerations of administrative convenience, to
HEW which might result from limiting
prime sponsorship to States and large
cities.
Although we rejected a population limitation on prime sponsorship, the committee bill does include requirements that
prime sponsor applicants must provide
assurances: First, of a capacity to enter
into necessary linkage arrangements
with related health, education, nutrition
and social service programs, and; second,
that prime administrative expenses of its
Child Development Council will not exceed 5 percent of the total cost of :Jrograms it administered.
The committee bill attempts to assure
balanced and cooperative participants of
State and local governments, with primary responsibility for training and programs coordination resting with the
State, and priority for program operation resting with units of local government.
The primary role of the States is to
provide training, technical assistance,
coordination, and experimentation resources for programs within their borders
and 5 percent of the funds allotted for
grants in each State is reserved for this
purpose. In addition, the Governor of
each State, or his designee, is asked to
comment on all prime sponsorship applications from within the State, and for
areas for which a locality has not qualified to serve as prime sponsor, or has not
applied, States may become prime sponsors of child development programs.
The third major element in our proposal concerns the availability of child
development services to children from
all income levels. The committee bill reserves two-thirds of the funds for services, without charge, to children from
families with incomes below the Bureau
of Labor Statistics' lower family
bUdget-adjusted for regional and metropolitan, urban and rural differences
and for family size. Up to one-third of
the funds are available to provide services to children from families with incomes above that level who would pay
part of the cost, according to ability to
pay on a sliding scale to be established
by the Secretary of HEW.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the BLS lower family bUdget
for a family of four in an urban metropolitan environment be printed at this
point in my remarks.
There being no objection, the table
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
Food
$1,905
Hotlsing
Transportation
Clothing and personal care items____
l\Iedical care, hospitalinsurance_____
Other family consumption:
Recreation, school expenses, tobacco, miscellaneous items______
Contributions, gifts________________
Life instlrance_____________________
Occupational expenses______________
Social security_____________________
Personal taxes_____________________
Total

1,420
505
807
562
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Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, families below this level, as adjusted for regional, and metropolitan, urban and rural differences, and family size, cannot
afford significant additional expenditures
for child care. The committee rejected an
effort to reduce the level at which free
services are prOVided, on the grounds that
this would effectively bar many working
families from participating by imposing
fees on those who cannot afford them
and by raising fees all along the sliding
scale. We feared that. such a change
would have the effect of limiting these
child development programs to children
of the very wealthy and the very poor,
Our fourth and most basic requirement
concerns program quality. The committee bill requires that child development
programs must, in fact, be developmental-centered on the needs of the childand not simply custodial in nature.
This requirement is not just rhetoric.
It reflects the experiences and findings of
many countries; that purely custodial
day care is not simply a neutral experience for children, but often a damaging
one.
The report of the White House Conference on Children made this point well:
Quallty services geared to the needs and
ablllties of each child can be an enormously
constructive influence. But a poorly funded
program, where chlldren are left with few
challenging actiVities and have little relationship to or gUidance from adUlts, can
seriously jeopardize development.

The committee report emphasizes that
"programs which do not provide developmental services may in fact have a
stunting effect on the intellectual and
emotional growth of the child."
We cannot afford to overlook or downplay the significance of these findings. As
increasing numbers of children from all
backgrounds enter child care programs
in the next few years, failure to provide
quality services could have truly tragic
consequences for the Nation as a whole.
But sensitive and comprehensive child
development services can enrich the lives
of millions of children and their families.
The committee bill is a thoughtfUl and
well-considered beginning toward making those services available.
I sincerely hope it receives the support
of the Senate and the House, and adequate funding, so that the dream of the
recent White House Conference on Children-reflected in the fact that the delegates of the Conference voted developmental day care as their first prioritycan become a reality.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that an editorial entitled "A New
Chance for Children," pUblished in the
Washington Post of August 4,1971, be inserted at the close of my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
(See exhibit 1.)
NATIONAL LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION

345
165
120
58
345
719
6,960

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, title
IX of S. 2007 establishes a private, nonprofit National Legal Services Corporation to carry out the activities of the
present legal services program now administered by OED. Funded by Congress,
the Corporation will be authorized to
make grants and contracts to provide
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comprehensive legal services and assistance to low-income persons.
The Corporation will be administered
by a 15-member board of directors. One
director will be appointed by the Chief
Justice of the United States after consultation with the Judicial Conference of
the United States.
Nine directors will be appointed by the
President with the advice and consent
of the Senate in the following manner:
Four directors shall be appointed as
representatives of the general pubiic.
Three Directors shall be appointed
solely from a list of 10 persons submitted
by the Clients Advisory Council-established by the legislation-and the list
shall consist of persons eligible for assistance under the act.
Two directors shall be appointed solely
from a list of 10 persons submitted by
the Project Attorneys Advisory Councilestablished by the legislation.
Five directors or their designees will
serve on the Board by virtue of their office: The president of the American Bar
Association; president of the National
Bar Association; president of the American Trial Lawyers Association; president
of the Association of American Law
Schools; and the president of the National Legal Aid and Defender Association.
The Corporation is authorized to provide financial assistance to qualified programs furnishing legal services; to carry
out research, training, technical assistance, experimental education programs;
and to assist disadvantaged persons in
obtaining a legal education.
Title IX represents a fair and reasonable compromise between the two bills
calling for a private corporation to administer legal services: S. 1305, introduced by a broad bipartisan coalition in
both the Sena te and the House, and
S. 1769, the administration bill. It is a
compromise which adapts certain features of the administration bill, while
preserving the Corporation's integrity
and independence from political attack.
On the crucial issue of the composition
of the Corporation's Board of Directors,
the committee's bill strikes a balance between the approaches taken by S. 1305
and the administration bill. S. 1305 called
for a 19-member Board, with five members appointed by the President; the administration's bill proposed an 11member Board, all of whom would be
appointed by the President.
The committee approved a 15-member
Board, with nine members being appointed by the President. While five of
these Presidential appointments must
come from lists submitted by the Clients
Advisory Council and the Project Attorneys Advisory Council, the President
will, nevertheless, have the final say in
choosing particular individuals from
these lists.
In other important areas, the committee adopted certain concepts advocated
by the administration. For example, activities of Legal Services attorneys will be
governed by guidelines issued by the corporation-consistent with professional
ethical obligations-in the areas of legislative advocacy, appeals, criminal representation, and the outside practice of

law. Furthermore, these lawyers will be
prohibited from engaging in partisan political activities in their capacity as legal
services attorneys.
The committee also adopted the user's
fee called for in the administration's bill.
Title IX requires the CorpOl'ation to establish a graduated fee schedule for clients able to pay some portion of the cost
of service whose income is over the poverty level.
The fact that the committee was able
to reach agreement on this legislationand the fact that title IX is strongly supported by both Republican and Democratic members of the committeeclearly demonstrates that legal services
is not a partisan issue.
This type of bipartisan support is
based on the recognition that free and
open access to the legal system is not a
matter of partisan politics. And when
this access has been challenged, support
for the legal services program has cut
across party and ideological lines.
Despite the strong support Legal Services has enjoyed in the past--not only in
Congress, but also from the organized
bar and client groups-the time has
come to insulate this program from
harmful political pressures. For as a result of these pressures, the provision of
legal services has become an issue to be
considered politically at every level of
government. The poor are beginning to
surmise that this program-in which
they have developed such great confidence-will be subjected to a political
litmus test.
Most of the opposition to the program
has arisen because of the so-called law
reform cases which these attorneys have
won. The program's critics somehow consider these cases a form of legal agitation.
-But the landmark cases won by Legal
Services lawyers were based on real problems experienced by individual clients
seeking legal assistance. When a California court prevented the Governor of
California from drastically reducing payments under the State's medicaid program, it did so because a CRLA lawyer
was pressing the legitimate claim of his
client--a man unable to obtain a badly
needed operation without medicaid.
In all of these cases, legal services attorneys were merely fulfilling the clear
mandates of their profession. Canon 7 of
the code of professional responsibility
states that "A lawyer should represent a
client zealously "rithin the bounds of the
law." Ethical consideration 7-1 elaborates on this canon in the following
manner:
The duty of a lawyer, both to his cllent
and to the legal system, Is to represent his
cllent zealously within the bounds of the law,
which Includes Disciplinary Rules and enforceable professional regulations. The professional responsibility of a lawyer derives
from his membership In a profession which
has the duty of assisting members of the
public to secure and protect available legal
rights and benefits. In our government of
laws and not of men, each member of our
society Is entitled to have his conduct jUdged
and regUlated In accordance with the law;
to seek any lawful objective through legally
permissible means; and to present for adjudication any lawful claim, issue or defense.
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In light of these ethical requirements,
a legal-services attorney-like any other
lawyer--cannot stop and weigh the
political consequences of contemplated
legal action, But those who have attempted to curtail this program are not
overly concerned with the ethics of the
legal profession.
Despite the impressive accomplishments of legal services, there can be no
doubt that constant political interference has taken its toll. For once political preSSlli'e is apparent, legal services
attorneys inevitably begin to consider
the consequences of bringing certain
types of legal actions.
There are many kinds of reprisals
against a program whose attorneys are
considered too aggressive in representing their clients. The next grant can be
vetoed by the Governor; debilitating restrictions can be placed on the grant;
and the program's funds can be reduced
by cautious officials unwilling to offend
powerfUl local interests.
These are serious and substantial
fears-which many attorneys in the field
have experienced at one time or another.
And even if these fears do not materialize, the perception of pressure and reprisals can hamper an attorney's ability
to fully and effectively represent his
client.
While the legal services program has
survived past attacks on its independence, its integrity, and its capacity to
provide full legal representation to the
poor, each challenge has drained the
program's energy and diverted its resources. As long as the program remains
vulnerable to political attack or manipUlation, the damage will grow worse until
it could be fatal.
That is why the committee concluded
that a new structure for legal services
was necessary-a structure which would
insure the program's independence and
which would insure that its attorneys
would be able to represent their clients
as required by the mandates of the legal
profession.
These mandates reflect the fact that
our system of justice is based on the
adversary process, which in turn depends
upon effective advocacy. A dilution of the
lawyer's independence threatens this
adversary process. As former Chief Justice Warren has stated:
A right without an advocate is as useless as
a blueprint without a builder or materials.

No attorney can meet his professional
responsibilities to a client if there are
outside restraints on the types of cases
in which he can participate or the kinds
of issues he can raise. No large corporation would tolerate outside interference
with their retained attorneys. Certainly
the poor should not be expected to tolerate such interference.
The National Legal Services Corporation will do far more, however, than protect the professional integrity of Legal
Services attorneys. It will help protect
the integrity of our entire system of
government.
Under OUr system, the courts are the
forum of last redress. We understand,
as a people, that we must respect the
supremacy of law-and the inviolability
of recourse to the courts for those who
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are disenfranchised and for those who
have been dealt with unfairly and arbitrarily.
In this decade, it is a singularly small
but visible effort which has come to symbolize the possibility of a new period of
maturity, of conscience, of self assurance, for our Nation-the legal services
program.
I believe that our Government has
reached the point where it can admit
that it is capable of error, that it no
longer need claim infallibility or hide
behind sovereign immunity. We are
ready to set up mechanisms whereby the
people can hold the Government accountable-not only every 2 or 4 yearsbut can challenge individual acts and
specific policies as contrary to law.
This is the genius and historic significance of the legal services programthat a government can offer to the powerless the opportunity and the resow'ces
needed to challenge improper acts by
both private and public bodies.
If the poor and the powerless do not
have free access to our legal system,
government by law is a failure.
The creation of a National Legal Services Corporation is designed to insure
that access. In this basic respect, it represents a traditional and time-honored
means of achieving orderly change.
EXHIBIT 1

A NEW CHANCE FOR CHILDREN

There Is no way of figuring the United
States Congress. Sometimes they take their
own sweet time over major social legislation.
The passage of Medicare took a Whole generation of pressure, debate and pubUclty. At
other times the wheels of change turn qUickly and almost silently. We may witness this
second phenomenon in the current session
if-as now seems at least posslble---congress
passes a Comprehensive ChUd Development
Act. ThIs piece of legislation could be as important a breakthrough for the young as
Medicare was for the old.
The Senate Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare has reported, as a new title of the
Economic Opportunity Act, a Comprehensive ChUd Development Bill, sponsored by
Senator Mondale and 29 of his colleagues
from both sides of the aisle. A somewhat
slmUar bill is being shepherded along on the
House side by Congressmen Brademas and
Reid.
The Mondale Bill would prOVide federal
funds for locally administered chUd development programs of an extremely comprehensive sort. The emphasis would be on chUd
development centers for preschool chUdren,
which would be much more than day care
centers. They would aim to provide a stimulating educational experience, as well as
health services and attention to nutrition.
Funds could also be used for infant care,
:after-school activities for older chUdren,
parent education programs and a variety
of other activities. Parents would have a
strong voice in the decision-making process
through a series of local child development
councils. Priority would be given to low Income groups, but this Is not just a program
for welfare families. Services would be extended to all children, with special emphasis
on children of working mothers and single
parents. Families With Incomes above a certain level would pay part of the cost.
Although some details m1ght be improved,
it is our view that the Mondale Bill embodies
a highly constructive new approach to the
well-being of chUdren. It gets away from
the dismal question of whether mothers

participation would be voluntary-and recognizes the fact that m1ll10ns of mothers
should be forced to work~f course not,
do work and more would like to If they could
only make satisfactory arrangements for
their children.
As every working mother knows, unless she
Is lucky enough to have a trusted relative
down the street, it is almost impossible to
find a good chlld care setup In most communities at any price. All-day programs for
preschool children, even where available, are
usually dreary, under-staffed, custodial arrangements that promise little more than
to keep the child from physical harm, if that.
Good nursery schools provide Intellectual
stimulation and creative play programs, but
the private ones are expensive, the pubUc
ones are usually restricted to the very poor,
and hardly any are geared to the needs of
working mothers. Most nursery schools operate three to six hours a day, send the child
home if he has a sniIDe and close down for the
whole summer. Even when the child reaches
school age the average working mother Is
constantly worrying over makeshift arrangements for coping with after-school hours,
Illness and the long vacations. Those nice
pictures of children learning and playing
happily and safely whlle their mothers work
will always seem to be taken In Scandinavia
or Israel or Eastern Europe.
The Comprehensive Chlld Development B1ll
is a recognition that good child-care arrangements are not just a concern of the poor, but
of vast numbers of middle-Income families.
Indeed, the main reason Why "day care" haa
such a dismal image and such Inadequate
SUppOI'1t may be that It has mistakenly been
regarded as just "something for the poor."
A law giving the non-poor a stake In good
public programs may be needed to break out
of the current mold. It could also provide an
opportunity for mixing children from different economic and racial groups and for
genuine cooperation among diverse groups of
parents. Bringing In the non-poor does not
have to mean that services are free to everybody. One can have a sliding scale of fees for
those who can afford them.
But the most important thing about this
bill Is that it Is not a day-care bill; It is a
child-development b1ll. It is not primarlly intended to free mothers to work, but to provide comprehensive development services for
chlldren, whether their mothers work or not.
This shift of emphasis to the child and his
well-being may be the bill's most important
feature. Day care of the custodial variety Is
probably not a good national investment even
In the strict economic sense. But there is
accumulating eVidence that the early years
of Ufe are crucial-that stimulating the
natural curiosity of chlldren and developing
their creativity and self-confidence can make
a vital difference. This bill just might provide a vehicle for a new national effort to
make childhood livable.

Mr. TUNNEY. Mr. President, the Congress of the United States has gone on
record in full support of the Economic
Opportunity programs year after year
since we passed the original Economic
Opportunity Act in 1964. S. 2007, extending, expanding that commitment for 2
more years, has my full support and will
today, I hope, gain the support of the
full Senate.
Our commitment to fighting poverty
has meant nearly $12 billion over 7 years
devoted to the basic strategy of providing services-,legal services, child development services such as Headstart, and
manpower training and economic assistance services-to enable the poor to
join the mainstream of American society.
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It has meant innovation in the way we

approach the problem of helping millions
of poor people lift themselves out of the
environment of poverty. Finally, it has
made us aware of the toughness of the
task and stimUlated a constant stream of
constructive responses from all sectors
of our society. Poverty has been there all
the time. In the past it was ignored but
certainly one of the greatest results of
the Economic Opportunity Act is that
now a substantial proportion of our population is aware of the dimensions of the
problem.
Today, we are considering the 1971
amendments to the Economic Opportunity Act that will continue that tradition of commitment, innovation, and the
seeking of constructive answers. S. 2007
will provide for the continuation of the
programs already authorized under the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, upgrade several existing activities, and add
new authorities to strengthen our efforts
to eliminate poverty in this country.
The fight against poverty must go
hand-in-hand with a healthy economy.
Census statistics indicate that the number of people below the poverty level
dropped a consistent 4 percent or more
over the 10 years between 1959 and 1969,
but unfortunately the most recent figures
show the first increase in a decade. This
increase in the number of poor to 25.5
million in 1970 can be attributed to the
economic decline that began in 1969 and
the massive unemployment that has resulted. Again and again, the committee
report points out the special importance
of jobs in the programs to eliminate
poverty. When an economic decline sets
in and that vital underpinning of em·
ployment is lacking, poverty programs
must almost go it alone. In light of these
facts, I am especially pleased that the
Labor and Public Welfare Committee of
the Senate has acted so quickly to provide continuing support for our antipoverty effort. Also, the committee is to be
commended for its regard for the problems 'of the "near poor" of this countrythose who hold jobs and have an income
slightly above the poverty level of $3,970
for a family of four. This also sets a new
standard for comprehensiveness in the
consideration of poverty programs, These
are the people who might very well fall
below the poverty level if they lose their
jobs during this period of high unemployment.
The Economic Opportunity Amendments of 1971 first provide for the 2-year
extension of the full range of Economic
Opportunity programs. This was the
basic proposal that the committee worked
with and has reported to us. This 2-year
extension is strengthened by a legislative
assurance of a period of stability for OEO
programs. S. 2007 specifically directs
that, during fiscal years 1972 and 1973.
there shall be no new transfers or delegations of programs administered by
OEO unless such changes are enacted by
Congress.
The existing programs that are extended in this act are: first, all the manpower training provisions, including Job
Corps, the concentrated employment
program, Operation Mainstream, and
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others; second, all the local initiative
community action programs such as
Headstart, Comprehensive Health Services, Emergency Food and Medical Services, and the drug rehabilitation program; and third, VISTA. These are the
programs that, together with legal services proposed as a separate corporation,
reach some 11 million of the poor each
year. They form the heart of the antipoverty program and have proved their
effectiveness as they have matured over
the past 7 years.
In extending these programs for 2
more years, this act makes some changes
in the way they will" operate that will
hopefully produce both fiexibility and
responsiveness to local needs. The Director of OEO is authorized to transfer a
larger percentage of funds between programs-from 15 to 20 percent in fiscal
1972 and 25 percent in fiscal 1973, in
order to give him the leeway to concentrate resources where they can be most
productive. Second. community action
boards, the fundamental mechanism of
the antipoverty effort, are given a
chance to use the services of members
who have served long enough to gain
experience and maturity in operating
the programs. The existing law's limitation on the length of time a person may
serve on a community action board is increased from 6 to 12 years.
S. 2007 also improves on the existing
set of programs by adding two new programs, and expanding aid to Puerto Rico
and outlying territories. Under the Community Action title of the Economic Opportunity Act, a new,program for designing and planning assistance grants and
another for youth recreation and sports
are added. These improvements along
with the renewed emphasis S. 2007 puts
on the Neighborhood Youth Corps program should go a long way in upgrading programs that have proved their effectiveness over the past few years despite continued controversy.
The second major group of provisions
in this bill is the establishment of new
initiatives: First, a new, independent National Legal Services Corporation; second, an integrated community economic
development program; and, third, a comprehensive child development program.
As I pointed out earlier, one of the traditions of Congressional action on the
EconOmic Opportunity Act has been innovation and the incorporation of new
proposals into the basic structure of OEO
and the programs it has originated. By
establishing an independent national
corporation to help in the provision of
legal services to the poor, we, in Congress, will be assuring that poor people
in this country receive necessary legal
representation, adVice, and education
without the interference of politics.
The legal service program as it has
developed under OEO has grown to a
position where the program will provide
assistance in well over 1 million cases
next year. Nearly 1,000 offices and 2,000
attorneys help insure that lack of income will not mean that justice cannot
be served. This program has operated
with other OEO programs in providing
CXVII--195O-Part 23

legal services that have resulted in an
increased voice for the poor and movement toward the goal of peaceful change
through the system.
Unfortunately, political controversy
and indignation stirred by the program's
challenges to the established way of doing things have brought political and
sometimes administrative interference.
This interference has too often resulted
in limitations on legal services and a
lack of attention to the voices of the poor
and their attorneys in setting policy.
The provisions which establish a separate, nonprofit legal services corporation with funding of $61 million are a
positive step to remedy this situation.
This bill incorporates most of the major
provisions and the basic concept of the
bill that I cosponsored with Mr. MONDALE. Representation of those eligible for
assistance and legal services attorneys
on the board of directors is specifically
insured. Within guidelines established by
the corporation, legal services attorneys
will be able to handle some criminal
cases. And most important, the President
alone will not have the sole responsibility
for appointment of the board of directors. He will choose a majority of the
presidentially appointed members from
lists of nomineesilubmitted by groups
representing clients and legal services
lawyers. Adequate, but not over-restrictive limitations are also placed on the
operations of the program which will enable lawyers to represent the interests of
their clients as fully as they would in a
private relationship.
S. 2007 also establishes a new community economic development program.
This consolidates the special impact
and rural loan programs that are currently operating in OEO, expands authorization, and provides for grants as
well as loans to rural cooperatives. The
provision for $58 million for this new program is more than double the administration request in this area and gives it
enough money to carry out its purpose
of concentrating enough resources in one
community to significantly increase
chances for economic development. Programs in this area have been operated in
six communities over the last 4 years and
the principles of involving the private
sector while affording poverty area residents an opportunity for self~help and
self-determination have been developed
and tested. The Community Development
Corporation that implements this program provides the ideal instrument for
managing long~delayed development in
poverty areas and linking the private
financial world with the poor community.
Title V, the comprehensive child development program is a fine example of
the progress we have made since the
early days of OEO. The urgent needs of
the young child for health care, proper
nutrition, and a stimulating educational
environment have now been nationally
recognized. The accomplishments of
Project Headstart have made it clear that
a strengthened and expanded child development program is both necessary and
feasible.
Headstart currently reaches only about
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one-tenth of the poor children who could
benefit from early child development programs. Six million preschool children of
working mothers need quality child care,
but less than 700,000 can presently be
served licensed day-care centers. Research results indicate that the years before age 6 are crucial to the later realization of one's full potential for cognitive,
emotional, and physical growth. Clearly,
there is a need for more and better child
care in this country.
Title V speaks to this need in a
thoughtful, compassionate, and effective
manner. It would focus on the needs of
the child, with emphasis on local control
and parent participation. Prime sponsors
would be required to provide a full range
of services designed to respond to each
child's developmental requirements. Twothirds of the funds authorized would be
reserved for programs for children from
families with incomes below the Department of Labor's minimum living standard. Up to one-third would be available
for other children on a sliding scale fee
basis. Funds would be set aside to provide: First, model programs for the
economically disadvantaged, minority
groups, or bilingual preschool children;
second, year-round programs for children of migrant workers; third, programs serving Federal and State Indian
reservations; fourth, special services for
the handicapped; fifth, model programs
in the Federal Government, and sixth,
demonstration projects in child advocacy.
One hundred million dollars would be
available in fiscal 1972 for training planning and technical assistance, and $2
billion in fiscal 1973 for the expansion
and operation of child development programs. This would allow for the continuation of Headstart programs through
1972 and would insure a smooth transition to the new prime sponsorship system in fiscal 1973. The continued funding
of existing Headstart programs would be
given priority so long as they provide
effective service.
Questions have been raised concerning
the advisability of extending the right or
prime sponsorship to all localities regardless of their size. The committee has
conclUded, however, that "prime sponsorship mechanisms must be designed to
promote effectiveness of individual programs rather than the administrative
case of the Federal Government." This
conclusion is well justified in the light
of the Headstart experience, for much of
Headstart's success was the result of the
great involvement and commitment inspired by control at the local level.
Other critics of title V contend that
a new program of child development
should be considered on its own merits
rather than in the context of the OEO
extension. I would suggest, however, that
our approach to the problems of poverty
alreadY suffers from procrastination and
excessive fragmentation. During the past
2 years extensive hearings have been
held on early child development in the
Senate. Further delay would serve no
useful purpose. Title V is the logical outgrowth of Headstart which has been an
integral and essential part of the anti-
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poverty program, and as such should be
considered in this context.
The needs of the Nation's preschool
children would be well-served by the bold
and imaginative programs proposed under title V, and I would urge unqualified
support of this vital new approach to
comprehensive child development programs.
I have become very concerned with
cries from California's community action
programs. Some have been told of discontinued funding due to administration
threats to OEO. One case in particular,
but indicative of many, threatens senior
citizens Meals - on - Wheels program
which means many will have to go to
nursing homes or State hospitals to receive the services which have been continuously provided by emergency food
and medical services program of OEO.
Surely, the administration has overlooked this unfortunate, and indeed
more mostly consequence of the phaseout
of EFMS in favor of food stamps and
commodity distribution. I firmly support
the authorization of $62,500,000 for
emergency food and medical services.
The use of food stamps does not make
up for the services of the emergency
foods which provides transportation,
counseling and health and nutrition
programs.
EFMS provides consistent contact with
the poor that no food stamp office could
provide. It certainly costs less to keep a
child healthy than to treat his illness.
Surveys such as that Senator Hollings
has released shows malnutrition-caused
growth retardation with the highest percent among Mexican-American children.
How can the administration purposely
cover these facts in order to justify cutbacks when three times the present funds
are needed to reach all the Nation's poor?
We should not substitute for community
action agencies like emergency foods,
but instead should supplement them.
These programs have been peoples' only
hope for a worthwhile and independent
survival. The present world may otherwise overlook even their most basic needs
of health and some degree of dignity by
putting them away to be taken care of in
institutions. Mere food stamps cannot
provide the services fostering independence and sense of self-worth that community action programs are now doing.
Whereas, such programs as legal services contribute to individual dignity, and
rights, the primary needs of food and
health should have the highest attention-for without health, little else matters. I strongly support the continuation
of the Emergency Food and Medical
Services program.
The third major group of provisions in
the Economic Opportunity Amendments
of 1971 accomplish the task of making
certain that funds available to OEO reach
individuals, areas, and problems that are
judged to deserve special attention and
guarantee the continuation of programs
meeting vital needs. By "earmarking"
funds for each set of programs, the bill
has set relative priorities within the total
authorization and guaranteed the necessary support for each of the Economic
Opportunity programs. Some critics have

charged that this earmarking provision
will create problems if appropriations are
less than the full amounts authorized.
But I feel that the bill contains more than
enough fiexibility to enable the agency to
comply with the pattern of earmarking.
This procedure is a necessary method for
assuring that administrative decisions do
not interfere with the priorities set by
Congress, such as the Migrant programs
or Emergency Food and Medical Services
so important in my home State of California.
The act's fW1ding authorizations for
programs under the Economic Opportunity Act total $2,950 million, a signH'icant advance over the stable funding
of $2 billion over the past few years. The
authorizations for fiscal 1972 are basically divided into three parts: $950 million going to the community action programs, Legal Services, VISTA, Migrant
programs and Community Economic Development; $1,400 million for manpower
training programs, with a specific $500
million authorized for expansion of the
Neighborhood Youth Corps program; and
$600 million authorized for child development, including Headstart.
I hope that the Senate today will approve this renewed commitment to eliminating poverty.
EXTENSION OF THE ECONOMIC OPPORTUNrry
ACT; A RENEWED AND EXPANDED ATTACK ON
POVERTY

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, in the
years 1959 through 1970, the numbers of
persons living in poverty in our Nation
decreased at an average of 5 percent per
year. Last j-"ear, for the first time in a
decade, this record of progress was reversed. Last year, the number of persons
living in poverty increased by 5 percent.
In 1970 there were 25.5 million poor
people in our Nation-13 percent of our
population-as well as an estimated 22
million "near poor" with incomes 1 to
50 percent above the arbitrary poverty
line but still far below the Labor Department's minimum urban family bUdget
level: a total of 47.5 million people.
It is in this context that we must consider today S. 2007, a bill for the continuation of programs and appropriations
authorized under the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, as amended.
Before discussing S. 2007 further, however, I would like first to congratulate
the distinguished Senator from Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON) for his vigorous efforts
in the development of this important
legislation. As chairman of the SUbcommittee on Employment, Manpower and
Poverty, on which I serve, of the Labor
and Public Welfare Committee, Senator
NELSON has worked long and hard
throughout this first session of the 92d
Congress with a determination that the
bill to extend the Economic Opportunity
Act would reach the fioor of the Senate
before the August recess. The fruit of his
.,mons IS, 1 firmlY oelleve, one of the most
important legislative measures we will
be considering during this session of
Congress.
S. 2007, as reported from committee,
is much more than an extension of the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. It
includes a new title IX, incorporating
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the National Legal SerVices Corporation
proposal, a modification of S. 1305, the
proposed National Legal Services Corporation Act. I was privileged to join as a
principal sponsor of this legislation 'with
the Senator from Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE), and the Senator from Ohio (Mr.
TAFT) and a bipartisan group of our
colleagues.
S. 2007 inclUdes, too, in a new title V.
a modification of S. 1512 the proposed
"Comprehensive Child Development
Act," which I also cosponsored \\ith
Senators MONDALE and NELSON and the
Senators from New York (Mr. JAVITS)
and Pennsylvania (Mr. SCHWEIKER) and
others, and combines the existing title
I-D special impact program and the OEO
rural loans program into a new title
VII-Community Economic Development. I was pleased to cosponsor with
the Senator from Massachusetts (Mr.
KENNEDY) and Senator JAVITS the
amendment offered in subcommittee
which resulted in this important revision and expansion of the Economy Opportunity Act.
It is obvious from the foregoing that
in addition to the outstanding leadership of Chairman NELSON, this bill has
been the subject of extensive bipartisan
cooperation and has benefited greatly
from individual contributions of a number of Senators. Foremost among those
contributions is the highly effective work
of my good friend and colleague from
Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE) with whom I
have been honored to join in sponsoring
and shaping the two major provisions of
the bill-the National Legal Services
Corporation and the Comprehensive
Child Development programs. Were it
not for the enormous skill, insight, persistence, and compassion of the Senator
from Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE) we
would have before us a far less comprehensive and, in my view, far less desirable bill in terms of serving the needs
of the poor and the others we intend
to benefit through these programs. The
Nation owes a substantial debt of gratitude to the able and dedicated senior
Senator from Minnesota.
We were joined in a bipartisan spirit
in working out much of the detail of the
Legal Services Corporation title by the
junior Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT)
who is a highly effective and dedicated
advocate of the legal services program
and who, as an excellent attorney himself, has brought to our deliberations a
firm recognition of and commitment to
the essentiality of protecting the integrity of the attorney-client relationship
and the need to remove legal services
from political control or interference.
Finally, I want to note the most substantial efforts on behalf of the whole bill
by the new ranking minority member of
the SUbcommittee, the Senator from
Pennsylvania (Mr. SCHWEIKER) and the
ranking minority member of the full
committee (Mr. JAVITS). They have continued in this legislation the bipartisan
approach they bring to all measures before our committee and have cooperated
on numerous occasions to improve and
expedite these proposals. Senator
SCHWEIKER has been a staunch defender
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of the rights and interests of the poor
and disadvantaged who are the principal
targets of our efforts on the Employment, Manpower, and Poverty Subcommittee. And I want also to pay my respects to the chairman of the full Labor
and Public Welfare Committee, the
Senator from New Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS), for his devotion and contributions to this legislation and for his cooperation in scheduling such prompt fun
committee consideration of S. 2007.
In addition to the three major new
titles-XV, VII, and IX-in the act, I am
pleased that several amendments which I
introduced in subcommittee and full committee were added to the biII by my colleagues. These are section 9 of the bill
adding sections 226-design and planning assistance-'-and 227 to title II, part
B of the act-relating to financial assistance for community actions programs
and related activities-parts D and E of
the Child Development title V-relating
to research and development and national child advocacy projects-so much
of part A of that title-sections 514 and
516(a) (2) through (5)-as relate to the
composition, role method of selection and
functions of child development councils
and project policy committees and to uses
of funds for special Headstart continuation programs-and the inclusion post
partum medical services-including
family planning information-for new
mothers--'Section512(a) (H) and (N);
and the increase in appropriations authorization to $100 million for the fiscal
year 1972 transitional period.
The new section 226 provides for financial assistance to programs conducted
by nonprofit· community-based design
and planning organizations-such as
community design centers-which provide technical assistance to low-income
groups in overall community planning
and development. Section 227 provides
for an annual youth recreation and
sports program, concentrated in the
summer months and continued throughout the year, affording valuable contact
between disadvantaged youth and collegiate athletes in the environment of a
university community.
Prototypes of both these sections have
formerly been funded through OEO's research and demonstration programssection 232-authority. Together they
raise the important question of what
should happen to successful demonstration programs, once they have proven
their effectiveness, when local resources
are not adequate to assume the full financial responsibility. The committee, by
adopting these amendments, endorsed
the notion that these programs should be
carried on, improved and expanded, not
discontinued-the unfortunate prescription offered by OEO.
Now, I would like to discuss each of
these provisions in more detail, and mention, too, other aspects of S. 2007 which
I think deserve my colleagues' special attention.
NATIONAL LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION

Mr. President, last March, when a bipartisan group of 23-now 29-8enators
joined in introducing S. 1305, I expressed
my belief that the legal services program,

by providing the poor with some of the
vital tools they need to help themselves,
has been one of the most productive of
all war on poverty programs. I also expressed my strong feeling that the integrity of the adversary system of justice in
the United states, and indeed, of the attOluey-client relationship, requires that
the performance and provision of legal
services be free from the political interferences which have plagued the OEO
legal services program in the past 2 years.
The attempts to destroy what has been
commonly considered the most effective
legal services operation in the Nation, the
California Rural Legal Assistance program, is the clearest and most tragic illustration of the kind of political gamesmanship to which I refer. The trials and
tribulations of CRLA over the last 6
months-despite the fact that it has finally been fully refunded, have convinced
me and many of my colleagues that the
legal services effort cannot survive unless it is insulated from partisan politics.
To illustrate this, I ask unanimous consent, Mr. President, that there be set
forth in the RECORD at the conclusion of
my remarks my July 8 speech before the
young lawyers section of the American
Bar Association Convention.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
(See exhibit 1.)
Mr. CRANSTON. We must not forget,
Mr. President, in the euphoria of achieving substantial justice and total vindication for CRLA that in the 6-month process of vacillation and political maneuver,
attack and counterattack, as the program was squeezed between President
Nixon and Governor Reagan, millions of
dollars intended for the poor were wasted
and CRLA was often, of necessity in
fighting for its life, sidetracked from its
purpose of providing legal assistance and
advocacy for California's rural poor.
I am particularly pleased that the National Legal Services Corporation provision in section 8(a) of S. 2007 incorporates most of S. 1305 as introduced last
March 19. It provides for a nonprofit
corporation which will not be an agency
of the Federal Government, and which.
until incorporation, will operate under
the trusteeship of the presidents of the
American Bar Association, the National
Legal Aid and Defender Association, the
American Association of Law Schools,
the American Trial Lawyers Association,
and the National Bar Association. After
incorporation, the program would be
carried out under a 15-member board of
directors comprised of five public members-four appointed by the President,
with the advice and consent of the Senate and one appointed by the Chief Justice-five organizational members-representing the presidents of the American
Bar Association-the National Legal Aid
and Defenders Association, the American
Association of Law Schools, the American Trial Lawyers Association, and the
National Bar Association-and five
clients' and attorneys' representativesthree representing the Clients Advisory
Council, selected by the President from
a list of 10 names submitted by the
Clients Advisory Council, and two mem-
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bel'S representing legal services attorneys, selected by the President from a
list of 10 names submitted by the Project Attorneys Advisory Council. In addition, the executive director of the corporation would be a nonvoting director.
The list of names would be submitted
by each Council on an annual basis for
the President to make his nominations
for the Board.
The question of the composition of the
Board is at once the most important as
well as potentially controversial of all the
legal services issues under the new title
IX. It is an issue on which, I believe, there
is no further room for significant compromise. The entire principal behind the
new corporation-of insulating legal
services from politics-is tied up with
how the Board is composed and who controls it.
I fervently believe, and I know that
Senators NELSON and MONDALE join me
in this belief, that the Board must not be
controlled by any politician or political
interests. The President has sought to
have the committee give him control of
a majority, indeed all members, of the
Board subject to Senate confirmation.
Opposition to that position is an absolutely gut issue for me.
Giving the President that kind of control over the Directors of the Board seriously threatens to dump the legal services program right back in the mainstream of political pressures and strains.
I thus wish to make perfectly clear my
view that if appointment of a majority of
the Board is ever placed in the control
of the President I will no longer support
the establishment of the corporation.
Better, in that sad event, to continue
legal services under OEO. Thqt is how
crucial I believe this issue to be.
Inclusion on the Board of Directors
of representatives of the Clients Advisory
and the Legal Services Project AttorneYs
Councils is I believe, vitally important
to the success of the National Legal Services Corporation. It is the expectation of
the committee that minority groups be
adequately represented on the Boardblacks Spanish-surnamed, Orientals, Indians, 'and women. Indeed, section 905(a)
of the new title IX requires that procedures for selection of the Clients Advisory Council must insure that all "significant segments of the client population
are represented," meaning that all major
racial, ethnic, or other minority groups
should be represented on the Council.
Moreover, I am hopeful that the Councils the legal organizations, and the
Pre~ident will take care in making their
selections to see that such representation
is provided for on the Board of Directors.
It is regrettable that the second largest minority in the country and the largest in my State and the Southwest-the
Spanish-surnamed-has no single legal
organization to represent it and thus
could not be insured representation on
the Board as could blacks through the
National Bar Association. Yet I very
much hope that this problem can be
overcome by the selectors I have just referred to. In determining the makeup
of the Board, the selectors should also
take into account that the majority of
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legal services clients have traditionally
been women, and that women are joining in increasingly large numbers the
ranks of attorneys and particularly legal
services attorneys in our country.
In this connection, I wish to note an
amendment which I offered in committee and which I think is a vitally important addition to this title concerning the
definition of legal services. The committee agreed to expand this definition so
that, in areas where a significant portion of the potential client population
speaks a language other than English or
is bilingual, services to those members
of the client community must be provided in the appropriate language other
than English.
The bill includes in section 906 (d)
through (h) of title IX certain carefully
written restraints on the activities of
legal services employees, attorneys, and
expenditures of funds that by and large
sketch broad outlines but leave the details to the Board of Directors to determine. These relate to outside pro bono
publico practice of law by full-time legal
services attorneys; legislative advocacy
by legal services attorneys while engaged in activities carried out by Corporation-funded programs; guidelines for
consideration of possible appeals consistent with the attorneys' professional
responsibilities; graduated fee schedules for those who can afford to pay; and
representation in criminal proceedings.
These provisions are the result of compromise between S. 1305 and the administration's proposal for a Legal Services
Corporation, which were painstakingly
worked out in subcommittee. I am delighted that the thrust and integrity of
our original bill remains in tact.
Two relatively minor changes which
I offered to this title of the bill, and
which I am pleased to say the committee adopted, would benefit to existing
legal services programs. The first added
to section 906(b) (6), concerning the
composition of legal services programs
policymaking boards, a parenthetical
providing for an exception to the requirement that at least a majority of
such board members must be attorneys.
My amendment empowered the Corporation to grant waivers of this requirement in cases where, upon the date
of en3.ctment of the Economic Opportunity Amendments of 1971, an existing
legal services program has a majority of
nonlawyers on its policymaking board.
This waiver provision would be applicable to the six of the eight Indian Legal
Services programs across the Nation
which presently have a majority of nonlawyers on their boards. These programs
have already been granted exceptions,
by the OEO Legal Services program, to
the present OEO policy requiring a majority of lawyers on legal services boards.
The second amendment in the new
title IX is contained in section 915. This
section enables the President to direct
that certain support functions of the
Federal Government, such as the General Services Administration, the Federal telecommunications system, and
other facilities, be utilized by the Corporation or its grantees or contractees
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to the extent consistent with law. The
Corporation can redirect the savings derived from having access to these support functions to more vital aspects of
the program. This authority must be
read in tandem with section 913 which
prohibits any officer of the United States
from exercising control over the Corporation or any of its grantees or contractors or attorneys providing J.egal
services thereunder.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Section 6(a) of S. 2007 adds a new
title V to the Economic Opportunity Act,
for child development programs. The new
title incorporates the concept of S. 1512,
the proposed Comprehensive Child Development Act, which I was privileged
to cosponsor with Senator MONDALE, to
establish comprehensive child development programs patterned after and expanding upon existing Headstart programs. It authorizes appropriation of
$500 million in fiscal 1972 to continue
Headstart and Follow Through, and an
additional $100 million for training and
planning for the expanded comprehensive child development programs to become effective in fiscal year 1973. The
$100 million authorization figure for this
gear-up process was added to the bill as
a result of an amendment I offered to
increase the authorization for this purpose from the $25 million authorized in
the original bill.
For fiscal 1973 the bill authorizes an
appropriation of $2 billion for the combined Headstart child development programs, of which the first $500 million
must be spent for the neediest children,
essentially to continue Headstart programs and related training and supportive services.
The Secretary of HEW-through the
Office of Child Development-will gene!'ally provide 80 percent Federal assistance for child development programs to
provide comprehensive medical, nutritional, social, and educational. programs
for children, and prenatal, post partum,
and other medical services to mothers.
One hundred percent Federal funding
is required for child development programs on Federal or State Indian reservations-including in California "rancherias"-and programs serving migrant
agricultural workers' children, and funding above 80 percent is authorized when
necessary to provide adequate services for
economically disadvantaged children.
At the city/county level, programs will
be under the general direction and financial control of child development councils
which shall generally serve as prime
sponsors for those areas. At lea3t half the
Council's members shall be parents of
ch.ildren enrolled in programs selected
by all those parents; one-fourth of the
Council members shall be community
representatives named by the chief executive officer, and one-fourth child development specialists.
Community members must be approved
by parent members. This structure and
these functions, which closely follow the
Office of Child Development Headstart
regulations for Headstart policy councils,
resulted from an amendment I offered in
committee. Section 514(b) (2) of the new

title also requires that the OCD must insure that at least one-fourth of the Council membership must be broadly representative of the economicallY disadvantaged, a modification of a similar proposal I offered in committee.
My amendment also established the
structure and functions-policies, personnel, budgetary approval-for the
project policy committees set up by each
individual grantee of the prime sponsor.
Under my amendment-again modeled
on current OCD guidelines for Headstart
policy committees-the project policy
committee would generally be composed
as follows: not less than one-half of the
members shall be parents of participating children and the other half shall be
composed of at least one-third and no
more than one-half of persons particularly skilled in child development and the
rest shall be community representatives
appointed by the project agency and approved by the parent members.
Child eligibility under this new title
extends to families of four with incomes
up to $6,960, and higher income families
may participate by paying a graduated
fee. Such eligibility is intended to assure
participation of mixed socio-economic
families to a far greater extent than the
10 percent above-the-poverty-level children now permitted in Headstart programs.
I am delighted that section 512(2) (N)
of this new title includes an amendment
I proposed to provide for programs designed to extend comprehensive prekindergarten early childhood education
techniques and gains-particularly parent participation-into kindergarten and
early primary grades--one through
three-through the use of former assistant Headstart teachers. or similar early
childhood education teachers, as assistant teachers working closely with
classroom teachers in the kindergarten
and primary grades in which are enrolled
children they taught in Headstart or
other early childhood education programs. A pilot project to this effect which
had my strong endorsement and involvement has recently been funded by the
Office of Child Development through the
Foundation for Early Childhood Development in Los Angeles.
Section 512 of this title defines the
uses of funds available for comprehensive child development programs to include programs designed to meet the
special needs of minority groups, Indians, and migrant children for the development of skills in English and another language spoken in the home, and
for understanding the history and CUltural backgrounds of the minority
groups to which they belong. During
hearings on S. 1512, Cecelia Suarez, research coordinator for Chicano studies
at UCLA, testified with a panel of witnesses to the vital need for greater bilingual education in Headstart programs. This provision in section 512(2)
(D) of the new title responds to this very
important need for emphasis on the development of skills in English and other
languages spoken in the home.
In addition, this subsection-in clause
(H)-provides for the expenditure of
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funds for prenatal, and other medical months would be required to be reported
services to expectant and recent mothers to the Director of the Office of Child Dewho cannot afford such services. Under velopment along with a full report of the
an amendment I offered in committee nwnber of similar problems in the neighand which was accepted by my col- borhood and the possibility of State and
leagues postpartem and other medical local authorities establishing a program
services, including family planning in- to treat such problems.
formation, is included in the definition
This continuous review of the NOCA's
of medical services to be available to operations would be an important part
new mothers under child development of the advocacy concept. The advocacy
programs.
system is not expected to replace existing
delivery systeIllS, but rather is designed
CHILD ADVOCACY PROJECTS
S. 2007 also includes a part C author- to act as a catalyst. As an independent,
izing up to 20 child advocacy projects on trained observer of child care needs and
a pilot project basis: This program was programs, the advocate would be able to
incorporated into the bill through an analyze the shortcomings of the existing
amendment which I offered on behalf of structure and, hopefully, recommend
the Senator from Connecticut (Mr. RIBI- needed changes.
RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATIONS
COFF) , Senator MONDALE and myself. Under this part, the Director of the Office of
Part D of the I,ew title V authorizes
Child Development would be authorized the Secretary to carry out and coordito fund selected public or private non- nate a program of research and demonprofit agencies willing to establish a stration grants in cb.ild development and
Neighborhood Office of Child Advocacy. related programs through the Office of
The Joint Commission on the Mental Child Development. The present version
Health of Children and the White House of this part results from an amendment
Conference on Children have stressed I offered in committee combining in a
that every yet:.r thousands of America's more abbreviated form the original
children fail to receive proper assistance R. & D. provision in the Mondale bill (S.
from child care services simply because 1512) with certain provisions desired by
neither they nor their parents know the administration.
where to go or whom to ask for help.
COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The Commission and the Conference
Another major part of S. 2007 is the
both called for the establishment of a new title VII which section 7(a) of the
child advocacy program to aid those bill would add to the Economic Opporyoungsters who now fall through the tunity Act of 1964, as amended. This new
cracks in the existing system. The title resulted from an amendment I was
amendment which I offered and which privileged to cosponsor with the Senator
was accepted by the committee is a con- from Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY) and
densed version of S. 1414, Senator RIBI- the Senator from New York (Mr. JAVITS),
COFF'S proposed National Child Advocacy The new program consolidates the curAct, introduced on March 30.
rent title I-D-special impact-and title
Under the part C provisions in this bill, Ill-A-ruralloan-programs in this new
the Neighborhood Office of Child Advo- community economic development title.
ocacy-NOCA-composed of child care S. 2007 authorizes-in section 3(c) (2)
professionals, would be the local rep- (D) and (3) (I)-appropriation of $60
Iresentative of the neighborhood children. million for fiscal year 1972 and $120 milThe advocates would then assist parents lion for fiscal year 1973 for programs
and their children in finding the service under the new title.
they might need whether it be legal,
The community economic development
psychological, medical, or educational. title revises the special impact programs
For example, a mother in a poverty area to focus more sharply on urban and rural
might come to the advocate with a child community-based corporations, to em!Suffering from an unusual hearing prob- phasize the crucial role played by fedflem. The advocate would direct the erally supplied equity capital, and to enmother and child to the proper care cen- courage the cooperation of other Federal
ter, check to see tr.at the service was pro- agencies in the growth of community devided, and follow up later to see how the velopment corporations. It provides for
child is progressing.
grants and loans-which are essential to
In those unusual cases where a family help launch small cooperatives and help
brings a child with a problem no existing low-income farmers-to low-income
local agency can handle, the NOCA farm families and rural cooperatives.
would be permitted to contract with an- This type of authority, originally conother person or institution to provide tained in the Economic Opportunity Act
the necessary service. Such a purchase of 1964, was delegated to the Farmers
is not expected to go on indefinitely. The Home Loan Administration and apparNOCA would be required to review every ently used only for a selected few indi6 months the effectiveness of the pur- vidual-rather than group-loans.
chased service and the need for conFinally, the new title VII authorizes
tinuation. If it were necessary to con- making financial assistance available for
tinue it, the NOCA would make every training and technical assistance and
effort to have another agency asswne authorizes long-term loan funds for
the burden. For nondisadvantaged urban and rural areas. It would extend
families, there would be a small charge- the existing $100 million EOA title ill-A
based on a sliding scale according to rural loan revolving fund, which the adfamily income-for provision of such ministration wishes to terminate, and
services arranged and paid for by the provides for the eventual creation of a
NOCA.
matching urban development loan fund.
Any purchase which continued for 12 The interest on loans made by the fund,
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conformi~y with other federally supported revolving funds, could be used to
defray administrative, technical assistance, and supervisory costs of the fund,
rather than being paid back to the
Treasury.
Presently, OEO has nearly 40 grants
outstanding for economic development
programs. These range from gran t
amounts of $10 million-for BedfordStuyvesant in New York-to the $100,000
range-for groups now in the beginning
stages, such as the West Side Planning
Group in California's San Joaquin Valley.
and the East Los Angeles Community
Union.
The West Side Planning Group, a cooperative of Chicano farmworkers, is successfully utilizing its grant from OEO to
develop plans for the creation of an interchange enterprise on the new Route 5
crossing the valley; the development of
a cooperative furniture operation; and a
joint venture with an established distributor of liquid petroleum. The East
Los Angeles
Community UnionTELECU-also a Chicano group, is involved in the development of a mattress
factory, and in housing development
planning. These grants have afforded
both groups the opportunity for self-help
and self-determination in the economic
development of their areas.
California also has, in the Watsonville
area, a successful agriCUltural marketing
cooperative in operation-the Central
Coast Counties Development Corp. This
group was unsuccessful in securing a title
III-A loan from the Farmers Home Administration, but was fortunate enough
to receive a grant from the OEO regional
office's discretionary fund. Once the OEO
loan was granted, a privatelending group
became interested in this growing cooperative, and it loaned additional funds
to the group. A highly successful strawberry cooperative is the result.
Mr. President. I mention this success
story as an illustration of the kind of
effective Federal/private-sector cooperation which the new title VII can foster by
granting loans to low-income rural cooperatives.

in

COMMUNITY DESIGN ASSISTANCE

The community design assistance
amendment which I offered in committee
adds a new section to title II, part B, of
the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964,
regarding community action programs.
The new provision is contained in section
9 of S. 2007.
While the ongoing programs of OEO
have dealt primarily with the legal,
educational, and health problems of the
poor, the worsening state of their
everyday environment has been sadly
neglected. Conditions in urban slums and
remote rural areas continue to deteriorate. Housing is overcrowded and inadequate; expressways and renewal projects rip up neighborhoods with little or
no plans for adequate restoration or
relocations.
Low-income persons must have access
to design and planning assistance just as
they now have access to legal services and
health care. With such assistance available, communities can have the opportunity to make constructive inputs into
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the physical and environmental development of their neighborhoods.
OEO has already granted research and
demonstration funds to three existing
community-based architectural and
planning workshops known as community design/development centers,
which are among 73 such centers operating in 56 cities across the country. These
centers provide free design and planning
technical assistance to indigent communities, as is consistent with OEO's
goal of increasing community awareness,
community inVOlvement, and community
self-help. Staffed by architects, planners,
engineers, and other design professional,
these community design projects vary
from minor renovation work on individual dwelling units to the development
of comprehensive planning documents
for the future growth of neighborhoods.
VISTA volunteers presently are assigned
to many of these centers.
The committee believed that up to $10
million available under part B of title II
could be effectively granted annually for
assistance to these design centers,
especially those which have proven their
effectiveness. A January 1971 evaluation
conducted by Kirschner Associates, Inc.,
under OEO contract No. B89-4558,
sTtidied the seven community design centers which OEO had funded for at least 1
year. The report stated in concluding
that Federal support for these programs
should be continued and expanded:
There Is considerable evidence from experience of the demonstration programs that
advocacy planning can generate major
changes in urban planning and implementation processes, particularly In urban renewal,
housing and transportation, which give commlmity residents greater and more significant voice in determining program goals and
plans of local and state agencies. In many
cases. these changes have converted latent
and overt resistance of low-income neighborhoods to urban renewal and related development activities into positive support for such
public programs. In some instances, their involvement has been expanded to give the
neighborhood key roles in Implementing the
plans and controlllng their execution. Also.
the advocacy planning demonstrations have
succeeded in effecting Important changes In
the goals and substance of proposed public
plans affecting the interests and neighborhoods of their low-Income cllent organizations. . . .
It is clear . . . that advocacy planning is
now and can continue to evolve as an exciting process within the general framework of
a participatory democracy. It is a concept
combining professional competence, the
needs and desires of the residents of poor
~ommunlties, and the growing need for a
feeling of "community". It is also developing
as a legitimate Ilnk between the publlC agencies and an Important part of their constituency. It is an approach that has already
made modest headway and, In the future,
can provide constructive positive solutions
to urban problems. . . .
Based on the observations and analyses of
the current demonstrations, It is believed
that such programs should continue to be
supported for the following reasons:
1. These programs generally provide a
means of establlshlng more effective communication and relationships between poor
citizens and public planning bodies so that
each is benefited as well as the community as
a whole.
2. The concept and practice of advocacy

planning appear to be in a relatively early
stage of evolution and it is llkely that much
more can be learned from such programs
about how to involve citizens in the cooperative and constructive solution of urban problems.
3. Although many advocacy planning programs have established their legitimacy and
even a constituency, they have not yet nor
are they likely to become financially selfsufficient. . . .

taged youth and collegiate athletes, and
affords to its participants the multiple
resources available at college and university campuses.
As adopted by the full committee, this
new section assures that community residents will work with the young participants and collegiate personnel in planning and operating the program. The
committee believes that for the fiscal
The effect of the new community de- year ending June 30, 1972, and thereafter
sign assistance provision is to insure that up to $6 million annually could be efthese valuable programs, having proven fectively used for the purpose of contheir effectiveness, continue to be funded tinuing, improving, and expanding this
under the Economic Opportunity Act. For program on a year-round basis.
YOUTH JOBS
precisely that reason-because these programs have proven their effectivenessS. 2007 also earmarks for the manOEO is reluctant to continue their fund- power training programs operated by the
ing under a research and demonstration Department of Labor $900 million for
authority.
fiscal year 1972, and in addition, contains
One of the programs to benefit from a special authorization for a $500 million
this amendment, for example, would be appropriation for the expansion of the
the San Francisco Design Center, which Neighborhood Youth Corps program.
was established in 1967 by the University This expansion would create 100,000 adof California extension. Past OEO fund- ditional work training opportunities for
ing enabled it to improve and expand its young people in this most important proservices so that currently the center op- gram. In June of this year there were
erates with a small full-time staff and 1.9 million 16- to 19-year-old youths out
a roster of part-time volunteers who are of work-this is reason enough for this
professionals with the skills needed to special authorization and our hope that
deal with urban problems. The center has it will be fully funded.
responded to requests from low-income
MISCELLANEOUS
residents for assistance in developing
S. 2007 also earmarks a basic auhousing programs, long-range planning thorization higher than that set in the
studies, preparing working drawings for President's budget for four specific prostore front offices, designing letterheads, grams-local initiative, emergency food
tot-lots, playgrounds, and a host of other and medical services, alcoholic counselrequests involving community improve- ing and recovery, and community ecoment and development.
nomic development programs. I strongly
YOUTH RECREATION AND SPORTS PROGRAM
support the committee judgment that
Also included in section 9 of the bill these programs deserve a greater degree
are provisions added in an amendment I of emphasis than contained in the prooffered along with Senators KENNEDY, posed budget. Since the amount earRIBICOFF, and TUNNEY. This amendment marked-328.9 for local initiative, $62.5
inserted a new section 227 in title II, part million for emergency food and medical
B, of the Economic Opportunity Act, re- services, $18 million for the alcoholic
garding financial assistance to commu- counseling and recovery program, and
nity action programs and related activi- $58 million for economic development
ties. This new section would enable the programs-is approximately the same as
Director of OEO to provide for the oper- that earmarked for these programs last
ation of an annual youth recreation and year the committee is merely endeavorsports program for disadvantaged youth. ing to assure that these programs will
The program would be concentrated in be maintained at the same level as in fisthe summer months and continued cal 1971.
CONCLUSION
throughout the year.
This program is an expansion of the
I urge my colleagues to give their total
national summer youth sports program support to S. 2007 as reported from comwhich has been operating during the past mittee. We have worked long and hard
three summers under OEO's research and on this bill.
demonstration program. Funds for the
We have endeavored to strengthen and
program were delegated to the Depart- expand those programs which have
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, proven the most effective-legal services,
which in turn contracted with the Na- Headstart, community economic developtional Collegiate Athletic Association. ment, Neighborhood Youth Corps, comThe President's Council on Physical Fit- munity design and youth sports proness and Sports has been the Govern- grams-and extend the authority to carry
ment's administrative and monitoring out other valuable Economic Opportunity
agency. My amendment would establish Act programs. S. 2007 thus represents a
the program on a permanent basis and comprehensive, integrated attack on the
expand it to provide for related educa- causes and symptoms of misery, frustrational and counseling services, especially tion and hopelessness among the ecodrug abuse education.
nomically deprived and depressed men,
The present program has served ap- women, and children of our land.
proximately 124,000 participants during
The continued effectiveness of the war
its 3 years of operation. Eleven colleges on poverty depends upon speedy passage
and universities in my own State of Cali- of S. 2007 as reported. We must not defornia are working \Vith nearly 4,000 par- lay any longer in acting to express our
ticipants this summer. The program pro- deep commitment to wage this crucial
vides valuable contact between disadvan- war in the 2 years ahead.
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PREPARED REMARKS OF SENATOR ALAN CRANSTON FOR LEGAL SERVICES PANEL AT ANNUAL
MEETING OF ABA YOUNG LAWYERS SECTION,
BILTMORE HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY, JULY 8,

1971

Addressing this meeting of the Young
Lawyers Section of the American Bar Association today Is a particular pleasure. The
attorneys here are representative of young
lawyers across this country who are in the
forefront of the struggle for needed changeboth In society and the legal profession itself. You should be proud of the special
sensitivity the legal profession has shown
throughout the years toward defending the
privileges and rights of all our citizens, regardless of race, creed or economic means.
Most particularly, the· past six years since
the beginning of the legal services program
have been a crucial period In the development of law in our society. Many major reforms made during these six years are due,
In large measure, to the efforts of the more
junior members of the bar.
Lawyers have always held a special position
In a society of laws. They are an essential ingredient of the adversary system~and crucial to ensuring equal access to our system
of justice. The lawyer has been at the point
of the lance in effecting change to ensure that
laws are enforced, the Constitution Is upheld, and that our system of justice Is truly
even-handed.
Until six years ago, a significant portion
of our population had virtually no access to
our system of justice In civil cases. Although
great strides had been made In affording
counsel as a matter of right In serious criminal matters, only $4 million was being spent
In 1965 for civil legal aid In this country. All
too often, the poor viewed the law as an enemy-not as a friend.
This crying need for civil legal representation was noted by lawyers, legal scholars and
the Federal Government. The OEO Legal
Services Program was Initiated In 1965, and
by 1971 $60 million was appropriated by the
Congress for 265 programs, over 800 offices,
and 2,000 attorneys. It Is estimated that last
year Legal Services lawyers worked on over
1,000,000 problems for their clients.
Even with the magnificlent work of these
attorneys and wide public acceptance and
approval, the history of the Legal Services
program has been marred by a number of
controversies. The most Important of these
went to the very heart and guts of the Program: its Independence-the Insulation of
legal services attorneys from undue and unwarranted pOlitical pressures-and the Integrity of the lawyer-client relationship. The
fear of this reaction had prompted the ABA
in 1965 to insist that a National Advisory
Council to Legal Services be established
prior to giving their support for the program In order to ensure professionalism and
immunity from political attack.
The Importance of the role of the professional bar In this program cannot be overemphasized. Locai bar associations have
made
recommendations
on
particular
grants; they have appointed members to
local Boards of Directors; their representatives have served with distinction on the
National Advisory Councll; and, most Importantly, they have come to the aid of the
Program when It was threatened either in
the Congress or the Executive Branch.
Events of the past eighteen months-with which I believe all of you are familiarclearly indicate that this program cannot
survive with Integrity in Its present form.
In Incident after incident, powerful Interest~conomlc and political-have sought
reprisals against IndividUal projects or the
Program as a whole as retribution for
representing the interests of their clients.
Attacks were mounted in the Congress as
well. The most disturbing aspect of these in-

cidents was that, for the most part, they
were responses to activities which were In
the finest tradition of the bar and the American legal system.
Witness after witness who have appeared
before our (Labor and Public Welfare) Committee representing the major bar associations In this country-hardlY enclaves for
radical thought--have described legal servIces attorneys as "bright", "dedicated", "committed" and "effective".
But the political attacks continue . . . interestingly enough from those who most
vcclferously profess to be the guardians of
law and order. It Is ludicrous that these
guardians of liberty are attacking a Program designed to preserve that libertywithin the system. Today when youth is
questioning-and rightly so--all our Institutions, these young legal services lawyers are
helping to infuse new confidence In the
system. This is equal justice; this is justice
under law and order.
The most vivid example of these unwarranted attacks occurred In my home state.
For five years the California Rural Legal
Assistance program (CRLA) has served its
clients with unparalleled distinction. It
has been commonly recognized as one of the
best legal services programs in the country.
Rights and privileges have been vindicated
by CRLA on behalf of the poor with unprecedented success. However, with each
victory the pressures to eliminate the program grew geometrically. These attacks culminated In Governor Reagan's veto of CRLA
refunding in December, 1970.
Instead of Immediately overriding the veto,
OEO .. , with some gentle guidance from
above . . . chose to appoint a commission to
study and evaluate the Governor's spacious
charges and make appropriate recommendations. OEO appointed three prominent
jurists--two are former Chief Justices of
their state Supreme Courts and one is presently an Associate Justice of the Colorado
Supreme Court. The Commission reported to
Mr. Carlucci on June 25, 1971.
I have thoroughly studled the complete
report of the Commission on CRLA.
The people of California and the nation,
tlspeclally the poor served by CRLA and
the federal taxpayers paying CRLA's costs,
should feel gratified to know that the Commission has uneqUivocally vindicated CRLA
and fully endorsed its operation and grant
performance.
The Commission reports that It took voluminous testimony from 165 witnesses during
20 days of public hearings and reviewed hundreds of exhibits. The Cummlsslon concluded
that CRLA has operated, and Is stlll operating, in accordance with applicable OEO
standards and standards of professional responslblllty, and with its OEO grant restrictions and "that CRLA has been discharging
Its duty to provide legal assistance to the
poor under the mandate and policies of the
Economic Qportunlty Act In a highly competent, efficient, and exemplary manner."
The Commission made no mention of the
need for any further review of CRLA or of
any special conditions to be attached to Its
grant.
In the body of Its report, the Commission emaustively reviewed every significant
charge leveled against CRLA by the Uhler
report to Governor Reagan, which had
formed the basis for his veto of CRLA refunding. The Commission consistently found
that CRLA acted "responsibly" and "absolutely ethicallY," and that the Uhler report
charges were "completely unwarranted" and
"unfounded" In each basic category. The
Commission found that "the charges In the
California Evaluation (Uhler Report) . . .
were totally Irresponsible and without foundation."
In report Appendix A, the Commission sets
forth a polnt-by-point analysis of each of
135 incidents or charges included In the
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Uhler report. It found that these charges
were without merit or evidentiary support In
124 instances and trivial in three other instances. In only eight Instances did the Commission find any substance to the charges,
though the Commission characterized them
as "not of any great magnitude." The Commission found only isolated instances of a
lack of jUdgment by individual CRLA attorneys and specifically exonerated CRLA of any
organizational wrongdoing.
Moreover, Commission members stated they
were "most favorably Impressed" by CRLA's
Internal policies and its fiscal and management controls over both Its operation and
the conduct of its attorneys.
It concluded: "The eVidence from all
sources made It clear beyond peradventure
that CRLA attorneys are legal craftsmen of
the first order. In addition, they are thorough, Intelllgent young men dedicated to
vindicating the legal rights of their cUents."
The Commission report makes it unquestionably clear that there is no justification
whatsoever in law, fact, or logic for any further delay, doUbt or equivocation about
CRLA's future operations.
Yet, in spite of this ringing endorsement,
pEO saw fit to attempt to bury the Commission report by Issuing a misleading and ambiguous press release on June 30. 1971, Which
announced the refunding of CRLA. The OEO
press release highlighted the granting of $2.5
million to a new corporation, presUIIlably to
be operated by the Governor's office, through
the State Office of Economic Opportunity for
a Judicare program in California.
This continual resort to poUtlcal considerations In the face of programmatic imperatives
Is a dramatic example of the need for an
independent non-profit corporation to adminIster the legal services program on a national basis. This corporation must be insulated from unwarranted pressures of the
Intensity of those generated In California.
I have expanded on the CRLA situation at
considerable length because the Commission's vindication of CRLA's efforts serves as
a ringing tribute to all legal services attorneys
and programs and because If political pressures can so seriously threaten the life of
even the best of legal services programs, no
program can be secure in Its independence
and integrity.
There are presently two major bllls before
Congress which would establish a National
Legal Services Corporation. One was introduced for the Administration (S. 1769): the
other Is a bl-partisan approach InVOlving over
130 members of Congress (S. 1305). I am a
principal sponsor of the latter.
Although the Administration bill gives the
President the power to appoint all members
of the governing Board of the Corporation
the bi-partisan bill involves all thre~
branches of the government, the professional
bar, and legal services cUents, and lawyers. In
my opinion, we can insulate the program
from politics onIy If we are able to keep the
politicians from dictating control of the
board. By Insuring that diverse groups-all
with the goal of prOViding fUll legal representation to the poor with the Integrity and
Independence required by the Canons of
Ethics and the Code of Professional ResponslbUity-each have real input, and declsionmaking power, Independence is best Insured
along with professional responsibility. In addition, commitment and expertise are provided by Including the bar, cUents, and lawyers.
The Administration bill would severely
restrict the activities of legal services lawyers.
I wholeheartedly agree WltiI the report made
to the White House by this Young Lawyers
section, which states in part, "the legal
services program should be placed in an
organIzational setting Which will minimize
its dependence on and SUbjection to the
political processes of government while
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guaranteeing ..• grantee attorneys ..• the
freedom to exercise the professional jUdgment which is demanded by the attorneyclient privilege . . . [and) ..• the recipients of legal services the right to seek any
lawful objective through legally permissible
means granted by our system of law."
Some of the restrictions offered by the
Administration would mandate second-class
justice for our poor. Instead of opening the
doors of our Courts even wider, this bill's
limitations on professional activities approved and indeed mandated by the Canons
of Ethics and the C<>de of Professional Responsibility (legislative advocacy filing of
appeals, appropriate pro bono outside practice) would virtually slam them shut in the
face of the poor in many avenues of crucial
concern. These limitations, in their present
form in the Administration bill are unacceptable.
I am delighted to report that with the out·
standing bipartisan cooperation of Senators
Mondale, Nelson, Taft and Javits, we have
resolved these issues and other basic differences between S. 1305 and S. 1769 in an
amendment adopted by the Employment,
Manpower, and Poverty Subcommittee to the
bill (S. 2007) to extend the expired Economic
Opportunity Act.
I believe this legislation would free legal
services from burdensome governmental
bureaucracies and extricate it from possible
political pressure. It would return the program to the people for whom it was intended: clients and their lawyers. And it would
keep the program under close professional
supervision.
The ability of our institutions to absorb
new ideas and new methodologl.es is more
than ever important in the modern era 01
intensive urbanization and mounting technology.
Wealth and power have come increasingly
under the control of big, faceless Institutions
-big business, big labor, big government.
Democratic man, if he is to survive as a free
and independent individual, must find ways
to personalize these basically Impersonal institutions and make them more responsive
to his needs. Modern man has become so
dependent on mammoth Institutions that
he risks becoming their slave rather than
their master.
All of us are aware of the burgeoning
problems our specialized and sophisticated
society has thrust upon us: polluted air and
water, despoiled land and deafening noise,
crime and congestion, Inferior goods and indifferent services, arbitrary decisions that
rob us of our privacy and our Individuality,
that both compromise our rights and our
ability to defend those rights.
Americans have traditionally resorted to
the ballot box and the courts to redress their
grievances. But our court system, like our
political system, has become bogged down in
red tape, bureaucratic tangles, and demands
that far exceed the resources available to
meet them.
Probably at no time since our independence
has such· a large segment of the American
people challenged the aims, institutions and
methods of democratic government and private enterprise. Many Americans are frustrated and angered by what they see as the
inability, sometimes the unwillingness, of
the system to be responsive. It must once
again be made responsive. To be true to
America's heritage, we not only must solve
the pressing problems that afflict us, we must
a.llow all Americans to participate in the
solution.
The democratic process is, by definition, a
process: a way of doing things that Is quite
as important as What Is being done. Substance and procedure are so delicately intertwined In a free society that often to tamper
with procedure is to kill the SUbstance.
Our highest priority today, it seems to me.
must be to prOVide all Americans, of all

status and income levels, of all colors and
creeds, an opportunity to participate effectively in the system. National commission
after commission has reported a common denominator running through all civil disturbances: the sense of frustration people feel
because of their presumed lack of powertheir inablllty to make their voices heard in
the process of government.
I propose that we rededicate ourselves to
making our Institutions more accessible to
our citizens. All members of society would
benefit. The institutions would become
stronger and more viable. The people, by
haVing a personal stake in their institutions,
would have a deeper understanding of how
they work, a greater sensitivity to the problems of problem-solving, and a higher respect for democratic order and due process
of law. People once more would seek "equal
justice under taw" through the voting booth
and the courts rather than in the streets.
All of us here today are dedicated to justice.
Justice is a reality only when all men have
access to legal counsel. If social stabUity as
well as justice is our goal-and I know it
is-we must make dOUbly certain that such
access is availa.ble to the poor as well as
those who can afford it.

from 1959 to 1969-has been on the increase, with the result that over 25 million Americans, representing 13 percent
of the population, are now classified
as poor by the Census Bureau.
Since this sudden reversal of a decade
of progress in reducing poverty has been
occasioned by a period of economic decline during which the number of unemployed has doubled, strong measures to
restore and expand our ailing economy
are obviously essential. At the same time,
there is as much need as ever for the
kind of programs-job training, child development, comprehensive health services, emergency food and medical services, migrant and seasonal farmworker
assistance, legal services, community action programs, senior citizen opportunities-which are designed to deal with the
problems of the poor and to enable them
to join the mainstream of American life.
The effectiveness of OEO in developing
and fostering such programs was
strongly attested to in a joint statement
submitted by a coalition of 90 major national organizations testifying in behalf
of extending the act:

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I am
pleased to express my support for S. 2007,
which has been reported to the Senate by
The Offlce of Economic Opportunity is the
unanimous vote of the Committee on only Federal agency whose primary mission
Is "to strengthen, supplement and coordinate
Labor and Public Welfare.
This bill would extend the authoriza- efforts in the furtherance" of a pollcy to
tion for the Office of Economic Oppor- "eliminate the paradox of poverty in the
Its continued, strengthened
tunity for 2 years, with funds earmarked midst of plenty."
is crucial to antipoverty efforts,
for its most successful and meaningful existence
both as a symbol of the Federal government's
programs. In addition, the bill provides lasting commitment to the war on poverty
new emphasis on community economic and as a Federal rallying point around which
development programs, authorizes an poor and disadvantaged people can comexpansion of the Neighborhood Youth mand attention and assistance.
At the local level, through community acCorps, and contains significant new departures in the areas of legal services and tion and other related programs, OED has
helped poor people to share in the planning
child development.
and decision-making processes of their comThe need for this legislation was fully munities.
They, as well as others, serve on
developed during 12 days of hearings by the boards of neighborhood councils, comour Subcommittee on Employment, Man- munity action agencies and delegate social
power and Poverty, and 6 days of joint agencies, thereby constituting one of the
hearings by that SUbcommittee and aUf largest voluntary action efforts In the counSubcommittee on Children and Youth. try. Their participation has helped make soservices and agencies, both public and
During these hearings, the importance of cial
private, more relevant to the needs of poor
extending the Economic Opportunity people,
and therefore more efficient and ecoAct was emphasized by Mr. Frank Car- nomical. In helping to determine the use and
lucci, OEO Director, who stated on be- allocation of significant sums of money. they
half of the administration:
and their community action agencies have
Extension of the Economic Opportunity
Act is needed to assure that the OED, and
other departments that operate programs
authorized under this legislation, may continue bringing needed services and support
to the poor. Extension of the legislation, also
wU! assure that during the next two years,
there will remain within the Federal government an agency serving as an active ad.
vocate of the poor, so that the thrust of
the effort to eradicate poverty maintains
its momentum.
Failure to extend the legislation would,
I am very much afraid, undo much of the
progress made to date. It would a.lso imply
to the Nation, the non-poor as well as the
poor, that the Federal government was
turning its back on the people Who most
need its assistance.

The thrust of these comments is underscored by the fact that the present
economic recession has resulted in raising to new heights the hurdles that must
be surmounted by the poor in their struggle to achieve a fuller life. For the first
time in a decade, as we learned in detail
during our hearings, the llumber of poor
in America-which had been declining
by an average of 4.9 percent each year

exercised an impressive degree of sound jUdgment and responsibility. This unique and
successful effort in citizen participation is
the heart of the OED antipoverty program.
Through its research and demonstration
activities, OED has initiated and supported
innovative projects that are gradually becoming an accepted part of public and priva.te social and economic policy. Through
VISTA it has afforded young Americans the
opportunity to help bring about necessary
changes within the system. It has performed
and stU! performs functions as an advocate
of the poor and institutional gadfly that
other agencies, public or private, cannot implement or duplicate. No other oragnization
has done more to champion the importance
of the non-professional in our society. It
has generated leadership opportunities for
minority representatives and poor people
unmatched by any other agency or institution.
We believe that the Offlce of Economic Opportunity must be permitted to build on
this impressive record. It must continue to
focus national attention on the needs of
the poor. The lessons of the past shOUld be
used to give OED a new Vitality.

The bill before us today provides the
basis for continuing and strengthening
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these programs. It represents a renewed
commitment to the efIort to eradicate
poverty and to provide 25 million poor
Americans with a measure of hope for a
better future.
I am most appreciative of the work of
Senator NELSON, Chairman of our Subcommittee on Employment, Manpower
and Poverty, who has labored so diligently and with such great skill to bring
this bill before us, and who has managed to accommodate so many points of
difIerence in the process.
I would like to comment in particular
on two new departures contained in S.
2007. One of these is the establishment
of an independent legal services corporation. Since its inception in 1965, OEO's
Legal Services program has been one
of its most successful undertakings. It
is now composed of over 2,000 lawyers,
located in 900 neighborhood offices, handling more than one million cases a year.
The efforts of legal services attorneys
have involved not only coping with the
individual problems of individual clients,
but also bringing about broad reforms
through "impact litigation" affecting
large numbers of the poor. Success, however, had kindled the opposition and
hostility of special interest groups as
well as political figures at all levels
of government, with the result that
attempts have been made to place
restraints upon legal services lawyersrestraints which would never be
contemplated in the case of lawyers
representing businesses or individuals
possessing resources of their own.
As a consequence, there has developed
widespread agreement that a legal services program for the poor can best flourish if placed in an institutional setting
which will minimize political interference
and provide legal services attorneys with
the freedom of professional judgment
demanded by the concepts of responsibility and ethics of the legal profession.
A broad consensus has formed that a
legal services program could best be administered by an independent nonprofit
corporation. As the President's Commission on Executive Reorganization recommended in January, 1971:
We beHeve strongly that its (the Legal
Services Program) retention in the Executive Office of the President is inappropriate.
At the same time, it Is a unique Federal
program which extends the benefits of the
adve~sary process to many who do not hav~
the ability to seek legal help.
In our view, this program should be placed
in an organizational setting which will permit it to continue serving the legal needs
of the poor while avoiding the inevitable
politlcal embarrassment that the program
may occasionally generate • • •.
Therefore, we recommend that the functions of the Legal Services program be transferred to a nonprofit corporation chartered
by Congress.

Similar recommendations have also
been made by the administration, the
National Advisory Committee on Legal
Services, the American Bar Association,
and a greater number of other professional organizations.
S. 2007 responds to these recommendations by incorporating, in a new title
IX of the Economic Opportunity Act, the
essential features of S. 1305, a measure

introduced by Senator MONDALE with
broad bipartisan support. As reported by
our committee, the new title IX would
establish a National Legal Services Corporation, administered by a 15-member
board of directors, consisting of nine
persons appointed by the President with
the advice and consent of the Senate
(four of them appointed from the general public and five from lists submitted
by a clients' advisory council and by
legal services project attorneys). One
member would be appointed by the Chief
Justice of the United States, and the remaining five would be presidents of
named professional organizations. With
a board of directors constituted in this
manner, I believe the legislation will not
only assure the future independence of
the legal services program, but will provide appropriate representation of the
constituent groups involved in its operation. In addition, the board will be accountable to the Congress and the public.
Under our bill, the corporation will
have authority to provide financial assistance to qualified programs furnishing
legal services to members of the client
community. The Board of Directors,
which is charged with the maximum
utilization of the expertise and facilities
of organizations presently specializing
in the delivery of legal services, would be
given wide latitude in determining the
most appropriate method and manner
for delivering such services in any particular area of the country or to any
particular group of clients. The corporation is also authorized to carry out research, training, technical assistance,
and clinical assistance programs, as well
as to provide for and promote the use of
legal paraprofessionals.
Mr. President, the legal services provisions of our bill are the result of the
most careful deliberations, and every
effort has been made-particularly
through the devoted and imaginative
work of Senator MONDALE and Senator
JAVITs-tO reconcile varying points of
view concerning particular facets of the
legal services corporation concept. I believe it is a most worthy product, and one
which will provide a sound basis for our
future efforts to provide low-income persons with access to legal remedies and
protections, thereby giving meaning to
the concept of "equal justice under law."
The other innovative portion of S. 2007
that I would like to discuss is the provision for a comprehensive child development program.
During the past 2 years, the committee has held extensive hearings on early
childhood development-hearings which
revealed the extensive damage that had
been caused to young lives by lack of
health care, adequate nutrition, and
proper educational stimulation. These
hearings demonstrated that despite its
great success, the Headstart program
has reached only one-tenth of the impoverished preschool children who need it.
The hearings also pointed up another
aspect of the need-the lack of quality,
developmental day care for children of
working mothers. Despite the fact that
there are more than over five million
preschool children whose mothers
must work, existing day care opportu-
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nities are available for less than 650,000. And too many of the limited day
care programs now in existence are
simply custodial centers: children are
fed and watched until the parent returns. Little attempt is made to stimulate or expand the curiosity of the children in a way that will nurture their
real creative and learning ability. In a
country so dedicated to allowing its citizens to develop to their fullest potential,
this record is astonishing.
Evaluation of existing Headstart programs indicates that custodial services
are insufficient and even harmful to the
natural development of a child. Evaluation studies have also shown that b&ginning Head Start at the age of three
is often too late because a very important part and most intensive stage of a
child's development takes place much
earlier.
S. 2007 provides a framework and
structure for greatly expanded child development programs that will be trUly
developmental in nature, rather than
simply custodial-programs that will
bring to each participating child the
full range of health, nutritional, educational, social and other essential services.
This proposal reflects the judgment
that locally run programs are necessary to assure the accessibility, responsiveness, parental participation and sensitivity that child development programs
require. Accordingly, the prime sponsorship provisions of the bill permits any
city or county, regardless of size, to be
designated a prime sponsor, provided
that it can meet certain assurances as
to administrative efficiency and has the
capacity to enter into arrangements for
the necessary linkages with related
health, education, nutrition, and social
service programs. I believe this to be a
most worthwhile provision, as it serves
to efIectuate the view that control and
responsibility at the local community
level will best promote the efIectiveness
of individual programs. In addition tc
government agencies, nongovernmental
institutions-such as community action
agencies. Headstart agencies, labor
unions, employers, parent cooperatives,
and others-will be able to qualify as
prime sponsors.
This legislation will provide Federal
support for broad services for all children, with priority for children under 6
years. While there will be program emphasis on economically disadvantaged
children who will receive these services
without cost, the bill will enable all children to benefit by providing a sliding
fee schedule based on a family's ability
to pay. The bill also provides for parental participation in the planning, programing and running of child development centers, and sets up programs for
inservice and preservice training in the
area of early childhood development.
Mr. President, the child development
provisions of S. 2007, in which the compassion and concern of the Chairman of
our Subcommittee on Children and
Youth, Senator MONDALE, have played
such an instrumental role, provide the
means for ending the shameful neglect
that so many of our children have suff('xed. and make clear our commitment to
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the principle that t:ach child in the land
shall be given an equal opportunity to
realize his maximum potential. I most
strongly commend these provisions to my
colleagues for their approval.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the
previous unanimous-consent agreement,
the Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT) is
recognized, the yeas and nays having
been ordered on his amendment.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield me half a minute?
Mr. TAFT. I yield to the Senator from
Michigan.
PROGRAM-UNANIMOUS-CONSENT
AGREEMENTS
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I asked
for recognition so that I might inquire
of the acting majnrity leader if he can
advise Senators on the floor of the program for the rest of the day, and for the
rest of the week.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, may we have order?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
HUGHES). The Senate will be in order.
Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Ohio yield to me for a
moment?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from West Virginia has the floor.
He has been yielded to by the Senator
from Michigan.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, would the able Senator from Montana like me to yield to him?
Mr. METCALF. No; the Senator can
go right ahead.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, in response to the inquiry of the
assistant Republican leader, may I say
that there will be one more rollcall vote
today. The amendment which the distinguished Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT)
is about to call up deals with the Child
Development Council.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent, after having conferred with the
distinguished Senator from Ohio, that
time on this amendment be limited to 30
minutes, to be equally divided between
the mover of the amendment and the
manager of the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. In further
response to the deputy minority leader,
there will be a rollcall vote on this
amendment, the yeas and nays already
having been ordered.
Following that vote, the Senator from
Ohio will offer two additional amendments, on which there is 1 hour allotted
to each.
After having discussed this matter
with the distinguished Senator from
Ohio, I ask unanimous consent that time
on each of his two remaining amendments be limited to 20 minutes, the time
to be equally divided between the mover
of the amendment and the manager of
the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, further responding to the assistant
minority leader, it is the intention to
dispose of the three remaining amendments to be offered by the Senator from
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Ohio, Mr. TAFT, today. Then the junior which there will be controlled time, the
Senator from Ohio will be recognized, time to be limited to 30 minutes.
under the previous order, to make a moAt 12: 13 tomorrow the Senate will protion to recommit. On that motion there ceed, in a body, to the other body for the
is a limitation of 2 hours, to be equally purpose of a joint session which will be
divided. It is assumed that some of that addressed by the President of the United
time, possibly half of that time, will be States.
Following that joint session there will
consumed this evening, and that the remaining time will be consumed tomor- be a joint meeting of the two Houses,
row morning, following which there will which will be addressed by the astronauts
be a vote en the motion to recommit. I from the most recent Apollo flight.
At the conclusion of the joint meeting,
assume that Senator from Ohio will ask
for the yeas and nays on that motion to the Senate will return to the Chamber,
where the Senate will resume its considrecommit.
eration of the unfinished business.
It is hoped that the Senate will comORDER FOR ADJOURNMENT UNTIL plete
action on the unfinished business,
10 A.M.
the Economic Opportunity Act, tomorMr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres- row, in which event it is the intention
ident, I ask unanimous consent that when of the leadership to lay before the Senate
the Senate completes its business today, the military procurement bill, under the
it stand in adjournment until 10 o'clock management of the distinguished Sentomorrow morning.
ator from Mississippi (Mr. STENNIS).
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
The Senate will be in session on Friday,
objection, it is so ordered.
when it will resume its consideration of
the military procurement bill, and rollcall votes could occur.
ORDER FOR TRANSACTION OF ROUTINE MORNING BUSINESS TOMORROW
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY AMENDMr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. PresMENTS OF 1971
ident, I ask unanimous consent that imThe Senate continued with the considmediately following the recognition of
the two leaders or their designees under eration of the bill (S. 2007) to provide for
the standing order, there be a period the continuation of programs authorized
for the transaction of routine morning under the Economic Opportunity Act of
business tomorrow for not to exceed 15 1964, and for other purposes.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I have an
minutes, with statements therein limited
amendment at the desk, which I ask the
to 3 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without clerk to read, and ask the Senate to proceed to its immediate consideration.
objection, it is so ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will read the amendment.
ORDER FOR CHAIR TO LAY BEFORE
The legislative clerk read the amendTHE SENATE THE UNFINISHED ment, as follows:
BUSINESS TOMORROW
On page 22, line 18. strike "supervising,
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres- coordinating. monitoring....
On page 30, beginning With Hne 12, strike
ident, I ask unanimous consent that imthrough line 17 and insert in Heu thereof
mediately following the disposition of all
the folloWing:
routine morning business tomorrow
"(4) such Council shall have an opportumorning, the Chair lay before the Sen- nity to review and comment on basic goals,
ate the unfinished business and that the poHcles, actions, and procedures of the prime
Senate resume its discussion, under con- sponsor; and"
On page 34. line 17, strike "under the sutrolled time, of the motion to recommit.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without pervision" and insert in lieu thereof, "with
the concurrence".
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR YEAS AND NAYS ON
MOTION TO RECOMMIT
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that it be
in order at this time to order the yeas
and nays on the motion to recommit
which will be offered by the Senator
from Ohio, (Mr. TAFT).
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I ask for
the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.

On page 38, beginning on Hne 5, strike all
through Hne 10 and insert in lieu thereof the
following:
"(5) project polley committees shall have
an opportunity to review and comment on
basic goals, poHcies, actions, and procedures
for the project applicant; ..

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, the method
by which the child development program proposed by this legislation would
operate would be for a prime sponsor
qualifying under the bill to make application to the department for approval
of a particular program, and then undertake, after approval, to administer
that program.
PROGRAM
However, there is a requirement set
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Further in out starting on page 28 of the bill as to
response to the distinguished Senator the makeup of the body known as the
from Michigan (Mr. GRIFFIN) may I say Child Development Council and as to the
that following the vote on the motion to operation of the program in connection
recommit tomorrow, the distinguished with that Child Development Council.
Senator from Kentucky (Mr. COOK) will
The amendment which I have offered
be recognized to offer an amendment, on goes to the question whether the Child
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Development Council shall in effect be
really a policymaking body, a directive
body, and a vetoing body over the operation of the program, or whether it shall
be an advisory type of body.
I feel for the purpose of operating the
program properly, to insure the success
of the child development program, it
would be desirable to make the participation of the Child Development Council
advisory rather than directive and, really, policymaking.
I call to the attention of the Senate
the fact that the makeup, as designated
on page 28 of the bill, for the Child
Development Council, would be that a
Child Development Council consist of not
less than 10 members, comprised of "not
less than half of the members of such
Council to be parents of children served
in child development programs under
this part."
I call to the attention of the Senate the
fact that we discussed earlier, under another amendment, the fact that we are
dealing with families with limited income, by and large.
The remaining members of such council shall be appointed by the chief executive officer or officers of the prime
sponsor to represent the public, but not
less than half of such members-in other
words, one-quarter altogether-shall be
persons who are broadly representative
of the general public, inclUding govern··
ment agencies, public and private agencies and organizations in such fields as
economic opportunity, health, education,
welfare, employment and training, business or financial organizations or institutions, labor unions, and employers, and
who are approved by the parent members
described in paragraph (1), and (B), the
remaining members, the number of
which shall be either equal to or one
less than the number of members appointed under clause (A), shall be persons who are particularly skilled by virtue of training or experience in child
development, child health, child welfare,
or other child services.
I think the makeup of the council is
such that it would be ideal for the purpose of an adVisory body to which proposed programs and steps are referred
by the sponsoring agencies, the prime
sponsors, but I question very seriously
whether such a development program
can operate efficiently if the policymaking body of the program is to be
made up of a body such as the child
development council is intended to be
made up.
By modifying the responsibilities of
the CDC, we provide the opportunity for
the CDC to share in decisionmaking
rather than to exercise veto power.
We believe that the services for children authorized in this bill could be
delivered much more effectivelY if final
responsibility for policy and program
administration clearly resides with the
general purpose government of the
prime sponsorship area. Effective coordination and Integration of service can
only occur when the chief elected officials who are responsible for other necessary resources have authority over
children's programs and are held
accountable for them.

If a council, apart from general purpose gOVelument and the resources it
controls, has the major responsibility for
children's programs, coordination and
integration of all needed services is unlikelY to occur and accountability for
program effectiveness is unclear. It is
also difficult to hold a council accountable for the administration of children's
programs, in that the council itself may
be divided on important issues.
However, if the chief executive of GPG
is to be held accountable for child development programs in the prime sponsorship area, he must be free to make key
policy decisions and to supervise the actions of the delegate agency designated
by him to implement the prime sponsor
plan. This would not be possible if the
CDC had authority to supervise the delegate agency and to block all actions
which it did not approve.
The participation of parents and community members in the preparation of
project applications and program activities is most desirable if programs are to
be truly responsive to local needs. However, we have recommended that project
policy committees have authority to review and comment upon, rather than approve, basic goals and policies of the
project applicant. If approval of the committee on such issues were required prior
to submission of a project application,
many delays in the creation of new resources may be anticipated. Once a project has been funded, a project operator
could not be accountable to the prime
sponsor for program effectiveness if his
decisions were subject to veto by the
policy committee. Through our amendments we seek to strike a balance between the need for clear accountability
for programs serving children and the
need for community participation in the
conduct of such programs.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield
5 minutes to the Senator from California.
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, the
amendment of the Senator from Ohio
would in effect delete an amendment
which I offered to the pending bill in subcommittee. My amendment established
most of the basic structure and described
the purposes of the child development
councils and the project policy committees.
My amendment was totally consistent
with, indeed was modeled upon, the current administration's guidelines for
Headstart. And the amendment of the
Senator from Ohio is totally inconsistent with those present HEW guidelines.
I should like to read briefly from the
HEW Office of Child Development Headstart guidelines dated August 10, 1970,
wherein the section relating to parents
states:
Head Start believes that the gains made
bv the child In Head Start must be understood and built upon by the family and the
community. To achieve this goal, Head Start
provides for the involvement of the child's
parents and other members of the family in
the experiences he receives in the child development center by giving them many opportunities for a richer appreciation of the
young child's needs and how to satisfy them.
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Many of the benefits of Head Start are
rooted in "change". These changes must take
place in the family itself, In the community,
and in the attitUdes of people and institutions that have an impact on both.
It is clear that the success of Head Start in
bringing about substantial changes demands
the fullest involvement of the parents, parental-substitutes, and families of children
enrolled in its programs. This involvement
begins when a Head Start program begins
and should gain vigor and Vitality as planning and actiVities go forward.
Successful parental involvement enters
into every part of Head Start, influences
other anti-poverty programs, helps bring
about changes in institutions In the community, helps bring about changes in institutions in the community, and works toward
altering the social conditions that have
formed the systems that surround the economically disadvantaged child and his famlly.
Project Head Start must continue to discover new ways for parents to become deeply
involved in decision-making about the program and in the development of actiVities
that they deem helpful and important in
meeting their partiCUlar needs and conditions. For some parents. participation may
begin on a simple and move to more complex
levels. For other parents the movement wtll
be immediate, because of past experiences,
into complex levels of sharing and giving.
Every Head Start program is obligated to
provide the channels through which Iluch
participation and involvement can be provided for and enriched.

A little later, the guidelines set forth
the makeup of the Headstart policy
councils and committees, and in regard
to the Headstart Policy Committee it
states:
This committee must be set up at the
delegate agency level when the program is
administered in Whole or in part by such
agencies.

Chart A goes on to require that a
majority of the members of that committee are to be parents of Headstart
children.
Then the gUidelines state, in regard
to the Headstart Policy Council:
This Council must be set up at the grantee
level.

Again, provision is made for the
majority of the members to be parents
of Headstart children.
Other charts later on indicate that as
to many of the basic functions allocating
responsibility for policymaking and action, there must be approval by the respective committee or the Council, again
with a majority on those bodies being
parents involved in making those key
decisions before action can be taken.
If this is the procedure deemed best
for parents in the most deprived segments of our society, it would seem
quite appropriate to have the same approach followed in regard to parents a
little higher up the economic ladder.
Both the parents from the most deprived
classes of our society as well as those of
the middle class should have the same
right to make decisions affecting the
planning, the commencement, and the
future direction of the education of their
children. Certair"ly middle-class parents
are no less qualified to exercise that
responsibility in regard to their children
than are the most economically deprived
parents in our society.
The 1970 White House Conference on
Children moved in the same general
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direction as my amendment offered in
subcommittee-not in the direction of
the amendment of the Senator from
Ohio. That Conference recommended
that parents be involved very early in
planning their children's education. It
stressed the need for family-oriented
and community-oriented approaches
most of all, at the earliest levels in the
process of education.
The fundamental tradition of education in our American society, in our
democracy, in our Republic, is for parental involvement and parental control
through local school boards, where parents have the opportunity-and it is an
opportunity they normally exercise-to
run for and to serve on those school
boards, so that they may exercise a
major voice in the education of their
children. When we look at other nations
such as the Soviet Union, we find a great
separation of parents away from any
say in the education of their childrenwith representatives of the State, politicians, and others having that vital control. Cerainly, we do not want to move
in that direction in our society.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's time has expired. Who yields time?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield
the Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr.
SCHWEIKER) whatever time he may
require.
Mr. SCHWEIKER. I request 2 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Pennsylvania is recognized for
2 minutes.
Mr. SCHWEIKER. Mr. President, I rise
in opposition to the amendment. I think
this particular section of the bill is a very
important part of the bill. I think the
Child Development Council is the key to
bridging the gap between the people and
our Government today.
Certainly if there is one thing we in
Government realize it is that, more and
more, people feel that big government no
longer represents them, that even we in
the legislative bodies are not as directly
sensitive to some of the more pressing
needs of our people as we should be. Or at
least they think we are not, even though
perhaps we are trying.
I think that is the key to this particular
section. We are building a bridge, by the
Child Development Council, between the
people who use the program and the
Government, so that this will not be just
another government-run program, with
some bureaucrat dictating policy with no
regard to the needs of the local people,
no regard to the needs of the people who
use the program, the children in the program or their parents. This Child Development Council is the link across the gap
between the Government and the people
using the program, to make sure it will
be oriented toward the needs of the people in the communities in which it serves.
I think as we pass more legislation-The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's time has expired.
Mr. SCHWElKER. I yield myself 3 additional minutes.
I think as we pass more legislation, we
have to be more aware of this problem,
and build mechanisms into the legislation
so that we do make for responsive Government, attuned to the needs of the
people. That is exactly what the Child

Development Council would do. But when
you come along with an amendment such
as that of the Senator from Ohio, which
would gut that section, you are creating
another gap between the people involved
in the program and some bureaucratic
tyrant, between the people who use the
program and the Government officials at
the toP. If we take that bridge out, then
we are building one more gap between
the people and the users of the program.
I oppose the lrn1endment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
~ields time?
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, there has
been much talk by the Senator from
Pennsylvania and others about keeping
the program close to the people. The
question always arises, when we see these
programs giving powers to a council, that
perhaps these people are close to the
people when they are appointed. But do
they remain there? What about the people who are to participate in the program? What recourse do they have if
they do not like what is going on in the
programs? The answer is, "very little."
If we put this program into effect, I
am afraid that we may see some rather
unfavorable results from the point of
view of public opinion reaction to the entire child development program, which I
think would be most unfortunate.
It seems to me that the way to make
this system run effectively is to give the
responsibility to the prime sponsor. Then
you have some responsibility centered
on a particular organization, a particular
elected official, particular groups of people. They are required, under the amendment-and should-to keep in consultation with the parents of children who are
involved and with experts in the community who are involved in the program.
It is a question of what is a workable
type of approach toward administering
a program of this sort.
It has been said by the Senator from
California that Headstart works the same
way. In the first place, the scope of this
program is going to be considerably different from Headstart-a little more experimental, a great deal less tried water.
In Headstart, you are dealing primarily
with school bodies which are already
constituted. You are dealing with the
same type of .groups you have in school
boards, and you are dealing with the
same types of people in PTA's. By and
large, the program has been such that
it has not been as clear, as challenging,
or as innovative in the sense of program
content as would be the case with the
Child Development Council. So I think
there is a difference in philosophy here
as to how you should be close to the people. Frankly, I do not think you can keep
governmental programs c:ose to the people unless you have political responsibility involved. I think this amendment
is closer to political responsibility, and
the bilI as it is presently written tends to
divorce that responsibility from the public and even those participating in the
program, other than those who happen to
be on the Council.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. NELSON. I yield back the remainder of my time.
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Mr. TAFT. I yield back the remainder
of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
on the amendment has been yielded back.
The question is on agreeing to the
amendment of the Senator from Ohio.
On this question the yeas and nays have
been ordered, and the clerk will call the
roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia (after
having voted in the negative). On this
vote I have a pair with the distinguished
Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY). If he were present and voting, he
would vote "nay"; if I were at liberty to
vote, I would vote "yea." Having already
voted in the negative, I now withdraw
my vote.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I announce that the Senator from New Mexico (Mr. ANDERSON), the Senator from
Nevada (Mr. BIBLE), the Senator from
North Dakota (Mr. BURDICK), the Senator from Mississippi (Mr. EASTLAND), the
Senator from Louisiana (Mr. ELLENDER),
the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. FULBRIGHT), the Senator from Alaska (Mr.
GRAVEL), the Senator· from Oklahoma
(Mr. HARRIS), the Senator from Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator from
Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY), the Senator from Washington (Mr. MAGNUSON),
the Senator from Wyoming (Mr.
MCGEE), the Senator from Utah (Mr.
Moss). the Senator from Maine (Mr.
MUSKIE), the Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. PELL) , and the Senator from
Alabama (Mr. SPARKMAN), are necessary
ilyabsent.
I further announce that the Senator
from Indiana (Mr. BAYH), the Senator
from Indiana (Mr, HARTKE), the Senator from South Carolina (Mr. HOLLINGS),
and the Senator from Montana (Mr.
MANSFIELD) are absent on official business.
On this vote, the Senator from Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHREY) is paired with the
Senator from Mississippi (Mr. EASTLAND) .
If present and voting, the Senator from
Minnesota would vote "nay," and the
Senator from Mississippi would vote
"yea."

I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from North Dakota
(Mr. BURDICK), the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. ELLENDER), the Senator from
Indiana (Mr. BAYH). and the Senator
from Washington (Mr. MAGNUSON)
would each vote "nay."
Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce tht.t the
Senator from Vermont (Mr. AIKEN), the
Senator from Colorado (Mr. ALLOTT),
the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON). the Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT), the Sen.ator from Nebraska (Mr.
CURTIS), the Senator from New York
(Mr. JAVlTS), the Senator from Ohio
(Mr. SAXBE), and the Senator from
Pennsylvania (Mr. SCOTT) are absent on
official business.
The Senator from New Hampshire
(Mr. COTTON), the Senator from Colorado (Mr. DOMINICK), the Senator from
Hawaii (Mr. FONG), the Senator from
Wyoming (Mr. HANSEN), the Senator
from Idaho (Mr. JORDAN), the Senator
from Maine (Mrs. SMITH) , and the Senator from North Dakota (Mr. YOUNG)
are necessarily absent.
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The Senator from Kentucky (Mr.
COOPER), the Senator from South Dakota (Mr. MUNDT), and the Senator
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President. the effect
from Vermont (Mr. PROUTY) are absent of the amendment is to strike out of the
because of illness.
bill the provisions relating to the Child
The Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLD- Advocacy Council. There may be a good
WATER), the Senator from Tennessee deal of merit in this proposal. I do not
(Mr. BROCK), and the Senator from know what the merits are. however. beConnecticut (Mr. WElCHER) are detained cause the measure was not heard before
on official business.
the committee. It was put into the bill
If present and voting, the Senator at the last minute really in the hearings
from Arizona (Mr. GOLDWATER) and the of the committee. and what the merits
Senator from Maine (Mrs. SMITH) would and demerits of the proposal might be
each vote "yea."
are pretty hard to speculate. There is a
The result was announced-yeas 17, $10 million authorization for this pronays 41, as follows:
vision and it authorizes the creation of
20 neighborhood offices of child advocacy
[No. 217 Leg.]
to explore the feasibility of the national
YEA8-17
child advocacy system.
Baker
Fannin
Roth
The amendment I propose would
Beall
Gr11Iln
Stennis
Boggs
Gurney
Taft
eliminate this portion from the bill and
Buckley
Hruska
Thurmond
include the development and testing of
Byrd. Va.
Packwood
Tower
model child advocacy testing programs
Pearson
Dole
in the research and development authorNAY8-4l
ity in the bill. The child advocacy conAllen
Hughes
Pastore
cept is now very much in the experiBentsen
Inouye
Percy
Brooke
Jackson
Proxmlre
mental phase. We believe it would be
Cannon
Jordan. N.C.
Randolph
unwise to develop this concept in S. 2007.
Case
Long
Rlblcotr
Under our amendment we dispose of
Chlles
Mathias
Schweiker
Spong
Church
McClellan
the testing of many models of child adCook
McGovern
Stevens
vocacy. This is given optimal use in the
Cranston
McIntyre
Stevenson
research and demonstration funds we
Eagleton
Metcalf
Symington
Ervin
MUler
Talmadge
allocate to that effort.
Tunney
Gambrell
Mondale
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Hart
Montoya
Wllliams
Senator from Ohio wish to have his
Hatfield
Nelson
PRESENT AND GIVING A LIVE PAm AS amendments considered en bloc?
Mr. TAFT. Mr. Preside,nt. I ask unaniPREVIOUSLY RECORDED-l
mous consent that the amendments be
Byrd of West Virginia. for.
considered en bloc.
NOT VOTING-41
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Aiken
Ellender
Mansfield
objection. it is so ordered.
Allott
Fong
McGee
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield 5
Fulbright
Moss
Anderson
Bayh
Goldwater
Mundt
minutes to the Senator from ConBellmon
Gravel
Muskie
necticut.
Bennett
Hansen
Pell
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenHarris
Prouty
Bible
Brock
Hartke
Saxbe
ator from Connecticut is recognized for
Holllngs
Scott
Burdick
5 minutes.
Cooper
Humphrey
Smith
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I think
Javlts
Sparkman
Cotton
Curtis
Jordan. Idaho Welcker
it would be worthwhile to explain to the
Kennedy
Young
Dominick
Senator from Ohio and other Members
Eastland
Magnuson
of the Senate the background of the
So Mr. TAFT'S amendment was re- amendment.
jected.
At the present time in this city there
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. is being inaugurated the Kennedy MeMONDALE). Under the previous order, the morial Center. After assassination of
Chair recognizes the Senator from Ohio. John F. Kennedy and the Warren ComMr. TAFT. Mr. President, I have mission report, a stUdy of that report
amendments at the desk and I ask that caused me to become deeply concerned
they be reported.
over the background of Lee Harvey OsThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk wald. Lee Harvey Oswald was born in
will report the amendments.
New York and came into conflict with
The assistant legislative clerk read as the authorities there time and time
again. It was recommended that Lee
follows:
The Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT) pro- Harvey Oswald be given psychiatric
treatment and care. However, Lee Harposes the following amendments:
On page 54. line 10. after the comma. in- vey Oswald never received this care. No
sert the following: "including the establish- one took up the cause of aiding this
ment of a national chlld advocacy system mentally unbalanced youngster at a
on a demonstration basis....
time in his youth when help would have
On page 56, beginning with Hne lB, strike
been meaningful. There was neither an
out through line 9 on page 63.
On page 63, Hne 10, strike out "part F" ombudsman nor a concerned parent to
help him.
and insert in lieu thereof "part E".
I was concerned, having acted as SecOn page 63. line 12, strike out "SEC. 5Bl."
and insert in Heu thereof "SEC. 561....
retary of Health. Education. and Welfare,
On page 66. Hne 5. strike out "SEC. 582..' that the one great void in the entire field
and insert in lieu thereof "SEC. 562..•.
of mental health care was the mental
On page 66. Une 14. strike out "SEC. 583..'
health care of children and that only a
and insert in lleu thereof "SEC. 563..••
On page 66. Une 24. strike out "SEC. 584..' very small percentage of the children of
this country who need psychiatric care
and insert in lleu thereof "SEC. 564....
On page 69. line 9. strike out "SEC. 585..' receive that care. These children were
and insert in lieu thereof "SEC. 565..'.
growing up as criminals, as murderers,
On page 70, Une 12. strike out "SEC. 586..'
and insert in lieu thereof "SEC. 566,".
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and as people who were a great drag to
themselves and society,
In 1965. I caused an amendment to be
included in the Social security Act of
1965 to provide money for a stUdy of the
mental health of children. This body at
that time voted $1.5 million for that
study.
Approximately 40 national organizations organized a study which was financed under a grant given by the Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare,
and every major child-care group in the
United States was included in these 40
national organizations. This group
brought together some 500 leading authorities on early childhood. adolescence.
and young adults, and they worked in
various task forces. Most interesting. out
of all this work and study which took
over 3 years, these leading experts on the
question of childhood came up with one
main suggestion. and that was the founding of a child advocacy system because
they found that the whole question of
care for children was so chaotic and contradictory that children all over the
country were not getting the care they
should receive from organizations that
existed because of bureaucracy and ignorance. Organizations which supposedly
were taking care of the problems of children actually were working at cross purposes.
They looked at the child advocate as
someone who would coordinate all activities involving children. so that, if a
mother, schoolteacher. or preacher came
across a child with a problem, instead of
running the child and the parent through
this bureaucratic maze. they advocated
that there be included in the social service field a person known as a child advocate to coordinate and take care of the
problems of children.
To reiterate this concern, one of the
prime recommendations of the last White
House Conference on Children was the
child advocacy system. and this was
placed high on the list of priorities of
this recent conference.
I think one of the most important parts
of the bill is this child advocacy system.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.
Mr. RffiICOFF. Will the Senator yield
to me for 3 additional minutes?
Mr. NELSON. I yield 3 minutes to the
Senator from Connecticut.
Mr. RffiICOFF. Mr. President. I discussed this matter wi th the distinguished
Senator who is now presiding, the Senator from Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE),
and the distinguished senator from Callfornia (Mr. CRANSTON). We all agreed
that this was most important and after
studying it they agreed with the points
of view I now express and which I expressed in committee. I think what is
happening in this section should receive
the strong support of the Senate because
we are advocating a pilot program to
allow the Secretary of Health, Education.
and Welfare to have 20 pilot programs of
varying character to try to establish a.
sound advocacy sYstem. Before committing large sums of money. we will have
these pilot programs which can be tested.
Then we can come back to comUlittee
and Congress with a program we feel
will do something for children. one of the
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most neglected groups in American
society,
Mr. President, I am pleased to support
S. 2007, particUlarly those provisions
that establish a national pilot child advocacy program. This is an urgentiy
needed program that has received widespread consideration and support.
The Joint Commission on the Mental
Health of Children studied the problems
of children for 3 years. The Commission's
major recommendation in its report in
1969 was for the establishment of a child
advocacy system. The Commission found
that such a child advocacy system could
be the first step toward reforming the
present chaotic child-care system and
insuring that no American child lost his
chance in life because no one cared about
or understood his problem.
Last year the White House Conference
on Children reiterated this concern and
placed an advocacy system high on its
list of priorities.
No matter how comprehensive a system of child care we devise, some children will slip by unnoticed and untreated.
To help correct this inadequacy I introduced the child advocacy amendment
with Senators MONDALE and CRANSTON,
All too often we have adopted billiondollar full-scale programs for areas about
which many questions are still unanswered. The only result is waste and·
confusion.
The program I propose, therefore,
would begin with a series of pilot programs in communities across the country. This process will give us the information and experience necessary to implement a complete national program at a
later date.
The general role of the advocate should
be made clear. He will not coerce any
family or any child to participate in any
program. His services will be available to
those who voluntarily seek him out for
guidance and assistance.
Millions of families confronted by
countless bureaucracies are bewildered
and confused. In city after city, parents
who desperately need and want services
for their children do not know where to
turn. This is where the child advocate
comes in.
The role of the child advocate will be
a dual one. First, he will be the link between the child in need and the program
that fills that need. Most children are
lost to society, not because of poor care,
but rather because they never received
any care.
A child advocate will help those children who now fall through the cracks in
the existing systems that deliver needed
treatment. The advocate will not be
wedded to any specific professional group
or theory, but will be interested only in
the welfare of all chIidren. These children will be his clients and his task will
be to insure that their basic needs are
met. The advocate will see that they
obtain the necessary services and that
those who provide these services are
accountable.
For example, a mother in a poverty
area might come to the child advocate
with a child who has an unusual hearing
problem. The advocate will direct that
mother and child to the proper care center, check to see that the service was pro-
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vided, and follow up later to see how the
child is progressing. The child will not
be abandoned in the bureaucratic morass
of the present system, but will be guided
through and helped at every turn.
The advocate's second role will beto
monitor all children's programs. Since he
is an independent agent solely concerned
",ith the welfare of his clients he will be
best able to assess the needs of a community's children, to evaluate the adequacy of the community's performance
and to set goals and priorities. He will
spot inefficiencies and inadequacies in the
present system and press for their solution.
The same advocate, for example, who
aided the child mentioned above may
find other children with undetected and
untreated hearing problems. As he moves
through the community he may discover
that the local school system has not been
conducting the required annual hearing
tests and that some children have gone
for years with their impairments undiagnosed. The advocate will call attention to the deficiency and ask that the
local authorities redress the situation and
insure that similar oversights are not
occurring in other areas as well.
The amendment approved by the committee empowers the Director of the
Office of Child Development in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to establish and administer UP to 20
demonstration projects across the Nation by funding selected public or private nonprofit agencies to establish
a neighborhood office of child advocacyNOCA.
The group selected to establish the
NOCA will also form a r,eighborhood
council of child development which will
f;F;rve as the governing body of the local
KOCA. At least one-half of the members
of the Council will be residents of the
neighborhood to be served. The neighborhood council will select the Director
0: the office, establish personnel and fiscal policies, and generally oversee the office's operations. In addition, it will use
the information its members gather to
develop a comprehensive plan for providing services to the local children.
The NOCA, composed of child-care
professionals, will be the local representative of the neighborhood children.
These advocates will assist parents and
their children in finding the services they
p'ight need whether they be legal, psychological, medical, or educational.
If a child comes in with a problem no
existing agency can handle, the NOCA
will be permitted to contract with another person or institution to provide
the necessary service. Such a purchase is
not expected to go on indefinitely. The
NOCA would be required to review every
6 months the effectiveness of the purchased service and the need for continuation. If it is necessary to continue
it, the NOCA will make every effort to
have another agency assume the burden.
Any purchase which continues for 12
months must be reported to the Director along with a full report of the number of similar problems in the neighborhood and the possibility of State and local authorities establishing a program to
treat such programs.
This continuous review of the NOCA's
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operations is an important part of the
advocacy concept. The advocacy system
will not be expected to replace existing
programs. It is not intended to become
a permanent institution, but rather is designed to be the catalyst for revamping
and modernizing the present system.
Unless we begin this pilot program
now, we will condemn the parents of this
country and their children to more years
0: confusion and heartbreak.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, will
the manager of the bill yield to me for
2 minutes?
Mr. NELSON. I yield 2 minutes to the
Senator from California.
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I simply rise to join with the distinguished
Senator from Connecticut in support of
the existing language in the bill and in
opposition to the amendment of the Senator from Ohio.
It was my privilege, on behalf of the
Senator now presiding (Mr. MONDALE)
and the Senator from Connecticut, to
introduce this language which is a condensation of S. 1414, the proposed Child
Advocacy Act which was introduced by
the Senator from Connecticut on March
30.
It has been said quite often by some
who support the administration approach to disbanding parts of OEO, that
it is very important to continue to extend
the Economic Opportunity Act to experiment with pilot projects in new fields.
That is what this particular part of the
bill does. It proposes 20 child advocacy
pilot projects to find out what is needed,
what works, and to provide a firm basis
to move ahead on that front. This is
fUlly consistent with that view that we
need more research and development in
poverty programs.
I find it quite inconsistent now to have
an amendment, presumably on behalf of
the administration, proposing to delete
this program. This program is designed
to aid those youngsters who manage to
fall through the cracks in the existing
system because there is no program-no
service-to take care of their needs. I
can think of no better way to take care
of those children who are in need than
to support this particular provision as it
is contained in the bill-in part E of the
new title V-and to defeat this amendment.
I thank the Senator from Connecticut
for steering us in this direction.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I think there
is some confusion with regard to this
matter, in view of the remarks of the
Senator from California. This points up
clearlY the initial point I made as to why
I offered this amendment. I have not
offered the amendment because I disapprove of the proposal; it may be an
excellent proposal. I say it was not before
the committee. I think we should have
hearings quickly on it.
I was hopeful there would be an agreement today with the introduction of this
amendment to withdraw this bill.
The confusion that exists is patent
here when the Senatoi' from California
talks about this being research and development under OEO. It has nothing to
do with OEO.
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As the Senator from Connecticut accurately stated, the report is to HEW.
It goes back to the same confusion I
talked about earlier, where research
and development properly belong under
OEO, and when they become operational, transferred to HEW, or some
other agency.
There may be some reason for putting
this activity under HEW or OEO. I do
not know the reasons either way. However, the fact is the committee was not
properly prepared and the Senate is not
properly prepared to vote on this legislation. In view of that I think it would
be a good idea to defer action on this
title, and get to it soon.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is all time
yielded back?
Mr. NELSON. I yield back my time.
Mr. TAFT. I yield back my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
is yielded back. The question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator
from Ohio.
The amendment was rejected.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. TAFT addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
previous order the Chair recognizes the
Senator from Ohio.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I send to the
desk an amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment wiII be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to read the amendment.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that further reading of
the amendment may be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered; and, without objection, the amendment wiII be
printed in the RECORD.
The amendment, ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, is as follows:
On page 21, line 22. strike out all through
Une 24 on page 25 and insert in lieu thereof
the following:
PRIME SPONSORS OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMS

"SEC. 513 (a). The following shall be ellglble to be prime sponsors of a comprehensive
child development program in accordance
with the provisions of this sectlon"(I) any state;
"(2) any city, county or other unit of general local government or any combination of
such units having a total population of one
hundred thousand or more persons on the
basis of the most satisfactory current data
available to the Secretary and Which he determines, on the basis of the criteria set forth
in subsection (c) to have the capabl11ty to
carry out effectively a comprehensive child
development plan in the area to be served.
The secretary may disapprove a prime sponsorship plan submitted by such a unit or
combination thereof Only upon a finding by
the Secretary that the criteria set forth in
SUbsection (c) cannot be met;
"(3) any Indian tribe on a Federal or State
reservation:
"(4) any publlc or private nonprofit agency
or organization pursuant to subsection (h)
and Which demonstrates to the Secretary,
on the basis of the criteria set forth in subsection (c) the capabl11ty to carry out effectively a comprehensive child development
plan In the area to be served.
"(5) any other unit or combination of
units of general local government designated
by the Secretary.

"(b) each prime sponsor may carry out
child development programs under this part
only upon the approval by the Secretary of
a prime sponsorship plan, which includes
provisions"( 1) describing the prime sponsorship area
to be served;
"( 2) setting forth satisfactory provisions
for establishing and maintaining a Child Development Council Which meets the requirements of section 514;
"(3) prOViding that the Child Development
Council shall be responsible for developing
and preparing a comprehensive child development plan for each fiscal year and any Intervening modifications thereof;
"(4) setting forth arrangements under
Which the Child Development Council will
be responsible for evaluating child development programs in the prime sponsorship
area;

"(5) setting forth such information as the
Secretary may require to determine the capability of units of general local government
or combinations of such units or public or
private nonprofit agencies or organizations to
carry out effectively a comprehensive child
development plan, pursuant to paragraphs
(2), (3), and (5) of subsection (b) and to
subsection (c) of this section.
"(c) In determining the capabllity of a
unit of general local government or a combination of such units or of pub11c or private
nonprofit agencies or organizations to carry
out effectively a comprehensive child development plan, the Secretary shall consider"(I) the extent to which the educatIonal,
health, nutritional, family, social and rehab1l1tative services and professIonal personnel necessary to maintain a comprehensive
child development program may, with financial and other assistance to make avanable under this title, be provided adequately
for programs in the area to be served;
"(2) the extent to which arrangements for
coordination of programs and for joint services, training and other joint activities may
be undertaken in the area to be served;
"(3) the cost effectiveness of the staff and
other administrative expenses that may be
incurred by the appropriate Child Development Council under paragraph (3) of section
512 in planning, supervising, coordinating,
monitoring and evaluating child development programs In the area to be served.
"(d) The Secretary shall approve a prime
sponsorship plan submitted by any unit of
general local government or any combination
of such units Which meets the requirements
of paragraphs (2) or (3) of subsection (a)
and of subsection (b). In the event that the
area of such unit or units of general local
government Includes any geographical area
common with that covered by another such
unit or combination of units which has submitted a prime sponsorship plan, the Secretary shall designate to serve such area the
unit of general local government or combination thereof which he determines has the
capabUity of more effectively carrying out
the purposes of this part.
"(e) In the event that the Secretary determines that the prime sponsorship plan of a
unit of general local government or a combination thereof Is to be disapproved for the
reason that the Secretary has determined
t1lllt it does not have the capab1l1ty to carry
out effectively a comprehensive child development plan, he shall take steps to encourage
the submission of a prime sponsorship plan
covering the area of such unit or units in
combination with other units of general local government, which plan may meet the
requirements of this section.
"(f) The Secretary shall approve a prime
sponsorahip plan submitted by an Indian
tribe on a Federal or State reservation If he
determines that the plan so submitted meets
the requirements of subsection (b) of this
section and includes adequate provisions for
carr~'ing out comprehensive child development programs in the area to be served.
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"(g) In the event that the Secretary determines, with respect to the area of a partiCUlar
locality, that a prime sponsorship plan meeting the requirements of this section has not
been submitted by a unit of general local
government or by a combination of such
units or by an Indian tribe on a Federal or
State reservation, or in the event that prime
sponsorship designation has been withdrawn
In accordance \vith SUbsection (j) of this
section, the Secretary may, with respect to
any fiscal year when no such prime sponsorship designation Is in effect, approve a plan
submitted by the State which includes adequate provisions for carrying out comprehensive child development programs in each
such area.
On page 25, 11ne 25, strike" (f)" and insert
in Heu thereof "(h) ".
On page 26, Hne 9, after "(a)" insert "and
of subsection (b) ".
On page 27, Hne 5, strike" (g)" and insert
in Heu thereof" (i) ".
On page 27, Hne 12, strike" (h)" and insert
in lieu thereof "(j)".
On page 27, Hne 22, strike" (i)" and insert
in Heu thereof "( k) ".
On page 27, Hne 23, strike" (g)" and insert
in lieu thereof "(j)".

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator ask unanimous consent to have
the amendments considered en bloc?
Mr. TAFT. I so request.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, the purpose
of this amendment, which relates to the
prime sponsors of the cliild development
prograIllS under section 513(a) is to insert into the bill certain standards with
regard to these prime sponsorships that
do not presently exist as to the mandatory qualification of prime sponsors insofar as governmental units are concerned.
It brings in a provision which would limit
prime sponsors to those cities, counties,
or other units of general local government or any combination of such wlits
having a total population of 100,000 or
more persons on the basis of the most
satisfactory current data available to the
Secretary and which he determines, on
the basis of the criteria set forth in subsection (c) to have the capability to carry
out effectively a comprehensive child
development plan in the area to be
served.
That is the only change of any importance that is made with regard to the
provisions presently in the bill.
This matter was discussed at great
length in the committee and among the
committee members, as to what the size
of the units might be and how many
units could effectively be handled by the
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.
The supplemental views indicate that
there are some 1,700 individual grantees
under the Headstart program. It was
felt that with a limitation of 100,000,
we would be hitting somewhere around
this provision.
I also call to the attention of senators
who might be concerned the fact that
there is in the language of the amendment a provision whereby the Secretary,
if he finds good reason for doing so, may
qualify as prime sponsors those units or
combination of units of general local
government which have a population of
less than 100,000. It was not proposed in
that form in the committee. The amendment considered by the committee was
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mandatory as to the 100,000 requirement.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, the dis~
tinguished Senator from Ohio is correct
when he says we discussed this amendment at some length both at the subcommittee level and at the full committee
level. It was the judgment of the committee that we should not adopt this
prime sponsorship plan, which would
permit only units of government of 100,000 or over to be sponsors of these programs. That would mean, of course, in
many States that the states themselves
would be sponsors of these child development programs because there would be
no cities that would qualify.
Second, it was the judgment of the
committee that the small communities
are just as qualified to manage the child
development program as the big cities,
and probably better qualified to do so, at
least in many instances.
In my State there are dozens and dozens of smaller communities just as qualified to manage effectively a broad based
child development program as the cities
of Milwaukee or Madison, which would
be the only two cities in my State which
would qualify under this amendment.
I think the amendment would have an
adverse effect upon all of the rural programs that are now being successfully
conducted in Headstart in small communities all over the country.
The committee considered this proposal in some detail, and rejected it, and
I would hope that the Senate would turn
down this proposal.
This is a strange procedure because
the committee voted unanimously to report out the bill.
Most of the time in executive session
was spent on the child development
section.
The question of separating child development into a separate bill was discussed. Good reasons were given for combining these two issues into one bill.
The result was that no motion was
made-in subcommittee or in committee-to separate these issues.
The Senator from Ohio joined in voting to approve the bill as it now stands.
Now the Senate is asked to recommit
the bill. For what conceivable reason?
We held 18 days of hearings-5 days
on child development. We heard from
the most distinguished child experts in
the Nation.
We heard from the administration.
Secretary Richardson has endorsed
the concept of the child development
program; 28 Senators cosponsored the
child development section.
There are some rather minor differences on how child-care programs should
operate.
We can settle those differences speedily on the Senate floor.
There is no reason whatever to send
the bill back to a committee which has
approved it unanimously.
I hope this amendment to recommit is
qUickly rejected so we can move forward
on the bill.
The committee considered the idea of
limiting child care programs to sponsorship by States and larger cities and rejected lt for good and solid reasons.
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We feel strongly that communities
which desire to do so, and which have
the capability, should be allowed to run
their own Headstart and child development programs. There is no rationale
whatever for limiting community-run
programs to the larger cities and requiring that programs elsewhere be run
by State agencies.
We are convinced that small communities and rural areas can run just as
good programs as large cities. In fact, we
expect that the small city and rural programs in many cases will probably be
superior to the big city programs.
In some States a population minimum
of 100,000 would mean that all Headstart
programs and all child development programs would be run by the States.
The Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare presently contracts with
1,700 community agencies to operate
8,300 year-round Headstart centers and
about 5,000 summer Headstart centers.
To take all or much of this system away
from the communities and turn it over to
the States would be a massive and unjustified upheaval.
Programs for small children are best
run at the community and neighborhood
level with strong parental involvement.
This is what has made Headstart a success; this is what is needed in the new
comprehensive child development programs.
Here are some comments I have received recently from operators of Headstart and child development programs.
From Hollis D. West, Knox County
Economic Opportunity Council, Barbourville,Ky.:
Setting a population limit such as 100,000
would require an inter-county Headstart
program which would ultimately lead to
state control . . . It this amendment is accepted the Knox County Headstart program
may just as well close its doors.

From Cisto Martinez, Fredericksburg
Child Development Agency, Fredericksburg, Tex.:
The proposed amendment writing in population minimums of 500.000 or 100,000 appears as a real threat to Headstart and Child
Development programs in Texas because it
would deprive so many areas of its benefits.
Comparatively few communities would
qualify for Headstart.

From Robert Guth, Tri-County Development Corp., Guernsey, Wyo.:
It seems inconsistent that a limitation of
population would even be proposed. If this
population limitation was enforced our Head
Start program would suffer an irreversible
setback. The chlldren of poverty are not restrIcted to urban areas or ghettoes. There
are Just as many in rural areas.

From Joanna Hullinger, Western
South Dakota Community Action, Rapid
City, S. Dak.:
I concur with the rejection of the co.nmittee regarding popUlation criteria. Our community desperately needs an expanded comprehensive Child Development program. We
would never meet the guidel1ne with our
popUlation of only 50,000.

From the Small Tribes Organization of
Western Washington State:
An amendment l1miting the size of communitIes eligible to administer pre-school
progra.ms would certainly be most detrl-
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mental to our Indian people. We strongly
protest this.

From Kent County Headstart Child
Development Corporation, Dover, Del.:
It would be most unfortunate for Kent
and Sussex counties if a population minimum of 100,000 were set .... NeIther county
has a community which would qualify. It
would be a sad situation shOUld the bill be
amended as indicated.

From Nancy Jones, Early Childhood
Development Director, Eastman, Ga.:
I strongly urge opposition to any amendment setting a minimum size for communities wishing to run ChIld Development programs. Rural areas of Georgia have been
sadly left out of funds for such programs in
the past. In a twelve-county area we have
programs for 220 children when we need them
for over 10,000. A population minimum
would defeat any hope for these thousands
and thousands of poor rural children to receive any help toward overcoming developmental deficits.

From Richard B. Knotts, superintendent, Klatsop County Education District,
Astoria, Oreg. :
The 500,000 limit would exclude the entire
state of Oregon. The 100,000 limit would
exclude the entire state except for the city
of Portland.

From the Colorado Migrant Council,
Denver, Colo.:
.
We are agaInst any amendment to set a
minimum size for communities wishing to
run child development programs . . . . Since
most states do not prOVide any services toward child care for migrant farm workers,
we do not support states operating Head
Start.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is all
time on the amendment yielded back?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield
back my time.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I yield back
my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
on the amendment has been yielded
back.
The question is on agreeing to the
amendment offered by the Senator from
Ohio.
The amendment was rejected.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senator from
Ohio is recognized.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I move to
recommit S. 2007 to the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare with instructions to report it back forthwith with
section 6 eliminated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, as has been
noted already by the distinguished
majority whip, acting floor leader, a vote
will take place tomorrow on the motion
to recommit. I' think, however, I would
like to talk for a few minutes about it
tonight to give those Members who read
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD in the morning the benefit of a few comments with
regard to it.
We believe that the child care provisions of S. 2007 are of such importance
and character that they should comprise
a separate piece of legislation. The comprehensive child development provisions
of S. 2007 would establish a service program for which children of all economic
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groups would be eligible to participate,
some on a sliding scale fee basis, and
would create a delivery system which
could be utilized for a variety of child
development programs. A broad array
of services are authorized and many new
models of development programs may be
created.
Because these programs will have such
far-reaching effects on the structure of
family life and preschool education systems, we believe they are worthy of separate attention. Further, S. 2007 contains
special provisions, such as the National
Child Advocacy program, on which
hearings have never been held. This, too,
warrants further debate.
Equally as important, we believe that
the new child care programs which
would be authorized by the provisions of
S. 2007 should not necessarily be tied to
the Headstart authority. Headstart has
always been described as an experimental program under the Economic Opportunity Act, and it was specifically directed at economically disadvantaged
preschool children. Headstart has provided one basic model for the delivery
of child development services aimed at a
specific segment of the total population.
Since the programs established by S.
2007 would be different from Headstart
in character and in the population ultimately to be served, it would be inappropriate to tie the new child
development system to existing authorities. Legislation containing the breadth
of programs and innovations of S. 2007
should stand as a separate bill and be the
subject of separate hearings and debate.
As Senators know, we have today considered on the fioor a number of amendments to the child development program
portions of the bill. I would specifically
like to point out that all of those provisions, which I felt were debated, at least
from our side, in proposing this motion,
rather fully. will still leave uncertain
many, many questions. I believe that
many Senators will feel, in reviewing the
record of today, that they do not have
answers to what this is all about.
The reason for that is that it is tied
directly to the extension of the Economic
Opportunity Act and to a multiple approach-I would not say it is a Christmas
tree, as it does deal with services to people and children, but it is a bill with a
multiple approach rather than a specific
approach, but embraces a problem which
I believe deserves separate consideration.
I point out, with respect to defeat of
the provision with regard to 100,000, it
was apparent at this late hour that it
was not going to pass the Senate. There
was much misunderstanding about it.
Many Senators spoke to me as to what
its application would be, and apparently
there was some campaigning by mail over
the country from small communities that
thought they were going to be left out
automatically, not knowing what this
provision would mean to them.
I feel that with more time in the committee, and with the possibility of representation from local Units of government,
they could have gotten over the feeling
that they might be excluded. and that it

might have been helpful to the Senate in
coming to a sound proposal.
I have also proposed today and seen
turned down by the Senate a provision
relating to the child development councils, which will now be major policy
bodies insofar as the setting up and the
operation of the programs are concerned,
raising serious questions of political responsibility that I think ought to be examined more fully by the Senate.
Also, we have seen turned down an
amendment to modify the definition of
"economically disadvantaged," so that
as the bill now stands, unless we send it
back to the committee for further consideration, no fees of any kind may be
charged to any family with an average
income of $6,900. I think that many Senators will feel that this was a mistake,
and that they ought to take another look
at this partiCUlar provision and try to set
up some standards, perhaps, for which
we may wish to specify ourselves the
criteria which may be involved toward
establishing what is the proper approach
to this problem of the economically disadvantaged family, and whether we
ought to use either of the standards proposed originally, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics low income family provisions
or, on the other hand, the poverty levels.
As I indicated in the amendment that
I proposed, I do not feel that either are
sound. I feel that the body administering the program itself is the one that
must, in the long run, make the determination as to what is a proper fee
schedule, and as to at what level family
income, in particular areas, under particular circumstances, fees ought to be
charged.
I believe the real issue is whether or
not this program is eventually for all
children, not to be related to family Income standards at all, but rather to be
a free service. I question whether the
American people wish that, and I feel
that the provision as presently incorporated in the bill is a pretty strong step
in that direction that ought to be considered very carefully by the Senate.
and would be considered far more carefUlly if this motion to recommit were
adopted and the committee would report out further legislation relating to
this bill.
Finally, we have just finished discussing the child advocacy program. I
think this is a most blatant example of
legislation coming in here without any
real hearings or real understanding as to
what the effect might be, as to where
the program might best be carried out
and how it might best be promoted, and
what is really the net effect of the program.
I cannot believe that the child advocacy program, with the little background we have had on it here, is ready
for ,legislation or amendment. Our position with regard to it is somewhat reminiscent, to me, of Pat Moynihan's statement one day when I was talking to him
about the poverty program.
He said:
There is one thing sure about the poverty
program, and that is that the Ph. D.'s did
not have poor mothers.

I question whether the proposal is sufficiently developed and sufficiently
zeroed in on the overall program we are
attempting to tackle to really do much
good.
With these remarks, I expect to close
briefly. I might say that we have received,
and I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD at this point, a
letter from the Appalachian Regional
Commission with regard to the question
of whether or not the child development
programs should be included in this legislation. They feel quite strongly that it
should not be, for the reasons brought
out in the letter.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE ApPALACHIAN REGIONAL
COMMISSION,
Washington, D.C., Sept. 8. 1971.

Hon. ROBERT TAFT, Jr.
United states Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR TAFT: This is in response to
your request for information on how the
Chlld Development portion of the OEO
Amendments of 1971 (S. 2007) would affect
the Child Development program which the
Commission operates.
As presently written, S. 2007 would not
recognize the Appalachian Regional Commission program, and it is unlikely that our
State and local Chlld Development programs
would be eligible for funds provided by S.
2007.
Congress, in adding the Chlld Development
program to our Act, recognized the need
for a comprehensive and coordinated approach to the problems of Chlld Development in each State. Thus, under our program, State Interagency Committees, established by the Governor and composed of
State-level agencies prOViding services to
children throughout the State, form the llUcleus of the planning and project development effort. We recognized that the bulk of
Federal funds for chlldren w1ll, regardless of
S. 2007, continue to flow through State
agencies. 8.2007, however, would bypass those
very agencies which presently provide the
critical services and through which Federal
funds are now channeled, in favor of local
groups having 50 percent parent membership.
Therefore, in the absence of any prOVIsion for allowing the Commission's program
to be eligible for funds, we believe that the
Child Development portion of S. 2007 should
be returned to Committee for further COllsideratlon.
We would also note that the Appalachian
Act prOVides for 100 percent funding for
ChUd Development in the flrst two years, but
under S. 2007 the Appalachian counties
would have to find 20 percent local money.
In view of the traditional diffiCUlty of poor
Appalachian governmental units to raise
such funds, Appalachia. particularly in rural
areas, risks losing the 80 percent as well.
Sincerely yours,
DONALD W. WHITEHEAD,
Federal Cochairman.

JOHN D. WHISMAN,
States' Regional Representative.

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, that terminates my remarks at this time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, on behalf of the manager of
the bill, I yield whatever time he may
require to the distinguished Senator
from Wisconsin (Mr. PROXMIRE).
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THE PRESIDENT'S NEW ECONOMIC
POLICY
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, I
thank the Senator.
The Joint Economic Committee has
now held 7 days of hearings on the President's New Economic Policies. Swnmaries of the testimony received to date
have been prepared by the Joint Economic Committee staff in order to help fill
the need for prompt dissemination of expert analysis of these major new policy
initiatives. I ask unanimous consent that
these summaries, together with the texts
of the witnesses' prepared statements be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the statements were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
SUMMARIES OF INDIVIDUAL STATEMENTS
DR. WALTER HELLER

Professor of Economics at the University
of Minnesota, served as the Chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers during the
Kennedy Administration, and has authored
numerous books and articles, Including New
Dimensions of Political Economy, and Perspectives on Economic Growth. Dr. Heller's
main points of emphasis were:
International: That cutting the dollar
loose from gold was an essential and correct
act that he hopes will lead to long-run planning that will Introduce more flexlbiUty into
the international exchange rate system;
Wage-Price Freeze: That the wage-price
freeze was an essential shock treatment thait
he hopes Will provide government, industry,
and labor, together, to develop a stabilization system for the post-freeze system.
Tax Composition: That the President's
tax program Is heavily biased against modest
and low Income famiUes and In favor of buslness-espeelally big business. There is a $9
billion tax relief for business while the "consumer gets little more than a soupbone.";
Expenditure Reductions: That spending
reductions on welfare and other pUblic programs are not merited given the level of poverty, environmental pollution, and the like;
Fiscal Stimulus: That the President's program of expenditure reductions to offset tax
reductions cancels out much of the fiscal
stimulus neeessary to close the 70 billion aggregate demand gap. To offset this, the Congress should substitute the Investment credit
for the accelerated depreciation provision,
that this would allow an Increase In consumer tax reductions, which should be further coupled with a postponement of social
security payroll tax Increase.
DR. OTTO ECKSTEIN

Head of Data Resources, Inc. and professor
of Economics at Harvard University, served
as a member of the Council of Economic Advisers during the Johnson Administration,
and has authored numerous articles and
books, InclUding Water Resources Development and Public Finance.
Dr. Eckstein's main points of emphasis
were:
International: That cutting the dollar
loose from gold was correct policy that should
be followed by U.S. efforts in developing a
more viable set of international financial arrangements;
Wage-Price Freeze: The freeze is a valuable short-term economic gain in that it Is
likely to contribute to consumer confidence
and additional consumer spending. Further,
the freeze creates an opportunity to create a
long-term wage-price policy focusing on a
limited set of major prices and wage bargains. This system would be administered
by a small central staff, led by high officials,
and operating with the advice of business
and labor.

Tax Composition: Argues that tax changes,
such as repeal of the auto excise tax, seems
to have been chosen Without much reference
to social priorities. Questions whether there
is too much of a tax reduction designed to
stimulate business investment. Cautions that
the Investment credit and repeal of the auto
excise tax mean a permanent loss In Federal
revenues.
Expenditure Reductions: Raises questions
about the alternative of accelerating welfare
reform rather than postponement of it, as is
the case under the President's program.
Fiscal Stimulus: States that the domestic
fiscal measures are limited in scope and by
. themselves would not have a decisive effect.
The greatest effect would be to increase business fixed investment by an estimated $2.4
blllion In 1972. A larger and significant stimulus would come from the improved consumer confidence reSulting from the freeze
and the International readjustments.
DR. CHARLES SCHULTZE

Senior Fellow of the Brookings Institution, served as Budget Director during the
Johnson Administration, and has authored
numerous articles and books, Including Setting National Priorities: The 1972 BUdget
and The Distribution of Farm Subsidies.
Dr. Schultze's major points of emphasis
were:
International: Dollar devaluation Is needed
and cutting the dollar free from gold is to
be welcomed. The 10 % surcharge may be an
essential bargaining chip but should be elimInated soon in order not to disrupt the fabric of international trade. The effect of the
10% surcharge on the domestic economy is
self canceling.
Wage-Price Freeze: Emphasized that we
should concentrate on the post-freeze period
and outlined four alternatives: (1) continuation of freeze would be an admission of
defeat and inequitable; (2) a lifting of the
freeze with no replacement would be naive
and lead to renewed infiation; (3) detailed
wage and price controls enforced by law
would put the economy In a permanent
straitjacket; (4) announce quantitative
guidelines for reasonable wage and price behavior backed by presidential sanction-the
most likely alternative.
Fiscal Stimulus: That the President's policy change would provide significant stimulus
to aggregate output and employment because many of the expenditure reductions
proposed in his program are expenditures
that would not have occurred anyway.
Stresses that this stimulUS program suffers
from the fact it would bring about a permanent $5 billion annual loss of government
revenues.
Tax Composition: Also emphasized that
the President's tax stimulUS program was not
well balanced from the standpoint of national priorities: an $18 billion tax reduction
did not seem merited given the current rate
of business investment and degree of excess
capacity; that it could not be shown that
the $2 billion auto tax cut was a high social
priority when It would stimUlate the additional production of autos on already congested and polluted highways.
Expenditure Reductions: Similar distortions characterize the expenditure reductions proposed: postponement of welfare
puts it at the bottom of the priority list.
Alternative Recommendations: Substitute
the Investment credit for the accelerated depreciations provision; do not enact the auto
excise tax repeal; inaugurate a counter-recession grant for State and local governments; postpone social security; continue
work on the enactment of the Family Assistance Plan.
DR . .JOHN SHEAHAN

Professor of Economics at Williams College, and author of a well known work on
incomes policy, "Wage-Price Guideposts."

Dr. Sheahan Ilm1ted his testimony to the
wage-price aspects of the President's program. He suggested that the 90-day wageprice freeze must be followed by a more
fiexlble alternative. A wage-price policy based
on a two-year program would progressively
reduce the rate of inflation by focusing governmental gUideposts on selected industries
and unions that exercise arbitrary market
power.
Less than 20 percent of manufacturing
industries show a high degree of concentration which permits significant market
control. So that guideposts could be limited
to these few and to the strongest unionsautomobiles, metals. transportation and
public services. In his opinion most of the
remaining Industries and unions would follow suit. If at the same time government
acted to control medical and other service
fees, and followed more competitive practices In government-regulated industries, Dr.
Sheahan believes that labor would be Willing to cooperate.
The gUideposts suggested by Dr. Sheahan
are modeled on the earlier wage-price guideposts, with wage increases tied to increases
in productiVity. During the initial two-year
period, however, he suggests that It would be
unrealistic to try to halt Inflation completely, and that wage increases slightly in
excess of productivity should be permitted.
Absent the cooperation of the labor movement Dr. Sheahan's alternative would be to
use the government's power through import
and regUlatory policy to limit price increases.
DR. RAYMOND SAULNIER

Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers during the Eisenhower administration,
now a professor of Economics at Columbia
University.
With respect to the international aspects
of the New Economic Program. Dr. Saulnier
was in general agreement with the President's moves. Closing the gold window and
allowing the dollar to float against other
currencies is in his opinion the only course
of action that could lead to International
monetary stability. In the longer run, he suggested that pegged exchange rates, with a
maximum permissible fiuctuatlon of three
percent around par would be desirable. Existing restrictions on capital fiows should be
eliminated because they are an inefficient
and counter-productive method for meeting
our balance of payments deficits.
His major reservation on the International
program was on the Import surcharge. He
advocated removal as soon as possible, since
its continuation may provoke reactions from
our trading partners which may complicate
the process of finding new exchange rates.
On the domestic side, Dr. Saulnier prefers
that the gO-day price freeze be followed
by a more flexible and more selective wageprice review board rather than by mandatory
cellings. As long as the gO-day freeze Is in
effect, exemptions must be minimized, otherwise the public'S willingness to cooperate will
be undermined.
Dr. Saulnier cautioned that expansionary
monetary and fiscal policies would serve to
rekindle inflation. He suggested that the
Federal Reserve pursue a more restrictive
policy than it lias in the recent past. He
approved of the President's fiscal proposals,
especially the investment tax credit. Dr.
Saulnier did not regard the proposed fiscal
measures as being unduly expansionary.
MR. RALPH NADER

Lawyer and consumer advocate.
Mr. Nader's testimony stressed the gross
ineqUities and misplaced priorities Inherent
in the President's Economic Program. The
proposed fiscal program offers significant tax
relief to business but very little to the consumer. The investment tax credit and the
Domestic International Sales Corporation
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(DISC) combined with the Accelerated Depreciation Range already In effect will give
business a $9 blllion tax windfall in the first
year of operation, which amounts to a 15
percent tax cut. The consumer on the other
hand w111 receive a tax cut of 1.2 percent.
He suggested that government could more
equitably and more efficiently stimulate the
economy through better antitrust enforcement, use of an excess profits tax for corporations and reduction in the personal
income tax. At the very most, he would allow
the investment tax credit to be substituted
for the depreciation allowances for a maximum of two years. The DISC amounts to a
special Interest tax cut that is also quite
inefficien1r-at relatively high cost, It prOVides
little stimulation to the economy.
The Import surcharge should also be
removed quickly. If retained It may provoke
a trade war, and It becomes Increasingly
counterproductive as It stifles one of the few
sources of competition for many domestic
goods.
According to Mr. Nader the President's
program favors not only large corporations,
but particularly the auto. Industry. The Investment tax credit, the depreciation allowances, the Import surcharge and the proposed
repeal of the auto excise tax all serve to
stimulate auto production and auto purchases.
A more equitable alternative would reduce
taxes for lower Income groups rather. than
repeal the auto excise tax. Instead of cutting
taxes only for the car purchaser, the government should cut personal taxes and allow
the consumer to decide where he wishes to
spend the additional Income. If tax cuts were
made for lower income groups, the economic
stimulation would be greater since these
groups have a very high propensity to consume out of Incremental Income.
MR. PAUL PORTER

Administrator of the Office of Price AdminIstration, World War II, now an attorney; Dr.
George Taylor, Chairman of the National
War Labor Board, World War II, now professor of Economics at the Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania; and Hon.
Michael DlSalle, former Governor of Ohio,
Director of the Office of Price Stablllzation
during the Korean War, now an attorney.
These three former price Rdministrators
emphasized that the freeze on wages and
prices provides the time necessary to work
out a more equitable and selective control
system and to assemble the staff necessary to
administer It. The Incomes policy that is
adopted after the freeze expires should concentrate only on those Industries and labor
unions that exercise significant market
power.
The witnesses also suggested that some exceptions might have to be made during the
90-day freeze to correct gross inequities.
Without such exceptions, labor, business and
the pUblic'S cooperation might be lost.
To make the freeze and later selective controls workable, a forum where the public can
express Its grievances is needed. The Office of
Emergency Preparedness, as It Is presently
structured, Is not equipped to handle complaints. Whlle the bureaucracy for adminIstering controls and hearing complaints
need not be as large as dUring our two previous experiences, it must be considerably expanded from the present OEP.
A possible approach to setting and enforcing wage and price guideposts In the future
Is to create a tripartite board, including representatives of labor, Industry and government which could approve or disapprove suggested Increases. Such a board could also
medlate collective bargaining disputes. While
the board would only concentrate on selected
Industries and unions, It would retain the
power to roll back unfair or unwarranted
price or wage increases.

SENATE

PAUL W. M'CRACKEN, GEORGE A. LINCOLN
ARNOLD R. WEBER
'

Paul W. McCracken, Chairman, Council of
Economic Advisers.
George A. Lincoln, Director, Office of
Emergency Preparedness.
Arnold R. Weber, Executive Director, Cost
of Living Council.
These three witnesses presented and explained the Administration progam. (Mr.
Weber had no prepared text.) Dr. McCracken
offered two basic reasons for the new polley
steps: (1) the unsatisfactory foreign trade
position and (2) the lack of more rapid
progress toward full employment and reduced Infiatlon. He stresed the need to develop a post-freeze price-wage policy which
would be effective in achieving a long period
of reasonable price stability yet would allow
the market pricing system sufficient scope to
perform Its basic economic function. He estimated that the President's fiscal proposals,
together with a hoped-for Improvement In
consumer confidence, would increase 1972
gross national product by $15 blllion. The
employment effect was estimated at 500,000
jobs. Dr. McCracken expressed the hope that
the balance-of-payments measures taken by
the Administration would not only strengthen the U.S. trade balance but would lead to
a more fiexible International monetary
system.
General Lincoln described the steps to be
taken to administer and enforce the pricewage freeze. These steps Include the use of
Internal Revenue Service and Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service field
offices to handle questions and reports of alleged violations and use of IRS Investigative
officers and U.S. attorneys to handle compliance problems.
DR. GARDNER ACKLEY

Professor of Polltical Economy University
of Michigan; former Chairman, Council of
Economic Advisers; former Ambassador to
Italy. As member and later Chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers, Dr. Ackley
helped formulate and administer price-wage
gUideposts during the Kennedy and Johnson
Administrations. He earller held high adminIstrative positions In the price control offices
set up during World War II and the Korean
War.
Dr. Ackley's prepared text concentrated on
the price-wage aspects of the President's program, although he also Indicated his support
for revising the fiscal policies to prOVide less
tax rellef for business and more stimUlus to
consumption either through temporary tax
rellef or temporary expansion of Federal
spending.
Dr. Ackley stated his belief that the pricewage freeze would be effective during a 90day period, but must be followed by a more
flexible price-wage pollcy. Such a polley has
its best chance of success if (1) It Is accompanied by vlg()rous growth of real output and
(2) major groups in the economy participate
fuUy in polley development. Some type of
price-wage polley will be needed Indefinitely.
Dr. Ackley outlined several possible types
of post-freeze polley and expressed his preference for price and wage guideposts which
would be appllcable throughout the economy,
backed up by selective use of legal sanctions
against clear violations In Important situations. Dr. Ackley did not advocate formal
control of either proflts or Interest rates. He
opposed an excess profits tax and suggested
an Increase In the corporate tax rate as a
better way of reducing profits If they became
too high.
ARTHUR M. OKUN

Senior Fellow, Brookings Institution. As
member (1964<-1968) and Chairman (19681969) of the Councll of Economic Advisers
aUd as a Member of President Johnson's Cabinet Committee on Price Stabl11ty, Dr. Okun
participated In the formulation and execution of price-wage pollcy. He Is also an out-
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standing student of the effect of fiscal polley
changes on the levei of economic activity.
His latest publication Is "The Personal Tax
Surcharge and Consumer Demand" (BrookIngs Papers on Economic Activity, 1971: 1).
Dr. Okun expressed agreement with the
price-wage and International aspects of the
President's program, but recommended major
revision of the fiscal pollcy proposals. The
President's fiscal proposals he argued, provide Insufficient total stimulus and are far
too heavily weighted toward aid to business.
The average wage earner may actUally experience an increase in Federal taxes next
January, as the rise In Social Security taxes
will, for many, outweigh the reduction In
Income taxes. Dr. Okun recommended postponement of scheduled social security tax Increases. He also recommended that Congress
take legislative action to prevent adoption
of the accelerated depreciation provisions
promulgated earller by the Administration.
Dr. Okun advocated additional expenditure
measures and tax rellef for IndiViduals, provided such measures were temporary and
would have no permanent budgetary effect.
Dr. Okun expressed the hope that the balance-of-payments measures taken by the Administration would lead to a more flexible
International monetary system not based on
convertlbl11ty between gold and the dollar.
The United States should never resume the
purchase of monetary gold.
Dr. Okun recommended a post-freeze pricewage polley of economywlde guideposts
backed up by selective application of legal
sanctions. The sanction could take the form
of an order to roU back price or wage Increases which were fiagrant or highly visible
guidepost violations. That particular price
or wage could then be frozen for a substantial
period. He suggested that an initial wage
guidepost standard of 5 percent Increase
would allow for average productivity gains
plUS about one-half the Increase In the cost
of llving over the past year. This would need
to be accompanied by price Increases averagIng 1 to 2 percent.
DR. EDWARD M. BERNSTEIN

Was Chief Technical Adviser and Executive
Secretary of the U.S. delegation at Bretton
Woods, former Director of Research for the
International Monetary Fund, and now
President of EMB Ltd.
Summary of statement by Edward M.
Bernstein to the Joint Economic Committee.
entitled "Restoring International Monetary
StablUty."
The objective of recent changes In U.S.
International economic policies, Dr. Bernstein says, should be to achieve a balance-ofpayments position on an official reserve basis
such that there wlU be no further decline
In U.S. reserve assets or an Increase In dollar
reserves unwanted by other countries. RealIzation of this objective w111 require a surplUS on goods, services, and remittances of
about $8 blllion a year In contrast to the
deficit of $1.2 billlon In these accounts durIng the first half of 1971. This Improvement,
he maintains, should be effected in a relatively short period of time and via a fall In
the foreign exchange value of the doUar
rather than through the retention of the 10
percent Import surcharge.
A depreciation of close to 15 percent w111
probably be necessary to secure a SUfficient
Improvement In the trade balance. Bernstein
suggests that this shift In the external value
of the dollar will be most easily achieved
through an Increase In the dollar price of
gold of about 8 percent and the remainder by
a series of upward movements In the dollar
value of other currencies according to the
competitive position of other Industrial
countries as of last May. Thus the Japanese,
German, and Swiss currencies would be revalued most. The Netherlands, Austria, and
Belgium would be required to move their
currency values upward by a smaller
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amount; while If the gold value of the dollar
is increased appropriately, the United Kingdom, France, Italy, and the Scandinavian
countries would have to take no initiative to
adjust their exchange rates. Bernstein maintains that If the depreciation of the dollar
is left entirely to the initiative of other
countries via currency revaluations and any
change in the dollar price of gold is ruled
out, the fall in the external value of the
dollar will be considerably less than is necessary to establish a strong balance of payments for the United States. He bel1eves
that as a practical matter, an appropriate
new pattern of exchange rates cannot be
achieved solely through the operations of the
exchange market, but wlll have to be agreed
upon in a conference of the large Industrial
countries and In consultation with the IMF.
Turning to long-run reforms of the international monetary system, he suggests that
the band of exchange-rate fluctuations be
widened to 3 percent on either side of parity
and that a gradually moving parity could be
useful to keep a country's international payments position In l1ne If Its relative competitive ablllties are steadily deteriorating. He
suggests that all reserve assets be earmarked
in a Reserve Settlement Account and that
the settlement of payments surpluses and
deficits be made In Composite Reserve Units,
which would reflect the proportionate composition of the ear-marked reserves. Under
his proposed system, no central bank would
independently bUy or sell gold, and payments deficits would be settled only through
the Account.
The improvement in the U.S. trade balance should be achieved insofar as possible,
through an expansion of U.S. exports so as
to minimize the painful shifts in the composition of domestic employment that wlll
be imposed upon other countries. To this
end, the surcharge should be abol1shed as
soon as possible. Bernstein concludes, "Until
the surcharge is terminated, It will be impossible to establlsh an appropriate pattern
of exchange rates among the large industrial
countries and It will hamper all negotiations
for reforming the international monetary
system. The early removal of the import surcharge Is in the interests of the United
States and the entire world. It should be
made the first order of business in the discussions of the United States with other
countries and with the International Monetary Fund, along with agreement on a new
pattern of exchange rates and reform of the
International monetary system."
UR. ROBERT NATHAN

An economist and lawyer, head of Robert
Nathan Assoctates, was Deputy Director of
the Office of War Mob1l1zatlon and Conversion, and served as Chairman of the Planning
Committee of the War Production Board.
Dr. Nathan's main points of emphasis were:
Wage-Price Freeze: Commenting on the
post-freeze program, he called for fiexlblllty,
the need to take into account the adiministered prices in many sectors of the
economy, to make a program that allowed
labor to participate and they regarded as fair,
and opposed an excess profits tax;
Fiscal Stimulus: Argues tha.t the President's program Is inadequate and does not
foresee any substantial number of jobs resulting from the net fiscal impact of the program. Stresses the fact that II more expansionist fiscai polley is needed not only to
put people back to work but also to increase
productiVity and stabilize prices;
Tax Composition: The President's fiscal
proposals for automoblle excise tax cuts and
huge investment incentives refiect a distorted sense of the priorities of the Nation's
needs;
Expenditure Reductions: Does not see the
merit of reducing publlc expenditure for
stemming pollution, urban rehabl11tatlon,
and other programs to Improve the quality
of life.

STATEMENT OF DR. WALTER HELLER, PROFESSOR
OF ECONOMICS, UNIVERSrry OF MINNESOTA,

AUGUST 19, 1971
Dr. HELLER. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, Senator Mansfield, I welcome this opportunity to examine with you
the historic InitiatiVes the President took
Sunday night, initiatives, by the way, for
Which your committee laid much of the
groundwork not oniy by stimulating the Oongress through its farsighted action in forctng the necessary standby authority for a
wage-price freeze on rather a reluctant Prestdent, but also by the prophetic work of the
Reuss Subcommittee on cutting the dollar
free from gold, and I would say that your
recent program for fiscal stimulus is also right
on the mark. Indeed It points the way for
Congress to bring some balance and to put
some real thrust Into the President's lopsided
and rather weak-kneed program of fiscal
stimulus.
Now in my informal opening remarks this
morning I would l1ke to do three things: First
make a few observations on the President's
bold new economic package as a Whole. Second, comment briefiy on the wage-price-rent
freeze and the fioating of the dollar and then,
third, zero in on the President's fiscal package
on which I believe the Congress has a great
deal of work to do, not merely in responding
to the President's initiative but in adjusting
the package so that it wlll have more thrust,
as I say, and will be better balanced.
I referred a moment ago to the historic
nature of the President's about face on economic policy, sort of an economic trip to
Peking, If you will, and it is historic. The
econoInic world wl1l never be qUite the same
again. Floating the dollar really pulls out
the llnchpin of the world's monetary system,
and ineVitably puts the world on a new
and, I hope, more flexible monetary course.
And the first peacetime wage-price freeze
tn our history means that both business and
labor and the consumer are on notice that
the government is going to be a price-wage
watchdog from here on out, that we have
added to our traditional fiscal and monetary
weapons against Inflation the big stick, not
always the fact but always at least the threat
of direct intervention In private wage-price
decisions, and that Is a major change, not
just in this administration, but in the basic
setting of the economic polley in the future,
and I don't think that any economic calCUlUs
of the future can ignore that.
Sunday night, I think, the country heaved
a hugh collective sigh of relief that the PresIdent was at long last biting. the economic
bUllet, and indeed he deserves high marks
for his courage and his logic tn floating the
dollar, and clamping on a temporary wageprice-rent freeze and reversing himself on
the tax stimulus to put more starch Into our
wobbly recovery.
But now that the initial Euphoria is wearing off a bit, the country is also saying "you
know that was great for openers but where
do we go from here." And that is why your
Joint Economic Committee hearings are so
timely and so vital.
The President's blockbusting initiatives are
just that, initiatives. They' open your doors
that the administration had kept securely
locked for over two and a half years, but now
that they are open, where do we go from here?
In addressing myself to that question, I
don't intend to be a carptng critic today,
no carping criticism, just constructive criticism, and I hope that you can discern the
difference.
Never mind the two and a half years of
hands off economics, and an economic game
plan that was more talk than action, had a
lot to do with the economic fix we are in,
the conversion of the "economic mess," In
quotation marks, that the administration inherited into an economic crisis that was
catching up with us this summer.
Never mind either that the President's
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rhetoric isn't really consistent with his loglc.
In effect he has told us the patient is doing
fine, so we are going to operate. But actions
do speak louder than words. The President
has moved from a do-nothing to a do-something polley, from a no-no to a go-go pollcy,
and that, I think, is enormously important
in the country's reaction and certainiy in
terms of consumer and taxpayer confidence.
But the critical point now is to recognize
that these bold initiatives really are only first
steps to cope With a three-ply crisis of a
faltering recovery, of a vicious price-wage
spiral, and a teetering dollar.
The White House, the Congress, and the
country are going to be judged not by what
the President did last Sunday but by the
follow-through, by how we capitalized on the
new options and opportunities that he so unexpectedly opened up, and let me 1llustrate
that with some specifics In the international
and wage-price field.
In the international fleld he set the dollar
free unHaterally and Without consultation.
Now that lanced the boH, that took the unbearable immediate pressure off the dollar
and is something that I think economists
and other observers throughout the country,
at least, almost universally applaUd. But now
we have to go into multi-national and full
consultation, we have to convert that action
into a more lasting and more flexible adjustment of the dollar to other currencies, that
is use the golden opportunity that he has
created, perhaps it wasn't quite the right
adjective, but use that opportunity not simply to rejigger the fixed parities but to set
the world monetary system on a new course
of automatic and elastic adjustment, of wider
band, a broader currency base, and so on, that
wlll end the periodic crises that have bedeviled us over the past ten years in partiCular; or take the wage-price field, and the
wage-prlce-rent freeze that superb shock
treatment, we needed that, but what comes
next. After the shock therapy do we sllde into
a straight jacket of direct mandatory controls
because of inadequate planning or Impatience With some of the reactions to tile
freeze or the messiness of a voluntary freeze
or do we, as I would prefer, use the time and
the leverage that the President's hasty but
courageous freeze order has given us to develop not a binding strait jacket of controls
that fastens a huge bureaucracy on us and
erodes our economic freedom but a set of
carefully thought out wage-price tranqullizers that will replace the wage-price freeze
with wage-price moderation?
And here again the President has laid
the groundwork. But there is not a moment to
lose, it seems to me, in getting the labor, the
business, and the publlc representatives In
this country to hammer out some kind of a
social compact, some kind of ground rules,
some kind of a plan for a wage-price review
board, not mandatory controls, that can replace the freeze once the 90 days are over.
90 days Is a terribly short time and, it seems
to me, the President and his advisers should
be spending Virtually full time on their economic program postponing for a moment the
visit to Peking in their attentions.
We have already seen, Mr. Chairman, what
a Pandora's Box. direct controls open up. Now
this is a largely voluntary system but look at
the problems we already have about teachers, for example, who just happen to be unlucky enough to have their salary increases
go into effect on a nine month or ten month
basis and they are frozen out, whereas if
they worked on a 12 month basis they would
be in or, you know, when is an egg a raw
agricultural product and when does It become a processed food, or what about pro
football players. Imagine the government
being In the business of deciding all of these
slippery and often almost ludicrous questions.
I think It Is going to be an extremely informative lesson of the mass of bureaucracy
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and eventual corruption we get into if we
try to fasten a fUll fIedged system of controls on this enormous economy.
So I think that it is of enormous importance to work out some ground rules, to set
In motion the price-wage guidelines or
ground rules, we won·t call them guideposts,
and I am sure they are a forbidden word,
that we w1ll have to put in place as a substitute for the wage-price freeze when it
peters out at the end of 90 days or possibly
after some period of extension.
Now, let me turn to the program for fiscal
stimulus because that is, I think, where the
program that the President announced on
Sunday nlg:tt leaves most. to be desired. His
tax program and bUdget program are heavily
biased against the modest and low Income
families. His program puts its big chips on
business and investment when It Is the cansumer who needs the stimulus, it Is strictly
cart-before-the-horse economics as It stands
today, and if the Congress does not bring
more balance and more thrust into the PresIdent's tax and bUdget program, more relief
for the little fellow, I am afraid that what
the President gains in the swings he will lose
in the roundabout; What he gains in the
Intangibles of consumer confidence and at
least temporary relief from the inflation
bugaboo he will lose in the specifics of his
wrong side to fiscal program.
Let me get to the specifics. Look at, first
of all, the tax relief for business. Earlier this
year, by executive action, the President put
Into place an accelerated depreciation that
Is worth as it matures about $4 billion a
year to business. Now he is proposing to
superimpose on that $5 billion more of relief
for business, at least In the first year, cutting
it to two and a half later. That is $9 billion
of relief for business. That is raw meat for
business, and the consumer gets little more
than a soupbone.
He gets an acceleration of the exemptions,
Which Is worth perhaps an extra two and a
half billion dollars, and he gets a relief from
the automobile exciSe tax in the save Detroit
part of the program. Granted that is a two
and a half to three billion dolJar rellef but
for a very select and generally middle and
higher income group of taxpayers.

*

*

•

•

Dr. HELLER. It is not often that I ask for
a Wall Street Journal excerpt to be entered
Into the record, especially after they defined
an economist as a man who would marry
Elizabeth Taylor for her money.
(Laughter)
This is an excellent exception that I think
is worthy of inclusion in these hearings.
But I want to note that both from the
standpoint of, what it seems to me, fairness
in taxation, and from the standpoint of what
seems to me to be the essential economic
problem today or the key to the sluggishness
that we have continued to experience, and
the way of overcoming that sluggishness,
that the President's program is wrong side
to. He has that $9 billion, essentially of tax
relief, coupling those two measures, the accelerated depreciation and the investment
credit for business. He has about two and a
half billion dollars for the general taxpayer,
and then in what strikes me as a rather contradictory move he offsets a very considerable part of that, there is the net stimulus of
$4 bllJion or so but he offsets a very considerable part of that, with budget cuts in
the areas that hurt the little man most.
It seems to me he shOUld have done exactly the opposite with the welfare program.
That as part of a recovery program focused on
the consumer, the fellow that we need to
stimUlate, he should have tried to accelerate
that program rather than postpone it for a
year, and so I am not surprised that a considerable part of the disadvantaged and lower
income popUlation of this country, as they
look more closely at that program of the
President, will say "it looks to us as though

there is a big boon to business and a big stimulus to the automobile industry at our expense," and I would say with very considerable justification, and that is where the Congress surely has a great deal of work to do.
Look at the economics of It. 72, 73, 74 percent of our operating capacity, of our indUStrial capacity in manUfacturing is in operation. SomeWhere between 25 and 30 percent
of that capacity Is idle. Under those circumstances it would seem to me that good economics would say get the consumer back
Into the market place, get him to increase
demand, get him to thereby turn the wheels
of industry by the process of increasing consumer spending.
Now someone might say but won't that
touch off inflation! Mr. Chairman, we have
today a $70 b1llion deficiency of aggregate demand. We have not only broken the back of
demand inflation, we have kllled it, and we
are running $70 billion dollars below the
capacity of the economy to produce. And, at
the same time, it is worth noting that costpush infiation is very considerably abated as
compared With last year. That is to say, last
year we had about a 7Y2 percent wage increase offset by less than one percent increase in productiVity. This year
the average increase in average hourly compensation may again be 7 percent but it is
offset by a three or four percent increase in
productivity. So that we have a situation in
which both profit margins and inflation, cost·
push, should be affected favorably by the developments that we have seen, and under
those circumstances for the President to say
"no" to the consumer "you stay out very
largely in the cold and we wlll give you this
measly two and a half million dollars of income tax relief ," and "yes," to business, "we
will give you 8 or 9 blllion dollars of relief"
just seems to put the economic part of the
package, the economic stimulus part of the
package, entirely in the wrong context.
If I were making a specific suggestion as
to how this could be improved I would certainly pay a good deal of attention to what
the Joint Economic Committee has just sug·
gested, but let me tick It off in terms of what
seems to me the kind of a program that the
Congress might well want to consider as a
substitute for the President's very lopsided
program which he has suggested in pursuit
of very laudable objectives.
Number one, substitute the investment
credit for the accelerated depreciation. That
depreciation provision is already tied up in
the courts, it is not having much stimUlative
effect on investment. It is very slow acting,
it undercuts and compromises the long run
productive power of the revenue system.
The investment credit has much more
bang for a buck, operates much faster. Why
not simply SUbstitute that $5 b1llion for the
program that has already been announced by
executive order, and in effect, use that $4
bllllon for more indiVidual tax relief, in part,
bringing those tax cuts, the tax exemption
increase and the standard deduction increase,
forward into 1971, backdate them to July 1,
no reason that can't be done. That would
provide some additional stimulus, some refunds next year, and so on; and, secondly, do
by all means what the committee has recommended, postpone that onerous increase
in payroll taxes for social security purposes
that would otherwise go into effect on January 1st.
That is a whopping tax increase of somewhere around four and a half billion dollars,
and it has no business going int-o effect in an
economy that is struggling hard to recover
under very heavy-in a process of very heavy
going.
So I would simply summarize by saying
once more that we can welcome the President's bold initiatives, they are a great relief.
They will contribute both in the price wage
freeze and in the fact that the President has
grasped it, netting, they wlll contribute, it
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seems to me, to consumer confidence and will
through that increase spending.
When it comes to the fiscal provisions for
stimulus of the economy they are sadly deficient and need correction in the course of
Congressional consideration.
ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF THE PRESIDENT'S
PROGRAM
(Prepared by otto Eckstein, Data Resources
and Harvard University)
The President's program contains the
promise of a substantially improved economy. In many respects, the program is an
opening move. It it is followed up effectively, the benefits should be great. If the succeeding moves are weaker or less successful,
disappointment will be great and the economy is in worsened straits.
Data Resources has developed a solution
to its econometric model which provides a
first approximation of the economic effects
of the President's program. The solution assumes that the follow through of the program is successful. Specifically it assumes
1) that the Congress enacts the necessary
legislation;
2) that the wage-price freeze is followed
by a more permanent but limited machinery
to assure that wages and prices do not return
to their previous inflationary track;
6) that the Import surcharge is only the
first step towards a negotiated revaluation
of the major currencies; and
4) that monetary pollcy remains accommodating to economic growth, albeit at a
somewhat lower rate of expansion of the
monetary aggregates.
Table 1 summarizes the prospects for the
economy under the old policies, as illustrated
by the Data Resources forecast of July 26,
1971, and compares them with the new solUtion which assumes that the policies are
made effective. The highlights of the comparison are these:
1) The unemployment rate, which would
have hovered not far from 6% both this year
and next, now may fall below 5% by the
end of 1972.
2) The rate of inflation, as measured by
the GNP deflator, drops from 4% to 2.6%
for next year.
3) Lower long-term Interest rates, resulting from less inflation, enables 100,000 more
housing starts.
4) The nominal value of the Gross National Product is little changed, and will continue to be projected at about $1,147 blllion.
5) But real GNP will grow at a significantly higher rate, at 7% for 1972 as compared to the earlier inadequate projection of
5.4%.
6) The real income of the average American family should rise by 5% in 1972.
SHORT-TERM ECONOMIC GAINS
In the short run, the biggest economic improvement is produced by the wage-price
freeze. The inflation has created economic
uncertainty and contributed to the extreme
caution of consumers. The wage-price freeze
will contribute to consumer confidence, and
the real purchasing power of their incomes
wlll be enhanced. The temporary nature of
the freeze w1ll produce some extra. consumer
spending while there is the assurance of
price stab1llty. For example, consumers may
feel that the 1972 automobiles are a particular bargain during the period of freeze. While
the dollar volume of business and consumer
spending may not change signiflcantly, the
real volume of purchases is raised substantially, leading to greater production, employment and proflts.
The domestic fiscal measures are limited
in scope and by themselves would not have
a decisive effect. The personal tax speedup
is desirable but small. The repeal of tht>
auto excise fOCuses additional spending on
a private sector with llttle social priority;
it does serve as another minor stimulUS. The
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temporary 10% investment cr~it Is a power- of freeze, without clear indication of subseful device designed to make early investment quent policies, will not totally eliminate inin equipment more profitable, thus acceler- :fia.tionary price and wage expectations. The
ating the upturn in the capital goods cycle. wage-price freeze must be follow~ by a
The effectiveness of the investment cr~it strong and meaningful incomes policy which
will be limited by the general excess of physi- will guarantee that the economy will recal capital developed in the recent boom, main off the disastrous inflationary track.
but its impact on the profit arithmetic of Further, to make the three month freeze
investment is so great that a major effect effective, the public, business and labor must
should result. According to our mOdel pro- receive the signal that a longer term wagejections, real outlays for business fix~ in- price polley is being developed.
A wage-price policy focusing on a limited
vestment should rise by 2.4 billion dollars
set of major prices and wage bargains should
for 1972 as a result.
The propos~ expenditure reductions are be sufficient to assure this result. In the
in part symbolic. Postponement of revenue more competitive industries, prices will not
sharing and of welfare reform were about to rise substantially if the overall wage pattern
be produc~ by the political process In any of the economy is brought to a noninflationevent. Reduction in the number of federal ary state. No such assurance exists in the
and civilian employees reflects the general concentrated industries, yet these are the
emphasis of this economic package which industries in which government has the
seeks to move the economy ahead through greatest possibility of Influencing prive acprivate spending and which sets aside ques- tions. In the case of wages, unemployment
tions of social priority. The postponement of will remain above normal for another year or
the f~eral pay increase by a full year Is an two even with the current set of limited
inequitable measure that w1ll be hard to measures. It will not be supply and demand
justify If the freeze on other wages is brief. by labor markets that will raise wages, but raIn the long run, the major beneflt for the ther inflationary expectations in collective
American economy will spring from new ex- bargaining. Here again it is in the large
change rates among the advanced countries. bargaining situation that government has
American Industry has lost a significant por- the greatest opportunity to assert the nation of Its growth of markets to western tional interest.
The United States does not want elaborate
Europe and Japan because of the long overvaluation of the dollar. This lost growth of control machinery and it does not ne~ it. A
markets induced losses of productivity, em- small, central staff in Washington, led by
ployment and profits. The achievement of a high policy officials and operating with the
more viable and equitable set of exchange advice of business and labor, could keep track
rates will give American industry a greater of developments in the top 50 or 100 price
share In the growth of world trade and will situations and in the major collective bargains. The ninety day freeze is ample time
produce important benefits.
to put together such a staff, to develop the
THE CRrrICAL QUESTION OF FOLLOW-THROUGH
rather transparent necessary principles and
Our analyses conclude that the benefits of to obtain the collaboration of various repa successful execution of the President's pro- resentatives of business and labor. Presumgram are very considerable. So far the pro- ably the authority for the new incomes polgrams have only just begun. The newspapers Icy would be found in the standby powers
report that the Congress wlll agree to the that are now being used. The transition from
various fiscal measures, although there Is freeze to wage-price policy would come gradnothing sacrosanct about the exact, pro- ually in the form of Increasing exemptions
posed form. But in the other two com- of competitive prices. The key prices and
ponents of the program, the wage-price wages could only be changed after governfreeze and the internr4ional monetary ment evaluation with the new wage-price
changes, only the flrst steps are known.
principles.
What Follow-up to the wage-Price Freeze? FOLLOW THROUGH ON INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
The public has greeted the wage-price
The floating of the dollar and the Impofreeze with a sense of reUef. Public support sition of the surcharge on imports have conis running high because of the discomfort verted a situation of acute diseqUilibrium
of the inflation and the knOWledge that the Into one of fluidity. For practical reasons it
freeze is truly short-lived. Nonetheless, in- was probably impossible for the United
equities created by the freeze will become States to act other than unilaterally. Our
troublesome rather quickly, Since the freeze trading partners recognize the basic disis almost totally dependent on gOOd wlll and equilibrium that we fac~, and on the whole,
voluntary compliance, the public must be as- their reaction has been reasonably sympasured that on the one hand the freeze is thetic considering the" hardships that these
truly temporary, and on the other that the measures bring upon their export industries.
government will take additional steps to as- It remalns to be seen, however, Whether they
sure that the freeze will not have been In will now cooperate in deVeloping a more
vain.
viable set of international financial arrangeIf all government intervention on wages ments. The United States could begin the
and prices were to cease after the ninety day current process of change by herself, but Its
freeze, the SUbsequent catch up of wages successful conclusion requires the good will
and prices would wipe out the immediate and collaboration of the major industrial
gains very quickly. The wage-price freeze cre- countries. After some temporary dislocations
ates a great opportunity. Just a few months in their export industries, all countries will
of price and cost stability can set the stage benefit from an International economy
for breaking the very tight price-wage spiral brought Into equilibrium. Furthermore, conwhich has been the critical element of the tinued recession in the United States has had
recent inflation. If consumer prices can be a major impact on other advanced econokept virtually stable for a period, the next mies, most of which are either in recession
collective bargaining round could achieve re- or on the ~ge of It. Yet there was no way for
sults consistent with reasonable cost-price the United States to achieve recovery while
stabiltiy and stlll be fair to the workers, clinging to its obsolete exchange rate.
On the price side, we have passed through
SOME ISSUES OF POLICY
a round of increases in the concentrated inThe President's program has many eledustries some of which did represent a catch
up with competitive prices. With a brief but ments of strength. The wage-price freeze and
good cost record, it should be possible to the international measures correspond
keep the concentrat~ sector of the economy closely to the recommendations of economists and other experts, and if they prove
on a more even price keel.
But this cheerful sequence of events will ineffective we will all be wrong together.
The particular character of the fiscal packnot occur of Its own volition. Three months
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age of stimulus is more open to challenge.
The major questions are these:
1) Does the fiscal package rely too heavIly on stimulating business investment? The
investment credit follows close on the heel
of the more liberal depreciation, giving business a corporate tax reduction of close to $8
blllion. These measures will stimulate investment substantially but, given the current state of general excess capacity, the
stimulus per dollar of lost tax revenue may
be quite modest. Given its greater power,
the investment credit could be treated as a
substitute from more liberal depreciation allowances. There are other opportunities to
stimUlate the economy through ta.x reduction if that shOUld be the chosen route: for
example, the proposal by Chairman Mills to
raise the minimum standard deduction has
much merit. Alternatively. expenditures
could be increased. While public works may
be too slow, the welfare reform could be accelerated rather than postponed.
2) Although some of the fiscal measures
are temporary, others have a more permanent influence on the allocation of resources
and social priorities In this country. The 5%
Investment credit and the permanent repeal of the automobile excises continue the
repeated shrinkage of the federal revenue
base. The resources that could be devoted to
meeting our essential goals, to investment in
education, research, health, revenue sharIng or welfare reform, are continuing to be
frittered away in piece meal tax reductions.
There were few fiscal dividends for the next
several years even before the current round
of measures: new tax reductions postpone
the day when the budget can afford new inl tlatlves. Perhaps we shOUld treat the auto
excise and Investment credit measures as
temporary rather than permanent.
Let me emphasize that disagreements over
detail should not detract from the basic
thrust of the President's program. The social
cost of inadequately performing economy Is
very great. The benefits from reducing the
rate of Inflation and of moving employment
toward our targets are so great that they can
override disagreements about the exact nature of the desirable measures. Expansionary action Is so critical at this time that it
should not be lost in a political impasse. I
therefore recommend the President's program to you (albeit with the Congressional
prerogative to Improve Its structure). I also
hope that the administration will take tho
follow-through actions that will make th
program live up to Its promise.
TABLE I.-A COMPARISON OF DATA RESOURCES MODEL
SIMULATIONS FOR THE 1972 ECONOMY WITH AND
WITHOUT THE NIXON PROGRAM
Without
program
(control
July 26)
Billions of current dollars:
Consumption
_
725
Business fixed investmenL
_
III
Residential construction
_
45
Inventory investmenL
_
8
Net exports
_
3
Federal military
_
76
Federal civilian
_
29
State and 10ca1. __ ~
_
150
Gross national product.
" _ 1,148
Billions of 1958 dollars:
Consumption
_ 519
Business fixed investmenl.
•__
78
Residential construction
_
28
Inventory investmenL
_
7
Net exports
_
2.6
Federal Government.
_
63
State and local.
_
81
Gross national producL
_ 779
Other measures:
Real rate of growth
_
5
Inflation rate
_
4.1
Unemployment rate yeaL
_
5.9
Unemployment rate end of year
_
5.7
Housing startSo
_
1.91
Profits after tax
_
46

With
Nixon
program

723
112
45
9

5

75
27
145
I. 147

525
81
30

9
4
63
81
793

III'! "
7 "~
2.6

5.4

5.0

2.07
53 j
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES L. SCHULTZE, SENIOR
FELLOW, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION 1

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I am pleased to accept your invitation to discuss the broad outline and major
elements of President Nixon's new economic
game plan. A detailed evaluation of many of
its components will have to await the unfolding of events, and further information
on how the Administration proposes to carry
out some of the detailed provisions of its
program. But some broad judgments can be
made at this time.
.1 think everyone must welcc.me, with
great relief, the President's decision to take
firm and vigorous action on the unemployment, inflation,. and balance-of-payments
fronts. To those outside the Administration,
it had been clear for some time that the
original economic game plan was not working. The private economy showed no signs
of rebounding of its own accord, and apart
from a few statistical quirks the unemployment rate had been hanging stubbornly
around 6 percent for more than a half year.
Economic slack had produced some deceleration in the rate of inflation, but of very
modest proportions, and expectations of continued inflation were rife, partly accounting
for the failure of long term interest rates to
come down. And despite the slack in the
American economy, our trade balance had
taken a serious turn for the worse, accompanied in recent weeks by a serious hemorrhaging of dollars.
The program announced last sunday by
the President addresses each of these problems directly. While the proof of the pudding
will eventually be in the eating, it is already
clear that the elements of this program have
the potential of making important gains in
each of the three problem areas. This week's
reaction of the stock and bond markets
shows that the flnancial community, at least,
shares this hopeful view.
For the Committee this morning, I would
like to concentrate on the first two components of the President's program-the
fiscal package of tax cuts and expenditure
reductions, and the wage-price freeze. About
the remaining component, the actions concerning the balance-of-payments and the
international value of the dollar, I shall have
less to say, partly since my own knowledge
and experience in these areas is somewhat
wanting and partly because their ultimate
effects are st1U clouded by uncertainty over
the eventual reactions of other countries.

cause they will be balanced by expenditure
cuts. This is, of course, economic nonsense.
A program Which really reduced expenditures
dollar for dollar With taxes would not stimulate the economy, and would not increase the
total jobs available.
Fortunateiy, however, the substance of the
President's program contains much more economic sense than the rhetoric. In real economic terms, the measures he has proposed
will effectively cut taxes by more than expendItures. Some of the announced expenditure
reductions are on paper only: the 3-month
postponement of the proposed effective date
of revenue sharing from October I, 1971 to
January I, 1972, merely reflects what would,
at a mInimum, have occurred in any event.
The $700 million "saved" by delaying parts
of the President's "special revenue sharing"
proposals falls into the same category. Moreover, the $3 billion estimated revenue loss in
fiscal 1972 from the 10% investment credit
reflects the lag in tax collections relative to
corporate tax liabilities--eorporations will get
a tax break of about $5 billion in fiscal 1972,
of which only about $3 billion will show up
in revenue loss this year. With respect to the
fiscal effects of the revenue collections from
the 10% import surcharge, several important
points need to be made: If this surcharge is
to be handied as it should, namely as a bargaining tool to get dollar devaluation, then
it should be in effect only for a very short
period-a matter of weeks or a few monthsand should have virtually no fiscal impact.
If, on the other hand it should be in force
for a longer period (running the risk of
wrecking the international trade structure),
its immediate domestic impact will be approximately neutral-the depressing effect on
buying power which results from collecting
$2 b111ion taxes from those who do bUy imported !l'oods, should be roughly offset by
the switch from imports to domestic prOduction occasioned by the 10% added tariff.
In the table below I have attempted to give
a very rough estimate of the net fiscal stimulus emerging from the President's fiscal proposals. The time has been too short to make
very precise estimates; but the general magnitudes are, I think, in the right ball park.
TABLE I.-FISCAL IMPACT OF THE PRESIDENT'S FISCAL
PROPOSALS
[Billions of dollars; annual rates; national income account
concepts}
Calendar year-

THE FISCAL PACKAGE

With respect to the fiscal package there
are three points to be made: (1) on balance
the proposals should provide welcome and
significant stimUlUS to aggregate employment and output; (2) the particularly pieces
of the package, however, reflect I think, a
wrong view of national priorities; and (3)
a large part of the tax cuts w1U result in a
permanent loss of federal revenues--affectIng the budgets of 1974, 1975 and beyondat a time when we may need all the revenues we can get. Let me spell out each of
these points.
First, the fiscal package should provide
needed e;timulus to economic activity. This
fact is obscured by some of the statistics and
the rhetoric with Which the program is
clothed. On paper the President proposes to
reduce flscal1972 expenditures by $4.7 billion,
slightly more than the $4.2 billion net revenue loss from his tax propOSals. In the President's speech announcing the program, and
in the explanatory material released by the
White House, the statement is made that the
tax reductions w11l not be inflammatory be1

The views expressed here are those of

1\11'. Schultze, and do not necessarily repre-

sent those of the trustees, omcers or other
staff members of the Brookings Institution.

1972
1971,4th
quarter 1st half 2d half

lIem
Real expendiiure cuts:
Federal pay postponemenL
FederalemploymentcuL___
postponement of welfare reo
form __ •...•••.. _.
.
Other deferrals_ .•.. . __ .•

-3.0
-0.3
-.6
. ._ -.3
-.2 -1.1

_
-1.2
-4.5
-1.1

--------

SubtotaL __ ..•__ .•.... _._

-.5

-5.0

-6.8

Tax reductions:
======
AccelerateincometaxrelieL._________
2.3
2.3
Investmentcredil.._.•... _.•
15.55.5
2.8
Auto excise repeaL.........
1 2. 3
2. 0
2.0
SubtotaL._..•. _. __ •.. _._
Net fiscal stimulus.....

-------7.8
9.8
7.1

_

+7.3

+4.8

+.3

I Does not take into account Ihe retroactive features of the
Investment credit and auto excise tax repeal.

These numbers should be interpreted carefully. They do not measure the economic response, only the size of the fiscal stimulus.
The economic response will lag behind the
stimulus. Moreover they do not refiect the
impact of the program on actual tax collections of the federal government, but rather
its impact on the accruing tax liabllities of
individuals and corporations.
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Despite the rhetoric about balancing tax
cuts "....i th expenditure cuts, the President's
fiscal program quite appropriately provides a
significant overall fiscal stimulus, when we
compare its results with what would have
occurred in its absence.
My second point has to do with the particular components of the President's proposals. Whlle welcoming their aggregate stimulating effect, I do not believe they are at
all well balanced from the standpoint of
equity or national priOrities.
In January the President announced a
major liberalization of depreciation regulations for business firms, worth about $3 billion in reduced tax liabilities at the present
time. The 10% investment credit adds $5
billion in additional tax relief for bus1ness.
Given the great investment boom of the late
1960'S, the current rate of business investment, and the state of excess capacity in
large parts of the economy, I do not believe
that national priorities dictate this double
tax relief addressed to business investment.
Nor do I think that it will have the same job
creating stimUlUS at the present time, as tax
relief to individual consumers.
Other elements of the President·s fiscal program exhibit the same kind of problems. The
auto excise tax repeal represents a permanent
loss of $2 billion in revenues. The important
social programs which could have been financed in future years by that $2 billion, are
in effect being sacrificed in order to stimulate yet additional production of automobiles
on already congested and polluted highways.
On the expenditure side of his program, the
President proposes to postpone the effective
date of welfare reform for another year, from
July 1, 1972 to JUly I, 1973. While thiS would
only reduce outlays by several hundred million dollars in fiscal 1972 (administrative and
"made ready" costs) it would reduce payments to the poor, prinCipally the working
poor, by $4 to $5 blllion in the next year.
Moreover, the proposal has unfortunate symbolic meaning, insofar as it explicitly puts
the fight for welfare reform effort at the
bottom of the priority list, whlle long-term
stimulation of automoblle production and
private investment goes to the top.
A third and related point has to do With
the permanent nature of part of the tax reductIons proposed by the President. The auto
excise tax repeal and 5 % of the investment
credit represent permanent tax reductions,
losing about $5 billion a year in revenues.
While we need tax cuts at the present time,
to help bring the economy out of recession,
we wlll--once the economy has returned to
full employment--need every dime of revenue generated by the present tax system to
meet even a minimal estimate of national
needs in the pUblic sector. Almost every
future projection of the fiscal dividend for
the mid 1970's shows that it is very s11m
indeed. and far too small to be eroded by
permanent tax cuts.
Indeed. it Is undoubtedly the longer term
effects of the tax proposals which led to the
highly dubious recommendation to postpone the welfare reform package. In reviewing his 1973 bUdget, in its formative stage,
the President most certainly was faced with
a dimcult problem even before last week's
decisions. Preliminary estimates of federal
el..p enditures most probably were significantly in excess of projected full employment revenues. And the President has repeatedly stressed his intention never to propose a budget in which expenditures exceeded full employment revenues. Hence a
dlfiicult budget paring job was already in
prospect. Then, to this set of facts. was
added the $5 b111ion or more revenue loss
from the permanent 5 % investment credit
and i;he auto excise tax repeal. The problem
became even more critical, from the President's view. Postponement until July 1973
of the welfare reform package, which for-
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tUitously would lower estimated 1973 expenditures by the same amount as the loss
from permanent tax cuts, was seized upon
as the means out of this dllemma. Quite
explicitly, therefore, a priority choice was
made between autos and machine tools on
the one hand and the poor on the other.
The poor lost. This was a pure priority
choice, since the net economic Impact of
the decision was neutral-$5 billion In revenue losses were olIset by $5 billion in expenditure cuts.
If the overall stimulus of the President's
fiscal proposals Is highly desirable, but the
partiCUlar components are wanting on
grounds of social priorities and excessive
permanent loss of revenue, what alternatives are available which meet the highly
laudatory Presidential objective of stimulatIng the economy, while avoiding the unwanted side etrects of his proposals? There are
such alternatives. One such set Is laid out
below:
1. The Congress could attach to the law reinstating the Investment credit, a provision
in effect repealing the administratively instituted depreciation liberalization. This
would eliminate a permanent revenue loss
of about $3 billion, without significantly
affecting the prospects for private Investment over the next several years. On the one
hand, as it now stands, the depreciation liberalization actions wlll be tied up In court
review over the next several years, and businessmen will be hesitant to base investment
decisions on its permanent validity. At the
same time, a 10% investment credit this
year followed by a permanent 5% credit
should give a significant, and sufficient,
boost to investment Incentives.
2. Do not enact the auto excise tax repeal.
3. Enact the speed-up in individual income
tax relief, as proposed by the President.
4. Inaugurate, as part of the fiscai package,
an immediate program of relief for state and
local governments hit hard by the loss of revenues accompanying the recession, based on
an automatic formula. Unlike the federal
government, these governments cannot maintain their expenditures during periods of
economic slowdown and revenue shortfall,
but get caught in an economic vise which
forces them to scramble about cutting highly
needed public services. A program of general
federal aid, replacing their temporarily depressed revenues, would put about $4 billion
a year into hard pressed state and local
services. But as the economy picked up, and
state and local revenues rebounded, this particular aid would gradually taper otr. This is
not revenue sharing, nor should it be subject
to the controversies which surround a permanent revenue sharing bill. Rather It is an
Income security measure for states and local
governments, much In the spirit of unemployment compensation. A relatively simple
formula could be developed to accompllsh
this purpose, and I would be happy to discuss
this further with the Committee.
5. Postpone for one year, part or all of the
social security tax Increases scheduled to take
effect next January. In total these wlll add
$7 billion to the tax bill paid by workers and
employers in calendar 1972 (assuming enactment of the social security provisions In H.R.
1). A fully employed worker, earning $10,000
per year will pay $175 extra In social security
taxes next year (and his employer another
$175). On the other hand, that same worker,
assuming he headed a famlly of four, would
get only about $80 In Income tax benefits
from the speedup in tax rellefs proposed by
the President. If half of the scheduled social
security increase were postponed, the fiscai
Impact would be a $3 billion reduction In tax
liablllties.
6. Continue work on the famlly assistance
plan, already passed by the House in H.R. I,
retaining the effective date of July 1, 1972.
Even if it cannot be completed by the end of
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this Congressional session, as the Senate Finance Committee gives first attention to the
President's fiscal package, passage of the
Family Assistance Plan by next March or
April would still allow it to go into etrect on
or about the currently scheduled July date.
The Table below shows the fiscal impact
of these proposals, assuming that the other
parts of the President's package are not
Changed. Aside from modest differences in
timing, the fiscal impact is about the same as
that proposed by the President during the
next twelve months, and provides some net
stimulus in the second half of 1972. But two
major differences between the two sets of
proposals stand out: First, as the economy
returns to full employment all of the fiscal
stimUlus in the alternative package disappears. There is no permanent loss of revenues,
relative to present tax laws and administrative regulatiOns. Repeal of depreciation IIberallzatlon roughly otrsets the revenue loss
from the permanent 5% investment tax
credit. The acceleration of individual tax relief and the postponement of social security
tax increases represent changes in timing, not
permanent losses. The cyclical aid to state
and local governments phases out as the
economy moves closer to full employment,
again leaving no net drain on the bUdget. Fiscal stimulus Is provided, therefore, without
giving away the long-term revenues we wlll
sorely need in later years.
TABLE 2.-ALTERNATIVE FISCAL PACKAGE
(Billions of dollars; annual rate; national income account
conceplsl
Calendar years1972

197i,

lIem

41h
quarter

Expenditure reductions:
President's proposals_ __
Less maintaining July
1,1972, dale of fAP

-0.5

Equals revised expenditu re reduction"
Tax reductions:
Repeal deprecialion
liberalization _________
Inveslmeni tax credit. __
Cyclical aid to Slate
and
local
governmenls
,______________

lsi

half

2d
half

-5.0

-6.8

+.3

+4.5

-.5

-4.7

-2.3

-3.0
5.5

-3.0
5.5

-3.0
2.8

_

4.0
Postpone Y:i of social
security increase ' ___ "_________ .
Accelerated income tax
relieL. _______________________

3.0

2.0

3.0

3.0

2.3

2.3

Total tax reductions_._

6.5

10.8

7.1

Net fiscal stimulus____

6.0

6.1

4.8

, Assumes the fiscal program is sufficienllo drive the average
unemployment rale for the second half of 1972 down 10 5
percent, as a consequence of which Ihe amounl of cyclical aid
10 Slate and local governments would decline over the next
18 months.
'This parlicular eslimate assumes thai all of the tax rate
increases now scheduled for Jan. I, 1972, and Y:i of the ceiling
increase in H.R_ i are poslponed for a year.

The second set of differences between the
two packages lies in their ditrerent priority
choices. The alternative package does provide needed Investment stimulUS, but In a
reasonable amount. The remaining fiscal
stimulus then fiows through state and local
governments, individual taxpayers (via accelerated Income tax relief) and workers (via
postponement of the social security tax increase). Moreover, the alternative package
does not set priorities in terms of providing
permanent tax losses at the expense of the
poor-It does not require the postponement
of the Family Assistance Plan for another
year.
In summary then, the President's proposals would prOVide needed flscal stimulus,
but could well be modified to provide the
same stimUlUS without the sacrifice of per-
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manent bUdgetary resources and with a more
balanced view of national priorities.
THE WAGE-PRICE FREEZE
As a means of beginning the fight to
break the wage-price spiral, the President's
90-day freeze Is to be welcomed. It will undoubtedly create much confusion, and cause
some short-lived Inequities. But these will
be trifling compared to the alternative inequities caused by the combination of heavy
unemployment and continued rapid Inflation.
The purpose of the 90-day freeze is twofold: to break Inflationary expectations
through a sharp and dramatic action, revising the Administration's prior stand on
the question of directly Influencing wage
and price decision; and to buy time during
which a longer-term Incomes policy can be
worked out.
This week's upsurge In bond prices testifies
to the measure's success, at least for the moment, In its first objective, changing Infiationary expectations. But the real test of this
policy will come at the end of the 90-day
period. What longer term poliCy will have
been developed to repiace the freeze which
cannot be continued for a significant period?
It seems to me there are four possible lines
of action which could be announced at the
end of the 90-day period:
1. A continuation of the freeze for another
short period. That I think would be very bad.
It would be tantamount to a confession that
the Administration had been unable to deveiop a meaningful incomes policy. This
would have a very bad effect. Moreover, the
inequities of a freeze-particularly one
which has no effective enforcement machinery-grow worse and worse as time passes.
2. An announcement that this freeze had
worked, that the inflationary spiral had been
broken, and that the freeze could be lifted
without the substitution if any longer term
Incomes policy, except perhaps pious and
generalized injunctions to business and
labor to be good boys. This WOUld, I believe,
be both naive and disastrous. However useful the freeze Is to buy breathing room, it
will not In 90 days break the back of inflation. I oannot really Imagine that this will
be the announcement we will hear at the
end of the freeze period.
3. Inauguration of full-blown wage and
price controls, enforoed in detail, by law.
Again I find It hard to believe that this
Administration would resort to such controls on a long term basis. I agree with what
has been their view that this would put
the economy In a permanent straitjacket,
and ultimately poison domestic political life
with the frustrations, pettiness, and lllfeeling that would accompany rigid detailed
controls in peaoetlme.
4. Announce, In quantitative terms, guidelines or standards for reasonable wage and
price behavior. These standards would be
basically voluntary in nature, but could be
backed up by a Presidential statement that
he would resort to his standby powers under
the Economic Stabilization Act of 1970 to
use the force of_law against fiagrant violation.
By this device, many of the "advantages of
wage and price' controls could be achieved
without most of their disadvantages. Detailed supervision over the pricing practices
of each of Amerioa's 4 million businessmen,
and minute Inspection of every aspect of
every single wage bargain would be unnecessary. No nlassive bureaucracy would be
required. fleXibility for meeting individual
situations could be retained. But fiagrant
violation of the wage-price standards COUld,
as a last resort, be contained by the force
of law. In an overheated economy this approach would not work. The pressure of demand would inevitably lead to all sorts of
devices to circumvent the standards. But
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when the price and wage spiral exists In the
absence of excessive demand, as unions
strive to "catCh-Up" on the cost-of-living
and in relationship to each other, and when
business firms mark up prices to cover cost
increases fUlly, even In a weak market, then
the effective moderation cf wage Increases
in major bargaining situations and of large
administered price Increases, should spread
throughout the. economy. Overheated demand will not, in these circumstances, drive
non-union wages up in reiation to those
won in major contracts, nor wlll the prices
charged by' smail producers or retailers In
competitive markets begin to outstrip the
pace of ad\'ance in admlnl.stered prices, at
least in any generalized way.
In short the President has bought time to
develop a reasonable set of wage and price
standards. I believe that an eqUitable set
of standards taking Into account the legitimate interests of both. business and labor
can be developed. Finally, ! believe that the
stand.. uds can be appllcd flexibly, with primary rellance on voluntary cooperation, but
with the "club" of ma1'datorv controls in
the background. Such standards won't work
forever. But th3Y could ease the economy
out of the present spiral into a more stable
future.
THE INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF THE
PRESIDENT'S PROGRAM

As I mentioned earlier this is an aim on
which I feel much less confident to speak
than Is the case with the domestic aspects
of the program. There Is, however, one major
pOint I would like to make.
The 10% surcharge on Imports Is presumably a bargainIng tool, deSigned to provide some leverage to the U.S. position In
negotiation over devaluation of the dollar. It
is the ABM of the economic package. If it
Is truly only a bargaining tool, then It need
be Imposed only during the critical stage of
negotiation over exchange rate realignments.
And, in turn, that means that it should not
be in effect for more than several weeks, or
several months at the outside, while talks
proceed between ourselves and the Japanese,
the Common Market countries, the U.K. and
Canada. Should other nations come to believe that It Is more than a bargaining tool,
that it will be used to ease domestic political
pressures for protectionist measures, then
the fabric of International trade relationships so painfully bUilt up In the postwar
period can come unravelled at frightening
speed.
Dollar devaluation is needed. And the U.S.
does perhaps need additional leverage In the
negotiations directed to this end. But whatever good might come from devaluation
could be far more than offset by the proliferation of protective devices around the
world, if any suspicion occurs that the 10%
U.S. surcharge represents our long-term response to balance-of-payments dilficultles.
SUMMARY

As an evaluation of the President's proposals, this presentation has necessarily concentrated on areas Where I believe the Congress could serve the public interest by
modifying particular elements of those proposals. That fact should not obscure the
point I made at the outset. The comprehensive Initiatives taken by the President should
be highly welcomed. He has begun a process
which can very qUickly result in significant
progress towards three major objectives: the
return to prosperity, the control of inflation,
and the restoration Of balance of payments
equilibrium.
As the President himself pOinted out there
Is plenty of credit to go around, and if in
an expeditious manner the Congress modifies some of his proposals-retaining the
fiscal stimulus while securing greater equity
and a better balanced set of priOritiesthere wlll still be plenty of credit avallable
for the Adm1n1stration itself.
CXVII--1951-Part 23

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN SHEAHAN, PROFESSOR
OF ECON01>nCS, \VILLIAMS COLLEGE

The 90-day freeze now in effect is an understandable reaction to a situation that was out
of control. But perhaps the worst possible
next step would be to extend it. The economy
needs enhanced flexibility, and needs a flexible system of wages and prices to promote it.
Even if a general freeze could be enforced for
a longer period it should not be. What is
needed instead Is a llmited, selective system
directed at a few key sources of special difficulty. A general freeze Is an abdication of the
responsibility. to tackle the dilficult job of
selective action,
The Administration will deserve great
credit if It is able to present a system geared
to the guidance of change belore the stated
period of the freeze is up. If it does not, we
will be faced with the equally unhappy alternatives of letting accumulated pressure
lead to a sharp jump In wages and prices
immediately after the freeze, or of keeping
what is essentially a negative and Inelficient
blanket control In effect indefinitely. It might
be usefUl to plan on something llke a twoyear period of llmlted intervention. The basic
problems are unlikely to disappear in two
years so something else will prcbably be
needed afterward. But the best of programs
will prove to raise some unnecessary headaches and to miss some objectives, so It may
be preferable to plan on something that wili
come to an end and need rethinking fairly
soon.
A comprehensive system of controls for
the whole economy is unnecessary and undesirable because the great majority of labor
and product markets In the United States
are characterized by a reasonable facsimile
of competition. Trade associations and union
pressures abound, but in most cases they do
not greatly change the course of wages and
prices. The other side of the coin is that
there are a relatively small number of labor
and product markets in which changes are
much more arbitrary. They are never completely free of market restraints, but the
scope for setting charges higher than they
could have been in a competitive context is
sometimes fairly wide. When these groups
defend themse1ves against what they consider to be encroachments on the earnings
to which they are entitled, they take away
from the rest of the society part of its real
Income. They impose a tax on the people who
do not have such power: a tax which simultaneously transfers Income to themselves
and lowers real national Income by distortIng the structure of prices and wages.
Which group Is which, and what to do
about it? None of them wear white hats,
and of course we are net talking about two
sharply defined categories but about shadings of power that change constantly. But it
might make the point more concrete to suggest some orders of magnitude and some
plausible candidates for special attention.
Within manufacturing, problems (;f market
control are often associated with hi 6h degrees of concentration. Those Industries In
which the 4-firm concentration ratios are
abvve 60 percent, and thus particularly likely to be able to control their markets include
something under 20 percent cf all manufacturing industries with almost exactly 20
percent of manufacturing value added.• But
some of these cases have littie effective control, either because of imports competition
or close dcmestic substitutes. So the problem
area within manufacturing is less than 20
percent of ali industries. and is probably confined to that quite small list In which new
• Source: U.S. senate. Committee on the
Judiciary, Subccmmittee on Antitrust and
Monopoly, Concentration RaUos in Jl,fanulacturing Industry, 1963 (Washington, 1966),
summarized and discussed in F. M. Scherer,
Industrial Market Structure and Economic
Perlormance (Chicago, 1970), chapter 3.
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entry is especialiy difficult. But manufacturIng should probably net be the first target
anyway. I would nominate two that may be
both more important and easier to supervise: medical fees and the pricing practices
of industries in which the government itself
acts to enforce market control, perhaps especialiy In the oil Industry and transportation.
On the side of labor, the majority of
workers have mighty little bargaining power.
It is surely nominal or noneXistent for
workers In retail and wholesale trade, secretaries and office workers in general, migrant
farm labor, nurses, workers in laundries
and motels, and probably in 1\ wide range
of manufacturing such as canneries, textiles
and clothing, sawmills, and smali-scale local
manufactm'jng of ali kinds. At any rate, there
is a world of difference between the demands
these workers can exert and what can be
done by the printers, construction unions,
coal miners, automobile and steelworkers,
and the publlc service employees In some of
the large cities. The differences can be seen
readily enough in the wage rates that now
exist and the ways in which they have been
moving. Average hourly earnings In transportation equipment are double those in retail trade; when the former group forces
through an Increase in wage rates far 'above
the trend of productivity improvement it is
not taking money away from the large corporations, It is taking real income away from
lower-wage workers. Workers in contract construction had average wages roughly 50 percent above the average for manufacturing
In 1969, and have been Widening the gap
since. The characteristic of the period
through which we have been passing is that
the better placed workers have been gaining
at the expense of the poorer.
To divide workers into the priVileged and
the exploited, and industries into those which
can defend themselves readily and those
which cannot, Is a treacherous exercise. But
the differences cast an interesting light on
the arguments by some unions and industries
that it is unfair to pick them out for restrictions and leave the rest of the economy free.
It is not the weak groups which make this
complaint: it Is the ones which have been
raising their incomes at the expense of the
rest. It Is a false idea of equity to treat the
weak and the strong exactly the same. And
since a general economy-wide system of controls Is neither workable nor desirable, to
argue against selectivity is to hand the advantage to the strong.
But if there are a number of groups strong
enough to extort special advantage from an
uncontrolled economy, how could it be possible to get them to accept a reduction of
their advantage? What, if anything, might be
done? I would like to consider the question
under two alternative hypotheses: (1) that
the Administration genuinely wishes to
moderate wage and price inflation without a
permanently depressed economy. and has the
polltical skill to enlist the cooperation of
some of the stronger unions: and (2) the
possibly more plausible assumption that the
Administration would like to do sometl1ing
but maybe not too much, and cannot get the
unions to cooperate.
On the more optimistic assumption, the
solution would not be difficult. The earlier
wage-price guideposts, moderately amended
to take account of some valld technical criticisms raised In SUbsequent analysis. would
sen'e to prOVide a norm for wage settlements
in these power-play negotiations where the
publlc nearly always loses. If they could be
applled only to automobiles and metals.
transportation and publlc serVices-that is,
If workers in these fields could be assured
the right to raise their Incomes at the same
rate as national output per man, but no
more-a significant fraction of other negotlat~d contracts would line up on the same
norm and the dimensions of the problem
could be cut In half. If I were a union
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leader I would not agree to It unless somethIng were also done to stIpulate guidelines
for medIcal fees, to block prIce Increases In
condItIons of excess capacIty In the concentrated IndustrIes, and to stop using governmental controls to back up arbitrary pricIng In oil and transport. But If the optImistIc assumption had any validity It would
not be dIfficult to do these thIngs too. The
essence of the question Is whether or not
the Administration belleves In such elforts
at stab1l1zatlon and equity, and Is w11l1ng
to take the trouble of exertIng pressure when
It Is needed. It would be needed. People do
not give up prIvlleged positions easily.
It Is worth noting that a potentially helpfUl background factor at present Is that
productiVity could Increase at rates well
above trend averages It demand were stimulated. We have enormous excess capacity and
it, profits could rise rapidly even with fixed
prIces. ThIs provides some extra lee-way, not
present when the guideposts were put under
such strain In 1965-66, to authorize wage
Increases whlle blocking price Increases,
wIthout fear of squeezIng profits and the
capacity to Invest. That extra room might
well be used to allow unions which have
not negotiated new contracts so far this year
to make settlements for Increases above any
normal trend-line rate of productIvity Increase. That Is, It seems both unfair and unnecessary to Insist that negotiations In the
ImmedIate future be settled at rates that
would be consIstent with an economy that
had ellmlnated Infiatlon. This would mean
that wage-price Inflation wlll not be stopped
cold. But that Is probably an unreal1stic goal
at best, especially when it Is necessary to Increase the prices of Imports. It seems too
much to aim at complete Sltabllizatlon, but
a two-year program aimed at a progres&1ve
reduction of the rate of Inflation could permIt lower settlements, without InequIty, before the period Is over.
On the less optimistic assumptIon, that
somethIng Is to be done but that It Is not
possIble to get any cooperatIon from the
unIon It Is not necessary to throw In the
towel. Without the cooperatIon of any unIon
at all, the government oan brIng down the
prIce ot 011, or at least stabIl1ze It, by permIttIng AmerIcan oil companies to brIng in
more Of their external suppl1es. SImilarly,
the many government agenc1es which regulate rate-making could be dIrected to Introduce somewhat more concern tor the
publ1c in their dec1sions. To raise alrl1ne
rates this year, when airl1ne load factors
were perhaps as low as they have ever been
in history, was a depressing example of a
company-orIented decisIon adverse to efficIency as to stab1llzatlon. I was del1ghted to
read of the activity ot The Regulations and
RevIew Board, in intervening before the ICC
to force reconsideration of rate increases that
might otherwise have been aJ)proved automatically on traditional regulatory grounds.
And I was disgusted last year when the government supported florida tomato growers
In l1mltlng imports of Mexican tomatoes for
the specIfic purpose of raising prices in the
United States. If the Administration wishes
to do something serIous about Inflation, the
best place to start may be with the government itself.
Beyond that, a national health system creates both the means and the responslb1l1ty
to do somethIng about norms for medical
charges, the heavy governmental role In constructIon provIdes great posslblllties for atfecting wage trends and labor practIces In
thIs area, the use of subsidIes and regulation
of rates gIves an Important toehold In transportation, and a return to more active antItrust enforcement could increase the odds
agaInst arbItrary prIcIng In Industry generally. None of that requIres expllclt cooperation from unIons. But if somethIng genuine
were being accompl1shed In these areas, the
chances of such cooperation might well
Improve.
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The Idea of a freeze is worrIsome. It is as it
the hard work of selecting the targets that
matter most and devising ways to cope with
IndIvIdual cases could be escaped by waving
a magic wand. It is wrong to thInk that
everything can be controlled, and perhaps
even worse to try to do It. The most likely
result would be general fallure that could
discredIt the selective elfort that Is needed. A
selective elfort, in turn, Is Unlikely to mean
that Inflation will be stopped completely.
But It should be reduced, and some other
objectives whIch are at least equally valuable
could be served at the same time. Perhaps
the most worthwhlle goal Is to cut down
on the uneconomIc wage and price changes
that both hurt the weak and reduce real
Income: to use the powers of government to
define and promote a more coherent evolution of monetary claims in the interest ot
both efficIency and faIrness.
TESTIMONY OF RAYMOND J. SAULNIER, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, BARNARD COLLEGE,
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
NEW YORK CITY,
August 19, 1971.

Mr. Chairman: I appreciate very much the
opportunity to participate In your Committee's review of President NIxon's recently announced economic stablllzation program. I
shall be happy to respond to speciflc questions, but let me 'Jegln wIth a few brief
comments.
1) WIth one exception, the foreign exchange side of the program strIkes me as
entirely reasonable.
First, it was a prUdent move to close the
gold window. As a practical matter, letting
the dollar float against other currencies is
the only way to find new rates of exchange
that can be maintained with some hope of
stabilIty. And I do not expect the dol1ar to
go to discounts much beyond those already
establlshed.
Second, my major reservation has to do
with the Import surcharge. For one thing,
It has the elfect of complicating the process
of flnding equlllbrium rates of exchange.
Moreover, there Is a risk that whatever its
merits as a negotIatIng asset, the surcharge
will engender reactions from other countrIes
that wlll compllcate the problem Of reaching agreement on new exchange rates and
new machinery for settling imbalances In International payments. Hopeful1y, it will be
removed soon-In my Judgment, the sooner
the better. It would be constructive for the
JoInt Economic Committee to encourage the
administration to this end.
Third, I hope the arrangements desIgned
to replace the now-abandoned US dollar
standard wlllinvolve pegged rather than unpegged exchange rates. A wider band of permissible fluctuation around par could be
helpfUl, but three percent on eIther side of
parity is surely the outer limit of what would
be desirable. Naturally, it shOUld be understood that pegs can be adjusted without the
act becomIng an international Incident of
great moment, and that they wl1l in fact be
moved up or down as circumstances requIre.
It should not be too great a challenge to
foreign eXchange technicians to devise arrangements and understandIngs to help assure that reSUlt, and I suggest they be asked
to do so.
Fourth, the present flexiblllty ot exchange
rates shOUld be taken as an opportunity to
throw off the whole apparatus of restrictions on capital flows. These have been in
effect now for about eight years, all the time
regarded as temporary, and It should be
clear now that they are Ineffective and counterprOductive as an approach to meeting a
balance Of payments deflclt. ActUally, it will
be impossible for the dollar to float to true
equilibrium values while restrictions on International fiows of capItal are still In effect.
I hope your Committee will urge the administration to act promptly to remove them.
Fifth, It should not be dltncult to devise
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satisfactory arrangements for holding International monetary reserves. This Is anoth~r
task for technicians. What Is imJ)Ortant is
that reserves should function not only as
a means of settlIng payment imbalances but
also as a force for exercising discIpline on
the monetary and fiscal policies of natIons
partlclpatlng In the system. The object
should be to devise machinery that w1l1 have
that result.
2) The immediate problem on the domestic sIde of the stabllizatIon program is to
make the statutory freeze on prices, wages
and rents, and the voluntary freeze on dividends, work effectively and equitably. This
wl1l requIre a hard line on exemptIons. The
grantIng of exemptions, even those v.ith
"merit, wllI undermIne the wl1lingness of
those not exempt to cooperate and ultimately
make the whole program unworkable. I have
been pleased to see that early rullngs on key
questions suggest a hard llne is being taken.
I hope your Committee wlll support such a
J)Olicy.
For the longer run the problem Is to devIse
a fol1ow-on approach that will be more viable
than a freeze. Of course, the Ultimate goal
must be to ellmIna.te controls altogether, and
return to a free market, but It is inconceIvable that the need for restraint will have
disappeared in ninety days, and unthInkable
that the freeze could be lIfted in the face of
continuing upward pressure on wages and
prices without some alternatIve arrangement
In Its place. ObvIously, plans must go forward at once--on a kind of crash baiis-for
an arrangement more flexIble, more selective and more eqUitable than a freeze. My
preference is for something of the revIew
board type rather than a system of specific,
mandatory celllngs. Your Committee Will, I
am sure, be making suggestions In thIs connection.
3) Let no one delude himself that freezes
or revIew boards put an end to inflationthey only suppress it temJ)Orarily. But they
do provIde tIme In which to apply fundamental correctives-the point is that the
tIme be used productively. One need not be
a hard-shel1ed monetarIst to know that Inliatlon Is basIcally a monetary phenomenon
and cannot be brought under control except
In a context of noninflationary monetary policy. Accordingly, It Is absolutely essentIal to
understand that a freeze on prIces and wages
wlll ultimately come to nothing-and the
same applles to any other program of direct
controls-unless accompanIed by a polley Involving money supply increases consIstent
With stable prices. ConsIdering that money
supply has been risIng for over ,six months at
1O-to-12 percent a year, it is obvious that
the road back to price stabll1ty must be a
long one. I have all along warned that money
polley since early 1970 was essentially inflationary. However, now that we are on an inflationary money supply path, It Is no time
for the Federal Reserve authoritIes, In a
burst of new-found prudence, to apply monetary brakes abruptly. My suggestion Ii that
they concentrate on short term money rates,
not on monetary aggregates, orthodox monetarIsts to the contrary notWithstanding. In
the circumstances, an escalation of short
term rates, up to and possibly above six percent on 90-day Treasury bllls (which seemed
ImmInent two weeks ago) would surely start
another disintermediation process, stop the
housing expansion, and reverse the recovery.
Fortunately, money rates and bond yields
moved down in the past few days, particularly since the President announced his program. The object of Federal Reserve polley
must be to encourage that trend.
4) Admittedly, a monetary polley designed
to avoid disintermediation could, and probably WOUld, slow the process of overcomIng
Inflation. But not necessarily, and In any
case it Is a risk that has to be taken. There
Is a greater risk, however, In that Inveterate
expansionIsts, of which there are a good
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number, w:lll seize on direct centrols as a
shield behind which to pursue essentially Inflationary monetary and fiscal policies. This
has ha.ppene<! again and a.galn in the wake
of devaluations and behind the presume<!
protection of incomes policies. If this happens in our case, it can be forecast with complete confidence that the present freeze, and
whatever else follows, wlll ultimately break
down Therefore, It is vitally Important that
your Committee support not only a Federal
Reserve policy that wlll avoid expansionist
errors but a bUdgetary policy that will do the
same. In this connection, I believe it would
be constructive to abandon use of the full
employment budget concept. It should be
clear by now that a large federal deficit, even
though It Is expected to disappear at full
employment, helps perpetuate Inflation sldeby-side with unemployment by worsening inflation psychology and putting upward pressure on interest rates.
I doubt that the flscal proposals in the
President's program will prove unduly expansionary or Interfere with achievement of
antllnflation objectives. In particular, the
resumption of the Investment tax credit Is
a sound proposal. It will help revise a severely depressed capital goods Industry. It will
create jobs. It wlIl promote higher productivity and help re<!uce costs. And by reducing
costs It w1ll help overcome Inflation. All In
all, a constructive step. I hope your Committee w1ll advocate prompt action by Congress
on the PresIdent's tax and bUdget proposals.
5) My conclusion Is that: provIded the
freeze Is accompanIed by an adeq1mtely dlsInflatIonary monetary and flscal pollcy; provided It Is replaced In due course by more
flexible and selective control arrangement;
and prOVided everyone cooperates, the PresIdent's stablIlzation program wlIl put us In
a position to overcome cost and price inflation and ultimately to resume growth, Without the impediment of direct wage and price
controls, at a rate consistent With our national potential.
The strategy of the program looks good
to me. What Is needed to make It work Is
cooperation-from the Congress, from the
leadership 01 labor and business and from
the whole body of Americans. If I may say
so, Mr. Chairman, I belleve the primary aIm
of your Committee at this juncture shOUld
be to do everything It can to enlist the
needed cooperation. This is not a matter In
which we can alford to fall.
RAYMOND

J.

SAULNIER.

STATEMENT BY RALPH NADER

Mr. ChaIrman, dIstinguished members 01
the Joint Economic Committee, I am grateful for the invitation to extend my comments
on aspects of the Administration's new economIc policies and proposals submitted to
Congress;
It Is not difllcult to penetrate the semantic
Whirlwind, the facile assurances and the Insupportable economic reasoning which have
been issuIng from government spokesmen
this week if the Administration's package is
broken down into its constituent parts, Confronted with its alleged objectives and evaluated withIn this context. First, however, It
Is appropriate to comment briefly on the
process of this decisIon-making.
The Administration presents a fairly persuasive case against the signaling of Its move
with regard to the dollar, gIven the rampart
speculation thereto In international money
markets and other well known variables.
There is no excuse however for the Inordinate
secrecy attending its other decisIonal prelimInaries, particularISt When there is a great
need for publlc consideratIon and discussion
and fact gathering, As my subsequent observations will illustrate. such prellmInarles,
both with and outside of Congress. might
have restrained the most outrageously specIal
interest features of the package. Beyond that.
it Is now clear that a number of corporate

leaders knew In advance of portions of the
package. Judging by Its exceptional communIque to dealers to start selling 1972 model
cars wIth their new prIce Increase Immediately on receipt last week, General Motors
knew what was coming by way of the price
freeze and tried unsuccessfully to slIde under
the deadline. The public will never know
probably what other early alerts there were
and what other, If any, quId pro quos were
agreed to in this ex parte, Informal process of
government-corporate understanding. The
process of secrecy also permits these policies
to be announced or proposed with all kinds of
projectIons for job development and Inflation reduction that are not SUbstantiated 1n
any way be the Treasury. They are Issued or
proposed either as flat or faith.
The declared objectives of the Administration's proposals and actions are to Increase
employment, reduce Inflation and Improve
our competitive posItion In world trade. The
proposed speedup of the $50 personal exemption Increase for calendar year 1972 and the
devaluation of the dollar should help one or
more of these alms. The rest of the AdmInIstration's package is grossly InequItable,
cynIcally IndIfferent to the needs for a progressive tax policy In actuaI1ty. It wlII not
result In more jobs that are needed and Is
harmful of consumer Interests. Let us take
these actions or proposals one by one:
1. The Indeflnlte 10 percent Import surcharge will become IncreasIngly counterproduotlve the longer H is allowed to stay In effect. It wlII erode one of the few sources of
price competition for many domestically produced goods, thus raisIng prices to the consumer Indirectly as well as directly for the
Importe<! products. It has a regressive effect on lower Income flUIl1lles who purchase
more of these cheaper goods. It may well encour':lge a retaI1atory trade war. And as a
Presidential action, the surcharge Is of dubIous legality under the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962-a serious question Into whIch the
Congress should soon Inquire. It Is possible
that the surcharge wlIl be revoked shortly,
owIng to the powerful opposition of the
multinational corporations. Indeed, already
representatives of General Motors, the Bank
of America and other companies have voIce<!
their displeasure pUbllcly. It could also be
that the surcharge Is being used for short
range tactical purposes In the negotiations
over the dollar, and other trade matters (especialiy with Japan) whIch are commencIng. Whatever may occur, ~he surcharge is
no ally of the consumer or anti-Inflationary
polley.
2. The tax policIes and proposals have to be
taken wLth the accelerated depreciatIon
range (ADR) Issued earlier this year by the
Treasury. Taken together, the investment tax
credit, the Domestic International Sales Corporation tax windfall. and ADR, will amount
to a massive tax relief to corporatIons of nine
b1llion dollars .In the first year of their operations. This Is at the very least a 15 % tax cut
for large corporations especially, compare<!
With a $1 billIon one-shot accelerated personal exemption cut for the average citizens
or roughly 1.2% tax reductIon. This Is, of
course, per se grossly ineqUitable. The only
possible justlflcatlon left for the Administration to provide Its evidence that such a dIscrImination will trickle down more purchasIng power and produce more jobs. The Treasury has absolutely no stUdies avaUable to
make thIs justification, not to mention the
weakness of Its case when compared with
more effectIve alternatIves such as strong
antitrust enforcement, corporate excess profIts tax, a reduction In personal Income tax
to Increase consumer demand in a underut1llze<! economy, and federal expenditures
In effective manpower training, mass transit
systems, and other job creatIng activIty of
high soclal ut1llty. These alternatives,
couple<! with anti-Inflationary poIlcles toward Interest rates. would Improve the efll-
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clency of the ecoilomy and permit consumer
demand to direct productive decisions much
more than the corporate welfare program of
the Administration.
In particular: The proposed Investment
credit of 10% for flscal 1972 and 5% thereafter wlll provide a tax subsIdy of from $4
blIllon to $2.5 billion annually to bIg business. This proposal comes on top of the ADR
(deprecIation) regulations which are supposed to become a tax subsidy of $3.9 billion annually to corporations. And once
agaIn DISC (Domestic International Sales
Corporation) Is resurreoted to provide an annual tax windfall of almost a billIon dollars
to the large export corporatIons.
Taken together, these tax breaks amount
to $7 to $9 blllion annually. By comparIson,
In flscal year 1970, the last year for whIch
publ1shed data arE avaIlable, corporations
paId a total of only $35 billion In Federal
Income taxes. In short, the President Is using
the excuse of a mismanaged economy and
the resultant crisis atmosphere to cut corporate taxes by 15 to 20 percent. And corporate
proflts this year are already running at the
rate of the early 1969 pre-recession period
(2nd quarter proflts are up 12% over 2nd
quarter 1970). It would have been a triumph
of honesty In publ1c Information If thePresident had so stated the facts in his
dramatic announcement of last Sunday night,
However, the message was clear to Wall
Street, where stock prices jumped 30 points
in the first day of tradIng.
Look at these corporate tax bonan~9.S ohe
by one. The so-called "ADR" depreciation
regulations were announced by PresIdent
Nixon last January. These regulations are
supposed to provide an annual $3.9 billIon
tax windfall to corporations by allowing
them to write olf machInery and equipment
faster than It Is actually used up. PresIdent
Nixon termed ADR a "reform to create jobs
and growth." However, since hIs pronouncement the regulations have been subjected to
healthy public scrutiny. It Is now faIrly well
agreed that ADR wlII have no significant
short term effects for at least 18 to 24
months.'
That estimate does not Include the delay
due to reluctance of busIness to rely on ADR
unless the regulations are upheld by the
courts. A laWSUit currently In Federal DIstrict Court, to be argued by Dean Bernard
Wolfman of the University of Pennsylvania
Law School, charges that the regUlations
constitute an unlawful usurpation of CongressIonal taxIng powers by the executive.
The Treasury estimates that ADR, If legal,
would cut corporate taxes by about sIx percent.
It Is dismaying to observe the Administration attempt to Impose a big business Investment tax credit In addition to the expensive
depreciation SUbsidy. The Investment credit
of 10% for fiscal 1972 and 5% thereafter
would provide, to repeat, a tax subsIdy of
from $4 blllion to $2.5 blll10n annually to
corporatIons.
.
Professor Robert Eisner, a prominent economist speclal1zlng In the study of determinants of capital investment, finds the Investment credit unwarranted. I Insert for
the record a letter written this week to the
New York Times by Professor Elsner. (INSERT EXHIBIT # A). He notes that the·
Investment credit is "a huge mUlti-billIon
dollar tax concession to essentially large,
capital-intensive busIness whlle welfare reform and direct efforts to aid the cities, and
aid the poor and put the unemployed back
to work are delayed or abandoned."
As Professor Elsner noted In his earl1er
statement of opposItion to ADR (Which I Introduce Into the record) (Insert EXhibit B)
". . . one of. the last places where I would
think that government intervention, help or
subsidy is called for Is In the Investment de_
Footnote at end of article.
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clsions of the great bUlk of American Industry. There is no need for a handout to
American industry to persuade them to do
what should be in their own interest, that is
have the optimal capital and investment
pollcies for their own etllciency and profits."
Furthermore, even if the Administration is
committed to provide tax rewards for conventional business investment decisions, are
there not means of applying the investment
credit to provide economic stimulus at far
less cost? The most simple modification in
the Administration proposal would be to apply the investment credit at 10% this year,
and 5':< next year, with termination the year
after. There is concern about stimulating the
economy this year. Conditions in two years
may be as different as they were two years
ago, when the Administration sought repeal
of the 7% credit. The need to stimulate the
badly managed economy in the short run
should not be used as an excuse for a perpetual tax concession to big business. The
fact that the Administration went whole hog
in its proposals further supports the contention of a growing number of critics includIng Professor Paul Samuelson that this
mo\'e was a bonanza for big corr,orations
whlle citizens receive a tiny one year tax
reduction.
Another modification in the Administration's expensive proposal would be to apply
the investment credit on an "incremental"
basis. There is no need to subsidize industry
for the bulk of investments which take place
in the ordinary course of business. A substantially higher rate of tax credit could be
applied just to equipment spending which
would not have been undertaken in the absence of the tax subsidy. Again, I draw attention to Professor Eisner's Aprll 5 letter
opposing ADR.
Finally, it should be noted that the term
"Job development tax credit," as applled to
the investment credit is a political deception
of serious proportions. The investment credit
wlll stimulate purchase of capital equipment, thereby making industry less laborintensive than otherwise would be the case.
The proposed reduction in Federal employment by 5% in one year wlIl cost
roughly 150.000 jobs. When Tom Stanton attempted to learn how many Jobs the Administration felt would be created by the investment credit, he was given a remarkable
run-around.
A call to the White House press otllce led
to a referral to the Treasury office of public information. A Treasury public information officer then suggested he call the Counell of Economic Advisers, saying that the job
development figures were "not produced in
Treasury as far as I know."
A CEA official stated that "the estimation
of jobs created is difficult. If the figures were
developed, they should have been developed
in the Treasury."
The call to an official of the Treasury tax
policy branch brought the response that
"there are no figures for release at this
time."
As Mr. Stanton concluded, trying to pin
the Administration down was about like
"trying to nall a four foot slab of jello to a
wall."
The Administration was not content to
add the expensive investment credit subsidy
to the denreciatlon windfall. It has further
attempted to resurrect the DISC (Domestic
International Sales Corporation) proposal as
a means of reducing corporate taxes by yet
an additional billion dollars a year. The DISC
idea is a proposal Virtually to exempt exports profits from income taxation. As with
the investment credit and the depreciation
regulations, DISC will primarily beneflt large
corporations. The Commerce Department
estimates that about 100 of the largest U,S.
firms count for over half of all U.S. exports.
This means that over half of DISC's wind-

fall benefits wll1 automatically go to those
same large corporations.
As Chairman Russell Long (D.-La.) noted
when the DISC giveaway failed last year, the
Senate Finance Committee decided that the
prop06al would cost more than the Administration estimated, and "wouldn't do nearly
as much good as the Administration hopes,"
The Administration announced Sunday
night that "DISC will increase export sales
roughly $1.5 blllion a year," This Is the same
kind of exaggerated estimate presented by
the Administration last year. The staff of
the Congressional Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation found no basis for
such optimism. Their more sober analysis
sets the likely export gain at $300 to $480
million per year. (I introduce a copy of that
important report into the record). (INSERT
EXHIBIT # C). The cost of DISC claimed
by the Administration has also been challenged as unreallstlc. The Administration
claims a cost of $600 million, While some
members of the House Ways and Means Committee convincingly argue that the cost wlll
be closer to $955 million annually. DISC is
a bllllon dollar boondoggle. Its inclusion
with the President's other tax proposals highllghts the tendency to clothe special interest
tax cuts in the garb of economic stImulation,
The absence of any avallable Treasury stUdy
to support its export gain predictions under
present conditions either shows that the Department doesn't want the publlc to know
what it's doing or the Department itself
doesn't want to know what It's doing to the
publlc. In either case this Committee should
find out.
In addition to these corporate tax windfalls, the Administration proposes aboUtion
of the automobile excise tax. Before the Congress accepts this prop06al, which will cost
$2.3 bllllon in the remainder of this fiscal
year alone, It should carefully consider what
the Nixon Administration has already done
for the automoblle industry:
1. On June 22 of this year the Administration adopted a set of accelerated depreciation regulations, which are now being challenged in the courts, which would allow the
auto manufacturers to depreciate their purchases of capital equipment 20% faster than
they could before. These regulations were
made retroactive to January 1 of this year
whlcll granted the industry an extra windfall
since the regUlations apply to purchases
made before the auto manufacturers knew
Whether or n<;>t they would be adopted. Since
the auto industry invests substantial regular
amounts in capital equipment and machinery. this tax break is even more valuable
for them than for corporations in general.
2. The President has now proposed a tax
investment credit (which he and his Treasury Secretary euphemistically refer to as a
"job development credit") of 10% for one
year (untll August 16, 1972) and 5% thereafter. Again, because the auto industry tends
to be a capital-intensive industry, this proposal is especially generous to it.
3. In addition, the PreSident has imposed
a 10% surcharge on imports which has had
the effect of dampening what Uttle price
competition the American automoblle industry faces, namely foreign cars. With the
surcharge of 10% added to the prices of the
one sixth of the auto market which foreign
imports now control, the only beneficiaries
wlll be Ford, GM, and Chrysler, not the
American consumer.
4. As a final act of beneficence for the auto
industry, the Administration is in the process of negotiating a devaluation of the dollar
Which, according to newspaper reports
(Washington Post, August 19, 1971, p. 1)
wlll amount to around 12%. What this means
for the auto industry is that once the "temporary" surcharge of 10 % is lifted, prices of
foreign cars will permanently increase by
around 12%,
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Rarely has any government done so much
for an industry in so short a time.
Finally, the auto industry apparently will
be only slightly affected by the 90 day wageprice freeze. The Wall Street Journal reported yesterday that: (WSJ, August 19, 1971.
p.14, col. 1)
The auto industry's large wage increases
late last year have largely been covered by
a series of hefty price Increases on 1971
models. This fact alone makes the comparnes more fortunate-at least for the
moment-than those firms locked into a
combination of recent wage increases and
frozen, or rescinded, prices.
Even if the auto industry were not to raise
its prices, the proposal of the President appear misplaced in terms of national priorities. In the Unieed States there are over 100
milllon registered vehicles; about 9 mlllion
cars are sold each year; profits for the industry this year (especIally for General Motors)
are substantial; the problems of air pollution
and traffic congestion caused by these vehicles are enormous. It is difficult to ascertain a reason for stimUlating increased purchases from this Industry. It has been ha,,;ng
a record year in sales and employment and
profits are up SUbstantially. In addition, the
UAW doesn't approve of the President's domestic proposals.
Of equal importance, the President's proposal is misplaced in terms of equity. Lower
prices for new cars-at least for the next
90 days--constitutes a saving for those
Americans who are wealthy enough to afford them in the first place. According to the
President this class consists of 8 mlllion
Americans. On the other hand the tens of
millions of less fortunate Americans who
would have been assisted by welfare reform
and the benefits of effective and equitable
revenue sharing have been asked to pay the
price of the Nixon tax-cut program.
Even putting the question of equity aside,
it makes more sense to put a dollar in the
hands of low income famllles who wlll spend
it rather than the higher income family who
will buy a new car and who wlll be incUned
to save part of it. It makes more sense to
cut personal income taxes by the equivalent
of the auto excise tax, letting consumers decide what they want to buy. Rather the Administration is saying in effect that they
should buy more cars. Putting the auto
excise tax incomes into a mass transit program would emplOy new workers rather than
alford more overtime to auto workers if more
cars are sold due to abolition of the auto
excise tax. The Administration Oft-repeated
flgure of 125,000 new auto worker jobs, if
the auto tax is abollshed, is as phony as a
new car's chrome ornamentation. They cannot support this figure with any hard data.
The prospect of what wlll happen to car
prices after the 90 days are over should make
Congress extremely reluctant to repeal the
auto excise tax. The auto industry has been
notorious for its lack of competition in
.prices. The Nixon Administration has assured the auto industry that foreign competition will be placed permanently at a
substantial disadvantage. The auto manufacturers have the power to raise its prices
by 7% after the freeze and still maintain a
favorable competItive advantage over Imported cars. Should this happen then tIle
effect of repeal of the excise tax would be to
take $2.3 billion in revenues and pour into
the profit statements of GM, Ford, and
Chrysler. (The dealer would have additional
fiexiblllty to combine variables at the retall
level to mask their slice of the auto excise
tax gap. The net effect of this change when
combined with the President's proposed cutback in federal expenditures would be decreased aggregate demand, hence more recession. This is so because currently the g,:lVernmeat is spending the $2.3 billion. Should this
money be transferred to the auto manufacturers it is clear that they would retain
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Senator PROXMIRE. So, from one percent to
.62 would mean It was cut about In half.
:Mr. PORTER. Cut about In half and the biggest proportion of that, Mr. Chairman, represented agricultural commodities which were
not then under regUlation.
Senator PROXMIRE. I see.
Mr. PORTER. Now, Aprll 1943 there came the
hold-the-llne order, and over the next three
years the rate of Infiation was slowed down
to .13 percent or a total of 6.6 percent for a
period of 37 months, which at the time was
a very commendable record.
During the period of June 1946 to March
1947 prices were decontrolled very rapidly,
and after VJ-Day, the lld was taken off practically completely.
During this 9-month period the Consumer
Price Index Increased 17.3 percent or an average of nearly two percent per month.
Now, the Second World War experience In
rents shows even a greater stablllty than
prices In general, and I take particular pride
In this because I was the first Federal Rent
Administrator In March of 1942, and by
August of that year we had over 400 defense
rental areas under regulwtlon. We not only
froze the rents but we rolled them back, and
In the six months Increase, six month period
following Pearl Harbor, rents had Increased
at the unbellevable rate of 32 percent per
month. You recall the housing shortages at
that period, the influx of the labor supply
Into the congested shipyard areas and shipSTATEMENT OF PAUL PORTER, ATTORNEY-AT- yard plants, but during the one year followIt is anticipatllcl that all 01 this tax reLAw, WASHINGTON, D.C., FORMER ADMINIS- Ing the general freeze rents decllned, actually
duction will be reflected in lower automobile
decllned, at the rate of .14 percent as opposed
TRATOR, OFFICE OF PRICE ADMINISTRATION
prices. This w1ll mean an average reduction
to an Increase of .65 per month in the ConI
am
glad
to
accept
the
COmmittee's
InIn new automobile prices of $200 per car ...
sumer Price Index. And In the three years
vitation to be present. I have no prepared
(Emphasis added)
following the hold-the-llne order rents InOn Monday. Ford President Lee Iacocca statement but I have over the weekend done creased only sHghtly as opposed, to .01 perconceded that his company could not con- a llttle research, and I have some statistics cent per month as opposed to .18 percent per
trol the dealers in this regard. Congress that I would briefly llke to refer to refiectlng month in consumer prices.
should not have faith in the use of moral the experience that George Taylor and I
Senator PROXMIRE. You say .01?
suasion to prevent rising prices in the auto- shared. and later Mike DI Salle, attempting
Mr. PORTER..01.
to
administer
wage
and
price
control.
industry. COngress shoUld also accept no
Senator PROXMIRE. And this was 1/100th of
First
of
all,
let
me
say
I
endorse
and
supdelay by the automobile industry in comport the President's polley for the 90-day one percent.
pllance with safety and pollution standards wage and prloe freeze. As I shall SUbsequentMr. PORTER. Precisely.
already long overdue, with such government ly observe, what happens after 90 days, I
Senator PROXMIRE. In other words, praclargess going to the industry.
tically stable.
think, Is the critical and Important thing.
For the past 17 yetU"5 the Congress has acMr. PORTER. Well, rents remained under
Now both OPA and OPS Issued price
quiesced in Executive Initiatives to shift the freezes which remained In effect throughout control during tile Initial period of decontrol,
burden of taxation away from corporations, the period of regulation, although subse- and Increased only by 6/100ths of one percent
and especially large corporations. Specifi- quently modified by special regUlations and per month from JUly of 1946 to March of
cally:
exemption procedures. In each case this 1947 at a time when the consumer price In1. In 1954 the Congress passed legislation freeze came after a sbc-month period of very dex was going up at the rate of about two
enabling companies to depreciate their severe Inflation, and was Intended to prevent percent per month.
machinery and equipment at accelerated further Inflation at the cost of some Injustice
Then came decontrol but from March 1947
rates.
of a more detalled pattern of regUlation was through December 1948 when controls were
2. In 1962 the Kennedy Administration begun and the necessary bureaucracy Wll.S eased to allow increases In rents, rents Inadopted new regulations shortening the lives assembled.
creased at about a half of a percent per
of many different types of machinery enabFor example, In the six months following month or a total of 8.6 percent In the year
Hng even faster write-offs.
and
a half period, but the Increase between
Pearl Harbor. December 1941 through May of
3. Also, from 1962 to 1969, Congress en- 1942, the COnsumer Price Index Increased at June and December ·of 1947 was more than
acted the 7% Investment tax credit, which the rate of one percent a month. In May of the entire prior eight year period under conamong other things, was supposed to make 1942 prices were ordered frozen at the March trols.
our Industries more competitive abroad and 1942 levels by the general maximum price
In other words, the rent control was held
thus help solve the balance of payments regUlation. Promptly-at about one point during the period of the
problem. Tne decision of the Nixon AdminSenator PROXMIRE. Mr. Porter, when you war.
istration to devalue the dollar Is an appro- say prices Increased at the rate of one perNow, if at this point I may Indulge In a
priate measure of the efficacy of the invest- cent a month, are you talking annual rate llttle personal reminiscence I would like to
ment tax credit in solving our balance of or was that the actual Increase for each volunteer gratultous advice to my friend
payments problem.
John Connally, because the role of a price
month?
4. In 1964 the corporate tax rate was lowl\1r. PORTER. Actual Increase for each controller as Governor DI Salle will verify,
ered In stages to 48% from 52%.
Dr. Taylor will, is not a happy one. My secmonth.
.
5. In June of this year the AdministraSenat-or PaOXMIRE. The annual rate was retary had dug this out over the weekend
tion adopted new regUlations of questionable around 12 percent?
that I consider one of my most priceless
lega.llty which allOWed corporations to deMr. PORTER. Yes, sir. After the General Max, momentoes. It was from Headllnes, a pubpreciate qualified machinery and equipment as It was popularly known or unpopularly llcation of the National Real Estate Associ20% faster than was preViously allowed.
known, I might say, the next 12 months the ation on the occasion of my resignation from
6. Now the NiXon Administration has pro- rate of increase was slowed down to about the Stabll1zatlon Board and return to the
posed yet another raid on the treasury for .65 percent per month so It did work, but the private sector. There was this tribute that
was paid to me:
the benefit of corporate America: a 10% In- greatest proportion of those Increases-"Farewell to Porter
vestment tax credit for one year and a 5%
senator PROXMIRE. What you did was cut
"PaUl Porter has announced his resignacredit thereafter. This w1ll cost, accordln~ it in half, is that right?
to the Administration's own estimates, $3
Mr. PORTER. I am talking about after the tion.
billlon in fiscal 1972. $4 blll10n In fiscal 1973, general maximum price regulation of 1~42
"He'll probably beat the bouncer to the
and $2.5 bU1ion annually thereafter In tax was put Into effect, and the rate was then door by a hop and a skip. Eight million
revenues. This is In addition to the tens of one percent a month, slowed down fu .62 small property owners wilI cheer the bouncer.
b1llions In lost tax revenues which corporate percent a month.
"He was a faithless publlc servant. He was

some, distribute some as dIvidends, and
spend the rest on investments. However, they
would not spend the 100% of the $2.3 billion
which Is being spent right now.
The prospects of this bonanza have not
been unnoticed on Wall street where the
stocks of the. auto manufacturers have skyrocketed upwa.rds.
The risk of the President's proposal resulting in higher auto prices and decreased
demand can best be avoided by continuing
the auto excise tax. There are several other
ways to cut taxes which are more eqUitable
and more llkely to result in Increased aggregate demand.
It seems clear that the Administration has
no plans for forcing the auto manufacturers
to Insure that repeal of the excise tax would
be passed along to the consumer. In his
television speech of Sunday night the President did say:
I shall insist that the American auto industry pass this tax reduction on to the
nearly 8 milllon customers who are buying
automobiles this year.
However. the President did not elaborate
then nor has any Administration spokesman
explained since, how this is to be accomplished. In fact. the White House explanation (Which was printed In the New York
Times, August 16, 1971) of the President's
new policies implies that the Administration
intends to rely on voluntary efforts by Detroit to keep car prices down. Specifically.
the White House explanation stated:

America has received In the past 17 years
due to the generosity of COngress and, especially, the Executive.
ObViously, the government must raise a
substantial amount of revenue each year to
pay for Its functions. To the extent that
corporate taxes are lowered, whether directly
by decreasing the rates or indirectly by IRS
regulations, credits, and accelerated depreciation; other taxes must be either Increased
or remain at artificially high levels. The taxes
on personal income of the Individual In the
United States-though filled with exemptions, exclusions, deductions and exceptions,
mostly for the wealthy-bear heavlly on the
average taxpayer. The time has come for the
Congress to restore the Imbalance or, at the
very least, to Insure that It is not further
distorted.
FoorNOTE
1 Economist Dale Jorgenson, speaking on
behalf of AT&T In favor of the ADR depreciation regulations, conclUded that "there Is a
general consensus that the [economic) Impact w1ll not be an Immediate one; that the
average lag In Investment expenditure reo
quires about 18-24 months." It shoUld be
noted that Mr. Jorgenson belleves that the
regUlations wlll have beneficial long run
effects, although other economists differ
sharply with him on the value as compared
with other economic measures of slmllar
cost.
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given vast discretionary power by a trustful
Congress.
"He was given a blueprint of fair procedure
in dealing with rents. Rents were to go tIP
if taxes and costs went up. The directive was
clear. He followed no part of it.
"Paul Porter had in his hands the saving
and welfare of eight mlllion small owners of
rental properties, mostly one- to four-family
homes.
"He chose to ignore every tenet of decency
and good faith.
"In no area did he increase rents in spite
of increased taxes and costs.
"His kangaroo court gave relief almost
solely to owners who invested more "apital",
Which as I read the statute is what we were
supposed to do.
"He misrepresented facts to Congress when
he said that owners had better income by
reason of more tenants when 90 percent of
the owners had not.
"He ridiculed millions of small people,
whose property the Government had seized
and held, in their utter helplessness.
"He compelled owners living on reduced
incomes from services rendered, to subsidize
tenants whose incomes were doubled or
trebled.
"He was the polished demagogue, the
stooge for left wing planners of a proletarian
dictatorship."
I consider this, Mr. Chairman, one of my
priceless mementoes because rents did not
move--Senator PROXMIRE. Are you saying, Mr.
Porter, that your advice to Mr. Connally is
to be tough, to provide no exceptions, to insist on full and complete enforcement right
across the board?
Mr. PORTER. For the first 90 days, yes, and
thereafter as long as he can get away with it.
[Laughter.)
Senator PROXMIRE. Very good.
Mr. PORTER. I have commented on rents
and I am sure that your very capable expert
staff has these data but I have a table here
that I would like to offer for the record that
shows the behavior of prices beginning with
December of 1941 through December of 1948,
and I think this statistically reflects in a
rather dramatic way the impact of the general maximum price regulations and the
hold-the-line order, and I will ask Mr. Di
Salle to update that when he assumes Jurisdiction.
The Korean War, as Governor Di Salle can
testify, that experience was somewhat similar. Prices were relatively stable in the first
half of 1950, prior to the North Korean invasion in June. Beginning in June, however,
retail prices increased at a rate of over one
percent per month while wholesale prices increased by over 1.5 percent.
Now, Governor Di Salle then ordered a generai freeze under the General Celling Price
Regulation, as it was then called, which was
instituted 1951, January 26, 1951, to remain
in effect until March of 1953. At that point
there was no signiflcant inflation following
decontrol, and I have here a brief summary
of the behavior of the Consumer Price Index,
the housing or rent index from February of
1950 through March of 1954, to show the
Consumer Price Index, using February of 1950
as 104, it rose to 114.9 by March of 1954,
which was a relatively stable movement
pricew1se. Housing which included shelter as
well as a house from 104.6 in February of
1950 rose to 118.9 in March of 1954.
The parallels to the current situation are
obvious. A general freeze on prices was invoked in each case to stabillze the situation
followed by the issuance of more selective
controls to alleviate the inherent arbitrarine3S and the inequities of the general freeze.
In brief, I think that a freeze buys the time
necessary to work out further controls after
gathering the staff necessary to enforce them.
But, as I have indicated in this tribute
paid to me by the Real Estate Association,
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both OPA and OPS were unpopUlar agenCies.
The reaction of organized labor in the current wage and prices freeze as well as the
confusion surrounding it, indicates that.
controls in 1971 wlll probabiy not differ in
popularity from earlier occasions, that is,
from the business community and labor. I do
hope they receive general public support.
And the issuance of controls in peacetime,
I think it can safely be predicted, perhaps
will meet other public opposition than did
the earlier controls in wartime where a certain degree of sacrifice could be demanded.
Now, the points of difference between the
contemporary situation and those of the
wartime situation are equally obv1ous.
The rate of inflation which triggered the
present controls are far less than the approximately one percent a month that was present in the prior cases of Korea and World
War II. The most recent Consumer Price
Index shows an annual rate of change of
3.9 percent for the ~ix months ended in July.
The Wholesale price index, however, shows
the seasonally adjusted annual increase of
4.7 percent for the six month period ending
in July and that is the highest rate in recent
years.
The increase in wholesale industrial prices
in July, for example, was .7 percent, which is
the fastest monthly rise since 1965.
Now, I think that the important differences, Mr. Chairman, is that the necessity
for controls during the OPA and OPS was
created by a wartime situation in which demand far exceeded supply. As a matter of
fact, we used to maintain at the agency a
chart, which I was unable to flnd, and I
would have it updated each month, called
the inflationary gap. I am sure Dr. Taylor
and Governor Di Salle Bre completely familiar with the inflationary gap, and that
was taken from the Bureau of Labor Statistics and it represented the measure of available consumer purchasing power as against
available goods and services, and during
those war years there was an unprecedented
rate of sales above income, 20 percent above
income for a period of three years.
Now the major problem in holding down
prices in these years involved the uncontrolled products such as agricultural goods
which were in short supply and whose costs
Increased at an extraordinary rate. And I am
sure we can all recall the grave difficulties we
had with our subsidy program efforts to
maintain a stable cost of living.
For example, all food prices increased by
17.6 percent between May of 1942 and May
of 1943, 17 percent in one year. Some foedstuffs were brought under control during
that period, but those that were not controlled before OCtober 1942 showed a price
increase of 62.3 percent,
Senator PROXMIRE. What period was that?
Mr. PORTER. That is before October 1942,
and in a one year period.
Senator PROXMIRE. One year period ending
October 1942?
Mr. PORTER. One year period ending October 1942.
Foodstuffs which remained-Senator PROXMIRE. How mUM of the food
production was not under control, what proportion, a third of it, half of it?
Mr. PORTER. Over half, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PaoxMIRE. Over half, and that half
increased 62 percent?
Mr. PORTER. 62 percent.
Senator PROXMIRE. In one year.
Mr. PORTER. Yes.
Senator PROXIIIIRE. How does that square
with the figure3 you have given us before
on the increase of cost of liVing in view of
the fact you have mere than half of the food
increasing 62 percent in price?
Mr. PORTER. I think the Consumer Price
Index will SllOW the components, rent is 25
percent or it was then. That was the important thing, keeping-25 percent of the wage
earner's income went for rent or shelter,
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and my mandate was to keep that down and
other costs would be more easily controlled,
wage levels, et cetera. Food probably about
30 percent, maybe a little more. I am sure
Dr. Taylor must remember those figures,
around 30 percent is my recollection. But
there were certain foodstuffs that were, remained uncontrolled throughout the year
that showed a fantastic increase of 73 percent
during that same period.
Now. it is my understanding that no such
inflationary force reflecting shortages in supply appear just now. Indeed, the major inflationary force appears to be wage settlements which, in turn, are followed by price
increases. In other words, as I think some
of the economists, and I am no economic
pundit, put it, and that in the w.ar days
there was a demand push that created inflationary pressures. Today there appears to
be the cost push, and I think this leads to
the thing that I hope that this Committee,
Congress, as well as the Cost of Living Council will give careful consideration to during
the next 90 days.
In November of 1970, and I am talking now
about recent wage settlements, in November
of 1970, the United Auto Workers obtained
a settlement with General Motors involving a
25 percent increase over three years. The
Ford settlement 'followed the same lines, and
Ford immediately announced its third price
increase on 1971 cars. A price increase of 3.9
percent on 1972 models was announced by
GM while Ford was considering a flve percent
increase. Now, presumably these increases
have all been cancelled follOWing the repeal
or the recommended repeal of the automobile
excise tax and the wage-price freeze, but even
a higher settlement was given to the rail
workers by Congress In December of 1970, 13.5
percent increase retroactive to January, 1970.
The rall workers SUbsequently negotiated a
42 percent increase over 42 months.
The can industry settlement in the spring
of 1971 set the pattern, as we know, for subsequent agreements. It gave the workers a
raise of approximately 31 percent over three
years, including an unlimited cost of living
clause, escalation clause. Following the wage
increase, the wholesale price index for cans
increased from 115.6 percent in April to 124.3
percent in March. And the aluminum settle-.
ment was patterned after the can settlement.
Shortly after that aluminum wire and cable
prices rose by five percent, and~he aluminum
industry has planned, according to information that I have obtained, to increase prices
of fabricated products by six percent in
September.
And we also know, of course, that in July
the postal workers reached an agreement
with newly Independerit postal corporation
involving a blllion dollars increase in labor
costs.
Now, postage rates, as we all know, have
steadily gone up in the past and a new increase reflecting these higher labor costs is
probably inevitable.
Also in July the Communications Workers
of America signed a new agreement with the
Bell System, which gave them a 33.5 percent
raise over a three year period. Perhaps in anticipation of such a settlement Bell had obtained rate increases, and this Is in the long
lines department, of nearly a half a b11110n
dollars in 1970 and the first two months of
1971. As of late February 1971 the Bell System
had pending before the various State regUlatory bodies appllcations for almost two blllion dollars additional rate increases, the exact figure is one billion 946 mlllion 900.000
dollars.
And, as we know, the most recent wage settlement was in the steel industry. The new
contract price for a 31 percent raise over
three years. The larger steel companies immediately announced plans for an eight per.
cent increase across the board. This Is in ad.
dition to the steel price increases which took
place earlier this year.
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Now, Mr. Chairman, the reason I made
reference to these wage Increases, it seems
to me that after the 90-day freeze and the
moratorium, that the critical Issue will be
for some mechanism, for some policy, that
some leglsla.tive authority be developed which
will deal with the problem of dominant power
In Industry and dominant power In labor of
making these kinds of agreements which
have created this cost push type of inflation.
There have been suggestions that a selective
price control system may be the answer. I
do not know. I do not have the wisdom to
other than suggest the problem, but It seems
to me that the possibly, and I know this is
anathema and a red herring to most labor
and large Industry, certain anti-trust concepts may be Involved here, and that Is when
a dominant, strong union, doing its Job as
best It can on behalf of its constituency, gets
together and forces a wage Increase of the
settlement of the magnitudes that I have reo
ferred to, and Immediately thereafter It is
reflected In the price level, that calls for
the wisest consideration that I think the
Congress and the Administration must, as
Dr. Taylor wm well remember during his days
on the Wage Stablllzation Board, the price
stabilizers, collective bargaining was stlll in
process, but under no circumstances would
we permit a price Increase as the direct result of a negotiated wage settlement. We said
the collective bargaining process had to be
exhausted, we would take a look at it and
If Industry could possibly absorb It we would
reqUire them to do so.
As Dr. Taylor can say with all of his experience and expertise, I think that that
contributed somewhat to the moderation at
the bargaining table on both sides, a characteristic which has been lacking In the recent settlements to which I have referred and
which, In my view, are responsible for the
problem we are facing today.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. TAYLOR, PROFESSOR
OF ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, FORMER CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL WAR
LABOR BOARD AND WAR STABILIZATION BOARD
Mr. TAYLOR. I sort of agree with Mr. Porter
about the worthwhileness of the freeze that
was undertaken. I think I differ with him
with respect to saying we can wait until the
end of 90 days before mechanisms are considered in order to deal with gross ineqUities,
especially as this Is true with respect to some
current labor agreements, and people do feel
that there are such great inequities involved.
I am not talking about the substance of our
polley but a procedure.
You can say to me that this immediately
drives you into bureaucracy. Well, you do not
control wages and prices without some bureaucracy. It cannot be solely on a voluntary
basis. The voluntary approach indicates that
those who are good fellows are at a disadvantage compared with those--Senator PROXMIRE. Are you saying you have
to develop that enforcement bureaucracy
during this 90-day period and not wait until
the end and put it Into effect after the freeze,
more than we have now, sort of an OPA?
Mr. TAYLOR. Some due process for people to
express their feelings, deep feelings, for gross
Inequities.
Senator PaOXMIRE. You are call1ng for it
right now?
Mr. TAYLOIl. I always like to think of-I
never like to take steps 1, 2, 3 until I have
thought out 8, 9 and 10. I think maybe four
has not been thought out in this case, step
4, and at least people with a grievance should
have a forum before which they could express their dissatisfaction because It is great.
Senator PIlOXMIRE. Well, at the present
time, as I understand It, the Administration's
feeling Is that the OEP, the Office of Emergency Preparedness, Is some lUnd of a forum
of that sort.
Mr. TAYLOIl. I understand,

Senator PROXMIRE. You feel that Is Inadequate?
Mr. TAYLOR. I do feel this Is Inadequate.
This is a very technical complex question.
Senator PROXMIRE. And you think they
should provide this kind of forum, this kind
of opportunity for people to take their in·
equltles to about which they complain, that
should be developed within a matter of days,
Is that right?
Mr. TAYLOR. Indeed, and out of the complaints that would arise from the claimed
IneqUities there might be the straw from
which you can bUild a polley based upon your
analysis of what Is taking place.
Senator PROXMIRE. I see. So that the kind of
forum in which you develop a more permanent arrangement would emerge out of the
complaints that you received, that processing
those complaints, the Inequities that you
experienced rather than the freeze Itself.
Mr. TAYLOR. At least they would be real
complaints and not Imaginary ones so that
the 90-day period could provide a means
of really more carefUlly evaluating the
nature of the problem.
I understand the desire not to have a
bureaucracy but when you get Into these
fields some bureaucracy, it seems to me, Is
unavoidable.
So, I do have that footnote to Mr. Porter's
statement.
Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I would like
to say that I did not Intend to Imply-I agree
with Dr. Taylor-that everybody should sit
on his hands during these 90 days. Obviously, gross inequities should be considered but
I think more importantly planning for what
Is called phase 2 should move rapidly forward, that is what I Intended to say.
Senator PROXMIRE. I think both of you gentlemen are In agreement on that but I
think Dr. Taylor's position Is that there Is
now no opportunity for people with a grievance to have a hearing and to have something evolve out of it and to have on the
basis of it develop an experience which
wlIl permit a fairer ruling or a fairer enforcement In the future. That Is not in
existence, that phase at the present time, Is
that right?
Mr. TAYLOR. That Is my step 4. I think
Mr. Porter and I would both recommend
what would be after 90 days, would be step
5. I think we can get too complacent about
it after 90 days Without due process and I
think people, rightly or wrongly, agree this
wlIl develop very strongly after the 90 day
period.
Senator PROXMIRE. I think Congress wlll
be back, haVing been out In their States, be
back, With a tremendous number of complaints. I was out In my State this weekend, and by and large they approve It, the
polls showed they approved It, they wanted
It, they were fed up with those conditions
and feel the President has done the right
thing. But many people are very unhappy
about the Inequitable position they have
been put in and, as you say, there Is no
place to go.
Mr. TAYLOR. Exactly so, and this can boll up
a great deal In the 90-day period.
The same thing about strikes about Which
I am going to talk a little bit later. It Is one
thing to say "Don't strike", but you then
have to provide an alternative means for
developing the differences that are present.
This cannot be In limbo either, and It Is
one thing to say, "Don't strike and don't
bargain". Ano~her think Is to say, "Go before this Board and present your case". It
Is related to the flrst point that I made.
I do not know, my Judgments can differ on
whether you can freeze for 90 days without
recourse to those who have grievances. I think
It Is a very dangerous approach to assume.
Senator PROXMIRE. Well, whether you can or
not I take It your conclusion Is you will have
a better situation after 90 days If you meet
the legitimate objections In some way.
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Mr. TAYLOR. Indeed.
Senator PROXMIRE. At least, hear them and
try to find out what they are and try to
modify the situation after the 90 day period
Is over In view of the difficulties.
Mr. TAYLOR. Indeed, this is the basic to the
comment I have made, and I am sure Mr.
Porter would add that to hls--<lr I am not
sure.
Mr. PORTER. George, I used to have a big
penant back of my' desk Which saved me an
awful lot of time. It read In letters that high,
"Now take my case", If you have some citizens grievance committees, "I'm against Inflation but now take my case," he would look
up at this.
Mr. TAYLOR. When I was talking over with
my colleagues here about what I was going
to say I said this could be like yesterday's
newspaper, and Mr. Porter said, "NO, It could
be archeology". On the other hand, sometimes you get something out of yesterday'S
newspaper If you are discerning enough.
The big difference, I think, on the wage side
and the strike side In World War II, and the
Korean War was simply this. We had a nostrike agreement for World War II, and we
did not have for the Korean War.
The trouble when you have the right to
strike and wage settlement by formUla 15
that you have two methods for determining
what the proper wage is going to be, and they
give different answers. This was true in the
Korean War, as my colleagues would know.
The Wage Stablllzation Board at that time
set up a formula based on the old Little Steel
formula with modifications. But the right
to strike was maintained and it was legal, and
some unions could opt for taking the formula
or the strike, whichever served their interest
the better and, of course, the Board broke up
when the steel workers decided not to follow
the stabilization program, gUides, gUidelines,
but rather to exercise their right to strike.
This is probably the most difficult and disturbing aspect when a free country goes into
the business of limiting the latitUde of both
unions and management in respect of the
prices which they charge for their services
and products.
Fortunately, In World War II there was a
summit conference, you know, right after
Pearl Harbor In Which labor and management
and the Government got together and said
under what conditions can there be a revocation of the right to strike.
Now, the circumstances were different than
they presently are, I understand that. But It
was agreed, and the labor fellows said, "We
wlll give up the right to strike If you establish a tripartite board on which we sLt, and
we wlll accept the Inajority ruling of that
board as a substitute for the strike."
Well, as I look back on those archeological
days It was, the power behind the deal was,
that when a strike did occur it was the responsLbll1ty of the labor leaders to get it
settled, and I must say Inany of them did
valiant service In tak1ng on tha.t responsibilIty and going out and saying, "We agreed not
to strike."
It was quite different In the Korean War
where I always thought that the guidelines.
so-called In the Korean War. with the retention of the right to strike were much more
like the voluntary guidelines of more recent
vintage where the right to strike _8 retained.
I think In a oountry like ours the way to
limit the right to strike Is by agreement of
those who have to Inake it work, and have to
make the no-strike work. This is what Is so
distressing to me about the lnabUlty of the
organized labor movement to coopera.te. We
ought to be able to cooperate together. ThJs
has .to be rebUilt, as It had to be rebuilt
dUring the Korean War when all the labor
fellows pulled out from cooperation with the
Government at all levels, and It was an extremely critical time to get this cooperative
endeavor aga4n.
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senator PROXMIRE. Refresh my memory on
that. I do not recaJl that. You say during the
Korean War the labor leaders pulled out of
cooperation with the Government on price
stabll1zation ?
:Mr. TAYLOR. They did indeed. May I be
personaJ abcut this?
senator PROXMlRE. Yes, I wish you would.
Mr. TAYLOR. :Mr. Truman had asked me to
be chairman of the Wage Stablllzation Board
during the Korean War and I said no, you
cannot run a wage stal:>1llzation program
With the right to strike at the same time,
these give different answers. Well, some
things happened and the labor movement all
said, "We wlll not cooperate with any governmental agencies at all." They pUlled out
from all of the agencies, I have forgotten the
year, would you remember that-1951, and 1
remember the President saying, "Our big job
here goes far beyond wage stabilization. It is
that an Important segment of our population
feels that it is at odds with our Government
and the job then was to get the labor fellows to return to cooperate with the Government, which we succeeded in doing.
But then, we were unable to get an agreement on a wage pollcy.
I thought we had a wage polley that
worked faJrly weil in World War II for another reason.
Senator PROXMIRE. Let me just interrupt
to say, Dr. Taylor, the trouble I am having
with your suggestion of trying to fit it Into
the present situation is that the Administration has asked that unions not strike, they
just asked they not do it, with no penalties,
no law, and they just said, "We hope you will
not strike:' Now during this period you say
you should substitute something for the
strike. It is awfuliy hard to see how you can
substitute anything under these circumstances. You have a freeze which means no
Increase in wages. How do you negotiate
that? After the period Secretary Connally,
who is the expert in this area, says "We do
not know. We do not know." So, there is no
way you can negotiate something where you
have a Government which is in a position to
stop an increase but have not indicated what
It is going to do about it so I do not see
how you can substitute any action for the
strike now at the same time we are in such
a weird and unusual and almost unprecedented situation. I do not know, I do not see
what labor can gain by a stllke now.
Mr. TAYLOR. Well, they can stop work.
Senator PROXMIRE. They can stop work.
What does that gain them, how do they
negotiate?
Mr. TAYLOR. I do not know.
Senator PROXMIRE. It seems to me management Is In a position where they cannot very
well agree to a wage Increase.
Mr. TAYLOR. I understand.
Senator PROXMIRE. If they do they cannot
refiect It in their increased costs, In their
prices.
Mr. TAYLOR. Senator, the problem goes
deeper than the union because it goes right
back to the people in these factories and
plants and so forth, all of whom have been
led to expect-Senator PROXMIRE. Now, addressing yourself on the present situation where you have
a freeze that Is going 90 days, with no notion
of what is going to happen in the future but
a freeze on wages and prices, what kind of
recommendations would you make that you
think would be realistlcaliy acceptable to
organized labor?
Mr. TAYLOR. Well, the second part I do not
know. This Is a bargaining-Senator PROXMIRE. That is what we have to
live with.
Mr. TAYLOR. Except for this.
Senator PROXMIRE. We have to recommend
something.
Mr. TAYLOR. There should be available a
forum by which these disputes which should,
that could, erupt into a strike would be

worked out well enough so that there would
be a forum bEfore which the problem could
be placed and it could very well be that
modifications of the freeze in the 90-day period would be a desirable thing to do in order
to avoid exceedingly gross inequity. But
this Is a matter of high policy, and I understand the dlfflculties of it. But this is not
an easy situation either.
Sef'.ator PROXMIRE. So you are saying, Paul
Porter told us and I thought there was a
kind of fundamental principle, that many
people can accept with enthusiasm, no exceptions, you have got to be tough during
this 90-day perlcd, you are saying well, you
have to look at the pracUcaJ situation here
and you may have to make some exception
even during the 90-day period, is that not
right?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yeu can be tough but if you
are wise or foelish about being tough the
results are quite different and I do not think
toughness In Itself is necessarily a virtue.
Senator PRexMIRE. Well, certainly dUring
90 days, if we cannot have a situation where
we stabillze wages and cut Into this wagepush Inflation we have during the 90-day
period we do net have much basis for winning pUblic suppert, do we, for this program?
Mr. TAYLOR. You do not win public support if some people are going to be so ad.
versely affected in their position by virtue
of a date. If a wage increase, for example, was qUite valid on one day and the
next day it Is not, It Is going to be very
dlfllcult with that group of people to saysenator PROXMIRE. Maybe we can do bet.
tel' If we get to speCifics. Can you think of
any group, the teachers, for example, are one
group, the Government workers in Texas
and In other States, or the State workers
are another kind of group, the labor unions.
UAW, for example, has a contract which
right after the 90-day period brlllgs them
a three percent Increase, that Is another category. can you tblDk of any of those where
the Government might possibly go ahead
and provide an exception?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, I could in automobiles,
for example.
Sena,tor PROXMIRE. UAW.
Mr. TAYLOR. If the Board would say, "Now
we understllld that ineqUities have been
created by virtue of this date between the
basic automebile manufacturers and the suppliers, there is an inequity Which has to b3
brought into account in the final wage which
is to be r;aid", and I WQuid set up an agency
by which the nature of that In~quity would
be worked out and presumably a decision
made after 90 days, If you Wish, because
these wages are going to go up In the l!l.St
analysis, and I think the labor market is
going to Eee to it that this happens. You can
freeze for a whlle and then you unfrzeze.
Senator PRoxMmE. Well, I think that aJmost everybody agrees that after a gO-day
period you have to have kind of an adjustment to recognize at least the productivity
increases in our society where compensation
can increase consistent wit.h stable wage
costs, consi[tent with stable prices.
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Senator PRoxMmE. The big issue is whether
or not you can hold down that wage increase
close to the productivity increase so that
you can break the back of inflation, at least
the very high inflation rate we are suffering.
Mr. TAYLOR. I h:lve great doubts Whether
you can break the back of it by just the
freeze without just the procedures I have
talked of.
senator PaoxMmE. All right.
Mr. TAYLOR. Because resentment can gather and finaJ settlements may be more costly
than they otherwise would be, because do
not forget, when a union signs an agreement
it has to be ratified by its membership, and
the moods of the membership can be extremely important to both management and
labor, as to whether to sign an agreement.
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In other words, I would do some things looking now to how you are going to get out of
the freeze.
Senator PRoxMmE. Well, I think, I certainly agree with that but it would seem to me
that rather than pick out the auto workers
or any other group, strong as their case may
be, for exception, It would be best to develop
some kind of principles-Mr. TAYLOR. I agree.
senator PROXMIRE. And try to stick with
that Which would permit a wage increase.
After all, we had wage increa.ses in the period
1962 to 1966 when we had stable wage costs,
that is perfectly possible and consistent.
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Senator PaOXMIRE. Wage increases, but
those wage Increases should be based on
some principle which we could Rpply across
the board.
Mr. TAYLOR. It could very well be, you
know, that a hearing on some of these cases
could be a show cause hearIng, which would
at least channel confiict, which is reaily
what we are talking about, how we channel
confilct, and maybe show cause hearings
would be the thing to do.
Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you very much,
Dr. Taylor. I want to ask you gentlemen
some questions.
Mr. TAYLOR. May I say one other thing, Mr
Senator? There is one aspect of the more
recent experience, that is In the guidelines,
I happened to have been on the Advisor)"
Committee, that was at the time the guidelines of the two previous administrations
were in effect, of talks about those guidellnes
as being resurrected or something like It, but
you know those guidellnes started out to be
wage and price gUidelines, and there were,
if you read them, you will find there were
conditions under which prices shOUld beSenator PROXMIRE. You are talking about
the guidelines In the Kennedy and Johnson
Administrations?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, I am. There were conditions under which prices, spelled out under
which prices, were to be decreased. Well, by
some means, I do not know just how this
happened, it all simmered down to a 3.2 control of wages, andSenator PRoxMmE. That is about all you
got out of it.
Mr. TAYLOR. Excuse me?
Senator PROXMIRE. That Is what you got
out of It.
Mr. TAYLOR. That Is what got the emphasis, and whlle there was jawboning and this
sort of thing, it was alwa,ys you do not raise
prices as much as ycu otherwise would have
or you do not raise prices. I do not know of
a single case where any issue was made of
the price decrease which wasSenator PROXMIRE. I think maybe in the
appliance industry you got some price decreases. there were a few exceptions.
Mr. TAYLOR. I do not know about any governmental action with respect to cffectuatH1g
that part of the guidelines and, of course,
it turned down to this 3,2 which, fer reasons
I will not bother you with, I think was a very
faUlty guideline. The 3.2 was based on factors
which you do not hear around the barg~in
ing table. I never-one exception which I
wlll not go into, I never-he.3,rd management
and labor say, "Well, what is the Increase in
national productivity?" This is not mentioned when people start talking about
wages. They talk about cost of living.
Senator PROXMIRE. There was a new concept, maybe it was right, maybe it was wrcng,
but it was based on the DC'tlon that we
could theoretically, at least, pay 3.2 percent
more because that was the overall gr::;wth
of productivity in the econemy across the
board and then in those Indurtrles which
were more productive than 3.2 t-hey could
have price increases, 3.2 they would have
price stabllity,'less productive they could
have some modest price decreases.
Mr. TAYLOR. But then, of course this price
aspect to which you just referred was never
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effectuated about the cuts that were suppOSed to take place, and so I think it is fair
to say that when labor was being asked to
hold to the 3.2, this was predicated upon a
stability of prices.
.
Senator PROXMIRE. I think this is very helpful because you are focusing now on what
I think is the problem with our present
situation, that is why labor feels they were
burned in the 1962-66 period.
Mr. TAYLOR. Indeed.
Senator PROXMIRE. You had profits increased 60 percent, you had wages increased
for organized labor about 16 percent, about
one-fourth as much, they feel they made the
sacrifice.
.
Mr. TAYLOR. Sure.
Senator PROXMIRE. And they got-management and stockholders got the benefits.
Mr. TAYLOR. AIld they did moderate their
wage demands during part of this period.
Senator PROXMIRE. The big unions did.
Mr. TAYLOR. The big ones did, and they
were being asked to stabilize their wages on
the ground that pI ices were stable, where
prices were not stable at all. So it was an
entirely incongruous situation fOr them.
STATEMENT OF MICHAEL V. DISALLE, ATTORNEY-AT-LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C., FORMER
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF PRICE STABILIZATION
Mr. DISALLE. Mr. Chairman, after listening
to Paul Porter and Dr. Taylor, I am terribly
concerned about the condition we are in.
But actually, I agree with most of the
statements made by both.
But I want to point out a few things about
some of the differences that exist today with
the situation that existed both in World
War II and Korea.
We talk about the need for a large bureaucracy. In World War II we had rationing,
which Is not a need today, and was not a
need during Korea. We had plenty of goods
and we have plenty of goods today.
During, when we entered into Korea in
June 1950 there was a great deal of talk
about price and wage control and nothing
was done for a long, long time but discussions, and the discussions helped feed the infiationary fires in those days. The inflation of
those days was not caused by lack of goods
but by the wage price spiral that was accelerating at the rate of 13 percent. annual rate
of 13 percent, between June 1950 and January 26 of 1951 when the freeze was imposed.
Now the 11 months fOllOWing 1951 prices
were held to a 4 percent increase, and in the
fOllowing year, 1952, they were held to less
than one percent. So it demonstrates that
price controls, price-wage controls, were effective during that period, they can be effective today prOViding they are administered
effectively.
Under the present system, the 300 people
in OEP won't be able to answer the phone
calls that are generating throughout the
country today. I know Congressional offices
that are being swamped by inqUIries and that
are having trouble getting through to the
various offices to try to get information for
their constituents. This Is bound to cause
trOUble.
Now, in 1951 we very seldom heard about
conglomerates. Today they are a large part
of our economy. In 1951, between 1951 and
today there have been great changes in
productivity, improvement In productivity as
a result of improved technOlogy so this is a
new factor that has to be considered.
We talk about whether or not people are
going to be satisfied. Of course they are
not going to be satisfied. Consumers are not
goIng to be satisfied because prices are never
low enough for the consumer. The bUsinessmen are not going to be satisfied because
prices are never high enough for the businessmen. If we look back today at the price
levels of 1951 we find there was a substantial
change and the consumer was still complaining in 1951 about the size of the prices.
CXVII--1962-Part 23

Now, I think the princip;e cause of inflation today is the lack of competition in certain areas. Large labor unions are much
more powerful than they were and certainly
business itself is much more powerful and
the lack cf competition certainly does not
make it necessary for them to put on a big
fight about a wage increase which can automatically be passed en to the consumer.
Now we are not going to be able to have
effective price controls in this perIod unless
we do something ab:mt everything along the
line. You can't held beef prices and permit
the price of livestock to go up; you can't
hold the price of cotton "hlrt and permIt the
price c,f raw cotton to move up without some
sort of controls and I cannot agree mOle with
Dr. Taylor for the need of some type of
machinery where people can go and get answers. This Is part of the effective administration of the program. Without It you
might as well give it up right now.
Now, we talked about November 12 as the
final date. November 12 can be the biggest
price holiday In the history of this na.tion,
if we jus't let November 12 cc,me along and
say "this is the day that all controls are
off and people can fix their cwn prices" there
would be a catch up period, they will be
catching up for the 90 days that they were
held in restraint, so it is necessary rIght now
to start building the kind of an organization that will phase out the freeze, phase it
out In those areas where there Is no sub'stantial impact on the economy. Phase it
outSenator PROXMIRE. Such as.
Mr. DISALLE. Well, let's say canned rattlesnake, and chocolate covered ants. There are
millions of items.
Senator PROXMIRE. Are you saying you
phase it out where you have small firms that
manufacture gocds that are in competition.
Mr. DISALLE. Thos) where the Impact on
the economy is not substantial and this you
can do and you can then devote your organization that you had to those areas where
there are infiatlonary flres still burning.
Senator PaOXMIRE. Now you say you can
phase it out With respect to certain prices in
competition. How about phasing It out with
respect to certain particular wages.
Mr. DISALLE. I think that can be done.
Mr. PROXMIRE. For example.
Mr. DISALLE. For example, let me gIve you
one instance:
We had a glass manUfacturer come in and
ask for an increas", on the basis of havIng a
hardship. We reviewed the case and decided
there was a hardship.
We granted a price increase. For fully a
year after that they were never able to place
this increase into effect because the competition was so strong, and would not move their
prices up, they kept their prices still. So the
number four manufacturer had to hold his
in order to stay in business, even though he
was having great difficulty. In many areas,
we have automatic prIce controls and always
have them.
Senator PROXMIRE. You see, Governor. what
bothers me about this that once you begin to
exempt any significant group, once you begin to make any substantial exception, I
would be afraid the whole thing would crumble in as much as this Is pretty much a
voluntary operation anyway. You can say we
can apply that $5,000 penalty whIch we have
in the law in some areas and not others but
even the President indicated, and I think he
is rIght, this is going to take a great deal of
voluntary cooperation. We don't have a popular war going on. yo," say we will have to
exempt a substantial number of people, and
you can't do that during the 90 day period.
If you do that isn't it a formula for torpedoing it on the ground it is not consistent, not
fair.
They can point to a neighbor getting an
increase, they can point to another businessman getting a price increase and he is not,
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don't you have a pretty difficult situation
unless you make It un; vErsal ?
Mr. DISALLE. Jl.Ir. Chairman. OPA was the
result of a failure of the voluntary approach,
OPS was the result of failure' of voiuntary
approaches, the present freeze is the result
of the failure of the voiuntary approach. You
can·t have them. Bu~ you call do this. you
can hold prlcI s and you can hold wages but
in those areas where prices and wage controls
are not necessary you call decontrol and take
off an administrative burden and hold it
where it is necessary.
Now, in late 1953 when OPS was finally
wound down, we had achieved ~tabl1lty in
most price areas, and price stability can be
achieved, but there is no need in wasting
your time on those areas which are not important to the economy.
Senator PROXMIRE. You say ·the areas that
are not important to the economy you can
permit to pay wage increases and permit to
provIde price Increases if they Wish to do so.
Mr. DISALLE. They are ordinarily not in
position to produce wage increases cr price
increases or to achieve them. Many luxury
items-Senator PROXMIRE. What you say is not
inconsistent with what the economic experts
told us, Heller, EcksteIn, SchUltze and saulnier and the others, they seem to feel you
should end up when the 90 day period is
over at least concentrating on the bIg companies, say the hundred biggest companies,
in the country, maybe 500, and vou should
concentrate on the bIg labor unions. I am
not sure I agree with that description because how can you get the big labor unions
to agree on that, and I must say If I were
the head of a big labor union I would be
pretty reluctant to know "you fellows are
going to be limited, you are going to be
limited" or if I were the head of a big company that I am going to have my price frozen
but the othe·rs are Dot. I wonder what you
tell the other people there are going to be
exceptions to the rule. It is one thing to say
everybody has to stay In line here, it is another thing to say we are going to single out
some and say you are going to have to be
limited but we are going to have to exempt
the majority.
Mr. DISALLE. For example, if in some areas
where you have people come back with what
they think is an unfair price increase which
breaches the Une, you can still bring it back,
bring it back under control and rOll them
back to this point, and with that threat alone
only people who are very necessarily in need
of an increase would risk increasing their
prices.
STATEMENT CF PAUL W. MCCRACKEN, CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL OF ECONOMICS ADVISERS
"America today has the best opportunity
in this century to attain two of its greatest
ideals; to bring about a full generation of
peace, and to create a new prosperity without
war:' With these words the President on
August 15 proceeded to unveil What, in the
quite llteral sense, must be called the most
far-reaching program for economic pollcy
during the history of this Committee and
the CouncIl of Economic Advisers. Indeed,
the significant feature of the program is to
be found in its scope and in its integrated
approach to three diffiCUlt problems that
have characterized American economic developments in recent years-inflation, unemployment, and unsatlsfa~ry developments
in our external payments position.
Progress was, cf coun-e, being made on our
economio problems. The economy generally
was expanding. The domestic demand for
output, in real terms, during 1971 rose at the
rate of 7.7 percent p&r year in the first quarter, followed by a 6.9 percent annual rate in
the second quarter. Retail sales from January (to avoid the strike-depressed December
level) to July rose at the rate of 11 percent
per year, even though during halt of July
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a substantial part of our railroad system was
down from the strike. Americans have been
buying automoblles at a 9-10 mlllion rate
during 1971. In July. housing starts reached
their highest rate In history. Clearly the economy has been moving upward. Business has
been tetter than sentiment about business.
There had also been progress on the price
front. Thus far In 1971 the consumer price
Index has been rising at the seasonally adjusted rate of 4 percent per year. This Is well
below the 6 percent figure reached at the
crest In the first half of 1969, and It Is less
than half that which would have occurred If
the post-1965 trend had continued to prevail.
The private GNP defiator (to avoid the effect of Federal wage Increases on the price
Index) In the first half of 1971 rose at the
annual rate of 4.3 percent, compared with
4.9 percent In the first half of 1969. And a
broadly comparable picture Is evident for
key components of the wholesale price Index.
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ments In real wages and material levels of

Progress, however, was not rapid enough living are achieved.
. m
on the domestic front, and as already indicated our trade position In recent months
What Is a reasonable estimate about the
weakened further. Economic polley, there- Impact of this program on the economy?
fore, was faced with an exceedingly complex This has been the subject of some discussion.
problem. Concentrattng attention on any Budget proposals call for reductions In outone of our problems would court the risk lays which. together with revenues from the
of aggravating the others. Severely restric- new import surcharge. sllghtly exceed the
tive policies would slow the domestic econ- projected reductions In other taxes. In the
omy, and thereby reduce the demand for Im- purely static sense such a fiscal program
ports and perhaps reduce further the rate might be deemed to be sllghtly defiationary.
of Inflation, but they would also tend to This essentially static arithmetic will not do
raise further a level of unemployment al- here, however. because of the sharp incentive
ready too high. Vigorous policies to expand elfects of the tax proposals. The Job Dethe demand for output would help to reduce velopment Credit. for example. does more
unemployment, but they would also court than leave after-tax Income of the private
the risk of Impatrlng further an already sector some $3 billion higher. It also Inweak external payments performance.
creases the after-tax rate of return on InTo break out of these dilemmas a com- vestment. with a particularly large increase
prehensive program of interlocking parts was for projects undertaken during the year Imrequired In order that we could move on mediately ahead. ObViously the Impact of the
all fronts simultaneously. This the Presi- Import surcharge on the domestic economy
ANNUAL RATE OF RISE IN SELECTED PRICE INDEXES
dent's program provides. To hasten the proc- is not measured by the $2 billion estimated
(SEASONALLY ADJUSTED ANNUAL RATES)
ess of establishing the basis for a more revenue yield. Its major Impact on the econstable level of costs and prices, the President omy will be the stimulus to domestic output
WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX
Invoked the authority given him in the Eco- that comes from redressing the Imbalance
II n percentl
nomic Stablllzation Act of 1970 to impose between external and domestic price-cost
a wage-price freeze. Whlle the Act does not levels.
Con·
Con·
Pro·
extend this authority to diVidends, the Presisumer
sumer
ducer
Private
Our own work Indicates that for calendar
price
finished finished
GNP
dent In his address called on businesses to year 1972 the various expenditure reductions
Period
index Percent
goods
goods
deflator
observe the terms of this freeze in dividend (InclUding reduced Federal employment)
payments. And Interest rates, also not cov- would have about a $9 bllllon adverse elfect
1969: ~
ered In that Act, are now generally at levels on GNP, and the other elements of the pro1st haiL ••
6.2
5.4
5.5
3.5
4.9
below those prevalling during the base pe- gram would add about $24 bllllon to next
2nd half...
6.0
4.4
4.7
4.3
5.5
riod for the freeze. To admtnlster the freeze, year's GNP, With a net positive Impact of
1970:
a Cost of Living Council was created con. $15 billion. This includes an elfect of $8 bil1st haiL...
6.0
2.2
3.9
4.7
.6
ststlng of the Secretaries of the Treasury, lion due to a substantial shift In consumer
2nd half ..•
2.2
6.0
4.9
2.2
5.6
1971: Ist7
.Agrlculture, Commerce, Labor, and HUD, the confidence as a. result of the President's
months. __ .
14.3
2.6
3.3
3.8
4.6
Director of the Office of Management and Program.
Budget, the Chairman of the Council of
The Impact on employment of an addiEconomic AdVisers, the Director of the Office tional $15 billion for GNP In 1972 would be
1 I st half of 1971.
of
Emergency
Preparedness,
and
the
Special
substantial. If we simply divided this $15
Source: Department of Labor and Department of Commerce.
Assistant to the President for Consumer AfOur international trade performance has fairs. The Secretary of the Treasury Is the billion by the current $13,000 of GNP per
been more erratic. By 1968 the surplus of Chairman of this Council, and the Council of employee, the Increment to employment
would seem to be large Indeed (well over
merchandise exports over Imports had de- Economic AdVisers is Vice Chairman.
one million). This, however. would overclined to $0.8 billion from Its peak In 1964
A freeze by Itself cannot be expected to estimate the employment elfect. An abnorof $7.1 blllion. For a nation which should do the long-run job. Indeed, by Itself a freeze
mally
large part of this Increased output will
be a capital exporter. and has substantial Is apt to pile up ammunition for an explosion
other International obUgations this $0.8 of wages and prices at the end. That. In fact. come through the sharp gains In prodUCbllUon clearly was an Insufficiently strong has tended to be international experience tivity that should be real1zed as the econexternal trade performance. After an im- with freezes as such. Thus the neWly-created omy's operating rate improves. Ev~n with a
provement In 1969 and in the first half of Cost of Living Council has also beeen di- generous allowance for unusually large pro1970, our trade position began to deteriorate rected by the President "to work with leaders ductiVity galns. however. the number of new
again, and since April merchandise imports of labor and bUsinesses to set up the proper jobs that will result from this program In
have been exceeding our exports. It is worth mechanism for achieving continued price and 1972 will be large.
At the same time that domestic expansion
pointing out that the rise in our consumer wage stablllty after the 90-day freeze Is
price Index during the last year has been less over," Work Is now under wayan a program and progress toward greater stablllty of our
cost-price
level needed to be accelerated.
than that for the Industrial world generally. for this post-freeze period, though it Is too
Indeed, Only Canada, Belgium. and Austria early to anticipate what this program will be. two International economic developments
One was the clearly unsatisfactory
among the Industrial nations have done bet- The objective of this program for the second emerged.
trend in our own balance of payments, which
ter. Price comparisons during the last years phase Is, however, clear enough. It Is to by
the second quarter was producing a net
for manufactured goods are, however. less achieve a long enough period of a reasonably Import surplus. And the other was evidence
favorable for this country.
stable level of prices and costs per unit of that our International financial system was
output to create a new confiden.:e In the pur- becoming more crisis-prone. Indeed, as of
RISE IN PRICE INDEXES DURING THE LAST 12 MONTHS FOR
chasing power of our dollars, at the same August 15 currencies of countries accounting
SELECTED COUNTRIES I
time enabling the pricing system to resume for roughly one-third of our foreign trade
[I n percent)
Its basic function as the sensitive and were already fioatlng against the dollar.
sophisticated communications network for
Measures to deal with our external ecoWholesale
the economy.
nomic problems, therefore, had to be an Inprice index for
Another set of proposals In the Presldent's tegral part of the program.
Consumer
manufactured
Country
price index
goods 2 program Is directed at InVigorating the pace
In his Executive Order Providing for Staof the economy. Reductions In Individual in- bll1zation of Prices, Rents, Wages. and Sali 4.9
come taxes now scheduled for January I, aries the President noted that this action
Austria __
__
__ ..
3.9
1973, are to be made elfectlve at the begin- was necessary In part "to Improve our com4.0
Belgium
__ • __
__ •••••
(')
Canada
.• __
__ • __
.
2.4
2.3
ning of 1972. Elimination of the excise tax on petitive position In world trade and to pro, 2.3
France •••••
.
5.0
automobiles
Is also proposed, and the In- tect the purchasing power of the dollar."
Germany
.•. __
__
.
4.9
• 9.2
dustry has promised to pass the full amount Also, In his Proclamation Imposing a SupItaly
__ .... __ ..
•
5.2
'1.2
Japan
__ .. _. _..
"
6.6
'1.0 of this reduction through the price of auto- plemental Duty for Balance of Payments
United Kingdom ... __
__ ••
78.6 mobiles. A Job Development Credit Is also Purposes. the President referred to the "pro9.9
United States__ •••• __ " __ .• ,.
4.4
3.5
proposed consisting of a 10 percent Invest- longed decline In the international monetary
ment tax credit for one year, and dropping reserves Of the United States" and the threat
1 The 12·month period varies from country to country, de·
to 5 percent thereafter. This near-term wll1 to our "trade and International competipending on the latest available data.
create jobs and production In a segment of tive position,"
2 Except as noted.
the economy that has been particularly slugThe developments to Which the President
a All items.
gish, and for the longer run It will stlmulattl referred have already been Indicated and are
t Nol available; indexes for 1970 and 1971 are not comparable.
, Intermediate goods.
the modernization of our productive faclll- well-known to the members of this Com, I nvestment goods.
ties so necessary to maintain our competitive mittee. Our monthly average trade surplus,
I Excludes food.
position Internationally and to achieve the which was $590 million In 1964, all but disapSource: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop·
gains In productivity out of which Improve- peared in 1968. and then after a brief recovment.

...
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ery in late 1969 and early 1970, suffered a
rapid erosion that turned It Into deficits
after March of this year.
The whole account of our balance of payments with foreigners has been dragged In
the direction of the trade balance. Our current International account changed from a
surplUS of $5.8 blllion in 1964 to deficits of
$386 and $899 mllllon, respectively, In 1968
and 1969, and the brief merchandise trade recovery in 1970 only supported a current account surplus of $444 m1ll1on. The official
reserve transactions balance of payments was
in deficit by nearly $10 b1Ilion last year, and
the llquidity balance deficit was $4.7 bl1llon.
The balance of payments deficit on official
reserve transactions skyrocketed to an annual
rate af $23 bilI10n In the second quarter. Our
net official reserve assets, in spite of being
supplemented by new issues of SDR's, declined to $13.5 b1ll10n, the lowest level since
World War U, and our gold stock In June
was $10.5 bllllon. These developments clearly
indicate that a serious dlsequallbrlum had
emerged in the pattern of international exchange rates, making actions to correct this
imbalance necessary.
Several of the steps taken on August 15
wlll have effects on our trade and balance
of payments positions. The freeze on wages
and prices will prevent our competitive position in world markets from eroding further While more fundamental readjustments
are brought about. The Job Development
Credit for investment In new machinery
and equipment wlll apply only to equipment of U.S. origin and hence favor domestic suppllers. The President directed the
Secretary of the Treasury to study measures for stimulating research and development of new Industries and technologies.
The President has also ordered a 10 percent
cut In foreign ald. But the two measures in
the new program that are of greatest ImmedIate Importance to our balance of payments and our International economic
relations are the surcharge tax of up to 10
percent on merchandise Imports and the suspension of the convertiblllty of the dol1ar
Into gold.
In conclusion, a few comments on systemic matters may be in order here. Our international financial system had become
more crisis-prone. At the same time It has
served the. world economy well during the
quarter of a century since World War U. The
remarkable thing Is not that It has developed some problems but that this system,
developed at Bretton Woods In the closing
days of the war and against the backdrop of
great disorders In the International economy
during the prewar decade, has endured so
well. What we must do now Is to correct the
Imbalances that have developed and to bulld
more capablIlty for fiexlblllty and adjustment into a system which Is fundamental1y
sound and useful. Ail nations have a stake
In achieving these modifications in this
system which w1ll make possible another
outward-looking quarter of a century of expanding International trade and Vigorous
economic progress.
OEP ROLE IN THE WAGE-PRICE FREEZE
(Statement by G. A. Lincoln, Director, Office
of Emergency Preparedness)
The operations delegated to me by the
Chairman of the Cost of Living Councll,
Secretary Connally, inclUde responsiblllty
and authority to implement, administer,
monitor, and enforce the stabilization of
prices, rents, wages, and salaries.
What those words mean to us in the President's Office of Emergency Preparedness Is
information to the people, repIles to questions, an impetus system for getting the
needed pol1cy formulated by the Council, an
exemption system, a compllance system, and
a reports and analysis system to gage the
progress of the 90-day program and to help
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with planning for Stage 2 after tile 90-day STATEMENT BY GARDNER ACKLEY, HENRY
freeze.
CARTER ADAMS UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF
Now, let's go over some of the functional
POLrrICAL ECONOMY, UNIVERSITY OF r.IICHIaspects involved in the management of the
GAN, BEFORE THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITfreeze. First, policy formulation. Dally, my
TEE, AUGUST 31, 1971
office and other agencies develop policy quesI am pleased to appear before this Comtions and issues Which reqUire decisions. mittee today to explore some of the Issues
Dally, a smal1 policy group, of which I am a raised by President Nixon's New Economic
member, meeta in the morning to insure that Polley, announced two weeks ago. I am
these issues are properly formulated and to pleased to appear because I believe that the
suggest answers to the policy questions for President's dramatic switch of direction in
consideration that afternoon by the Cost of economic policy-although seriously fiawed
Li vlng Council.
in several respects-at least represents the
I might note here that the public ques- repudiation of a course of action which was
tions we receive from our Regions and also pointing toward disaster. It has prOVided
In Washingtop. via Congressional offices are this Nation-and to some extent even other
very helpful in Identifying policy areas which countries as well-with an opportunity for
need clarification.
.
a new start In more constructive directions.
The dally decisions of the Cost of LiVing It seems to me most Important that this
Council have come out thus far In the form opportunity not be thrown away. As on so
of questions and answers which are pUb- many occasions In the past, your Commitlished and are widely disseminated through tee wl1l playa crucial role in the redirection
our 10 Reglonal Service Centers, 360 offices of economic polley now taking place in this
of the Internal Revenue SerVice and 2,8Hl country. If I can contribute anything to
local offices of the Agricultural Stabilization your deliberations, I shall be more than
and Conservation Service (see chart). The happy.
Council has also sent 10 mlllion copies of an
I intend to be highly selective In these
eight page booklet: "The Wage-PrIce Freeze: comments. I do not Intend to discuss the
Questions and Answers," which covers some parts Of the program relating to the dollar
of the most typical and frequent queries, to and the International monetary system. I
these field units and to more than 32,000 post have views on these matters; but your Comoffices.
mittee can call on many economists far
From the public'S standpOint, what Is more more expert than I am In this area, and
important Is that they have a convenient whose judgments will be more important for
place to which to address their questions or you to consider. I shall even refrain from
report alleged violations--In person, by extended comment on the fiscal aspects of
phone or In writing. The 3200 IRS and ASCS the President's program, not because I do
offices give us this capability. And all other not have strong views on these aspects, but
agencies With field establishments have been because I can record them Simply by saying
asked to assist In answering or referring that I am In essential agreement with the
questions of their "cIlentele," OEP Is pro- positions on fiscal policy recently expressed
Viding guidance to all of them.
to you by my former COlleague Walter Heller,
MonItoring and reporting functions are
Instead, I want to concentrate on the
also accomplished through this network of price-wage aspects of the President's proms and ASCS offices to OEP and the COst of gram. This Is an area In which I have perLiving Council.
haps had as much and as varied experience
Compliance problems, as they arise, will be as any of the economists appearing before
handled largely through the trained investi- you so far. Beginning in July, 1941, and for
gative officers of the Internal Revenue Serv- most of World War II, I worked in a variety
ice and U.S. attorneys working with our of commodity areas of the Office of Price AdRegional Offices.
ministration (and in Its predecessor agencies,
Finally, both the Cost of Living Councll engaged in "jawbone" price control). I rose,
staff and my national headquarters are in- ultimately, to the highest level of responslvolved In analysis and evaluation of the b1llty in OPA that the Congress-through
freeze and In looking ahead to what !les be- its "anti-professor amendment"-would peryond the 90 days.
mit an academic economist to hold. SomeBefore the freeze, OEP had eight Regions how, I was persuaded to accept double jeopcoterminous with the 10-reglon structure of ardy, and served as a price controller again
several other major agencies But, With one during the Korean war-as Economic Adexception, our Reglonal offices were not in visor and Assistant Director of the Office of
major cities. Because of our wartime respon- Price Stabilization. On my return to the Unislb1lltles, we were In locations relatively re- versity of Michigan in September 1952, I
mote from the big cities. Sunday nIght, Aug- devoted substantial elfort for a year to the
gust 15, at 9:30, I ordered our Regional Di- preparation of a book-length study of some
rectors to move to the headquarters cities crucial aspects of the Korean War price
for the Federal Regions, and sent OEP head- controls, under, a contract With the Office of
quarters officIals to set up offices for two new Defense Moblllzation. Then, during my more
Reglons. By Wednesday, August 19, we were than three years as Chairman of the Council
operational In all 10 cIties: Boston, New of Economic Advisors, I served as one of the
York, Phlladelphla. Atlantic, Chicago, Dallas, principal agents of President Johnson's
Kansas City, Denver (the one office we dId efforts to restrain Infiation through the pronot have to move), San FrancIsco, and mulgation of "GUideposts" for noninflationSeattle. These are the OEP Regional Service ary wage and price behaVior, and through
and Comp!lance Centers (see map).
repeated and numerous Interventions (made
Our "instant" though temporary expansion both pub!lcly and privately) in the attempt
has been from a total staff of some 300 to a to prevent or moderate important price and
present complement of about 700, mostly wage decisions that were judged infiatlonary.
These experiences have stimUlated a longborrowed from other Federal agencies or 90day detail This was achieved largely through standing professional interest in the economics
of infiatlon and Its control, a subject
the extraordinary cooperation of the General services AdmInistration, In finding space that I have dealt with repeatedly In my reand eqUipment for our regional offices, and search, 'I\'1'itlng, and lecturing. One of the
the Civil ServIce Commission, in findIng' papers of which I am most proud, called "A
other Federal personnel to use those facili- Third Approach to the Analysis and COntrol
ties Some of these people are experts on of Infiatlon", was prepared at the request of
specific areas; others are information officers this Committee, and published by it in its
compendium of papers, The Relationship 01
and clerical staff.
Meanwhile, OEP is continuing to carry Prices to Economic stability and Growth,
out Its normal responsibilities, InclUding the March 31, 1958. My most recent publication
Is a monograph entitled Stemming World InNatural Disaster Assistance Program.
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jlation, pUbllshed last month by The Atlantic
Institute.
Unfortunately, this long experience and
reflection has provided me with more questions than answers, and has developed a great
skepticism about the validity of all dogmatic
views on this most complex, most delicate, yet
most important SUbject of Inflation and its
control. However, it is often useful at least
to know what the right questions are.
THE FREEZE

Although not all of my professional colleagues agree with me, it is my view that,
having waited 50 long to take any effective
action against infiatlon, the Administration
probably had little choice but to invoke a
freeze, a.s the necessary first step toward
getting a handle on the problem. I congratulate the Administration at least for its
decisiveness, and for knowing not to give any
advance hint of its thinking-which could
have made the problems of the freeze even
more dllficult when that step flnally was
taken.
I think that the freeze w1ll work, in the
sense that the rise of prices w1l1 be virtually
halted for at least 3 months. At the very least
this wll1 spare us from having to listen to
three more of those monthly explanations
Why this month's increase in the CPI or WPI
was unusual and next month's wl1l be smaller,
or-If the month's increase should happen
to be more favorable--exultant claims that
inflation 15 now being conquered. In fact, the
freeze can do more than this. Even 3 months
of virtual stability, if properly used, can be
significant for the whole future course of
prices, as I will try to show.
However, one thing everyone agrees on is
that the freeze contains dramatic distortions
and Inequities-as Is always the case when a
freeze suddenly stops In mid course prices
and wages that have been rising rapidly.
(And that is usually precisely when a freeze
is Invoked!) So long as the freeze Is briefand 90 days Is probably close to the limits
of tolerance for a rigid freeze without adjustments-these distortions and inequities can
be Ignored, and the freeze can work. But further perpetuation of these Inequities would
quickly erode the support or at least tolerance
of those affected and of the public-which
has to be the basic reliance of any system of
direct wage and price restraints. After about
90 days, too, enforcement-which may not be
a significant problem in the early weeks or
months of a wage-price restraint programwould begin to loom as a major problem; and
the freeze is not easily enforceable.
What then should happen on or about
November 14?
One solution would be simply to end the
freeze, replacing it with nothing. If this were
done, some small contribution might have
been ma.de to the slowing down of Inflation.
But if there is any such contribution, it wll1
not have been worth the fuss and fury, the
hardships and inequities suffered. the expectations aroused and disappointed, the new
bitterness or resignation engendered. Almost
everyone agrees that this must not happen
If it is not to happen, the freeze must be
replaced after 90 days (or thereabouts) with
some other form of restraint that is more
Viable. I want to outllne some of the basic
considerations that should guide our choice
of that SUbstitute system. These considerations relate both to the nature of the new
system when it is fUlly in effect. and to the
means of transition to that system from the
freeze. The flrst of these choices is, however,
the more basic. Problems of how we can get
there from here-dllficult as they may becan probably be handled once we know where
it is we are headed. First. however, let me
make three or four general points Which are
more or less independent of how these choices
are made.
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more sacrifices (or surely appear to do so)
than are necessary once the program is in
operation (for reasons that I wl1l explain In
a moment), It Is highly essential that we
have a rapidly expanding economy as the new
restraint system takes hold. Many businesses
are going to have to do things about their
prices that they won't like. Wage Increases
wll1 often be less than workers think is fair.
The pain and stresses of this period wll1 be
greatly eased If profits are being supported,
or even allowed to expand, through greater
sales volume, the spreading of overheads, and
the abnormally fast productiVity gains that
CJme with rapid expansion of output; and if
labor Incomes are being enlarged through
the retttrn to fUll work weeks, Increased overtime hours, and the expanding availability
of employment for the wives, husbands. or
teenagers in workers' families. (I am not here
making the argument, sometimes heard, that
faster expansion automatically reduces the
upward pressures on costs and prices. 1 happen to believe that faster expansion under
present circumstances would not add much
to Inflationary pressures--but it surely would
not reduce them. Rather, my point Is that if
society Is asking or demanding restraint, cooperation Is more readily forthcoming It Incomes are rising than if they are stagnant.)
Thus, It seems to me absolutely essential
that both fiscal and monetary policies be unmistakably geared toward expansion In the
months ahead. Any dOUbts should be resolved
on the side of expansion. In my view, thIs
reinforces the considerations advanced by
Walter Heller in favor Of a substantially
more expansionary flscal pollcy than the
President proposes.
THE ECONOMICS OF CONSENT

My second general observation Is that we
must not exaggerate the difference between
systems of restraint that are called compulsory and those called voluntary. Even the
most fUlly compUlsory system cannot work
for long in a democratic society unless It has
at least the tolerance of those regUlated, as
well as broad support by the general publlc.
This support or tolerance can usually be assumed to be forthcomlng in a nation at war,
or facing a profound emergency. It cannot
possibly be taken for granted at a time like
this.
Suppose that a labor union In an Important Industry regards a compUlsory wage
ceiling as unjust, and goes on strike for a
wage Increase In excess of the celllng. Whether the wage ceiling survives this challenge
surely will depend on the extent to which
other unions-and the general public-support the restraint system or the strikers. Suppose that a major Industry, or Industry generally, believes that Its compulsory price
cellings are creating serious hardship. Business does not have a weapon quite llke the
strike; but, as an old prIce controller, I know
that there are often many way~legal, questionable, and l11egal-to take advantage of
almost any price regUlation. Moreover. the
history at price controls is replete wIth episodes ot major Industries demanding approval
of what the regulators have determined are
unjustifiable Increases in price cel1lngs before they wlll settle with their unions for
wage Increases which the law permits to be
paid. They are thus in a position to force a
strike unless their price ceilIngs are unjustifiably raised. Where then are your compulsory price controls, unless they have at
least the tolerance of other busInesses, as
well as the strong support of the public?
What I am saying is that any successful
stabl1lzation system-"compulsory" or "voluntary"~emands the consent of those
whose wages and prices are to be stabilized.
For this consent to be forthcoming, those
regUlated-and the general public as wellmust see the system as one that Is basically
fair and equitable, or. at least, that embodIes
FISCAL SUPPORT FOR THE TRANSITION
sacriflces by "our side" that are roughly
The first observation Is that, because the equivalent to those Imposed on the "other
early stages Of any restraint program require side". Moreover, members of each group must
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believe that the restrictions its members
accept on their freedom to do as they please
will achieve something Important--that
slowing down the rise in prices is a highly
desirable objective, and that this system wl11
be effective in achieving It.
In my view, this consent can only be forthcoming through a Widespread participation
by all groups in our society-and particularly by the organizations of labor and business-In a process at recognizing quite explicitly the need for the program, and in
determinlng the broad features of its Initial
design, and, thereafter, its modification and
redesign. With all due respect for the abl11tles
of Herb Stein and Arnie Weber, and, indeed,
of all members of the Cost of Living Council, they are not going to be able to dream
up a plan, announce it to a waiting world,
and then expect it to work. To a considerable extent, the Kennedy-Johnson "guideposts" were simply dreamed up by economists and then promulgated. I have long
considered the absence ot any real participation by the interest groups In the origination and modification of the guideposts-and, as a consequence, the absence of any
sense of responsiblllty on their part tor the
success or fallure of the effort--to have been
the greatest weakness of the gUidepost system.
On the other hand. you cannot simply
summon a group of busInessmen and labor
leaders and tell them to agree on some plan.
The requirement Instead Is for political leadership of the most superlative quality, leadership which I believe can only be provided
by the President himself. Somehow, he and
his associates must bring together, both
separately and Jointly, representatives of all
segments ot the publlc and of ali major
Interest groups, explaining, exhorting, proposing-as necessary, conceding, cajol1ng,
and threatening-ultimately findIng compromlses both of form and substance which
wlll permit at least a significant proportion
of the leaders of every group In fact to support (and, in public, at least to appear to
tolerate) what is an effective program at
restraint. Economists can help to decide
what can and cannot be conceded and stl11
have an effective program. But, essentially,
the task of constructing a new system at
restraints is one for political leadershipand of the highest order. Moreover. it Is a
process that wl1l necessarily take considerable time. It w1l1 not be accompl1shed in one
big mass meeting in the East Room.
In peacetime-and In a Presidential election year-It may well appear to be almost
impossible to negotiate a social compact
among the great economic interest groups in
support of any "VOluntary" stabilization
plan. But let us not believe that-if this
should be the case-we can then simply opt
for compulsory controls. Perhaps we can;
but unless the social compact Is subsequently
achieved, the controls wlll not last. Moreover,
any such social compact tends to become unstuck over time; its maintenance and renewal must be a continuous objective of
statesmanship.
THE NEED TO PLAN FOR THE LONGER TEaM

:My third general comment is this: what
we are buildIng to "replace the freeze on November 14 must not be considered a temporary system that wlll serve for a year or so
and can then be forgotten. Every bit of historical evidence-and it Is all around lISand every consideration at economic analysiS
convinces me that the problem of creeping
inflation, or perhaps I should say walking inflation, Is not going to disappear. Any modern
industrial society that is determined-as ours
surely is-to permit, at most, brief lapses
below full employment is bound to suffer
continuing or recurrent Inflation unless a
whole range of permanent Institutional
changes Is undertaken to contain It. This, I
suppose, is the principal message ot my
stemming World Inflation. I wll1 not repeat
the argument why Infiatlon must now be
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considered "endemic" in the western world;
but I believe it very strongly.
That does not mean that the system we
adopt on November'14 need be a system that
we expect w111 last forever. But it is surely
relevant to some of our choices.
BREAKING THE PRICE SPIRAL

In thinking about the transition to longerterm arrangements, it Is Important to understand clearly why it Is that an inflationlike ours today-tends to keep on rol11ng
long after its initial cause (Whatever that
may have -been) has disappeared. Indeed I
have come to believe that understanding the
"initial causes" of Inflations-those Which
might convert a situation of price stability
into one of price rise--is often less relevant
than understanding how a price spiral keeps
turning once it has begun. Unfortunately,
there are many kinds of things that can set
off an inflation-not all of them always
avoidable. Understanding how inflation perpetuates itself is often considerably more Important than determining Whether it was
really the chicken which preceded the egg or
the reverse.
One key to understanding the inflationary
process is the recognition that not many
prices and, particularly, almost no wage rates
are adjusted contlr.uously. Rather, they are
predetermined for periods that often run up
to three years for wages, and even longer for
some long-term price contracts, or regulated
prices. Some Individual prices and wages
come up for revision each day or week, but
only a small proportion of the total number.
If an inflation Is to slow down, obViously today's wage and price increases must be
smaller than yesterday's, tomorrow's smaller
than today's, and so on.
Those making decisions each day are adjusting a wage or a price that has not
changed for some time. If prices and costs,
including the cost of I1ving, have been generally rising during this period (for the
moment, we can ignore escalator clauses),
then the purchasing power of the existing
wage rate has been steadily eroding ever
since it was established; and the profltabillty
of the existing price may have been eroding
ever since it was last changed. The rate of this
erosion Is deterInlned by the pace of the inflation. With each new adjustment of price
or wage, the seller expects-an expectation
generally regarded as entirely legitimate--to
restore the real value of the preexisting wage
or price as of the time it was last changedthat is, to "catch up" with subsequent
changes in prices and costs-and, In addition, to secure some "normal" or "fair" rise
in his real Income (at least Insofar as his
real income is affected by prices and/or wage
rates received and paid rather than by volume of work or production).
Whether, when people behave this way,
an Inflationary spiral w1ll accelerate, decelerate, or continue its previous pace can be
shown to depend on the magnitude of the desired increments of real Income which each
new wage or price tries to achieve. It Is possible that the preva1l1ng concepts of "fair"
or "normal" income increases for indiViduals
may, In the aggregate, be consistent with the
gains permitted by the continuing increment
of real output (i.e., of productiVity) which
Is occurring in the economy. In that case,
the adjustments being made each day in
wage rates and prices will Simply perpetuate
Whatever rate of inflation has been occurring. If the rate of inflation has been zero,
It will remaln that. If it has been six percent,
it w1ll remain that. However, if the aggregate expectations of "normal" or "fair" Increments of real income which wage and
price decisions attempt to prOVide should exceed the growth of aggregate real output, the
rate of infia.tion wlll necessarlly accelerate.
For seUers of labor or goods to participate
In a selt-perpetuating inflationary spiral does
not require any of them to demand wage or
price increases that w1ll (in the average

case) directly reduce the market for their
services or products. If average wage rates
have been and are generally advancing at
about 8 percent a year, average productivity
at about 3 percent, and average prices at
about 5 percent, individual employers who
today agree to pay 8 percent wage Increases
can expect an average 5 percent rise of their
unit labor costs. If their Individual price Increases should therefore also average 5 percent, this wlll not be out of llne with the
increases recently and presently occurring
in other prices and costs, and in buyers' InCOIlles. The wage rates and prices they set
will not cause them to lose sales or their
workers to lose employment.
To be sure, depending in part on the flscal
and monetary pollcles being followed, a given
rate of Inflation may be accompanied by some
shrinkage (or expansion) of aggregate output and employment. But these global, Impersonal forces of contraction or expansion
have llttle impact on any given day's indiVidual price and wage decisions-or, at least
overall contrcwtionary forces are llkely to
have l1ttle Impact in reducing the daily increments. Any IndIvidual wage or price setter
who accepts smaller increments in the wages
or prices he receives than have recently been
occurring-perhaps because unemployment Is
high or markets are slack-does not thereby
reduce the rate of increase in the prices or
wages he must pay. Rather, he w1ll just reduce his own real income and raise that of
everyone else. Who knows Whether unemployment w11l be increasing or decreasing in
the months ahead-markets tightenIng or
slackening-and whether or how this will be
altering the wage and price decisions then
being made, thus altering the rate of future
erosion In the purchasing power of the wages
and prices now being set? Catch up to where
you were. get what else you think Is fair or
you can get away With, and, if possible,
build a fence around your real Income gains
by an escalator clause--that is the only safe
guide.
The spiral character of an Inflationary
process is why it is often so nearly pointless
to argue whether it is labor or businesswages or profits-that are to blame for inflation, particularly once the inflation is well
underway. The fault may be neither's; it is
just that what labor and busIness do to try
to protect themselves from an inflation in
being turns out simply to perpetuate the inflation against whIch they are trying to protect themselves. The fault in this case is
society's-for not providing a social mechanism through which labor and business can
climb off of this treadm11l. The freeze can be
a vital flrst step In this process.
THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE FaEEZE
If, beginnIng on August 16, the freeze halts
aU further new price and wage increases, then
the pressures for price and wage increases
later on by others w11l automatically also be
reduced. After 90 days of this, the cumUlative
erosion of the real value of the wage or prIce
that has been fixed for a year wl1l be appre- ciably less than it would otherwise have been.
When the time comes that something can be
done about that wage or price, the pressures
for catCh-up w111 be dIstinctly reduced-unless, of course, at the end of the ninety days,
wages and prices are all allowed to jump up
to where they would have been on that date
in the absence of the freeze.
But if, for 90 days-and then for another
90, and 180 beyond that-price increases,
and wage increases in excess of productivity
gains, could all be distinctly reduced or even
eliInlnated, the pressures for catch-up-which are the basis for the perpetuatIon of
the spiral-WOUld Increasingly be dIssIpated.
"CatCh-Up" is a force like Inertia. If prices
are in motion, It tends to keep them in
motion; If prices are at rest, it tends to keep
them at rest. That Is why It IS so hardyet so Vital-to break through a spiral. That
is why the pressures on a system of re-

straint are far greater when the objective
must be to restore a reasonable stablllty of
prices, if that has been lost, than when the
objective is merely to preserve a reasonable
stab1l1ty already attained.
THE WAGE LAG

Most prices (as opposed to wages) are ad·
justed with reasonable frequency. ThUS,
there are probably relatively few prices now
caught by the freeze that had not been adjusted or at least considered for adjustment within a month or so prior to the
freeze. During the freeze, wage rates anu
materials prices w1ll not have increased,
Moreover, productiVity gains averaging
nearly 1 % (more if expansion is rapid) wlll
have occurred during this period, provIding
equIvalent reduction In unit costs. Thus. at
the end of the freeze, there should be little
Immediate need for price Increases (other
than, of course, some utlllty and transportation rates); some should even be ready to
come down a bit. In any case, the Immediate
polley 011 price increases can De and ought
to be faIrly tough, providing only for cases of
obvIous Inequity. If subsequent average
wage increases could then be held equal to
productivity gains, prices on the average
could thereafter be stab111zed about wherEt
they are. Or"lf wage increases could be held
to two percent in excess of productivity, the
rise of prices might be held to around two
percent.
But, unfortunately, when the freeze ends,
there wlll st1ll be a fair amount of catCh-Up
needed on the wage side. Wage rates which
were last increased early In 1971, during
1970, or even before, If not protected by a
cost-of-lIvlng escalator, will need varying
amounts of catch-up In addition to any new
real-income gains. Here, then, is the real
nub of the problem of tranRition from inflationary spiral to reasonable price stablll ty:
what will happen to pre-August 15 wage
contracts as they come up for renewal, and
especially to those not previously containing
escalator provisions. If it were possible to
spread their cost-of-llving catchUps over
several years, and to allow in addition only
tightly deflned productiVity Increases, reasonable stablllty of the price level might be
achieved fairly qUickly. For so tough a
standard to be applied to new contracts, it
would obvIously also be necessary for deferred
wage increases buHt into pre-existing contracts to be superseded to the extent that
they, too, should exceed a tight productiVity
standard. If these requirements are impossible to achIeve, the best that any new
stab111zation pol1cy can aim for is a rather
painfUlly slow runnIng-down of the spiral,
One of the crucial tests of the new system
will be how effectively it can respond to
these reqUirements for a prompt and lasting
slowing down of Inflation: an 1Inmediate
tough control on further price increases; the
spreading out over time of cost of living
catCh-ups; and the supersedIng of deferred
wage increases that exceed productivity
gaIns.
THE NATURE OF THE NEW SYSTEM

A Wide variety of designs is POSSible for
the system of restraints that will replacethe freeze. It may be that the Administration's planners are exploring some entirely
new Ideas; If so, it is understandable that_
they are not ready to talk about them. PUbllec
discussIon, however, has so far been concentrated on only a few standard options, and
the wide range of POSSib1l1t1es for social
Invention seems to me not to have been
adequately explored.
Let me refer briefly to four basic models
that have been proposed, Including some
variants of some of them. These dIffer in the
nature of the machinery and procedures that.
would be set up, in the extent or character
of the enforcement that would be undertaken, and in other ways. For the present, I
will concentrate on Where we might want to
end up, not how we get there.
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PERMANENT CONTROtS ON THE: cONCE:NT11ATED
SECTORS

should rise faster In the uncontrolled sectors, w1ll there not be irresIstIble pressures
to extend the controls to those sectors, too,
In order to prevent Inequity?
I cannot beUeve that anyone can serIously
think through the problems raIsed by permanent wage-price controls on the heart of
our economy and stlll advocate It.

First. there Is the model that mIght be
assocIated With the name of J. K. GalbraIth:
a system of continuing compulsory controls
')ver the "concentrated sectors" of our economy-bIg Industry and strongly organized
labor-with the rest of the economy (agri·culturtl, trade, personal services, some highA NEW SYSTEM OF GUIDEPOSTS
ly competitive manufacturing Industries) esA second model frequently discussed [s a
£pntial1y free of restraint. Presumably, prices system of guIdeposts or guldellnes (surely to
wlJuid be regulated by detailed, what price be given a new name), presumably applicontrollers call "taUored" regulatIons for cable across-the-board to all prices, wages,
each Industry. each with appropriate stand- salaries, perhaPs rents, and possibly divIards and administrative machinery for per- dends. These guidelines would resemble the
mitting necessary adjustments and excep- Kennedy-Johnson ones, although they would
tions, for handling the prIcing of "new"
probably be more detailed, with the excepgoods and services, etc. The wage regulatiolls tions spelled out more clearly.
would presumably take the form of a series
The standards would presumably apply to
of detailed standards to govern wage and all firms and unions, In all IndustrIes. even
salary Increa.ses Including changes In wage though their real Impact would be Intended
and salary differentIals-along with ma- for the concentrated sectors. There would
chinery of some kInd to supervise the ap- have to be at least a small staff to help Inplication of these standards In the negotla·
terpret the standards, to call attention to
tlon of partiCUlar labor contracts and the "violat[ons", to attempt to persuade potenconstruction of partIcular salary and frInge
tial "vIolators" to refrain, to amend the
benefit schedules-Including those applica- standardS as necessary. The tough questions
ble to PresIdents and ChaIrmen of the Board. arise when we ask how these guldellnes
A moderately large administrative staff mIght be enforced. One possibility Is to rely
would be needed because, In any permanent only on publlc opinion. To allow for the more
system. sIgnificant changes In the differen- effective moblllzation of pUblic opinion, adtials among the mUlions of Individual prices, mInistrators might be gIven authorIty to rewage rates, and salaries would be essential. quire postponement of wage or price changes
Yet these changes would have to be rigor- while theIr leg[tlmacy Is studied, to compel
ously control1ed to keep them from affecting testimony, and to pUblish reports and recomwage and price levels. Criminal sanctions mendatIons. But In the end, the decision
would be available against every detectable what price or wage to set would be made
vIolation of these regulations. However, with free of compUlsIon.
coverage limited to the concentrated sectors,
This seems to me to be a clear-cut proenforcement would be relatively simple; the posal.
perhaps fatal weakness Is thll:t it
serious problems would not be those of de- mIght Its
not work. Some firms and UIllOns
tecting clandestine vIolation or evasIon. but might be
prepared to flaunt the guideposts,
rather. perhaps meeting open challenges by and the public might not care enough to
managements or unions.
make tllem change their minds. A certaIn
I assume that the ceilings would be set at amount of such vIolation Is clearly quIte
levels such that most prices and wages would tolerable-Indeed a necessary and desIrable
be at ceiling most of the time. Cellings high safety valve. But once the vIolators become
enough that contact of prices and wages with SUfficiently numerous so that the cooperators
ceilings was Intended to be only occasional feel that they are sUffering serious Inequ[ty,
would only InvIte the rise of prIces and wages, the system must progressIvely break down.
with ceilings having then to be lifted from RecognItion of this weakness prompts the
time to time, and perhaps more and more suggestIon of
alternatIve enforcement
frequently. If celllngs are designed to be In methods.
continuous contact wIth prices and wages
. One proposal-£urely not serious-Is to
(and some price cellings to decline from time gIve the gUideposts the force of law. ThIs
to time. as would be approprIate). SO that would make them Into a system of comprealmost all actual changes In prices and wages hensIve compulsory controls using the most
are the result of changes In celllngs. then "untailored" and Imprecise kind of self-adevery major Industry has become, In effect, a m[nlstered wage and prIce regulatIon that
public utility. The controllers must take one could imagIne. Anyone who ever was
responsibility for not only the prIces but closely assocIated with the old guIdeposts
the quallty of prodUCts and service; for as- knows that the determinatIons they requIre
surIng that adequate expenditures beIng are-particularly on the side of prIces-made for social purposes-such as job traIn- both exceedingly compiex and exceedIngly
ing or pollution control; for the legitimacy approximate; for some of them, the only
of costs incurred (e.g .• for advertIsIng); and possIble determination Is an educated guess.
for rates of return on capltal--<lver and above I cannot imagine any court finding any firm
approved costs-that would be both "faIr" or union, except the most egregious vIolator,
and would Induce "necessary" or desIrable guilty of vlolat[ng a standard WhIch can be
Investment. Yet these are not Industries interpreted only by an educated guess. And
from which market rIsk Is virtually absent, even [f the v[olatlon Is suffiCiently egregious
as is the case for utilities. ThUS, If managers to be penalized, what does the violator have
(or the controllers) guess wrong, and firms to do to come Into compliance? If, to avoId
sustain losses WhIch-not offset by adequate these problems, you attempt to make the
profits earller-threaten bankruptcy. must guideposts sufficiently precise and detalled
not the government (a la Lockheed) come to so that any v[olatlon might be determIned In
the rescue? Of [f absence of sufficIent private less than five years of lltigatIon, you find
Investment threatens to create future short- yourself with a comprehensive wage-price
ages must not the government then requIre control system that [s an administrative
and 'finance It? It think that I would prefer nightmare. one that-as It Is made more
nat[onallzatIon directly rather than Indirect- effective-loses all fiexlblllty and begins to
ly and gradually.
raise all the problems of permanent controls
On the wage side, are we really ready to that I have just been dlscuss[ng, except on
accept permanent wage controls, whIch I an across-the-board basis.
thInk means essentially the abol1tlon of the
A third guidepost varIant Is perhaps more
right to strike, except perhaps to achIeve promising-the provision, at least for a time,
wage gains whIch the regulators permIt but of some process which would permit legal
employers refuse?
sanctIons to be Invoked In the case of clear
And if controls are held tightly on the violations In highly Important situations.
concentrated sectors, and wages or profits I do not know precisely how It might work.
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But perhaps provisIon could be made whereby the authoritIes might seek trom a special
tribunal an order prohIbItIng a clear and
open vIolatlonot the standards In a specific
economically or strategicallY important case.
The order sought would enjoIn spec1fted behavIor for a specified perIod ot time, subject
to penalties for VIolation. The complaint
would be that the behavior sought to be enJoIned was clearly and significantly In vIolatIon of faIr and equitable standards which
had been properly promUlgated by the guIdepost authoritIes, and which were being generally accepted by others. ThIs "big stick"
in the back of the closet, the use of whIch
was not entirely predictable, could mIghtUy
enhance the force of publlc opInIon in deterring clear and deliberate vIolatIons of the
standards.
I think thIs last variant may have some
promise.
A WAGE-PRICE REVIEW IlOARD

Some have Identified the guIdepost approaches I have just been discussing with
the Institution of a wage-price revIew board.
But [t need not be the same at all. SUPJ.Xl56
that Congress creates a wage-prIce review
board of distinguished cItizens (not, In my
view, servIng as "representatIves" ?f specIfic
Interest groups), and gives It vanous types
of procedural authority: to require advance
notIce of price or wage increases under circumstances which the board may prescrIbe;
to delay by order the effectiveness of any
speCifiC wage or price change for any perIod
up to some maximum time limit; to compel
the production of records and the givIng of
testimony; to pUblish such reports and recommendations-to the parties, to Federal.
State or local governments, to private groups
or assocIatIons, to consumers, or to all of
these.
Such a board would not have to begin
operations by promUlgating any standardsexcept perhaps In the broadest terms-or by
s~ifylng the scope of Its jurisdlct[on. It
would pick out Its ca.ses-basically ones
which It thought [t might wIn, and which
It belleved would be strategic for subsequent
prIce or wage developments. It would use its
powers to achIeve what it thought was
achIevable, and If possible, build up Its author[ty by Its successes. Sooner or later, Its
choIce of cases and the nature and success
(or failure) of Its recommendatIons would
begin to create a pattern of jur[sd[ctlon and
of standards; but not necessarily a pattern
fixed for all time. PossIbly It, too, might be
given some opportunity-through specIal
procedures--to seek to gIve certaIn of its
specIfic recommendations the force of law for
specIfied periods.
As an economist, I prefer the approach that
starts With generally-appllcable guideposts.
But I am not certaIn that takIng on the
whole world all at once Is necessarily the
course of wisdom for a new InstItutIon.
INDUSTRY-BY-INDUSTRY MACHINERY

Some propose that the model of the construction Industry councils be generallzed, by
creating s[m1lar machinery-whIch seeks to
act by conclllat[on but backed by legal authorIty-for a number of Industries. I confess to some skepticIsm about this approach,
unless It Is supplementary to one of the
others. So far as I know, the machinery to
regulate salarIes and prices in construction
has not yet been establlshed. I do not belleve that, In general. :wage rates can or
should be regUlated wIthout correspondIng
regulatIon of salaries and prices, I do not
quite see how this kInd of machInery can
ever easily abandon an area of control on
WhIch It has entered; and I wonder If It [s
not a rather haphazard system of price-wage
control, llkely to grow llke TOpsy, with different standards applled In different industrIes. However, as an adjunct to a guidepost
or review-board. system, I thInk [t has real
possl bill ties.
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As I said earlier, there is wide scope for
innovation in setting up new restraint machinery, and I believe that it is useful for
public discussion to begin to focus more concretely on what the shape of the new system
might be, and not simply to repeat phrases
such as "a wage-price review board", or a
"gUidepost system".
MOVING FROM THE FREEZE

Without specifying the nature of the restraint system to be adopted after the freeze,
it is difficult to make specific suggestions
about the nature of the transition process
from freeze to the new system. It should not,
however, be taken for granted that, as of
November 14, all prices. and wages must
automatically move in one fell swoop from
the freeze to the new system, Whatever that
may be. Selected sectors might usefully remain temporarily under the present freezee.g., prices of a seiected list of basic industrial products when sold by their producers.
Other prices or wages might remain temporarily under the freeze but with a specific,
simple, self-administered adjustment permitted. But the freeze should surely be suspended on November 14 for all prices at
retail (except possibly a few big-ticket
items), all rents (except possibly where a
city government asks for a temporary delay
while it develops its own rent control systern), all personal serVices, wage rates in
low-wage industries, and as much else as does
not clearly require some transition period to
the new arrangements.
While I see no reason why the transition
to the new system need occur completely and
sImultaneously on November 14, I should
hate to see any transition that would involve,
for any appreciable number of cases, an intermediate stage of "tailored" price or wage
control regula.tions, or any ela.bora.te effort to
"adjust" or administer" the freeze for any
large range of commodities or services. The
Korean War experience surely proves what
an administrative nightmare this would involve. Moreover If-as I believe-we are going
to have to develop institutions that w1ll be
viable for a considerable period of time, I
think that we must learn to stay as far away
as we can from the traditional patterns of
direct controls. They are indispensable in an
emergency. But their role-it any-must be
minimized under non-emergency conditions.
CAN AN INCOMES POLICY BE EFFECTIVE?

You may have noticed that I have not up
to now used the term "incomes policy." There
is often argument about what it means or
should mean. Basically, I use it to mean an
organized system of restraints on attempts
to expand individual profits, wages, and
other incomes through the raising of prices
charged in the marketplace for products or
productive serVices of all kinds. These restraints may apply to prices, wage or salary
rates, professional fees, or whatever; but
their purpose is to keep the attempted
growth of individUal Incomes in reasona.ble
line with each other and with the expansion
of aggregate real output. The term also connotes an effort to a.ccomplish this objective
with minimum reliance upon legal sanctions.
Yet, in fact, what are called incomes policies
abroad run the whole gamut from pure exhortation at one extreme to complete compulsion on the other.
There should be no question that my preference is to depend on compulsion to the
minimum extent that is consistent with reasonable effectiveness. This preference rests
both on an ideological commitment to freedom and on observation and analytical conclUsions about the distorting and ultimately
self-defeating effects of widespread direct
controls. However, the minimum amount of
compuision tha.t may be necessary for effectivenessis not always the same: it depends
on where you are and how quickly you want

to move somewhere else. Right now, I would
be wllling to contemplate more compulsion
at strategic points and times-in order to
hasten the transitIon to reasonable price
stablllty-than I would want to use or think
is needed to maintain stablllty once that is
achieved.
I think it Is regrettable tha.t the President
has seen fit-in the past at least-to caricature incomes policies by identifying them
with either one or the other extreme of the
spectrum of compulsion: either as purely
voluntary-in Which case he has called them
completely ineffective (Incorrectly in my
vlew)-<>r as complete systems of state controls--in which case they are stifling and intolerable. Sometimes they are even chara.cterlzed as such-eompletely Ineffective and
stifiing-which is qUite a trick. But the real
question is how effective a policy can be
which makes only modest use of legal sanctions. The record of effectiveness of incomes
policies is not brllliant-although it may not
be as bad as the platitude contends. Yet that
does not prove either that they have been
useless or that better ones cannot be devised.
I have argued that consent of those affected and support by the general publlC are
essential for the effectiveness of any system.
voluntary or compulsory. Is It an lllusion to
suppose that such consent and support can
be forthcoming? My reading of what labor
and business are saying and feeling Is that
there Is at least a good chance that it can
be forthcoming, given strong and sympathetic polltical leadership. Those trying
to lead must have conviction that what they
are trying to do is feasible and worth doing.
This is Why the Herb Steins and the George
Shultzes must not have central roles In the
program. But a number of the leaders of
labor and business understand-perhaps better than Stein and Shultz--..that labor and
business are on a treadmlll that Is getting
them no place, and the general nature of
what must be done to get off It. I have never
had any doubt about the wlllingness of the
leaders of organized labor to accept social
responslblllty for labor's actions, once they
were convinced that the social reqUirement
was both necessary and equitably Imposed.
And the June 1971 report of the CED on

The Social Responsibilities 0/ Business Corporations shows how far many businessmen

have come In accepting the need for business to subordinate Immediate profit
maXimization to social objectives. Most
Americans would regard the containment of
infiation as an important social objective.
Once the need for restraint Is generally
accepted, and once the leaders of the maIn
economic interest groups come to accept,
however grudgingly, the general design of
the restraint system-as the best they can
expect to get-What is the role of compulsion,
in the form, presumably, of legal sanctions?
It seems to me that the primary role of
compulslon is to assure that the system is
not undermined by the subsequent actions
of a noncooperating minority SUfficiently
large and Important to threaten to cause
withdrawal of the support or tolerance of the
majority. That amount of compulsion Is
probably a crucial requirement for the effectiveness of the system.
WHAT ELSE IS NEEDED

Although I have long been a strong advocate and supporter of incomes policies I have
tried never to exaggerate how much they can
accomplish by themselves. I have always put
it that they can make a modest but useful
contribution. My second principal theme In
Stemming World Inflation was that containing endemic Infiation reqUires a whole range
of instruments: fiscal and monetary policies,
incomes policies, "structural pollcles", and a
serious attack on the whole range of private
and governmental measures and devices designed to "protect" particular groups from
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competition, domestic or international. And
I tried to spell out at some length how these
other instruments could and should operate.
I have already exhausted my assigned time
and your patience; so I will only close by
stressing the point which is so obvious yet so
important about President Nixon's New Economic Policy. It Is that if the new policy is
only a start-the opening of a door-which
could lead to a healthier, more rewarding
economy than the one which we have been
experiencing. In almost every aspect of the
program, success will depend not on what
has been done so far but on steps still to
be taken.
In the area of infiation control, the immediate next step must be to replace the
freeze with an effective incomes policy. But,
beyond that, an incomes policy must be
buttressed by a whole range of further institutional changes. Some of these necessary
changes wlll be as difficult to accomplish as
the design and acceptance of an effective
incomes polley. I hope that some of them
will be on this Committee's agenda for future hearings.
STATEMENT BY ARTHUR M. OKUN, SENIOR FELLOW, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION

Whatever the longer run and more far
reaching consequences of the program the
President outlined to the nation on August
15, it has created an Immediate boom in the
demand for the words and, hopefully, the
Wisdom, of economists. It has unleashed an
unprecedented volume of discussion, analysis, and debate. Some of the most 11luminatIng dialogue has already taken place before
this Committee, and hence I feel relieved of
any responsiblllty for a comprehensive coverage of all aspects and issues in the program.
Rather, I wlll take advantage of the privilege
of your invitation to get some partiCUlar
thoughts off my chest.
On the whole, the President's program has
markediy Improved our opportunities to get
on the path of noninfiationary prosperity. As
I will emphasize, however, It offers opportunities-rather than solutions. Viewing the
program's three basic parts--the wage-price,
International, and fiscal components--I will
offer two cheers. I am in general agreement
with the wage-price and Internatlonallnltiatives and will focus on the need for followthrough, particularly for an effective and
eqUitable "phase two" price-wage program,
In the case of the fiscal proposals, however,
a drastic overhaul rather than a followthrough is in order. I shall first turn to the
dismal story of the fiscal program and then
move on to more cheerful matters.
FISCAL PROPOSALS

All three parts of the President's program
have some bearing on the nation's most
urgent economic problem of launching recovery toward full employment. If, as a result of the price-wage measures that follow
the freeze. inflation is sIgnificantly reduced
during the year ahead, that success will contribute to more production and more jobs by
lowering interest rates. facllltating easier
credit conditions, rebUilding consumer confidence, and Increasing the real purchasing
power of pensions and llqUld assets. If the
international program restores our net ex'
port surplus, that too wm add to domestic
demand and jobs. Of the three parts, however, the fiscal program was most clearly
aimed at job creation and it seems least
promising in purSUit of that goal.
.
Stimulus? In the past two weeks, the
amount of stimulus in the fiscal proposalS
has been appraised by various economists In
ways that seem miles apart. But the apparent
differences are largely semantic, stemming
from varying interpretations of the precise
proposals. Taken IIterally and as of!lclally
estimated, the PresIdent's program consists
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of $4.2 billlon of proposed tax reduction,
which would creat.e jobs; and $4.7 blllion of
proposed reductions in federal expenditures,
which would destroy jobs. As Paul Samuelson and I, among others, have previously
stated, this would be essentially a balanced
program of job creation and job destruction
that would net out approximately to zero.
This result cannot be guaranteed by the
fact that 4.7 is close to 4.2: Various types of
federal expenditures and tax cuts have dIfferent amounts of bang for a buck. For
example, government payrolls and purchases
have a somewha.t larger and prompter impact
on GNP than do tax changes. The investment tax credit is llkely to provide more
stimulus per dollar than would most tax
reductions. The Import surcharge has less restrictive effects per dollar on domestic demand than would most tax hikes. St111, when
I perform all the fancy and arcane calculations that allow for these differential effects,
my final conclusion reatfirms the simple first
apprOXimation that the pluses and minuses
Virtually balance out.
One might prefer a liberal, rather than a
Htcral, interpretation of the proposals. AS
Charies Schultze pointed out to this Committee, nearly half of the $4.7 b111ion reduction in expenditures may be viewed, not as
a recommendation, but rather as a recognition of congressional delay in enacting revenue-sharing. That view implles that federal
expenditures would not be significantly lower than was previously Indicated, and hence
points to the verdict that the fiscal program
will create jobs on balance. On either interpretation, it fcHows that, to ensure that
the fiscal program does help create jobs,
Congress shculd reject the proposal for a net
expenditure cutback. More serious problems
ariEe, however, because the tax proposals
would 1) have unbalanced effects on income
distribution and on production incentives;
and 2) make a major long-term sacrifice of
precious federal revenues.
Imbalance. The imbalance of the tax proposals is self-evident. It is refiected in Table
1.
I.-Liability effect of scheduled and
proposed changes in Federal taxes-at annual rates as at January 1, 1972

TABLE

[In blll10ns of dollars I
1. Increased personal exemption and

standard deduction:
SCheduled
PropOSed by President

~_

-2.8
-2.3

2. Social security payroll tax:
Scheduled
Proposcd-H.R. 1.

+2.9
+4.5

3. Auto excise repeal:
Proposed by President

-2.3

4. Accelerated depreciation:
PromUlgated by President

-3.0

5. Investment tax credit:
Proposed by PresidenL

-5.5

As the Table reveals:

The combination of the acceleration rules
promulgated earlier this year and the enactment of the investment tax credit would proVide about $8 Yo billion a year of tax relief
for business, a reduction in the income taxation of business of nearly 20 percent. They
would make 1971 the year of the greatest
business tax cut in our history.
In sharp contrast, the proposed change in
the effective date of increases in the standard
deduction and the perfcnal exemption would
iower individual income taxes during calendar 1972 by about $2.3 blllion. In combination with previously schedUled reductions,
total income tax rellef for consumers would
slightly exceed $5 blllion, at most a 7 percent
reduction in the income taxation of nonbusiness families.
Sociai security taxes Rre slated to rise on
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January I, 1972--$3 billion Is schedUled by
present law and an additional $4~~ bllllon
is proposed by H.R. 1. If the H.R. 1 plovlsions
are enacted, a famlly with a $10,000 income
will have a net increase in combined income
and payroll taxes.
The tax proposalS are also unbalanced in
their effects on various industries. They
would provide $8 blllion of Incentives for the
production of business equipment and automobiles, on top of the $3 blllion from accelerated depreciation. In contrast, they Virtually ignore all other industries, which produce nearly 90 percent of cur national
product.
The imbalances are incontrovertible. They
are also, in my view, economically and soel·
ally unjustifiable.
Long-term sacrifice. Even more seriously,
we would squander nearly $10 billlon a year
of the long-term revenue capacity of the
federal tax system as the result of the 1971
measures of accelerated depreciation, excise
tax repeal, and the investment tax credit. The
first casualty of the proposed tax cuts was
the President's welfare reform; he felt
obliged to drop his own baby because he
could no longer afford it during fiscal 1973.
The entire calendar of social progress in this
country would sllp seriously if these permanent tax cuts are made. We will sorely need
these revenues when the economy recovers
to full employment. How can anyone who
sees the shame of poverty, the plight of
our cities, and the state of our environment
want to cut into the revenues that offer our
main hope for correoting these Ills? This is
a grievous misassessment of the nation's
priori ties.
And I am alarmffi that some who correctly sense the uneven shape of the tax proposals seek to balance the large tax rellef
for business by enlarging the tax cuts for
households. I read about intentions to give
the consumer a better tax break-I submit
that the proper word is "fracture." Permanent tax cuts would fracture the welfare of
the American consumer by giVing him worse
public serVices, more inflation, and/or tighter
money when the economy recovers. It is a
key challenge to the democratic process that
Congress right the balance by reducing the
tax rellef for business and by prOViding only
temporary tax reductions for individuals.
I shall not try to spell out a complete
alternative to the Administration fiscal program. But I would underllne two recommendations. First, the accelerated depreciation provisions should be overruled by leglslative action. At best, they are an ineffective
way to stimulate business investment· and
at the present time, while clouded by d~ubts
because of pending court action, they offer
no rellable tax relief to business and hence
very llttle incentive to invest. They harm the
Treasury far more than they benefit busi.
ness. Even the proponents of accelerated depreciation shOUld want the air cleared: Congress shOUld specifically either endorse or
overrule this executive action. If it approves,
the uncertainty about jUdicial revocation
would be removed, and at least a little extra
investment would reSUlt. And if-as I would
hope-Congress rejects the measure, the tax
system would be improved.
Second, a particularly attractive alternative stimUlUS would be a deferment--in
whole or in part--of the payroll tax increase
for January 1, 1972. Such a delay would not
infril1ge on the long-run revenue capacity
of the federal system. And it would head
off a rise in the cost of labor to business and
a dent in the take-heme pay of workerstwo things this country simply does not need
at the present time.
INTERNATrONAL

I cheer the President's decision to take
the handcuffs off the dollar, enRbling it to
fiuctuate unfettered by gold, relative to other
currencies. The United States hRS several
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objectives for international economic reform.
Our first aim is an adjustment of eXchange
rates that would put a reallstic price tag on
the dollar in world markets. Fortunately we
seem well on the way toward that objective;
and, once it is clearly achieved, I would
hope the import surcharge is terminated.
Whatever value it has had as a bargaining
chip to achieve an unpegging of exchange
rates, the surcharge has only costs-to us
and other nations-once exchange rates are
freed. Maintenance of the surcharge would
prevent the full adjustment of exchange
rates that would take place in a world market
unimpeded by its uncertainties and inetficiences. It can hold down our imports only
by holding down our exports.
The international monetary system came to
the brink of crisis because it lacked provision
for small and continuing adjustments of exchange rates, and, in particular, for U.S. initiative to alter the exchange rate of the dollar. In accomplishing our objective to negotiate a revised internatlcnal monetary system
with our trading partners, these lessons
should be remembered. The new system
should permit a wider range of f1exibllity in
currency prices; it should contain an automatic process to generate smaller and
smoother revaluations in the future. It
should help phase gold out as a monetary
asset, and should not be based on convertibility between gold and the dollar. The United
States shOUld never again buy an ounce of
gold for monetary purposes. If we follow that
course, we can relax about the price of gold.
The $35 price became a symbol of denying
preeminence to gold over national currencies.
But if that objective is achieved in other
ways, the price of gold would become just
another metals price, which could move up
or down with no particular significance to
the U.S. economy. I should like to call the
attention of the Committee to a specific plan
consistent with these aims that was outlined
by my colleague Lawrence Krause in yesterday's Washington Post.
WAGE-PRICE POLrCIES

In my view, the wage-price freeze marks
the beginning of a new era in which the
United States must develop a viable wageprice policy to make prosperity consistent
with reasonable price stablllty. After President Nixon's action, I doubt that any President of the United States wlll ever again
claim that wages and prices are none of the
government's business. The principle has
been recognized and thereby finally removed
from the sphere of partisan debate.
On the other hand, the experience of the
90-day freeze shOUld demonstrate that acrossthe-board, rigid wage-price controlls not appropriate business for the government. It
may even help to teach people Why most
econc,mists have been so unenthusiastic
about such a system. It is a sad spectacle to
view high government officials drawing arbitrary dividing llnes between old and new
pro-football agreements, between ten-month
and twelve-month teacher contracts, and
between pickles and cucumbers. It is upsetting to witness the use of presidential power
to abrogate lawful contracts freely arrived
at by the participants. All of us can and
should accept the costs of the 90-day freeze,
but the nation should not and will not accept stifling controIs for long.
By mid-November, the United States
should have a new price-wage program that
meets the following tests:
1. It should restore to the private sector
the basic responsibllity for declsionmaking
over prices and wages.
2. It should nonetheless ensure a process
of decelerating inflation.
3. It should be adaptable for the long run.
I beHeve the system shOUld, at least for
the time being, be backed up by some legal
sanctions, but its ultimate success will depend upon the basic acceptance and support.
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by the American people of its elIectiveness
and its equity. Hence, an intensive dialogue
should be conducted In the next two months
so that the major concerns and aspirations of
various groups In our society can be clearly
expressed and so that the Ilrogram can be
formulated In light of their views.
As a possible contribution to that dialogue,
I should llke to outl1ne the elements of one
approach designed to I1mit both bureaucracy
and Inflation. In particular, It attacks the
basic mechanism of the price-wage spiral. Our current Inflationary problems can be
reasonably traced back to the second half of
1965 when the added Impetus of Vietnam
expenditures and mllltary orders turned a
brisk expansion into ·a rip-roaring boom.
Initially, inflation erupted In prices of raw
materials and In wages of unorganized workers, and particularly In the wages and prices
of service industries. Not surprisingly, slnca
these prices and wages were the most fiexlble,
they responded most rapidly to excess demand. As a result of high volume and strong
demand, business profits reached extraordinary levels In 1966. Meanwhlle, unionized
labor, tied down to longer term contracts,
fell behind. When the boom was ultimately
halted by fiscal and monetary restraint, organized labor was understandably determined to recapture the loss It had taken durIng previous years. As a result, the negotiated
settlements In the last "wage round" between
1969 and 1971 were large; these, In turn,
bolstered wage Increases for unorganized
workers, even though people were begging
for jobs. At a time when 9 and 10 percent a
year wage contracts were front-page news,
Increases of slmllar size became accepted as
an equitable standard for all wage earners.
Business profits were then squeezed, and
firms passed their cost Increases on to customers with a markup. The resulting spiral
prevented the normal operation of the laws
of supply and demand which should have
slowed price and wage Increases In a weak
economy.
At present, the spiral Is no longer speeding
up, but neither Is It significantly slowing
down. Wages are rising at a rate that parallels the cost of llving plus the normal growth
of productivity, and additional unit labor
costs are being fully passed along through
price Increases. Something has to give for
the wage-price spiral to slow down. In principle, success could be achieved from either
direction. Once price Increases stopped for
a time, labor would then be satlsfled with
noninflationary wage Increases that essentially paralleled· the growth of productivity.
Of course, such an approach would require
business to carry the full transition burden
of stablllzation through lower profits. On the
other hand, business would no doubt agree
that, once wage Increases stop exceeding productivity growth, it would no longer ralse
prices. Obviously that approach would make
labor absorb the full initial adjustment
through curtalllng wage Incomes. Neither approach Is reasonable: the equitable solution
must Involve mutual deescalatlon, reqUiring
labor to accept wage increases less than the
sum of the past cost-of-Ilvlng Increase plus
productiVity and requiring business to absorb some past increases in the cost of production and thus to pass Into prices less
than the full Increase. Some central direction and some assurance of compllance on
both sides is essential to get the deceleration
process going.
There Is no demonstrably eqUitable or
symmetrical way of specifying the amount
of absorption of past cost-of-Ilving increases
that labor should accept and the amount of
absorption of past cost-of-productlon Increases that business should accept. But let
me mention a pair of standards that might
serve as a reasonable basis· for discussion.
First, on pay, the hourly compensation of
employees (Including fringe benefits and InclUding executives as well as production

workers) should rise no more than the sum
of normal economY-Wide productiVity growth
(3 percent) plus ha.lf of the past year's cost
of living (a llttle more than 2 percent), adding up to sllghtly more than 5 percent. Special qualiflcatlons might be made for productiVity incentives, for profit-sharing arrangements that extend to all employees, or
for grave Inequities. ObViously, promotions
and normal seniority advancements can be
fully consistent with an overall pay structure that does not rise by more than the
specified standard.
Second, on prices, Increased costs of labor
or material (reckoned after allowance for
normal Improvement In productIVity) shOUld
be absorbed by business firms unless and until unit production costs are Increased by
1 percent, and beyond that, may be passed
along with no markup as price Increases.
Quallfications on cost absorption may be required for firms operating unprofitably or
at abnormally low margins on sales. Past
cost increases should be calCUlated over the
period from the last prIce adjustment on
any product or, at most, from a year earlier.
Raw materials and other products traded in
commodity markets, should be exempt. Indeed, to guarantee agaInst the r::reatlon of
black markets, exemption shOUld be given for
any product (or any type of labor sklIl) for
which the standards would create a genuine
shortage. But so far as I know, lumber Is
the only commodity that would qualify on
those grounds. The current infiatlon stems
purely from cost-pUSh, rather than excessdemand. Under this set of standards, Industrial price increases exceeding 1 or 2 percent
would be unusual.
A brief general statement and Interpretation of the standards could be Issued In mid·
November, call1ng them to the urgent attention of every American. All prices and wages
should be simultaneously unfrozen. However,
the government would retain the power to
roll back any price or wage Increase tha t flagrantly violated the standards and to freeze
that price or wage subsequently for a substantial period. The sanction would be appiled very selectively to those prices a11<l wage
settlements that would be particularly Important to the overall price level or that
would establlsh significantly adverse precedents and patterns. The more general success
of the program would depend on the cooperation of the American public and the change
In the behavior of the visible prices and
wages.
Under such a system, direct controls on
profits should be no more necessary or appropriate than would oontrols on payrolls.
More jobs and better jobs should expand real
payrolls; and more production should raise
real profits. Increases In labor and business
earnings from nonlnfiationary prosperity
would be a mark of success rather than a
sign of fallure. Of course, the government
would use profit and cost data as tests of
compliance with the price standard. but with
the clear aim of holding down prices. Indeed,
most of the government's staff elIort should
be focused on such monItoring of the price
standard-since employers wlIl help enforce
the wage I1tandard. But neither direct controls
nor penalty taxes on profits could help enforce the price standard. Rather they would
encourage wasteful advertising, expense account llvlng, and overfull employment of
shrewd accountants. Why such measures
should have the slightest appeal to AmerIcan workers Is simply beyond my comprehension.
Nor would interest rates require special
control measures. I! the economic program
is successful, Interest rates wlll fall further
and stabUlze as prosperity Is regained. Any
upsurge of interest rates would be a symptom
of Important problems that should be diagnosed promptly rather than suppressed by a
freeze. It would mean either that the nation's
economy had begun to soar too rapidly or
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else that Federal Reserve monetary policies
had become Inordinately tight. Under this
system, the Federal Reserve would surely
recognize that moderate Interest rates were
a social target, and would be obliged to focus
on the price of money as well as Its quantity.
In a variety of other ways, the government could demonstrate its wholehearted
dedication to the objective of nonlnfiatlonary prosperity and could provide a powerful
set of supports for the success of the price
and wage standards.'
Congress should ensure that pay Increases
for federal employees are fully consistent
With the wage standard.
The cooperation of mayors and governors
should be sought. They could help the national effort by Invoking a moratorium on Increases In those taxes which feed directly Into
the cost of living, such as exciSes and general sales taxes. Congress might act to prevent the use of any federal grant to states
or cities to defray price or wage Increases
that exceed the national standards.
The heads of federal and state regUlatory
agencies should be asked to apply the standards to regulated public utlllties to the full
extent permitted by federal and state laws.
I! major Increases In the prices of exempted
farm commodities threaten to raise food
prices, the President should use the discretionary powers available to him under
the farm program, such as the setting of
rates for commodity loans, the sale of surplUS
stocks, and the establishment of acreage
levels and of beef import quotas.
In the area of medical costs, the Department of Health, Education. and Welfare
should develop rules for reimbursing physicians and hospitals which would be consistent with the price and wage standards. The
cooperation of Blue Cross and other major
private Insurance programs should be sought.
I have gone into considerable detail on the
"phase two" program, but not because of any
great personal attachment to the specifics or
even the overall design of thIs particular approach. Indeed, the key economic feature ot
standards call1ng for mutual deescalatlon
on prices and wages can be traced back to
George Perry's statement before this CommIttee In January, 1968. The key enforcement
feature of picking rotten apples out of the
barrel rather than trying to define Ideal
apples also has widespread precedents. The
"phase two" Issue is critical and it needs a
prompt and Intensive public airing. I hope
this sketch may provoke questions and reactions and may Illustrate some of the problems and opportunities of any wage-price
policy.
No American wants a license to depreciate
the purchasing power of the dollar. Stagflation has had no vlllalns-it has only had 200
million victims. No single group could stop
Inflation; all groups have beeen on a treadmill where they had to run fast merely to
keep up. With leadership and a spirIt of
cooperation, the nation can get off the treadmlll, aud can begin to achieve prosperity and
price stab1l1ty simultaneously.
RESTORING INTERNATIONAL MONETARY
STABILITY

(Statement of Edward l\f. Bernstein to the
Joint Economic Committee
DEPRECIATION OF THE DOLLAR

The decision of President Nixon to terminate the gold convertiblllty of the dollar
and to permit the exchange rate to depreciate
in foreign exchange markets was essential
for strengthening the U.S. balance of payments and rebUilding confidence In the dollar and the International monetary system.
This Is widely recognized by other countries
'Charles SChultze suggested several of the
following items, as well as addItional Ideas.
for a supporting program.
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and many of them have in the past advocated
such measures by the United States. As
nearly all large industl1al countries have a
strong balance of payments and are well-SUpplied with monetary reserves, there is no
reason why they should oppose the action
taken by the United States to strengthen its
balance of payments, at least in so far as it
is to be accomplished by a depreciation of
the dollar.
The restoration of the U.S. balance of payments will require an increase in the balance
on goods, services and remittances to a Ievet
adequate to fina.nce U.S. foreign aid and U.S.
net private capital outflow, after allowing
for normal foreign capital Inflow. The objective is to have a balance of payments on an
official reserve· basis In Which there will be
no further decline in U.S. reserve assets nor
an unwanted increase in foreign holdings of
dollar reserves. It would require a balance of
about $8 billion a year on goodS, services
and remittances to achieve this. As there
was a deficit of about $l.~ billlon in these
accounts in the first half of 1971, despite
the inadequate recovery of output and employment, it is obvious that a very large increase in the balance on goods, services and
remittances will be necessary to establish a
strong balance of payments for the United
States.
Understandably, all countries are concerned as to how such an enormous cha.nge
in the U.S. balance of payments will be
brought about. While there will be some improvement in the service accounts, including
investment income, by far the greatest part
of the increase will have to be in the trade
balance. The depreciation of the dollar will
have to reverse the deterioration In the trade
balance that occurred between 1964 (when
the surplus was $6.8 bUllon) and the first half
of 1971 (when the deficit was at an annual
rate of $1.5 bUlion). Moreover, this large
increase in the trade balance cannot be made
gradually, but wUl have to be achieved in a
relatively short period of time. Such a shift
in the U.S. trade position will reqUire great
adjustments in the economies of other industrial countries that have become accustomed to very large exports to the United
States. It wUl be much easier to make these
adjustments in an environment of expanding
world trade. For this reason, the depreciation of the dollar is a far more constructive
way to Increase the U.S. trade balance than
the imposition of the 10 per cent temporary
surcharge on imports.
The depreciation of the dollar wUl have
uneven effects on other countries. The lessdeveloped countries will want to avoid any
decline In the volume and prices of their exports. Those in the dollar area will probably
retain the present exchange relationship of
their currencies to the dollar. In any case, the
improvement in the trade balance of the
United States wUl be almost wholly through
an increase in exports of manufactured goods
and a decrease in imports of such goods.
ThUS, the depreciation of the dollar will be
largely confined to the currencies of the
other industrial countries. Because of the
d1lIerences in price competitiveness among
them, in the strength of their own balances
of payments. in the importance of their trade
with the United States, and In the adequacy of their reserves, the depreciation of
the dollar cannot be the same with respect
to the currencies of all these countries. Thus,
the depreciation of the dollar makes it necessary ·to establish a new pattern of exchange
rates for the currencies of the twelve or so
large industrial countries.
The central problem is to determine what
the average depreciation of the dollar shOUld
be in terms of these currencies, after the import surcharge is terminated. There are several ways of estimating the appropriate depreciation of the dollar. The deterioration in
the U.S. trade balance was primarily due to
the greater inflation in this country, particu-
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larly in the prices of exports of manufactured goods. Between 1964 and 1970, prices of
such exports in terms of dollars rose by about
23 per cent in the United States, by about 9
per cent in Japan, and by about 13 per cent
in Western Europe. The loss in price competitiveness for the United States in this period
averaged about 11 per cent. Moreover, In recent years other industrial countries have
become more effective competitors in many
manufacturing industries, qUite apart from
the change in relative prices. The depreciation of the dollar must offset not only the
dilIerential rise in prices, but the adverse
change in the reciprocal supply and demand
for exports and imports of manufactured
goods. This would Indicate that the depreciation of ,the dollar would have to be well over
12 per cent.
The problem can also be analyzed by con·
siderlng the commodity composition of U.S.
exports and imports and the response that
might be expected to a depreciation of the
dollar. In 1970, U.S. exports, excluding mill·
tary grants, amounted to about $42.7 bUlion
on a census basis. About 45 per cent of the
exports consisted of foods, feeds and beverages, and industrial supplies and materials
for Which foreign demand is very inelastic In
terms of price. U.S. imports amounted to
about $40.0 bUllon of Which about 53 per cent
consisted of foods, feeds and beverages, and
industrial supplles and materials for which
U.S. demand is very inelastic in terms of
prices. The ratios were not essentially different in the first half of 1971 when U.S. exports were $22.2 billion and U.S. imports were
$22.6 bUlIon, seasonally adjusted. Thus, the
merchandise trade which would be expected
to respond to a change in relative prices has
been running at an annual rate of about $45
bUllon this year. Assuming an average price
elasticity of 2.0 for such exports and imports,
a depreclatlon of 14 per cent would be expected to Improve the trade balance by about
foods and raw materials must be expected to
$8.5 billion. As U.S. demand for imports of
increase proportionately with the expansion
of output and employment, a depreciation of
close to 15 per cent wUl probably be necessary to secure a suf!lcient increase in the
trade balance.
There is another test of the expected depreciation of the dollar. The import surcharge of a maximum of 10 percent. along
with the average depreciation of the dollar
already realized, has probably raised the
dollar cost of manufactured Imports by an
average of about 15 percent. It will not be
as much for goods subject to a slightly smaller Import surcharge or for goods Imported
from countries With a smaller depreciation of
the dollar. but It will be more for other goods
subject to the maximum surcharge and imported from countries With a larger depreciation of the dollar. Having given U.S. manufacturers the benefit of such a change Ll
price competition with import goods, the
Administration is not likely to want it to
be significantly less after the Import surcharge Is removed. This would seem to confirm the view that the average depreclation
of the dollar will be in the range of 12 to
15 percent after the surcharge i' removed.
and probably closer to the upper than to the
lower lIml~ of this range.
The depreciation of the dollar cannot be
the same against the currencies of all industrial countries. As the pattern of exchange
rates has been distorted by the action taken
by several European countries to avoid the
further accumUlation of dollar reserves. the
base from which to measure the order of
magnitUde of the appreciation of other currencies with respect to the dollar is the
parities that eXist at the beginning of May
1971. On the basis of the criteria already
noted. the depreciation of the dollar in terms
of the currencies of other industrial countries should be about in the follOWing order,
starting with the highest:
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Japan, Germany and Switzerland.
Netherlands, Austria and Belgium.
United Kingdom, France, Italy and the
Scandinavian countries.
The economic relations of Canada with the
United States are so close and have such an
enormous impact on Its economy that the
best way to fit the Canadian dollar into
a new pattern of exchange rate will be to
adjust it to the appropriate level after the
rate for the U.S. dollar is agreed in terms of
the European currencies and the yen.
In the nearly three weeks since the dollar has beeu allowed to fioat, the average depreclatlon (measured from beginning of May
parities) has been about I) percent. The lag
in the depreciation of the dollar Is due to a
number of factors. UntU the yen was permitted to float, the Europeans were reluctant to see a greater appreciation of their currencies. While Europe can atIord to yield its
excessive competitive advantage to the
United States, it Is not in a position to give
any further competitive advantage to Japan.
Furthermore, all countries hesitate to allow
their currencies to appreciate sufficiently
until they know to what extent the depreciation of the dollar is to be achieved through
an upward adjustment in the parities of their
currencies and through a downward adjustment in the parity of dollar.
Most important, It is not possible to have
an adequate depreciation of the dollar so
long as the import surcharge is in effect.
With the surcharge, U.S. importers must
limit their bid for foreign exchange. as a
12 to 15 per cent depreciation on top of the
surcharge would mean a 22 to 25 per cent
increase in the dollar cost of some imports.
The foreign exchange market is dominated
by the bids of importers who account for
about 70 per cent of the demand for foreign
exchange for current payments and over 50
per cent of the demand for all payments,
including U.S. private foreign investment.
Even large movements of short-term funds
cannot offset the elIect on the exchange rate
of the sharp decllne in the demand for foreign exchange by importers. For this reason, a new pattern of exchange rates with an
appropriate depreciation of the dollar will
have to be conditioned on the termination
of the Import surcharge.
-While the average depreciation of the
dollar wlll have to be between 12 and 15
per cent. any doubt as to the precise amount
of depreciation shOUld be resolved on the
high rather than the low side. The prestige
of the United States is not Involved in minimizing the depreciation. It is involved in
making the depreclation successful-that is,
in establlshing a strong balance of payments
and in restoring confidence In the dollar.
The rates that have been emerging in the
exchange markets are not a measure of the
depreciation necessary for the dollar, although they are a rough indication of the
order of the appreciation there will have to
be in the currencies of other industrial
countries. As a practical matter, an appropriate depreciation of the dollar and a new
pattern of exchange rates cannot be achieved
solely through the operations of the exchange market. It will have to be done
through agreement among the large industrial countries and in consultation with
the International Monetary Fund.
REVALUATION AND DEVALUATION

The first task is to secure agreement on
the average depreciation of the dollar necessary for a strong balance of payments. The
second task Is to agree on how much the
depreciation should be in the currencies of
each of the large industrial countries. This
will be more difficult as it involves the relationship of these currencies to each other
as well as to the dollar. The most difficult
task Is to agree on how much of the depreciation of the dollar and the corresponding appreciation of other currencies should
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be achieved through an upward change in
the parities of some currencies and a downward change In the parity of the dollar. For
depreciation and appreciation of currencies
are decisive, not the changes in parities.
Nevertheless, there are some practical aspects of the revaluation-devaluation alternatives that cannot be ignored.
The depreciation of the dollar w111 involve
great adjustments in the export industries of
other Industrial countries. The exporters In
these countries want the appreciation of
their currencies to be as small as possible. If
some countries, such as Germany and Japan,
had to raise the parities of their currencies
by more than 15 per cent, they would face
serious opposition at home. On the other
hand, if the parity of the dollar Is simultaneously reduced, so that their reevaluation
need not be more than 8 or 10 per cent, they
can take the view that this part of the depreciation of the dollar Is beyond their control. To put It plainly, if the depreciation of
the dollar must be achieved solely through
a revaluation In the parities of other currencies, the average depreciation will be considerably less than is necessary to establish
a strong balance of payments for the United
states.
The present distortion In exchange rates
Is mainly the result of the persistent deficit
in the U.S. balance of payments. The United
States has an obligation under the Bretton
Wood.> Agreement to correct this as far as
possible through a devaluation of the dollar.
Because the depreciation must be different In
terms of the currencies of the other Industrial countries, a change In the parity of the
dollar alone will not restore an appropriate
pattern of exchange rates. Revaluation of the
parities of some other currencies will be necessary In any case. The number of changes
In parity can be kept to a minimum, however, If some of the adjustment of exchange
rates Is made through a devaluation of the
dollar. If the dollar were deval ued by 7 or 8
per cent, no change In parity would be needed
at all for sterllng, the French franc, the ItalIan lira, and the currencies of the Scandinavian countries. That is to say, with a moderate devaluation of the dollar only half as
many changes In parity will be necessary In
order to achieve an average depreciation of
12 to 15 per cent in the eXchange rate for the
dollar.
All sorts of reasons w111 be put forward
against a devaluation of the dollar. It w111 be
said that the Congress w111 never approve an
Increase in the dollar price of gold. It w111 be
urged that this Involves penalizing the countries that held dollars as reserves Instead of
converting them into gold. It w111 be argued
that this will bea windfall for Russia, South
Africa and the gold speculators. These are
not economic reasons and they have no economic merit. They rellect ideological preJudice and good pOlley cannot be made on such
a basis. A devaluation of the dollar is in the
interest of the United States and it Is necessary to prevent a decline in the value of the
monetary reserves of the entire world, including those of the United States.
There may be opposition in the congress
to raising the monetary price of gold from
$35 to $37.80 an ounce (a deValuation of 7.4
per cent). The opposition w11l be partly due
to the view that the $35 price is somehow
sacred, but mainly to a fear that it would
enhance the manetar: role of gold. Actually,
there is no low that specifically sets the price
of gold at $35 an ounce. The Gold Reserve Act
of 1934 authorized the President to set the
content of the gold dollar between 50 and 60
per cent of its old content--that is, at a
price between $34.45 and $41.34 an ounce. By
Executive Order, the President fixed the content of the dollar at 15-"5/21 grains of gold,
nine-tenths fine-that lB, at $35 an ounce.
The Bretton Woods Agreement Act did specify that no change in the gold parity of the
dollar shall be proposed to the IMF without
the prior authorization of the Coni!'ess.
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It the Congress were to take the view that
all changes in the foreign exchange value of
the dollar must be made entirely by changes
In the parttles of other currencies it would
be abdicating its Constitutional prerogative.
Article I, section 8 of the Constitution
states: "The Congress shall have power . . .
(5) to coin money, regulate the value thereof,
and of foreign coin." The United States is
now in the midst of making the most important change in the dollar since the Great
Depression of 1933, when Congress authorized
the President to devalue the dollar. Yet this
change of up to 15 per cent in the foreign
exchange value of the dollar, taken on the
initiative of the Executive Department, will
be made without any action of the Congress
if ideological prejudice is allowed to overcome common sense and good economics.
The declaration of a new parity for the
dollar does not enhance the monetary role
of gold. The sale purpose of declaring a parity
in gold is to have a common denominator for
all currencies-a measure of the par of exchange between the dollar and other currencies. It does not involve any obligation
to bUy or sell gold. In fact, now that the
Unlted States has withdrawn Its commitment to the IMF, no country has undertaken
to buy and sell gold freely and no country
ever wlll. Of course, it would be possible to
declare parities in units of SORB If the Fund
Agreement were amended, but the unit of
value of SORs is already defined as 0.88671
grams of fine gold-that is, 35 SOR units to
an ounce of gold. It would be nonsense to
declare a new parity of the dollar in terms
of SORB and to pretend that this is not the
same as a. devaluation In terms of gold.
The view that devaluation would be unfair to countries that hold dollar reserves is
not correct. The real loss sustained by the
holders of all reserve assets (gold, dollars
and SDRs) came from the Inflation In the
United States and other countries that reduced the purchasing power of reserves in
terms of goods and services. The depreciation of the dollar wlll reduce the value of
the dollar in terms of foreign currenciesthat is, in paying for Imports from Europe
and Japan. The loss in the foreign exchange
value of dollar reserves is precisely the same
whether it Is done through a revaluation of
other currencies, a devaluation of the dollar,
or partly in one and partly in the other. Even
then, It is questionable whether the countries that decided to hold dollar reserves are
worse off than those who chose to hold gold
reserves. With the high yields on U.S. Treasury bllls, any country that held dollar reserves wouid have earned more than enough
interest since January 1970 to offset an 8
per cent devaluation of the dollar. For dollar reserves held since mid-1968, interest
earnings would not only have compensated
for a devaluation of the dollar in terms of
gold, but even for a 15 per cent average depreciation of the dollar in terms of foreign
exchange.
All holderS of reserves would benefit from
a devaluation of the dollar. If the depreciation of the dollar is achieved entirely
through a revaluation in the parities of other
currencies, the reserves of the world would
be virtUally unchanged in dollars, but would
be sharply reduced in tenus of the currencies of the other Industrial countries. On the
other hand, If the depreciation of the dollar were achieved by a devaluation or the
dollar and an equal average revaluation of
other currencies. the reserves of the world
would be increased in terms of dollars, although there would st11l be some decrease
In terms of the currencies of the other industrial countries.
Aggregate reserves of all countries were
about $104 blllion at the end of June 1971.
They are considerably larger now, but they
will probably revert to about that level when
funds start moving back to the United States.
A 14.8 percent rise in the average parities of
other currencies would result In a reduction

of the equlvalent of $14 blllion In the value
of reserves in these currencies. On the other
hand, a devaluation of 7.4 per cent in the
dollar (an 8 per cent rise in the dollar price
of gold) and an eqUivalent revaluation of
other currencies, would increase the dollar
value of reserves by $5 b11lion and reduce
the value of reserves in other currencies
by the equivalent of $9 blllion. Of the $5
billion Increase In the dollar value of reserves, nearly $1 blllion would accrue to the
United States. Moreover. a revaluation of
other currencies by 14.8 per ce11t would reduce the value of the quotas in the IMF in
these currencies by the equivalent of $4 billion. A devaluation of the dollar by 7.4 per
cent would raise the dollar quotas of all
countries by $2.3 blllion and the quota of the
United States by over $500 million.
EffECT OF DOLLAR DEPRECIATION ON VALUE OF
AGGREGATE RESERVES
[In billions of dollars or equivalenl in other currencies)
Value with
Value with
dollar parilY
dollar
Dollars
unchanged I
devalualion 2
or other - - - - - - currencies
Other
Other
June 30,
currencurren·
1971 Dollars
cies Dollars
'cies
Gold._ ........
SDR's..........
Reserve position in IMF._
U.S. reserve
liabilities....
Other foreign
exchange ' ...
TotaL ..

37.0
5.9

37.0
5.9

31. 5
5.0

40.0
6.4

34.3
5.5

6.9

6.9

5.9

7.5

6.4

33.7

33.7

28.7

33.7

28.7

20.5

22.1

19.0

21. 3

19.7

104.0

105.6

90.1

108.9

94.6

- - - - - - - - ----------

I 14.8 percenl average depreciation of the dollar Ihrough
revaluation of other currencies.
'7.4 percenl devaluation of the dollar (8 percent rise in the
dollar price of gold) combined with an equal average revaluation
of other currencies.
3 Sieriing, French francs, Deutsche marks, and other currencies, Including Eurodollars and U.S. reserve liabilities
denominated in foreign currencies. Half of the tolal amount is
assumed to be affected by revaluation and devaluation.

The only economic argument against the
devaluation of the dollar seems to be that it
wlll benefit the Soviet Union, South Africa,
and the gOld speCUlators. This is not correct.
The Soviet Union has not sold gold at the
monetary price since 1945. With the free
market price for gold well above the monetary price, the Soviet Union could not benefit from a moderate Increase in the monetary
price of gold in terms of dollars. South Africa
has sold small amounts of gold to the I:MF
at the monetary price. These sales were made
not for the purpose of reducing supplies in
the free market, but to establish the position
of gold as a monetary reserve asset Which the
IMF buys for currencies. Total purchases of
gold for currency by the I:MF In the first halt
of 1971 amounted to $102.6 million of which
$12.6 mllllon was paid for In dollars. The
termination of the U.S. undertaking to buy
and sell gold w111 almost certainly lead to
fundamental changes in the present system
of holding and using reserves, and this wUl
inevitably result in a far-reaching change in
the monetary role of gold.
Speculation in gold is based solely on the
expectation that a breakdown of the international monetary system w111 ultimately
lead countries to restore the old gold standard. In order to have enough reserves for
such a system, speculators believe that the
price of gold wlll have to be doubled in
terms of all currencies. Every monetary crisis
results in a rise in the free market price of
gold because speculators hope that the breakdown of the international monetary system
lB that much nearer. Every resolution of the
crisis reSUlts In a fall in the free market
price of gold because it shows that international monetary problems can be solved without a large and uniform increase In the
monetary price of gold. In the recent crisls,
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the free market price of gold rose sharply
before the announcement of the depreciation
of the dollar, and fell after the dollar deprecia.ted. A moderate devaluation of the dollar
would end all hope for a large and uniform
increase In the monetary price of gold and
would result In a fall In the free market
price. If It were also agreed to reform the
reserve system, the monetary role of gold (except as a common denominator) would be
ended and there would be no basis whatever
for speCUlating In gold except for expectations regarding Its price behavior as another
commodity.
REFORM

OF THE

INTERNATIONAL
SYSTEM

MONETARY

The recurrent crises are evidence that the
Bretton Woods system of fixed parities and
of reserves composed of gold and dollars has
not worked well In recent years. This is not
because of Inherent defects In the system.
In fact, the Bretton Woods system provided
greater flexibility than ever before for balance
of payments adjustment without requiring
Inflation In surplus countries or deflation In
deficit countries. Until a few years ago It
would have been generally accepted that the
Bretton Woods system had been outstandingly successful in creating an international
monetary system well SUited to an expanding
world economy.
The Bretton Woods system Is based on two
assumptions. The first was that International
monetary stability would be achieved if the
United States maintained a high level of
production and employment without Inflation and if other countries were to regard the
maintenance of the foreign exchange rate for
their currencies In terms of the dollar as one
of the major objectives of economic policy.
ThUS, the United States was expected to discipline itself and other countries were expected to be disciplined by the need to keep
in step With the United States. The second
assumption was that the reserve needs of
other countries could be met from newlymined gold supplemented by a gradual redistribution of U.S. gold holdings (the United
States had 75 per cent of the gold reserves in
1949) and through the gradual accumUlation
of dollar reserves. Short-term needs of deficit
countries for reserves could be met through
reserve credit provided indefinitely through
limited increases In gold production and continued impairment in the reserve position of
the United States.
The system of fixed parities, sUbject to
change after consultation with the IMF and
With Its approval, worked very well so long
as the United States avoided inflation and
had a strong balance of payments for a reserve center. Countries that had persistent
payments deflcits were expected to devalue
their currencies, and the United States was
foremost among those urging that such adjustments should be made promptly. There
was only one case of a large Industrial country that found the system of fixed parities
onerous. In 1950, Canada decided to cut the
tie to parity and to allow the Canadian
dollar to appreciate in a free market. Even
then, the real purpose was to minimize the
effect of the Impending Inflation In the
United States because of the Korean war.
No country argued that the system of fixed
parities with a llmited range of exchange
rates hampered balance of payments adJustment.
Doubts about the functioning of the system of fixed parities came only with the Inflation In the United States and the sharp
deterioration of the U.S. balance of payments
after 1965. It is then that foreign monetary
authorities began to seek means of avoiding
the flood of dollars that was coming to them.
While the academic community had long
had some advocates of greater flexibility of
exchange rates, Governments and central
banks dId not regard this as a practical policy
until late in 1968. Even then, their main con-
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cern with greater flexibility of exchange
rates was to find a means of avoiding the
transmission of infiation from the United
States. As I concluded In a paper on Flexible
Excha!1ge Rates and Balance of Payments
Adjustment (68i24, p. 14): "If the International monetary system Is not to have an
inflationary bias with flexible exchange rates,
it would be necessary to have a strong dollar
and a stable and prosperous U.S. economy.
Of course, If the United States could achieve
this there would be much less reason for
changing the 'present system of fixed parities."
At Bretton Woods, the U.S. delegation
proposed that the range of exchange rates
be 2 percent above aud below parity. Perhaps
an even wider range of 3 percent could be
useful in minimizing non-eqUilibrating
short-term capital movements. A gradually
moving parity could also be useful, but only
in a limited degree. Where a country's International payments position Is being
eroded by a deterioration In Its real international economic posi tion, ap:ut from
competitive prices, a gradual devaluation of
its currency by 1 or 2 percent a year could
keep the balance of payments In order. Even
then. the best test cf Whether a small change
in parity Is necessary Is not whether the exchange rate is at the bottom of the range,
but what is happening to the balance of
payments and the reserve position of a country. Neither wider margins nor gradually
moving parities would be of much use where
the balance of payments goes into large deficit because of a prolonged inflation which
permanently alters the price competitiveness
of a country in world markets.
The other change that is essential In the
Bretton Woods system is to establish a rational method of holding, using and increasing reserves. Until about 1958, the reserves
cf other countries did grow adequately
through the acquisition of newly-mined gold
and llm1ted redistribution of the reserves of
the United States. From the end of 1950, to
take account of the first efIects of the devaluation of 1949, to the end of 1957, the
reserves of all countries other than the
United States increased by about $3.7 million
In gold and by about $4.2 billion In dOllars.
In the same period, the reserve assets of the
United States were Virtually unchanged.
There was a $40 million Increase in U.S. gold
reserves to $22.9 billlon and a $520 mllllon
increase to $1,980 million In the U.S. reserve
position In the IMF. Even then, it had become evident that this method of prOViding
reserves could not continue Indefinitely. At
a seminar at Harvard on October 17, 1958
(58/13), I said:
"The Increase in reserves that can come
from newly-mined gold and a payments surplus with the Communist bloc is probably
qUite llmited during the next few years. Any
substantial improvement in the reserve position of other countries can come only from
a reduction in U.S. gold holdings and an Increase in foreign official dollar balances.
While the reserves of the United States are
adequate to allow for some decllne In its
gold holdings and a considerable Increase in
foreign official dollar balances, this is not
the best way of l11eetlng the long-run problem of reserves. Tl1!J time has come to place
the growth In world reserves on a more rational basis, related to the new institutional
developments and to future needs."
The establlshment of Special Drawing
Rights has provided a new reserve asset
that could become the means for assuring
an adequate but not excessive growth of
reserves on the basis of the trend needs of
the world economy. This Is not possible,
however, as long as there are large fluctuations In the dollar reserves of other countries. Since 1966, tile dollar component of
reserves has varied sharply-increasing by
$3.3 billion in 1967, decreasing by $3.4 bil-
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lion to mid-19GB, and increasing by $9 billion to the end of 1970 and by a further
$10 billion In the first hal! of 1971. The
growth of reserves must be freed from the
uncertain changes resulting from the U.S.
balance of payments. Furthermore, the preference for gold as reserves and Its function
as the one final and unlimited reserve asset has become a seriously destabilizing factor in the international monetary system.
The ability of countries to alter the composition and use of the reserve assets-the
preference for gold and SORs over dollars
and other foreign exchange-could lead to
massive conversions of eXisting foreign exchange reserves and disrupt the International monetary system.
Since 1967. I have been urging that the
reserve system be ratlonallzed by having
countries earmark their gold, SORs and other foreign exchange In a Reserve Settlement Account administered by the IMF.
Countries would be given a credit balance
eqUivalent to their earmarked reserves in
the form of II Composite Reserve Unit
(CRU). All transactions in reserves would
thereafter be through transfers in the Account. A country With a deficit would run
down its CRU balance, implicitly redUCIng
Its different reserve assets in the proportions In which they are earmarked in the
Account-that is, the same proportions of
gold, SDRs, dollars and other foreign exchange as it held. A country with a surplus
would bUild up 'its CRU balance, Implicitly
Increasing its different reserve assets In the
a.verage proportions In which they are earmarked In the Account by the deficit countries. Thus, countries would no longer be
able to alter the composition of their reserves. They would be reqUired to use and
accept the different reserve assets without
discrimination between gold. SORs and foreign exchange.
Under this system, no country would any
longer buy and sell gold for Its currency.
As payments deficits would be settled only
through the Account, there could be no Increases or decrease In the dollar component
of reserves. If the United States had a deficit, it would have to meet It through use of
Its balance in the Account or through use
of reserve credit from the IMF or from other countries. For the United States, such a
system would have the advantage of ending
the posslbllity of massive conversions of
outstanding dOllars. For the other countries,
it would have the advantage of ending the
unlimited creation of dollar reserves by the
United States to flnance any future deficits
on an official reserve basis. The necessary
growth of reserves would come solely from
the Issue of SORs by the IMF which would
be allocated to its members and which would
be added to their earmarked SORs In the
Account.
The establishment of a Reserve Settlement
Account would involve no basic change In
the present methods of dealing In foreign
exchange. There would be no limitation on
private holdings of dollars. They would remain, as they are, freely convertible Into
other currencies through the exchange market. The accumulation of additional dollar
re,erves by monetary authorities, however,
would be limited-to the necessary increase in
working balances. Countries requiring additional dollars for intervention in the exchange market would sell CRUs to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Just as they
have hitherto sold gold. And countries acquiring excess dollars that they have taken
out of exchange market would convert them
into CRUs at the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York, just as they have hitherto converted dollars into gold. The United States
would have the Obllgation It now has of converting official holdings of dollars, but such
conversicn would be made at the option of
the United States either in CRUs or in the
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currency of the country requesting the conversion. Convertibillty of currencies into gold
would be impossible, as countries would not
hold gold outside the Reserve Settlement
Account.
u.s. POLICY AND THE WORLD ECONOMY
The United states should make it clear
to all countries that the sole purpose of the
measures It has taken is to establlsh a strong
balance of payments and to restore confidence
In the dollar. That w1ll require a depreciation
of the dollar and a new pattern of exchange
rates among the large industrial countries,
to be achieved by agreement and in consultation with the IMF. The reform of the international monetary system is also important, and such discussions will undoubtedly
take place In conjunction with the discussions on exchange rates.
The depreciation of the dollar will have
far-reaching effects on the economy of other
countries. The direct effect of the restoration
of the U.S. trade balance will be to increase
output in the United States by over $8 bllIlon a year. As the increase in the U.S. trade
balance will be matched by a corresponding
reduction In the trade balance of other industrial countries, it will have an equivalent
contractionary effect on them. In the aggregate, the output of,all other industrial countries Is about the same as that of the United
States, after adjusting for the depreciation
of the dollar. Although international trade Is
more important for them than for the United
States, the depreciation of the dollar will
affect a relatively small part of their tradeonly that part represented by exports to and
Imports from the United states and by the
displacement of their exports In third markets.
The adjustment to the depreciation of the
dollar is simple for the United States. As
there is considerable unused capacity and
unemployment, the increase in the trade balance will act as a stimUlUS to recovery in
much the same way as an increase in domestic investment. In other industrial countries, the decrease In their trade balance will
reduce aggregate domestic demand and compel adjustments in their export industries
and In domestic industries competitive with
Imports from the United States. In a very
few countries where there is a demand inflation, the reduction in the trade balance
will not be unwelcome, although it will still
necessitate adjustment In the export industries. In other countries where the economy
is not booming, the adjustment to a reduction in the trade balance will necessitate an
expansion of domestic demand for consumption and for private and public investment to
offset the reduction In the trade balance.
Even with such policies, the process of adjustment will be difficult for all industrial
countries and especially for those with the
closest trade relations With the United States.
Unless the United States and other large
industrial countries follow expansionary polIcies, the depreciation of the dollar may lead
to a contraction of world trade or a temporary halt in the growth of world trade. The
experience of the past is that world trade
grew rapidly when U.S. Imports increased
considerably and stopped growing for a year
or two when U.S. imports declined. If the
depreciation of the dollar were to halt the
growth of world trade, even temporarily, it
would be harmful not only to other industrial countries but to the less-developed
countries as well. Thus, the trade objective
of the United States shOUld be to see that
the improvement In its trade balance is accomplished as far as possible through an increase in exports rather than through a decrease in Imports. All countries can contribute to the necessary adjustment without
a contraction of world trade by maintaining
a high level of domestic demand and by reducing the I'estrictlons they have on Imports.
For the United States, this woUld require an
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acceleration of the recovery and a prompt'
termination of the Import surcharge.
The most constructive way to restore the
U.S. balance of payments is through the depreciation of the dollar. While it would not
reduce U.S. foreign Investment, particularly
if the restrictions on direct Investment are
relaxed, it would improve the servIce accounts as well as the trade account. A depreciation of the dollar would stimulate exports as well as restrain Im!>orts. If the recovery In the U.S. economy Is 'accelerated, the
demand for Imports will respond to the Increase in output and Income. This will moderate the reduction In Imports as a result
of the depreciation of the dollar. On the other
hand, the import surcharge places almoot the
entire burden of adjusting the U.S. balance
of payments on the restriction of Imports.
As the surcharge also limits the depreciation
of the dollar, It holds back the expansion of
exports. Moreover, by holding down the depreciation of the dollar relative to what it
is expected to be, it encourages speculation
and capital outflow, at least for the time
being.
The import surcharge is unfair to all countries, has an uneven Incidence among countries, and undermines the hItherto successfUl
efforts to reduce barriers to the expansion
of world trade. The surcharge applies to
dutiable imports from the less-developed
countries, even though the United States has
no desire for a. change in either their currency or trade policies. It does not apply at
all to Russia and most other Communist
countries and Is B heavy burden to the countries that trade most with the United States.
Although less than half of all U.S. imports
are subject to the surcharge, about 93 per
cent of the imports from Japan are under
this penalty. The Import surcharge raises all
U.S. tariffs, except where there are statutory
quota restrictions, In many instances to the
level of the Hawley-Smoot Tariff Act of 1930.
It wipes out most of the reductions in tariffs
negotiated since the flrst reciprocal trade
agreements in 1934. If other countries were
to respond by withdrawing the tariff concessions they have made, the world economy
would be back to the disastrous trade restrictions of the 1930s.
The Import surcharge is a denial of the
principle of international cooperation on
monetary and economic affairs. Until the
surcharge is terminated, It will be impossible
to establlsh an appropriate pattern of exchange rates among the large industrial
countries and it w1l1 hamper all negotiations
for reforming the International monetary
system. The early removal of the Import surcharge Is in the Interest of the United States
and the entire world. It should be made the
first order of business In the discussions of
the United States with other countries and
with the International Monetary Fund, along
with agreement on a new pattern of exchange
rates and reform of the international monetary system.
STATEMENT BY' ROBERT R. NATHAN

All economists are deeply concerned over
the continuing dama"ge inflation has Inflicted
and the desperate need ~o slow the pace of
price Increases qulckry and enduringly.
There Is also an urgent need to bring an
early end to the recessloI: and to reduce the
levels of unemployment and other idle resources, reflecting an annual rate of some $75
billion losses in output.
The long overdue Administration decision
to move off dead center on these important
issues is welcome. The direction and content
of the Presldent·s proposals should be constructlvely and critically evaluated just because the subject matter is so crucial to the
national interest and because the best policies are needed to maximize the chances of
success. The economic situation Is too serious
to condone petty bickering, but the problems
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are too important and too complex to have a
moratorium on public debate. In such a
highly charged SUbject there is no virtue in
unanimity.
.
The inter-relationship between price ste.bllizatlon and economic expansion particularly needs more attention. Having undertaken
the wage-price freeze, one would expect the
Administration to adopt vigorous programs
to accelerate the pace of recovery rather than
continuation of very cautious recovery
policies. The expansion program proposed by
President Nixon Is inadequate as well as IneqUitable. It is dUI:cult to foresee any substantial number of jobs resulting from the
net fiscal impact of the program. Any likely
stimUlus from the proposed tax reductions
will be negated by reduced public spending
and less pUbllc employment.
'
The Administration resorted unsuccessfUlly to unemployment and recession as the
only means of flghting Inflation. The continued high rate of inflation has inhibited
the Administration from seeking a strong recovery because of the fear of more inflation.
But, having imposed the freeze, It is hardly
rational to continue to fear the inflationary
impacts of recovery. The failure to adopt a
more expansionist set of flscal policies may
be attributable to grave doubts concerning
the success of the price freeze and subsequent stabilization efforts. A timid approach
to economic recovery will not only delay the
return to fUll employment but can also make
it more diffiCUlt to achieve a better price
performance.
The United States economy experienced
one of its longest and largest lags in productiVity In the period from mid"1968 to
mid-1970. Productivity gains which tended
to average about 3 percent a year In most of
the post-World War II period fell about 15
percent below the trend line by the middle
of last year. There are a great many causes
for the lag In prOductivity, but certainly the
low ratio of capacity utllization has been
an important contributing factor. Even the
modest recovery to date has begun to make
Inroads into that gap. If a substantial recovery can be initiated, there ought to be a
rapid rise In output per man-hour with the
result that labor costs and capital costs per
unit of output should rise substantially less
than hourly earnings or the cost per unit of
capital. The anti-Inflation fight can be
helped along by accelerating economic recovery. Also, with the GNP gap at 75 bl!lion dollars It Is not the time to put high
priority on the danger of early overheating of
the economy.
The Congress wlll have a voice in the flscal
program and I would urge a more expansionist orientation as well as a more equitable
set of recovery measures. The existence of
so much Idle capacity makes it doubtfUl
whether even the bountiful pouring of
goodies Into the corporation hopper wlll
bring a quick and large spurt In private investment. With our cities and states In
dire need of flnanclal help, with all' and water
pollution, with required massive urban rehabllltatlon, with tens of mlllions of Americans llvlng at poverty levels in a trilllon
dollar economy, with billions needed for mass
transit to overcome congestion, with more
health and recreation faclllties and services required, it is hardly the time to choose
lower taxes rather than higher expenditures
to restore full employment. The President's
fiscal proposals for automobile excise tax
cuts and huge investment incentives reflect
a distorted sense of the priorities of our
nil.tlon's needs.
No sane person expects that the battle
against Inflation will have been won by
mid-November when the present freeze is
scheduled to come to an end. Nor should
the freeze be extended in its present form
beyond mid-November. Clearly, if we are
going to bring inflation under control. the
freeze must be followed by organizational
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and procedural arrangements to slow the
pace of Increases In prices and costs.
I agree with those witnesses who emphasize the Importance of mobillzlng support of
various groups and of the general pUblic for
antl-Infiatlon measures. But rhetoric alone
will not suffice. Labor Is especially concerned
about the principles and techniques that
wi11 underlie on-going stabillzatlon programs. If the same degree of equity Which
characterizes the President's expansionist
measures were to be applied In the stablllzatlon field then labor's alarm Is understandable. If the brunt of the battle against Infiatlon Is borne more heavlly by labor than
by business, labor's cooperation wi11 not be
forthcoming. In 1965 and 1966 when price infiatlon got underway, wage restraints did not
payoff. Labor fe11 behind in Its pursuit of
rising real income because of the erosion of
earnings as the cost of llving rose. Labor has
continued to race after prices ever since.
I am convinced that workers across this
nation are tired of Inflation and want greater
price stabUlty. I believe most labor leaders
feel the same way. The problem Is one of assuring that the burdens inevitably Inherent
In slOWing the pace of Inflation wi11 be fairly
shared. Labor as we11 as business should be
Invited to participate actively In shaping
the programs and pollcles that will come
after the gO-day freeze. In the final analysis,
cooperation will depend on fairness. The element of equity Is going to depend on government policies. It cannot be repeated too
often that the price of cooperation wl11 be
the assurances of fair and eqUitable treatment.
Obviously, neither wages nor prices can be
aHowed to Increase without restraint If we
are to enjoy greater stabll1ty. But we must
apply restraints With utmost Wisdom as we11
as firmness. It Is clear that wage increases
are more visible and can be more readlly contro11ed than prices. That is why those in
charge of the stabllization plans shOUld do
everything possible to prevent profit margins froni rising as a consequence of more
effective wage than price restraints. I do not
belleve an excess profits tax Is feasible under present circumstances. That Is a11 the
more reason to pursue policies which wl11
clamp down on prices with at least as much
pressure as on wages.
Let me repeat that labor has reason for
concern over bearing most of the sacrifice In
slowing inflation. There are some who say
that If only wage increases are halted or
slowed prices wlll foHow suit. History hardly
bears out this simplistic generallzatlon. For
about two years we have had a depressed
economy and price competition has not been
effective in cutting down Infiation. In recent
months Inflation has continued more serious
than In the pre-recession days. There are
too many administered prices In this economy to rely entirely on price competition In
the fight against inflation or to expect that
price competition will keep profit margins
within reason. Too many Industries have
raised prices both before and after wage increases and too many have sought to widen
profit margins in an effort to maintain high
aggregate profits when the economy has
been depressed. Profits are low, maybe abnorma11y low, but what economic rule caUs
for high profits in a recession? I believe we
need direct and strong measures to slow the
pace of Infiatlon but these measures must
lean heavily against prices If we expect them
to be effective In slowing wage gains.
Inequities are already becoming apparent
under the freeze. We must not permit serious erosion of the impact of the freeze, but
it would seem wise to begin we11 before the
90 days are over to introduce some fiexiblllty
and some adjustments so as to ease the most
severe Inequities. 'Ve are not going to reduce
in1lation from 5 or 6 percent a year to zero
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or 1 or even 2 percent In three or six months.
we can get the consumer price index consistently below an annual rate of Increase of
3 percent by mid-1972 that will be quite an
achievement. A steady reversal of the infiatlonary spiral will achieve more over time
than a one shot freeze without further measures that can succeed.
In essence what Is needed is a combination of a substantial revamping by the Congress of'the President's recovery program so
as to make It more expansionist and more
eqUitable, and an early formulation of an
on-going stabUlzation program in which a11
segments of our society have an opportunity
to offer their Ideas and to participate, and
In which equitable treatment and fair sharing of burdens are assured.

If

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, among
the witnesses who appeared before the
committee were Walter Heller, professor of economics, University of Minnesota; Otto Eckstein, professor of economics, Harvard University; Charles L.
Schultze, senior fellow, the Brookings
Institution; John Sheahan, professor of
economics, Williams College; Raymond J.
Saulnier, professor of economics, Barnard College; Ralph Nader; Paul Porter,
attorney at law, Washington, D.C.;
George W. Taylor, professor of economics, University of Pennsylvania;
Michael DiSalle; Paul W. McCracken,
Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers;
George A. Lincoln, Director, Office of
Emergency Preparedness; Arnold R.
Weber, executive director, Cost of Living
Council; Dr. Gardner Ackley, professor
of political economy, University of Michigan; Arthur M. Okun, senior fellow, the
Brookings Institution; Edward M. Bernstein, president, EMB Ltd.; and Robert
R. Nathan, of Robert Nathan Associates.
In general, our witnesses applaUded
the fact that the President had now
adopted the more activist policies they
felt were necessary prerequisites to an
improved trade balance, a more stable
price level, and a vigorous expansion of
output. Our witnesses were Virtually
unanimous in their support of the wageprice freeze and the floating of the dollar. They stressed that these were temporary measures which must be followed
by wise long-term policies. In contrast
to their support of other aspects of the
program, the majority of our witnesses
felt that both the amount and composition of the fiscal stimulus proposed by
the President were inappropriate and
that major revision of this aspect of the
program was needed.
To summarize the views of the witnesses on major aspects of the new economic policy, with respect to the wageprice freeze, all witnesses who addressed
themselves to this felt the freeze was
necessary or desirable, given the difficult
inflationary situation which existed at
the time it was imposed. All agreed that
the freeze must be temporary and that
it must be followed by a firm and active
policy of price-wage restraint, but a policy allowing for some adjustment of
wages and prices.
With respect to effectiveness, some
witnesses, including Ackley and Nathan,
believed the freeze would be observed
and that monitoring and enforcement
procedures were adequate so long as the
freeze was limited to 90 days. Others,
inclUding Taylor and DiSalle, were less
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certain that an adequate administrative
staff had been set up. Taylor stressed
the need to establish grievance procedures during the freeze period, and this
has not been done.
With respect to the issue of a postfreeze policy, all witnesses who addressed
this question opposed a permanent system of mandatory comprehensive controls. They were equally opposed to the
opposite policy extreme of having no
price-wage policy at all after the freeze.
They wanted a syster.1 in which market
forces would determine the majority of
prices, but in which there would also be
standards or guideposts set by the Government. Most felt some type of legal
sanctions would also be required, at least
for a time.
Many witnesses, inclUding Schultze,
Sheahan, Ackley, Okun, and Nrthan, favored the establishment of economywide
quantitative standards-similar to the
Kennedy-Johnson guideposts. These
guideposts would be based on average
productivity gains plus, initially, some
cost-of-living or "catch-UP" factor.
Schultze and Okun suggested a wage
standard of productivity plus one-half
the cost-of-living increase-which would
be a total of a 5-percent increase at the
present time. Robert Nathan suggested
about a 6-percent wage increase might be
needed initially.
Other witnesses, inclUding Saulnier,
suggested a wage-price review board
which would gradually evolve general
standards through its decisions in specific cases.
One type of enforcement, suggested by
Ackley. would be the authority to seek
court injunctions against behavior which
clearlY violated price-wage standards.
Another possibility suggested by Okun
would be authority to roll back and freeze
prices-or wages-which violated Government standards. Most witnesses
agreed that some enforcement authority
was needed but that enforcement efforts
should be concentrated on clear violations of standards in important or highly
visible situations.
With respect to procedures for developing postfreeze policy, all witnesses
agreed that labor, business, and other
major groups in the economy must be
involved in developing policy. The importance of full consultation with organized labor was especially stressed. Many
witnesses, including Taylor, Porter, and
DiSalle suggested a tripartite boardbusiness, labor, and the public-to administer policy. Others, including Ackley
and Schultze, preferred an administrator
or board drawn from the general public
and not identified with any particular
group.
With respect to transition policies, several witnesses, including Gardner Ackley, and Robert Nathan, argued that the
freeze should be lifted gradually, first
decontrolling those sectors most subject
to competition. Arthur Okun suggested
the freeze be lifted for all prices and
wages simUltaneously, prOVided guideposts had been developed and there was
authority to roll back unwarranted price
or wage increases.
With respect to control of profits, witnesses who commented on this opposed
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billion and the employment effect at should not impose it, that it would de500,000 jobs. Without necessarily disput- press the economy, that it is unnecessary
ing these estimates, a nunaber of wit- and could be postponed without a pernesses, including Heller, Schultze, Ack- manent loss of revenue.
Increased Federal expenditures of a
ley, Okun, and Nathan, stressed the very
large gap-about $70 billion-between temporary nature also were widely sugactual and potential output and the very gested. Schultze urged counter-cyclical
large number of unemployed-5 Y2 mil- grants to State and local government.
lion unemployed and 500,000 new jobs Ec~stein and Okun urged speed-up,
rather than postpOnement, of welfare
obviously is not an adequate answer.
In general, these witnesses urged the reform.
need for more vigorous fiscal stimulus.
III. INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF THE PRESIDENT'S
PROGRAM
With respect to the composition of the
President's fiscal program, all witnesses
With respect to the suspension of gold
who commented on this, with the excep- transactions, this action received suption of administration witnesses and of port from all witnesses who commented.
SaUlnier, felt that the composition of the They stressed, however, that it is an
fiscal prograna was badly unbalanced. initial step which must be followed by
Witnesses who stressed this included negotiations to develop a new and more
Heller, Eckstein, Schultze, Nader, Ackley, flexible system of international exchange.
Okun, and Nathan. They argued that this Bernstein, who is probably the most comprogram represents a poor choice of so- petent in this area and the most expericial priorities; that it makes an unwise enced and authoritative, argued that this
and unnecessary permanent sacrifice of floating of the dollar would not, by itFederal revenues; and that it is of doubt- self, achieve all of the needed readjustful effectiveness since it stresses the fur- ment in exchange rates, but should be acther stimulation of investment at a time companied by an increase in the dollar
when manufacturing capacity utilization price of gold. However, other witnesses,
including Okun, argued that currencies
is extremely low.
As to the auto excise tax repeal, with need no longer be defined in terms of gold
the exception of the administration wit- at all and that the United States need
nesses, this received virtually no SUPpOrt never again buy gold for monetarY purduring our hearings. It was felt to be a poses.
poor priority choice because of the enWith respect to the import surcharge,
vironmental problems associated with in- while most witnesses agreed that this
creased automobile use; because it would might be a useful temporary bargaining
be of benefit only to those who can afford tool to encourage the needed adjustment
POLICIES TO EXPAND EMPLOYMENT
to buy new cars; and because it would of exchange rates, great concern was expermanently sacrifice Federal revenues pressed that the surcharge must be lifted
EMPLOYMENT EFFECT OF PRESIDENT'S PROPOSALS
Fiscal measures: several witnesses, which will be needed to finance social as quickly as possible. If the surcharge
including Heller and Okun, stressed that programs. It was pointed out that general should remain in effect for any substansince the administration's proposals bal- tax relief to consumers instead of a spe- tiallength of time, it would invite retalianced tax cuts with expenditure cuts, cific excise tax repeal would leave con- ation and constitute a damaging step tothere would be little expansionary or job- sumers freedom of choice on how to ward protectionism in world trade. It
was emphasized that while the surcharge
creating effect. By making certain ad- spend their tax saving.
With respect to the investment tax is in effect. imported equipment would
justments in the administration's estimates, Charles Schultze estimated a credit, most witnesses who commented on not benefit from the proposed investment
stimulative impact of $5 billion. Many this, again with the exception of the ad- tax credit, making the package doublY
witnesses,including Heller, Ackley, Okun, ministration, felt that together with the protectionist. That is the flrst time we
and Nathan, felt that greater fiscal stim- already promulgated accelerated depre- have done that. In the past we have proulus was needed and stressed that the ciation regulations-ADR-the invest- vided, when a business bought equipment,
degree of slack in the economy together ment tax credit would represent far too even if bought abroad. that they would
with price-wage policy meant rapid much tax relief for business and far too get an investment tax credit. The Presistimulus need not increase inflationary high a cost in terms of revenue loss rela- dent's program would suspend that. So
pressures. Raymond Saulnier opposed tive to the amount of investment which there is a double protectionist element,
further stimulus, and so did Dr. Mc- might be induced. They agreed that if which is perhaps necessary in this temCracken, Chairman of the Council of there is to be an investment tax credit, porary period of negotiations, but it
should be voided by the President as soon
Economic Advisers, of course, for the then the ADR should be withdrawn.
With respect to the income tax as pOssible.
administration.
With respect to DISC, many witnesses
Confidence effect: Most witnesses speedup, all witnesses supported this.
agreed that an effective anti-inflationary Several, including Nathan and Okun, felt that, given the other measures to
policy would have at least a modest fa- would support making this action retro- improve our trade balance, continued
support of the DISC export incentive
vorable effect on consumer confidence. active to last July.
With respect to postponement of wel- proposal was unnecessary. Nader's testiDr. McCracken, Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, estimated this fare reform, most witnesses felt this was mony brought out the inefficiency of the
couId have a total impact of $8 billion a most unfortunate decision, given the DISC method of export promotion. The
on 1972 GNP. However, several witnesses, urgent need for this measure and the benefits of DISC would go to all exports
including Nathan, stressed the need for hopes that have been raised. It also de- and not just to the additional exports inevidence of reduced unemployment in lays putting purchasing power in the duced by the program. The budgetary
order to achieve a naajor improvenaent hands of those who would spend this cost is thus very high relative to the exin consumer confidence. They argued money and thus assist general economic port-inducing effect.
Mr. President, may I summarize it by
that our productiVity is going to rise so recovery.
rapidly and the increase in the work
As to alternative fiscal measures, post- saying that, in general, the economic
force is going to be so great that un- ponement of social security tax increases profession, as represented in our hearenaployment naay not be reduced at all scheduled for next January received ings, was favorable to the President's
even if we do have sonaething of a widespread support from witnesses, in- action. They applauded his activist steps
boon and a substantial stinauIus.
cluding Heller, Schultze, Ackley, Okun, in providing for a freeze, providing for a
Total impact: Dr. McCracken esti- and Nathan. That will be the biggest in- suspension of gold, providing for some
naated the total inapact on 1972 GNP- crease we have ever had. They all said stimulus to the economy, although, as I
including the confidence factor-at $15 that we ought to suspend it, that we pointed out, they strongly criticized

profit controls at present. They argued
that if wages and prices are controlled,
then unit profits are determined. Where
productivity gains are above average,
prices should be reduced, thus limiting
unit profits. Increased profits which result from greater sales volume are normal during a recovery period and are a
needed incentive to efficiency.
If profits are to be controlled, which
was not advocated by the witnesses, some
form of taxation was the only method
suggested, some form of excess profits
tax. Most witnesses s.tressed the inequities and administrative difficulties of an
excess profits tax. Gardner Ackley suggested an increase in the corpOrate tax
rate as preferable to an excess profits
tax. Many witnesses stressed the importance of effective control of prices as an
indirect control on profits.
With respect to interest rates, none
of the witnesses favored interest rate
controls at present, although there is a
law on the books that came out of our
Banking Committee which provides for
a comprehensive opportunity for the
President to control, limit, reduce interest in any sector of the economy. Many
made the pragmatic argument that effective anti-inflationary policy would cause
interest rates to fall. They stressed the
danger that an interest rate ceiling
would in practice turn out to a floor.
Okun urged that monetary policy be
more specifically directed toward encouraging lower interest rates.
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some of the details of the President's
proposal. I have inserted in the RECORD
a summary of the views of each of the
experts who appeared, as well as the full
text of their statements.
ECONO:MIC OPPORTUNITY AMENDMENTS OF 1971
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill IS. 2007) to provide for the
cGntinuation of programs authorized
und~r the Economic Opportunitly Act of
1964, and for other purposes.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, how mu(:h time remains to
both sides on the motion to recommit?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Fifty
minutes to the Senator from Ohio and
45 minutes to the Senator from Wisconsin.
UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent, after
having consulted with the distinguished
Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT) and the
distinguished manager of the bill, the
Senator from Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON).
that the remaining time on the motion
to recommit be limited to 45 minutes,
the time to be divided between the Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT) and the manager of the bill as follows: 25 minutes to
the Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT), and
20 minutes to the manager of the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
CRANSTON). Without objection, it is so
ordered.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that time
on the motion to recommit not be
charged against any Senator during the
remainder of the day today.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
COMMISSION ON SECURITY AND
SAFETY OF CARGO
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi<lent, I ask unanimous consent that the
Senate proceed to the consideration of
Calendar No. 354, S. 942.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title.
The legislative clerk read as follows:

SENATE

nizations such as private terminal operators, port authorities, and others, engaged in aU modes of transportation,
distribution, and storage of goods and
cargo in transit, and by fostering consultatkn and coordin:Jtion with !:.ppropriate governmental and private agencies
and concerns. and insert "commerce, and
shall administer this Act so as to implement its purpose by establishing liaison
and coordination with and between common carriers, their agents and assigns,
as \vel! as supporting organizations such
as private terminal operators. port authoc'ities, and others, engaged in all
modes 01 transpm·tation, distribution and
storage of goods and cargo in transit. and
b~T fostering consultation and coordination with appropriate governmental and
private agencies and concerns."; on page
4, at the beginning of line 14, change the
section number from "2" to "3"; on page
5, line 5, after the word "of", strike out
"Commerce." and insert "the Treasury.
If a member designated to represent the
Federal Government on the Commission
is unavoidably absent, he may designate
any officer of his department appointed
with the advice and consent of the Senate to serve on the Commission as his
alternate."; in line 15, after the word
"Chairman", insert "and Vice Chairman"; in line 21, after the word "Commission", strike out "the Commissioner
of Customs;" and insert "a representative of the Secretary of Commerce;"; on
pagc 6, at the beginning of line 7, strike
out "industry." and insert "industry and
one reprE.sentative from the freight forwarders industry to be appointed by the
President."; after line 17, insert:
(h) In addition, the Commission shall
have four advisory members composed of(1) two Members of the House of Representatives who shall not be members of the
same political party and who shall be appointed by the Speaker cf the House of Representatives, and
(2) two Members of the Senate who shall
not be members of the same polltical party
and who shall be appointed by the PresIdent
of the Senate.
The advisory members of the CommissIon
sl1all not participate, except In an advIsory
capacity, in the formUlatIon of the findings
and recommendations of the CommIssion.

On page 7, at the beginning of line 5,
change the section number from "3" to
"4"; in line 6, after the word "GovernS.942, to establish a CommIssIon on Se- ment", insert" (including advisory MemcurIty and Safety of Cargo.
bers of Congress appointed under section
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 3 (h) of this Act)"; in line 8, after the
objection to the present consideration of word "compensation", strike out "in addition to" and insert "except for"; at the
the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate beginning of line 22, change the section
proceeded to consider the bill which had number from "4" to "5"; on page 8, at
been reported from the Committee on the beginning of line 2, strike out "subCommerce with amendments, on page 1, title 3" and insert "chapter III"; in line
at the beginning of line 6, change the sec- 3, after the word "rates", insert a comma
tion number from "I" to "2"; on page 2, and "but no individual so appointed
line I, after the word "of", where it ap- shall receive compensation in excess of
the rate authorized for G8-18 under
pears the second time, strike out "such such
title."; at the beginning of line 17,
goods and"; on page 3, at the beginning
of line 20, strike out "commerce. It is change the section number from "5" to
a further purpose to create an organiza- "6"; on page 10, after line 14, strike out:
(d) The CommissIon Is authorIzed to enter
tion which will administer this Act and
contracts wIth Federal or State agenimplement its purposes by establishing into
cies, prIvate firms. instItutIons, and IndIvIdliaison and coordination with, by and be- uals for the conduct of research, or surveys,
tween the common carriers, their agents the preparation of reports, and other' actIviand assigns, as wel! as supporting orga- ties necessary to the dIscharge of Its duties.
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And, in lieu thereof, insert:
(d) The CommIssIon Is authorIzed to enter
Into contracts wIth Federal or State agencies, prIvate firms. Institutions, and I..divlduals for the conduct of research, surveys,
and the preparation of reports. All contracts
negotiated wIthout advertIsing pursuant to
this subsection shall include a clause to the
effect that the CommissIon and the Comptroller General of the United States or any
of his duly authorIzed representatives shall
until the expiration of three years after final
payment have access to and the right to
examine any directly pertinent books, documents, papers, and records of the contractor
or any of his SUbcontractors engaged In the
performance of and involving transactions
related to such contracts or subcontracts.

On page 11, line 18, after the word
"permit", strike out "business firms or
individuals" and insert" persons"; at the
beginning of line 20, strike out "them"
and insert "such persons"; on page 12, at
the beginning of line 4, change the section number from "6" to "7"; on page 14,
line 4, after the word "security", strike
out "standards and encouragement of
voluntary implementation by the various
industries involved" and insert "standards"; at the beginning of line 13, change
the section number from "7" to "8"; at
the beginning of line 18, change the section number from "8" to "9"; in the same
line, after the amendment just above
stated, strike out "There is authorized to
be appropriated for the purposes of this
Act not to exceed $250,000 for each fiscal
year," and insert "There are authorized
to be appropriated such sums, not to exceed $2,000,000, as may be necessary to
carry out the provisions of this Act."; at
the beginning of line 24, change the section number from "9" to "10"; in the
same line, after the amendment just
above stated, strike out "(a) Prior to the
termination" and insert "Upon the submission"; in line 25, after the word "Commission's", strike out "established pursuant to" and insert "final report as provided in section 12 of"; on page 15, after
line 9, strilce out:
(b) Regulations promulgated pursuant to
this section shall be deemed to have been
promUlgated pursuant to the Interstate
Commerce Act, the Federal Aviation Act of
1958, and the ShippIng Act of 1916, respectIvely.

At the beginning of line 16, change the
section number from "10" to "11"; in line
19, after "(b)", strike out "Each common carrier subject to this Act shall submit to the Federal Maritime Commission,
for each three month period, a report
listing and evaluating all cargo damaged.
lost, missing, stolen, or presumed stolen
from such carrier or any agent thereof
during such period." and insert "(bl The
Federal Maritime Commission is authorized to require of each common carrier subject to this Act periodic reports
listing and evaluating all cargo damaged,
lost, missing, stolen, or presumed stolen
from such carrier or any agent thereof
during such period. The Commission is
authorized to promulgate such rules as
may be necessary to effect the provisions
of this subsection."; and, on page 16,
after line 9, strike out:
SEC. 11. The CommIsSIon shall continue in
eXistence for a period of not to excl*d two
years after the appointment of Its members

